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MARIJA M. SVILAR, Institute of Archaeology Belgrade

THINGS WE LOST IN THE FIRE:
THE CASE OF THE “BEAUTIFUL” VESSEL

e-mail: marijasvilar@yahoo.com

Abstract – From the earliest excavations on the territory of the central Balkans and up to today, Late Neolithic pottery
assemblages have remained one of the most important contributors to our knowledge of the past. To a certain extent, the burned
Late Neolithic horizons left a great number of the architectural details preserved in the archaeological record, along with various
artefacts, of which pottery makes up the largest part. However, due to the fact that the majority of pottery vessels and sherds
were subjected to temperatures that were higher than those they were initially fired in the manufacturing process, decoration
makes up a minority of the archaeological record of the central Balkans and, unfortunately, we usually deal with plain assemblages.
Therefore, it is not surprising that the discovery of one vessel that has a small preserved portion of applied painted decoration,
unearthed from a burned building structure in the latest horizon at the site of Plo~nik, introduced a whole new set of questions.
Importantly, this instance further emphasises that when deconstructing prehistoric paradigms, our interpretation sometimes
must go beyond observation.
Key words – Decoration, ceramic vessels, secondary burning, Late Neolithic, central Balkans.

The Context
The archaeological context of this study is the Late
Neolithic site of Plo~nik near Prokuplje, which was
discovered in 1927, during the construction of the Prokuplje – Kur{umlija railroad. In the same year, the first
of a total of four copper hoards, i.e. assemblages of
copper weapons and artefacts, were found, after which
the site became widely known among archaeologists.
The National Museum in Belgrade carried out systematic excavations in the period from 1960 to 1972, with
the aim of determining the boundaries of the settlement. In 1996, another long-term campaign of systematic research was launched at Plo~nik,1 this time with
the intention of finding evidence regarding the beginnings and development of metallurgy in the Late Neolithic.2 In the course of those campaigns, a surface of
about 800 m² was investigated. During a recent survey,3
the total area of the site has been estimated at ca 35 ha.

To a certain extent, research is still underway.
For example, [ljivar et al. 2006.
3 The whole area of the settlement was recently surveyed by
The National Museum in Belgrade.
4 Bori} 2009.

7
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While the archaeological material gathered during previous campaigns indicates the presence of Late Neolithic and Early Eneolithic horizons, the settlement of
Plo~nik is dated to 5300/5200–4600 cal BC.4 Unfortunately, since the discovery of copper hoards was accidental, their context as well as the chronological correlation with the settlement to-date remain uncertain.
In 2010, in Trench No. 23, a relatively large burned
building structure was discovered. The structure shows
remarkable similarities regarding its position, architecture and vessel content to the previously investigated

1
2
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Fig. 1. Pottery vessels found in the restricted room of structure 03 at the site of Plo~nik (photo by D. [ljivar)
Sl. 1. Kerami~ke posude iz dogra|ene prostorije objekta 03 sa Plo~nika (foto: D. [qivar)

units5 and, presumably, there were several structures
in this part of the settlement that were arranged in close
proximity to one another and were connected, in some
way, with the latest being largest in size. The feature
was excavated in 2010 and 2011 over an area of 15 m².6
The entire ceramic assemblage includes 5,600 sherds
along with 33 complete or partly restored vessels.
What appears particularly interesting is that most of
the complete vessels, more precisely, 28 of them along
with one sieve,7 were found in a restricted room, rectangular in shape, with dimensions of 3.2 x 2.2 m²
(Fig. 1). During the preliminary examination of the in
situ vessels, it was already apparent that this building
structure included mainly vessels for the storage and
serving of liquids: jars, bowls, and jugs of different sizes
– small, medium and large, which are generally characterised by a narrow or wide neck and by handles to
enable carrying.

8

Therefore, since the morphology of the vessels
imply a carefully organised storage space, it is plausible that these buildings perhaps served as some kind of
common economic centres of accumulation and maybe
consumption. While it is usually assumed that each
structure was occupied by a single domestic group, my

5 This refers to the structures that were discovered in the
trenches that were excavated in recent years. Also, according to the
geophysical prospection data, a similar geomagnetic anomaly was
observed in their extension. Du{ko [ljivar, pers. comm.
6 The structure is dated to around 4600 cal BC, Vera Bogosavljevi}-Petrovi}, Du{an Bori}, pers. comm.
7 This relates to the type of vessel that was previously called
a sulundar (silinder Turkish) and for which it was assumed that it
was used in the metallurgical process. However, since most of these
objects were found in the context that implies storage, the author of
this paper speculates that they represent sieves, indicating potential
evidence for cheese-making.
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assumption is that the number of storage vessels, as well
as their capacity, is beyond the requirements of a household. Recently, scholars have expressed their doubts
about the common belief that the majority of all recovered structures at the Late Neolithic settlements on the
territory of the central Balkans should be regarded as
households.8 Namely, a few storage facilities were, to
various extents, identified at the sites of Vin~a–Belo
Brdo, Selevac, Banjica and Gomolava, and while it was
determined that they were usually situated in open space
of the settlement, more importantly it was emphasised
that some of them were actually communal.9 It is interesting here to point out the example of the Neolithic
site of Tell Sabi Abyad 1 in Syria, where it has been
hypothesised that the large storage rooms were not only
used by its permanent residents but also by the members
who were more nomadic than sedentary. The members
who were mobile still travelled various distances in
order to collect goods, while permanent residents were
tasked with taking care of them.10 An additional argument here can be drawn from many examples recorded
in the ethnoarchaeological contexts, where ceramic vessels were only stored in the household while in use.11
At present, bearing in mind the small excavation area
at the site of Plo~nik, our suggested new interpretation
for the similar structures remains in the domain of
hypothesis.
The focus here in particular is on one single medium-sized jar with preserved painted decoration (Fig.
2). However, first and foremost, it is important to stress
certain characteristics of the latest phase of Late Neolithic settlements and their pottery assemblages.

Orange is the new Black
in the Central Balkans
As already mentioned, the last occupation level at
Late Neolithic settlements in the Central Balkans is
generally illustrated with burned building horizons.
Objects usually built with wattle and daub were largely
destroyed by fire, which resulted in highly preserved
architectural elements and numerous artefacts in situ.
As Stevanovi} showed, based on detailed research at the
site of Opovo, the whole period of the Late Neolithic is
characterised by the horizon of burned building structures. She emphasised that the houses were deliberately
burned, which was very different from the previous
belief that the fire had occurred as a result of an attack
or accident.12 As a result of this process, the hallmark of
the latest phase of Late Neolithic ceramic assemblages
is a plain, undecorated surface. Moreover, due to these
post-depositional alternations, we face a huge disadvantage for conducting important examinations such as
residue and use-wear analysis.
Archaeologists often use colour as the main criterion for the classification of pottery, especially in the
process of refitting. However, experimental burning
attempts indicate that a truly effective and thorough
investigation is necessary in order to determine what
particular event in the life-cycle of a ceramic vessel is
responsible for the colours we recognise today in the
archaeological record.13 In the Late Neolithic contexts,
the majority of vessels surfaces show signs of secondary
burning, which means their original colour from primary firing changed, depending on the proximity of
fire. If we take into account the pottery from the unburned Late Neolithic horizons, it is reasonable to assume
that most of the vessels in the living assemblage were
probably dark burnished, since black or dark grey, resulting from an initial firing in a reducing atmosphere,
were once dominant colours, a somewhat favoured
choice in the ceramic assemblages all over the Balkans.14 Again, depending on the closeness of the fire
source, traces of secondary burning on ceramic vessels
vary from a pale orange coloured surface, through ochre,

8
9
10

Fig. 2. Medium-sized jar in situ (photo by D. [ljivar)
Sl. 2. Amfora sredwih dimenzija in situ
(foto: D. [qivar)

9

11
12
13
14

Tripkovi} 2007; Tripkovi} 2009.
Cf. Tripkovi} 2009, 279.
Verhoeven 2010, 27.
Hally 1983, 178.
Stevanovi} 1997; Verhoeven 2010, 29.
Vitelli 1990.
Chapman 2004.
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Fig. 3. Accumulation of pottery in the burned building horizon, with prevailing orange colour (photo by D. [ljivar)
Fig. 4. The “beautiful” vessel – the only vessel in the assemblage with preserved painted decoration
(photo by Central Institute for Conservation in Belgrade)
Sl. 3. Akumulacija grn~arije u okviru spaqenog gra|evinskog horizonta, sa preovla|uju}om naranxastom bojom
(foto: D. [qivar)
Sl. 4. „Lepa” posuda – jedina posuda u asembla`u sa o~uvanom slikanom dekoracijom
(foto: Centralni institut za konzervaciju – CIK, Beograd)

to different shades of grey, sometimes with the entire
range represented on a single sherd.15 Also, in cases of
severe burning, the colour can change to intense burgundy, while at the same time vessels become badly
warped and vitrified.
However, the majority of pottery that had intense
contact with fire generally displays pale orange
colouration, and this usually involves all complete vessels in the assemblage (Fig. 3). Therefore, complete
ceramic vessels, different in functions, shapes, and
sizes, usually found in situ in the Late Neolithic contexts in the Central Balkans, all share similar characteristics regarding their colour, surface treatment and,
most often, the complete absence of decoration.
Unless the ornamentation involved incising or applied
plastic decoration, there is little chance that it is going
to be preserved in the archaeological record. Furthermore, the original surface treatment of the vessels is
often difficult to determine. While some types of decoration are not at all time-consuming and require very
little energy in execution, burnishing, as a form of surface treatment for example, requires far more investment of energy than any other decorative technique,16

10

which means we are again deprived of important information regarding the production process. In addition,
we get an impression of false uniformity. One can even
assume that some huge shift in pottery production and
use happened, with the tendency of making vessels less
ornate but more adequate for other functions. However, regarding this uniform and somewhat monotonous
appearance of pottery, bearing in mind that their decorative motifs and colours are forever lost, we can undoubtedly say that ceramic vessels in their second transformation by fire at the end of the Neolithic, suffered a
serious decline.
A “beautiful vessel”:
a glimpse into the colourful Neolithic
Given the general appearance of the Plo~nik vessel
(Fig. 4), regarding its sophisticated composite design,
it is obvious that each step in the manufacturing pro-

15 This could also indicate that the vessels were already broken
at the time the structure was burned.
16 Cf. Dietler, Herbich 1989, 158.
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Fig. 5. The vitrified side of the vessel (photo by Central Institute for Conservation in Belgrade)
Fig. 6. The preserved traces of decoration show that it probably covered the whole surface area of the vessel
(photo by Central Institute for Conservation in Belgrade)
Sl. 5. Vitrifikovana strana posude (foto: Centralni institut za konzervaciju – CIK, Beograd)
Sl. 6. O~uvani tragovi dekoracije koji ukazuju na to da je, najverovatnije, bila ukra{ena ~itava povr{ina
posude (foto: Centralni institut za konzervaciju – CIK, Beograd)

cess was carefully planned. First, the lower part had to
dry in order for the successful joining of the upper part.
Then, the two horizontal strap handles, as well as the
plastic decoration, had to be applied during the process
of drying, but before the clay hardened too much. Likewise, the burnishing of the surface had to be done while
the pot was still leather-hard. An additional step was
adding a slip on the inner surface, which strongly indicates its use for storing liquids. The final step involved
the application of the decoration, i.e. the application of
an additional layer on the previously slipped and smoothed surface.
The vessel is slightly vitrified as a result of exposure to fire, i.e. as a consequence of both expanding and
contracting (Fig. 5). The better preserved side is the
only one that shows traces of decoration in the upper
part, consisting of parallel and zigzag lines with a combination of small plastic rounded ribs. Determining of
the colours that were used also represents a difficult task.
At the moment, we can assume that white paint was used
on a red or brown background, but other options are
also plausible.17 Based on the small traces of applied
paint, it is evident that the lower part of the vessel was
also largely decorated (Fig. 6).

11

Even though the general shape of this vessel is
restricted, to a certain extent, it allowed ease of access,
i.e. manipulation of the content with hands or utensils,
while handles indicate frequent movement or transportation. As already mentioned, the presence of slip implies usage for the storage of liquids. While its morphological characteristics reflect the function of a portable
storage container, the decoration implies its suitability
for display. In addition to the decorative technique and
motifs, its rather unusual shape also raises both contextual and chronological questions.
During the earlier processing of pottery from excavations at Plo~nik, we have identified certain elements
which are typical for the Early Eneolithic, Bubanj Hum
–Sãlcuþa–Krivodol complex, although, so far they have
been reported in low quantities. However, one peculiarity worth mentioning is the occurrence of pottery with

17 Even the use of graphite cannot be excluded, especially if
we take into account rare published finds of pottery with graphite
ornamentation from the simultaneous burned horizons, such as, the
one found at the Copper Age site of Pietrele in Romania, Hansen
2015, 280, Fig. 20.
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graphite ornamentation. According to the nearest correlations regarding techniques and motifs of pottery decoration that come from the neighbouring area of the
Balkans, it appears that both graphite and painted decoration occurred simultaneously. Graphite ornamentation
is considered a unique phenomenon, which appeared at
the beginning of the 5th millennium cal BC in the Balkans, especially in the Bulgarian Chalcolithic, at the sites
that belong to the Kod`aderman–Gumelniþa–Karanovo
VI complex,18 and, at the same time, at the sites related
to Dikili-Tash-Slatino horizons in East Macedonia in
Greece.19 Unfortunately, graphite could not withstand
temperatures higher than 900º 20 and, therefore, its preservation on Late Neolithic vessels in the Central Balkans is extremely unlikely. Hence, the striking amount
of ornamented pottery at the simultaneous archaeological sites in Bulgaria, Greece or Romania is not at all surprising. Namely, the ornamented fragments dominate
in comparison with the undecorated ones, for example
at the sites of Slatino in Bulgaria21 and Topolnica– Promahon on the border of Bulgaria and Greece, where
graphite ornamentation is very common, along with
the black and red painting in the horizons which are
considered to be chronologically most relevant to the
phase of Late Vin~a.22 Together with the graphite ornamentation which was favoured at a number of sites in
Greece, like Sitagroi and Dikili Tash, where it makes
up even 75% of the painted vessels, the main characteristic of the Late Neolithic ceramic assemblages in East
Macedonia is the great variety of painted decoration.23
Likewise, a great number of similarities regarding morphology can be drawn between Plo~nik vessels and the
ones from the site of Dikili Tash, except that similar
forms were found with the plain orange surface in one
context, while in the other, they were painted.24 It is
even possible, although not our primary goal, to draw
parallels within the given territory by pointing out the
vessels highly similar to the one in question, largely
decorated with graphite ornamentation.25
Certainly, the comparison of the neighbouring regions is not something new and many traditional scholars
have already emphasised their generally similar characteristics.26 Also, a need for a better understanding and
definition of the given transitional period has already
been stressed.27 It is important here to underline that
whether we consider this vessel as an occurrence of
Eneolithic elements in a Vin~a context, or as an integral
component of the Late Neolithic in the central Balkans,
it does not mean that we tend to equate pottery and
ethnicity in the same manner as the older tradition of
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culture-historical scholarship. There are undoubtedly
many similarities in the archaeological record from the
latest phase at the Plo~nik settlement and the Struma
Valley area. However, the fire created a major obstacle
in identifying them. On a superficial level, all these
vessels look similar to one another, but on the other
hand, we must bear in mind that surely not all techniques have parallels within simultaneous horizons; they
rather have limited applicability throughout the Neolithic world. Since both prehistoric societies recorded
archaeologically and traditional communities recorded
in the ethnoarchaeological contexts, made, used and
discarded pottery in their own way, we should not
expect that any ceramic vessel, no matter how similar
its morphology or style, had the same function and significance when found in different contexts. However,
the aim of this paper is not to attempt to reveal the
symbolic meaning behind the ornamental pattern represented on this vessel, to match design elements at different sites across the broader territory of the Late Neolithic world, or to define the chronological priority of
one complex over another, but rather to draw attention
to this hidden dimension of pottery which can be interpreted, understood or perceived in many different ways.
It is important to stress that decoration is far from
being the only hidden aspect of Late Neolithic pottery
from the Central Balkans, largely due to the absence of
information regarding the production process. However,
since decoration is often considered to be the main
indicator of interactions between pottery and people, it
is of huge importance to focus on a few central questions
which the occurrence of this vessel has triggered. Firstly,
was this vessel somehow special in the context in which
it was found? How often was it displayed? Is there a
correlation between the decoration and the function of
the vessels? And most importantly, what if the decoration was an integral characteristic of the Late Neolithic
and this vessel actually reflects the whole assemblage?
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The Value of Decoration
In prehistoric studies, decorative patterns on pottery had a huge importance on account of their chronological implications. Therefore, ornamentation played
an essential part in the traditional stylistic-typological
method, regarded as a crucial instrument for constituting
chronological sequences. On the basis of decoration,
scholars tracked stylistic changes through time and the
factors that influenced them.28 In recent studies, many
authors have argued how traditional archaeologists’
approaches and methods of display and interpretation
have, in fact, distanced decorated pottery from its original context. For instance, apart from the usual remarks
regarding pottery beauty and elegance, it is additionally
implied how some extraordinary potting skills must
have led to the making of such a fine work of art.29
Furthermore, vessels with painted decoration were regarded as prestige goods, used only in some special contexts. After these early efforts to interpret and understand prehistoric designs and symbols represented on
pottery vessels on the territory of the central Balkans,
which resulted in various degrees of success, pottery
decoration has, for archaeologists, become something
of a res nullius, an area we rarely dare to question.
Although, among numerous aspects of pottery, decoration certainly represents one of the most interesting
phenomena, only few scholars have tackled this issue in
a comprehensive way. Regardless of whether it is viewed
through the prism of traditional or modern archaeology,
there is a general assumption that there is a strong correlation between forms of social structure and vessel
decoration,30 which means that pottery, like other prehistoric artefacts (such as figurines, for example), also
served as a medium through which people could express
themselves. However, since the meaning and values of
artefacts are both culturally specific and highly ambiguous,31 decoration constantly craves interpretation,
but cannot be addressed without taking into account
several fundamental factors.
A central issue here involves the meaning of the
decoration, and it is usually regarded as a most practical
and effective means of sending messages.32 Together
with the organised system of vessel classes, pottery decoration is considered to be the “best evidence” of ethnicity preserved in the archaeological record.33 In some
ethnoarchaeological contexts, the vessel also embodies
the person.34 Furthermore, the decoration and the surface treatment can convey information about the person who used the vessel and, therefore, represents an
important feature when it comes to vessels that have a
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social, political or ritual purpose.35 Regarding Bulgarian Chalcolithic, Chapman considers that the relationship between form and type of decoration is crucial
when it comes to understanding the process of human
categorisation, which determines the social structure
of prehistoric communities.36
It seems that, whether it was supposed to reflect
the identity of the person or the group, in order to
transfer messages, decorated vessels had to be used in
the area of social display, which brings us to the one of
the oldest and most important questions raised among
many authors addressing decoration, or what Braun
has defined as a “usually unasked question” – why do
people decorate their utilitarian household goods at
all?37 There are many documented cases both in the
archaeological and ethnographical contexts where
people used to decorate their cooking wares. In fact,
cooking wares are sometimes more decorated than
vessels used for serving and consumption, i.e. socially
visible vessels.38 It would seem that the real question
is why would pottery from the domestic context in any
manner serve as a medium of social communication?
However, if we look at this question from another perspective, the point is that utilitarian objects are actually the most visible and, therefore, the most suitable as
an instrument for communication. Moreover, judging
by the ethnographic data, where the distinction
between ritual and domestic was neither absolute nor
clearly differentiated, vessels used in domestic contexts might also have found occasional use in ritual
food consumption when community members gathered for communal feasts.39 Although the most common interpretation is that decoration was intended for
prehistoric people to communicate with people who
did not know them – for casual users, there is a growing belief that potters rather used decoration to communicate with people who understood their techniques
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and symbols.40 In many ethnoarchaeological contexts,
it has been proven that traditional communities were
using decoration in their primary context of use, in
order to broadcast messages among themselves.41
On the other hand, many ethnoarchaeological studies have proved that the identification of decorative
schemes with ethnic groups is not applicable to all traditional communities.42 There are also many recorded
contexts in which decoration does not have any specific
meaning, it is more functional than decorative and
highly dependant on other technological choices in the
manufacturing process.43 While it can reflect the identity of the potter, it does not have to contain any symbolic message. Furthermore, the shape, rim profiling
or size may, in fact, be much more important than their
decoration.44
When discussing the context, origin and variety of
decorative patterns, we must also acknowledge that even
in a single household the same vessel may be formed
or decorated by more than one person – by passers-by,
neighbours, visitors, specialists hired for the task, or
purchasing vendors.45 Also, skills, range of forms, components and diversity of the decorative repertoire of individual artisans, and numbers of vessels produced,
may change over time.46 This means that there are no
grounds for the assumption that the same design scheme
or decorative motifs could have been characteristic of
all vessel classes from one community. We should rather
expect that each form has its own pattern.47 While potters who lived in one community were undoubtedly
completely able to explore and adopt new techniques
and styles, probably the most significant factor was their
movement and interactions with other communities
over various distances.48 We must also bear in mind that
in a great number of traditional communities women
made pottery. Therefore, their movement as a result of
marriage or migration was one of the most common
ways of expansion of their decoration patterns.49 Also,
pottery vessels regularly circulated within the community members during various social events. For example,
among the Kalinga people, there is a custom when potters visit their relatives or friends to bring them their
pots.50 Also, vessels can be obtained through a loan, just
before major ceremonies, such as weddings, funerals, or
harvesting, as well as various other events.51 Likewise,
Chapman refers to decorative patterns among Chalcolithic communities as a result of various interactions
and membership with a range of different groups –
religious sodalities, women’s clubs, warrior bands or
exchange associations, along with residence groups.52
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The extreme rarity of decoration on the pottery
found in the Late Neolithic burned horizons is well
known to modern scholars. Although we are quite aware
that this phenomenon is a consequence of secondary
burning, there has always been a little hesitation that
maybe, in the latest stage of the Vin~a culture, decoration was not that important anymore. If that was the
case, it could indicate that the deliberate absence of
decoration actually means something, respectively that
in the context in which the pottery is often decorated, the
lack of decoration is more noticeable than any change
in decoration style,53 which would also represent valuable information regarding the manufacturing process
and vessel use. However, based on only few finds of
vessels whose decoration, to a certain extent, has survived the fire, we cannot solve this troubling dilemma.
Since we cannot track the frequency and changes in decoration techniques and motifs through time, the design
on the vessel from Plo~nik could represent a concept
that was either permanently or temporarily in effect.
Furthermore, we do not know whether it reflects a collective or personal sentiment. Since the context is our
most reliable criterion regarding the given vessel, we
have to take into account the whole assemblage, where
the prevailing categories are storage vessels. Furthermore, if we accept an assumption of some kind of
communal space, what can we assume about the nature
of the message that is being communicated here? Was
this specific decoration restricted only to specific functional classes and what was so special about them? Was
it their content or their affiliation to a certain individual
or group?
Although there have been many studies dedicated
to pottery decoration, it is probably one of the aspects
that is most socially variable and, unfortunately, rarely
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interpreted to our satisfaction.54 In this brief overview, it
has not been possible to present investigations of pottery
decoration from every single point of view. Rather, our
aim was to emphasise a few major issues in the given
area. As has already been pointed out, even if we study
decoration from different perspectives, archaeologists
would never understand the full complexity of this
phenomenon. Since our main method consists of documenting the observations, during this process it is
extremely hard to refrain from our own subjectivity.55
Certainly, as long as their messages remain mute to us,
we will maintain a distance in understanding social life
and behavioural patterns of prehistoric people.
However, by focusing on each aspect of pottery and
comparing more than one characteristic at a time, we
could possibly contribute to resolving this immensely
complicated task.
Conclusion
For decades, we have been accustomed to observing
complete vessels and a large part of ceramic assemblages
from the last stage of the Late Neolithic in the central
Balkans practically in one colour. Among traditional
archaeologists, in a great number of scientific papers, decoration was used to build chronologies, while the focus
of modern studies was to develop knowledge and understanding of social issues in prehistoric communities.
As indicated previously, pottery decoration is a
highly variable phenomenon that cannot be understood
in absolute terms. As it might have been applied in a
number of different ways and for various reasons, any
straightforward interpretation could be misleading.
However, since pottery was present in the everyday life
of prehistoric communities, in order to gain some insights into the complex interactions between people
and pottery, each aspect of it requires consideration.
Whether it represented nothing more but a meaningless
filling of the surface or the most powerful evidence of

how prehistoric people built and maintained their social
identity, each technique and motif deserves attention.
Although we will probably never be able to solve the
various riddles of ornamental patterns and symbols
applied on prehistoric pottery, we can, perhaps, try to
explore some other options when analysing decoration,
along with other aspects of pottery. The aim of this
paper was to address again the issues of decoration when
considering Late Neolithic societies. Our failure to identify the meaning of prehistoric symbols is justified by
the extreme rarity of vessels with preserved decoration.
Due to the small sample, we can only raise, but not elaborate on, numerous specific issues concerning this subject, even though, it may seem that we have contributed
to this field of work only by adding new questions. For
the time being, following the present state of research of
the site of Plo~nik, we can assume far more complicated interactions among Late Neolithic/Early Eneolithic
communities than previously thought. Whether this
implies that two distinct groups of people lived at this
settlement and used these vessels and their contents or
that the inhabitants of Plo~nik were actually involved
in trade with neighbouring areas to a certain extent, or
a number of other possible scenarios, a further understanding could be gained by focusing attention on the
complex network of human activities related to pottery
production, use and discard in the given context.
As far as decoration is considered, there will be
various interpretations and relationships involved, and
the complete meaning of social information will probably remain beyond our understanding. Since all aspects
of pottery are somehow interwoven, in order to reveal
the social issues concerning both prehistoric groups and
individuals, and the reasons why and how they made,
used and discarded pottery in the Late Neolithic, we
need to bring together all available information.
Translated by the author
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STVARI KOJE SMO IZGUBILI U VATRI:
SLU^AJ „LEPE” POSUDE
Kqu~ne re~i. – dekoracija, kerami~ke posude, sekundarno gorewe, kasni neolit, centralni Balkan.

Posledwa etapa kasnog neolita na teritoriji centralnog
Balkana obele`ena je horizontima spaqenih ku}a koji su
detektovani na velikom broju nalazi{ta vezanih za vin~ansku kulturu. Iako su usled gorewa sa~uvani mnogi arhitektonski elementi koji su na taj na~in u velikoj meri dobili
na vidqivosti u arheolo{kom zapisu, grn~arija je do`ivela svojevrsnu degradaciju. Naime, usled sekundarnog gorewa
na mnogo vi{im temperaturama od onih u kojima su posude
inicijalno pe~ene, kerami~ke posude i fragmenti izgubili su svoju originalnu boju, kao i tragove obrade povr{ina
i dekoracije. To je dovelo do toga da se kerami~ki asembla`i u posledwoj etapi kasnog neolita odlikuju prividnom
uniformno{}u i monotono{}u, koje se ogledaju u preovla|uju}oj naranxastoj boji povr{ina i odsustvu dekoracije.
Nalaz posude sa lokaliteta Plo~nik, koja ima sa~uvane
tragove slikane dekoracije iako poti~e iz spaqenog objekta,
omogu}io nam je da provirimo u nekada{wi `ivi asembla`
u kome su, najverovatnije, razne dekorativne tehnike i razni
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motivi bili integralni deo kerami~kih posuda. Budu}i da
funkcionalne klase koje su zastupqene u pomenutom objektu
pripadaju posudama za skladi{tewe te~nosti, on je privremeno opredeqen u skladi{ni prostor, a s obzirom na ~iwenicu da broj posuda i wihova zapremina prevazilaze okvire
jednog doma}instva, izneta je hipoteza da se ovde najverovatnije radi o nekoj vrsti komunalnog prostora. Nalaz posude sa ostacima slikanih motiva izvedenih belom bojom
na, najverovatnije, crvenoj podlozi, kao i neuobi~ajene morfolo{ke karakteristike u vidu ~etvorougaono oblikovanog
doweg dela posude, iznova su pokrenule niz spornih pitawa, koja se pre svega ti~u interakcija praistorijskih zajednica na prelazu iz kasnog neolita u rani eneolit na teritoriji centralnog Balkana. Ipak, primarni ciq ovoga
rada bio je taj da iznova skrene pa`wu na dekoraciju kao
skriveni element posledwe etape kasnog neolita i kao jedno od najzna~ajnijih sredstava za identifikovawe slo`enih
interakcija izme|u praistorijskih qudi i grn~arije.
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Abstract – In this study we present new absolute dates for the Early Eneolithic in Serbia. Four of them confirm the recently
obtained dates from that period (Bubanj-Hum I culture) but two samples (from Mokranjske stene and Bubanj) provide somewhat
later dates for this period, although their stratigraphic context makes their interpretation difficult. Pottery from those sites,
besides the typical examples, also shows particular stylistic and typological characteristics that resemble Galatin or Sãlcuþa IV
cultures, so one can presume that the Bubanj-Hum I culture in Serbia may have lasted longer than what is generally assumed.
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Introduction
In South-eastern Europe, the second half of the 5th
and early 4th millennium cal. BC (i.e. the Chalcolithic
or Eneolithic period) witnessed extensive changes in
the archaeological record, including the progressive
abandonment of tells in favour of a more dispersed settlement pattern,1 the growing importance of copper
metallurgy,2 and flat-grave cemeteries exhibiting signs
of social stratification.3 These transformations are reflected in the material culture with the development of
various regional archaeological complexes. Although
the chronological framework of these processes is relatively well known in Hungary and Bulgaria, the overall absolute chronology of the Eneolithic still requires
extensive research in order to gradually shift away from
traditional chronologies based on pottery and confusing
regional terminologies.4

It is well known, indeed, that the chronology of
Eneolithic is not uniform in all the regions of the
Balkan Peninsula. For example the Early Eneolithic in
Serbia corresponds to the Late Eneolithic in Bulgaria,5
even if in both cases, these are defined on the basis of
similar traits. The confusion in terms of nomenclature
is generated by the position that occupies each eponymous site in the definition of the cultural complex. Thus,
according to Gara{anin and Simoska, this complex is
defined as Bubanj–Hum I–Krivodol–Sãlcuþa,6 while

1
2
3
4
5
6

Link 2006; Kapuran et al. 2017.
Bartelheim, Krau{ 2012.
Higham et al. 2007.
Schier 2014.
Todorova 2003, 288–289.
Gara{anin, Simoska 1976, 9.

The article results from the project of the Ministry of Education, Science and Technological Development of the Republic Serbia: Cultural
Identity, Integrating Factors, Technological Processes and the Role of the Central Balkans in the Development of European Prehistory (No.
177020) and Ethnogenesis of the Serbs during the Middle Ages (until c. 1250): a comparative analysis of the historic-cultural heritage, genetic
material and artefacts of material culture from the aspect of analytical chemistry (No. 47025).
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Fig. 1. List of sites mentioned in the study
(the background of the map, M. Milinkovi}):
1. Baile Herculane, RO;
2. Ostrovul Corbului, RO; 3. Bistret, RO;
4. Salcuta, RO; 5. Bodnjik, SRB;
6. Mokranjske stene, SRB;
7. Velika Humska ^uka, SRB;
8. Bubanj, SRB; 9. Galatin, BG;
10. Borovan, BG; 11. Krivodol, BG;
12. Rebarkovo, BG; 13. Slatino, BG;
14. Pilavo, MK; 15. Bakarno Gumno, MK;
16. [uplevec, MK; 17. Dikili Tash, GR.
Sl. 1. Spisak lokaliteta
pomenutih u ~lanku (pozadinu mape
izradio M. Milinkovi}):
1. Baile Herkulane, Rumunija;
2. Ostrovul Korbului, Rumunija;
3. Bistret, Rumunija;
4. Salkuca, Rumunija; 5. Bodwik, Srbija;
6. Mokrawske stene, Srbija;
7. Velika humska ~uka, Srbija;
8. Bubaw, Srbija; 9. Galatin, Bugarska;
10. Borovan, Bugarska;
11. Krivodol, Bugarska;
12. Rebarkovo, Bugarska;
13. Slatino, Bugarska;
14. Pilavo, Republika Makedonija;
15. Bakarno gumno, Republika
Makedonija; 16. [uplevec, Republika
Makedonija; 17. Dikili Ta{, Gr~ka

in Gara{anin and \uri} it is defined as Sãlcuþa–Krivodol–Bubanj.7 Today the accepted definition of this
chrono-cultural horizon (culture) in Serbia is Bubanj–
Sãlcuþa–Krivodol (hereafter BSK),8 while in Bulgaria
this complex is defined as Krivodol–Sãlcuþa–Bubanj,9
or Krivodol–Sãlcuþa–Bubanj Hum Ia.10
The area covered by the BSK complex stretches
across modern-day NW Bulgaria, SW Romania, Serbia
and Macedonia, and is characterised by numerous
regional variants (Sãlcuþa in Oltenia, Bubanj–Hum I in
Serbia, Krivodol in Bulgaria and [uplevec–Bakarno
Gumno in the Republic of Macedonia). As already
mentioned, its precise chronological position within
the south-eastern European Eneolithic is still subject to
debate. In Serbia and the Republic of Macedonia, for
instance, there is a regrettable lack of absolute dates:
so far only three dates are available for the BSK, one
from an insecure context belonging to the site of
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Bodnjik,11 and two further dates, recently obtained for
the eponymous site of Bubanj.12
As regards relative chronology, many authors considered Bubanj–Hum I, which represents this complex
in most of the Serbian territory south of the Sava and
the Danube, as being parallel to the Sãlcuþa II phase.13
According to the available stratigraphic data, finds and
absolute dates from the new excavations in Bubanj and
Velika Humska ^uka in south-eastern Serbia, as well
as in Mokranjske Stene, in eastern Serbia, the

Gara{anin, \uri} 1983, 12.
Tasi} 1995, 29.
9 Todorova 2003, 288–289.
10 Georgieva 2005, 144.
11 @ivanovi} 2013.
12 Bulatovi}, Vander Linden 2017.
13 Gara{anin, Simoska 1976, 20; Tasi} 1995, 27.
7
8
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Bubanj–Hum I culture lasted longer than previously
thought and, in all likelihood, is contemporaneous with
several phases of the Sãlcuþa culture, including Sãlcuþa
IV. Radiocarbon dates from Romania and Bulgaria
indicate that the BSK complex belongs to the late 5th/
early 4th mill. cal BC. From a typo-chronological point
of view, numerous traits of the material culture, such as
pottery and figurines, suggest that it is partly contemporary with the Kodzadermen–Gumelniþa–Karanovo VI
complex to the east, as well as the Grade{nica–Slatino
–Dikili Tash II complex to the south.
The BSK internal phasing and geographical evolution are problematic as well. For instance, the two
aforementioned dates for the site of Bubanj point to the
time period comprised of between c. 4350 and 4250 cal
BC. These predate most available 14C determinations
for Romania,14 and are either earlier than or contemporary to those for Bulgarian sites.15 These discrepancies also raise questions regarding the geographical
structure of the BSK complex, and the directionality of
cultural influences.16 Furthermore, it is also necessary to
delineate more precisely the chronological framework
of the BSK complex, by investigating its relationship
with both preceding (Late Vin~a culture in Serbia, and
Grade{nica–Slatino–Dikili Tash II complex in western
Bulgaria, eastern Republic of Macedonia and northern
Greece) and succeeding archaeological cultures (e.g.
Coþofeni–Kostolac and Cernavodã III cultures).
New absolute dates from Serbia
In this study we present six AMS radiocarbon dates
obtained from three sites: Velika Humska ^uka and
Bubanj near Ni{ in south-eastern Serbia, and Mokranjske Stene near Negotin in eastern Serbia. Samples were
submitted for counting to MAMS, the AMS facility at
the Curt-Engelhorn-Centre for Archaeometry.17 Calibration was performed using Oxcal 4.2.18 All results
are reported in Fig. 9.
Velika Humska ^uka is a stratified hilltop site ca.
8 km north of Ni{ (Fig. 1/7). Research on this site was
first carried out in the 1930s and 1950s, and resumed
in 2009 until the present day.19 Excavations undertaken in 2016 and 2017 explored a structure that was partially carved in a solid rock, above which there was a
large amount of fired soil, soot and ashes, which was
interpreted as the remains of the above-ground part of
a dwelling structure (Fig. 2). In the upper parts of the
building, a large number of finds, especially potsherds
and animal bones, were recovered. Among these finds,
a copper chisel is of particular interest (Pl. III/1). Bowls
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with inverted rims with a wart-like handle, two handled biconical beakers with a marked belly and a small
biconical amphora with vertical or horizontal handles
(Pl. I/1–8) were recovered in this structure, and show
the characteristic features of the Bubanj–Hum I culture. Decoration techniques include graphite painting,
incision, channelling and series of crescent imprints.
The radiocarbon date obtained analysing an animal
bone sample (Ovis/Capra), which was located directly
next to the chisel and the characteristic potsherds, gave
a value of 5473 ¯ 31 BP (Fig. 2), which is 4352–4271
cal BC (68.2% probability) or 4365–4259 cal BC
(95.4% probability) (Fig. 9/1). This date is important
because it defines the time of use of this type of copper chisel, which is known from the Neolithic hoards
discovered in the settlement of Plo~nik,20 which lies
about 45 km from Hum. This type of chisel was also discovered at Eneolithic sites in north-eastern Bulgaria,21
and is also known from Eneolithic Bodrogkeresztur contexts in today’s Hungary.22
Bubanj is a stratified site on the Ni{ plain, on the
left bank of the Ni{ava River (Fig. 1/8). Archaeological
excavations were carried out on two occasions in the
last century, following which the site was completely
destroyed over time.23 The remaining small part of the
site (about 200 square meters) was explored between
2008 and 2014.24 Four samples from the Eneolithic
horizon were taken from the site’s remaining stratigraphy.25 Of these, two come from structures belonging to
the Early Eneolithic, while the other two were taken
from structures dated to the Late Eneolithic.
The first sample is a bone of a sheep/goat (Ovis/
Capra), which was found in a deep waste pit (structure
37) dug into the virgin soil on the western periphery of

14

Lazarovici 2006.
Boyadziev 1995, Tab. 5; Merkyte 2005, Fig. II/12, II/13.
16 Bulatovi} 2014.
17 Kromer et al. 2013.
18 Bronk Ramsey 2009.
19 Excavations performs the Archaeological Institute in Belgrade in cooperation with the National Museum in Nis. See: Bulatovi}, Milanovi} 2015.
20 Antonovi} 2014, Taf. I/1–4.
21 Todorova 1981, 24, Taf. 1.
22 Antonovi} 2014, 35.
23 Gara{anin, \uri} 1983; Milanovi}, Trajkovi}-Filipovi} 2015.
24 Bulatovi}, Milanovi}, forthcoming.
25 Two samples from a ritual pit (structure 69) from this period
were published earlier (Bulatovi}, Vander Linden 2017).
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Fig. 2. Velika Humska ^uka site, position of the sampled bone in Trench 3, structure 2/16 (drawing by A. Bulatovi})
Sl. 2. Velika humska ~uka, kontekst uzorkovane kosti u sondi 3, objekat 2/16 (crte`: A Bulatovi})

the explored part of the site. The sample dates to between
5440 ¯ 30 BP (Fig. 5; Fig. 9/3), that is 4339–4263 cal
BC (68.3% probability), 4346–4246 cal BC (95.4%
probability). Ceramics recovered in the pit (a bowl with
an inverted rim, a conical bowl with a thickened rim,
wide open vessels decorated with channels on the neck
and the belly, vessels with a high hollow foot and amphorae with two vertical handles, etc.) are characteristic
of the Bubanj–Hum I horizon (Pl. I/9–11; Pl. II/2–7).
The second sample is a piece of the long bone of an
undefined animal species, found in a ritual shallow pit
(structure 25/27) containing several complete vessels,
chipped stone tools, a zoomorphic figurine and other
finds characteristic of Bubanj–Hum I horizon (Pl. I/
12–19; Pl. III/8–10).26 The AMS analysis determined
the age of 5435 ¯ 30 BP (Fig. 6; Fig. 9/4), that is 4337–

22

4263 cal BC (68.2% probability), 4343–4245 cal BC
(95.4% probability). It is interesting to note that the
dating of these structures is largely overlapping, even
if the first one is placed at an almost 1 m higher level
than the previous one, although it is only half a metre
distant. Two points must be considered: firstly, the
sample could actually come from the layer in which the
pit was dug and, thus, belongs to the underlying layer;
secondly, it is noticeable that these dates fall into a small
plateau in the radiocarbon calibration curve for this period. In these conditions, and from a strictly methodological point of view, further chronological precision
remains out of reach and should be not pursued.

26

Bulatovi} 2015, 11–12, sl. 1–2.
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The third sample from Bubanj (bone of an undefined animal species) originates from the floor structure
of a late Eneolithic house (structure 3) and belongs to
the Early Eneolithic horizon of the site. It gives almost
identical values as the previous samples – 5445 ¯ 24 BP,
that is 4338–4267 cal BC (68.2% probability) or 4344–
4260 cal BC (95.4% probability) (Fig. 4; Fig. 9/2).
The last sample from Bubanj discussed here is
possibly the most significant one, as it comes from a
deep pit, probably used for waste disposal (structure
20), underneath a late Eneolithic or Early Bronze Age
layer and dug through the Middle Eneolithic and the
upper part of the Early Eneolithic layers.27 The sample
of the Unio shell from the bottom of the structure,
whose level corresponds to the youngest horizon of the
Early Eneolithic, showed a value of 5087 ¯ 25 BP, or
3952–3810 cal BC (68.2% probability), or 3960–3800
cal BC (95.4% probability) (Fig. 7; Fig. 9/5). In addition to pottery corresponding to the late Eneolithic, i.e.
the Coþofeni–Kostolac horizon, two potsherds decorated with a series of circular imprints were discovered, which, according to stylistic and typological features, can be attributed to the Bubanj–Hum I horizon
(Pl. III/11, 12). It is interesting that, while the dates from
the three closed contexts from the Early Eneolithic of
Bubanj show an almost identical age of approx. 4350–
4250 cal BC (bearing in mind the aforementioned effect
of the calibration curve), this last sample is considerably later by almost 500 years. It thus seems that some
of the – not directly dated – structures assigned to the
latest horizon of the Early Eneolithic actually belong to
this period, or rather there are no preserved structures
from this period in this part of the site, but only a cultural layer, which in this case was cut by the pit marked as
structure 20. This most recent date, however, is important, as it suggests that Bubanj was inhabited during this
period, that is, that the Bubanj–Hum I horizon lasted
considerably longer than previously thought, and that
during this time span the basic stylistic and typological
features remained rather homogeneous. It is important
to underline that no elements characteristic of later
cultural horizons, such as the so-called Scheibenhenkel
(the disc-shaped handles), or the vessels with small
handles placed at the junction of the body and the foot,
which were discovered at the nearby Velika Humska
^uka site, are present here.28
The site of Mokranjske Stene lies about 8 km south
of Negotin in eastern Serbia, not far from the Timok
River and the Serbian-Bulgarian border (Fig. 1/6). Its
extent covers both the hilltop and the foot of the hill
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along the rocky walls. During the 2011–2013 excavation
campaigns, a smaller stratified rock-shelter was explored, in which finds from several prehistoric periods
were uncovered.29 Starting from the 9th artificial excavation spit in the lower parts of a light brown earth cultural layer, characterised by the presence of Coþofeni
culture pottery, potsherds with stylistic and typological
characteristics of Bubanj–Hum I culture, as well as
elements that did not correspond either with Coþofeni
and Bubanj–Hum I culture, were recovered. These are
thin plastic ribbons forming different shapes, series of
triangular, oval, crescent, circular or rectangular imprints, incised net motifs, bowls with an inverted rim
decorated with wide, deep oblique or horizontal channels, low vessels with a wide mouth, whose belly is
adorned with rectangular vertical channels, stamped
ornaments which resemble the so-called caterpillar
ornament, and others (Pl. II). This pottery was recovered in the lower part of the layer of light brown soil and
the layer of yellow soil below it, to its bottom, which lies
directly above the bedrock. In the lower spits (layer of
yellow soil), Bubanj–Hum I characteristic features became more abundant.
Finds belonging to Bubanj–Hum I culture in the
yellow soil appear much less than the mentioned newer
elements unusual for this culture, and it is possible that
there was a layer with this pottery that preceded the
Coþofeni culture, although it could not be distinguished
during the excavation. A bone sample (Bos taurus) from
the 9th artificial excavation spit gave a result of 4875 ¯
23 BP, that is 3692–3642 cal BC (68.2% probability), or
3698–3638 cal BC (95.4% probability) (Fig. 8; Fig. 9/6).
The unusual stylistic and typological elements and the
possibility of the existence of a layer of the later phase
of Bubanj–Hum I culture at this site have already been
pointed out, which is confirmed by this date in some
way.30 This date and thee stylistic-typological characteristics of the pottery correspond to the layer of “Final
Chalcolithic” from the site of Borovan in north-west
Bulgaria, which is dated to the Galatin horizon i.e. to
between 40th–37th c. cal BC.31

27 Immediately above the pit, a grave from the new age was
dug, which destroyed the upper part of the pit, so it is uncertain from
exactly which layer it was dug.
28 Such vessels were found during excavation in 2017.
29 Kapuran, Bulatovi}, Jawi} 2013; Kapuran, Jawi} 2015;
Bulatovi} 2015a.
30 Bulatovi} 2015a, 29.
31 Ganetsovski 2016.
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Fig. 3. Velika Humska ^uka, calibrated date chart

Fig. 4. Bubanj – structure 3, calibrated date chart

Sl. 3. Velika humska ~uka, dijagram kalibracije
datuma

Sl. 4. Bubaw, objekat 3, dijagram kalibracije
datuma

Fig. 5. Bubanj – structure 37, calibrated date chart

Fig. 6. Bubanj – structure 25/27, calibrated date chart

Sl. 5. Bubaw, objekat 37, dijagram kalibracije
datuma

Sl. 6. Bubaw, objekat 25/27, dijagram kalibracije
datuma

Fig. 7. Bubanj – structure 20, calibrated date chart

Fig. 8. Mokranjske Stene, calibrated date chart

Sl. 7. Bubaw, objekat 20, dijagram kalibracije
datuma

Sl. 8. Mokrawske stene, dijagram kalibracije
datuma
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Nr Site (context)

Lab nr

Date (BP) (68.2%calBC
and 95.4%)
4352-4271
5473 ±31
4365-4259
4338-4267
5445 ±24
4344-4260
5440 ±30
4346-4246

1.

Velika humska ~uka
(structure 2/16)

AA 109498

2.

Bubanj (structure 3)

MAMS 31460

3.

Bubanj (structure 37)

Lyon 13690

4.

Bubanj (structure 25/27) Lyon 13689

5435 ±30

4343-4245

5.

Bubanj (structure 20)

MAMS 31463

5087 ±25

6.

Mokranjske stene
(split 9)

MAMS 31467

4875 ±23

3952-3810
3960-3800
3692-3642
3698-3638

Sample
Animal bone (Ovis/Capra)
Animal bone (undefined animal species)
Animal bone (Ovis/Capra)
Animal bone
(long bone of an undefined animal species)
Shell terrestrial
Animal bone (Bos taurus)

Fig. 9. New absolute dates of Early Eneolithic sites in the Central Balkans.
Sl. 9. Novi apsolutni datumi sa nalazi{ta starijeg eneolita na centralnom Balkanu

Pottery with similar stylistic and typological features also appears at other sites in Oltenia (Ostrovul
Corbului, Bãile Herculane and Bistret)32 and in northwestern Bulgaria (Galatin and Rebarkovo).33 This cultural phenomenon is defined as the Galatin culture in
north-west Bulgaria and the Sãlcuþa IV–Herculane
II–III culture in Oltenia.
Discussion
Most of the mentioned dates (Fig. 9/1–4), together
with the recently published ones from Bubanj,34 are
contemporary and correspond to the dates for the BSK
complex in Bulgaria and Romania. They range between
the mid-44th and the mid-43rd centuries cal BC. Two
dates deserve more attention (Fig. 9/5, 6), because they
allow for a lower dating of the BSK complex, in the
period between 40th and 37th c. cal BC, and thus represent the first dates in Serbia which indicate such a
later chronology for the BSK complex. The stylistic and
typological characteristics of pottery from the 9th–11th
layers of Mokranjske Stene, as well as the sporadic
finds from the pit at Bubanj (structure 20) from which
these samples were taken, indicate that at that time the
characteristics of Bubanj–Hum I pottery were still retained, and that they coexisted with new elements
related to the cultures of Galatin and Sãlcuþa IV–Baile
Herculane II–III, which date approximately to the same
period. In the lower parts of the layer of light brown
earth (layers 9th–11th) at Mokranjske Stene dated to the
37th century cal BC, numerous elements of these cultures were indeed noticed, while at Bubanj, which showed
somewhat higher dates (40th–39th centuries cal BC),
the situation appears significantly different, since these
elements are almost nonexistent. It remains to be explained whether the geographical location of these sites
or their different chronological affiliation is the cause
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of this discrepancy. Chronological affiliation seems a
more likely explanation, as numerous finds with the
elements that correspond to the Sãlcuþa IV culture were
discovered in a yet undated layer at the nearby site of
Velika Humska ^uka (e.g. Scheinbenhenkel handles,
vessels on a foot with small handles placed at the junction of the body and the foot, parallel incisions carried
out in different directions, etc.).35 However, a layer with
numerous Scheibenhenkel handles at Borovan, a site in
north-west Bulgaria, was dated to between 40th and 37th
c. cal BC, which could probably have been expected
for this layer on the Velika Humska ^uka site.
It must be reminded however, that the accuracy of
these two late samples, especially the one from Bubanj,
is possibly hampered by poor stratigraphic contexts.
Further confirmation of these results will have to be
sought with additional dates from more reliable closed
units.
So far, the earliest dates for the BSK complex come
from Oltenia (Curmatura and Ostrovul Corbului) and
north-western Bulgaria (Liga), while the earliest date
for Serbia comes from the western part of the country
(Bodnjik). The absolute date from the oldest phase
from Pilavo, a site in eastern Republic of Macedonia,
which was ascribed to the [uplevac–Bakarno Gumno
culture, is 4540–4330 cal BC.36 This dating is quite
high and seems to indicate that this complex developed
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Roman 1971, Abb. 6/14, 29/15; Taf. XIV, XVIII, XXVIII;
Sãlceanu 2008, Foto 4, 15/5.
33 Georgieva 1987; Georgieva 1993, Fig. 2/5..
34 Bulatovi}, Vander Linden 2017, Tab. 1/1, 2.
35 The finds from the 2009 excavation have been published
(Bulatovi}, Milanovi} 2015, T. II/26–31), while the largest number of the finds with those elements still remain unpublished.
36 Zdravkovski 2009, 20.
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equally throughout its whole territory, as also suggested
by a number of elements present in the pottery inventory of the [uplevac–Bakarno Gumno sites (BSK complex) that are rooted in the Grade{nica–Slatino–Dikli
Tash II culture. The Grade{nica–Slatino–Dikli Tash II
dates to a slightly earlier period37 and can be recognised
in present-day south-western Bulgaria and northern
Greece.
Also of interest is another dating from Pilavo (3750
cal BC), which comes from the latest phase of the site.
This dating, on the other hand, could chronologically
define the later horizon of the [uplevac–Bakarno Gumno culture, which is parallel to the Sãlcuþa IV culture
or Galatin culture. Regrettably, although, in the first
publication of the research in Pilavo, two stages are
mentioned,38 nowhere in more recent publications are
those phases clearly defined, and it is impossible to
understand which of the published finds belongs to
which of these two phases. For this reason, the stylistic
and typological characteristics of the pottery of each
phase cannot be clearly identified.39 However, published pottery from Pilavo, according to the stylistic and
typological characteristics – in particular bowl types
and graphite and red painting decorations – recall the
finds from Velika Humska ^uka, including those from
structure 2/16, whose dating is known.
Conclusions
The AMS radiocarbon dates presented in this paper
substantially contribute to the chronological determination of the Bubanj–Hum I culture within the BSK
complex. Four dates confirm the previously published

results (three dates from Bodnjik and Bubanj), while
the other two provide significant information, opening
a discussion regarding the length of the Bubanj–Hum
I culture. As we pointed out, there are some indications
that this culture extended to the first centuries of the 4th
millennium cal BC, in combination with new cultural
elements which are characteristic of north-western Bulgaria and south-western Romania in the same period. If
both dates from the Pilavo site in the eastern part of the
Republic of Macedonia can be actually assigned to the
layers showing [uplevac–Bakarno Gumno features, this
would mean that this cultural complex originated almost
simultaneously in Oltenia, north-western Bulgaria and
eastern Republic of Macedonia.
While these dates from Serbia are not confirmed by
samples from closed units, and until the stratigraphic
situation at the Pilavo site is resolved, the issue of the
length of the BSK cultural complex remains open.
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NOVI APSOLUTNI DATUMI KAO PRILOG
APSOLUTNOJ HRONOLOGIJI STARIJEG ENEOLITA
NA CENTRALNOM BALKANU
Kqu~ne re~i. – eneolit, AMS – datovawe, centralni Balkan

U radu je prezentovano {est apsolutnih datuma iz starijeg
eneolita sa tri lokaliteta u Srbiji. ^etiri datuma poti~u sa lokaliteta Bubaw kod Ni{a, jedan je sa lokaliteta
Velika humska ~uka, tako|e kod Ni{a, a posledwi datum
poti~e sa lokaliteta Mokrawske stene kod Negotina.
Datovani uzorak sa Velike humske ~uke otkriven je u
ostacima jednog stambenog objekta, neposredno do bakarnog
dleta (klina) (T. III/1) i mnogobrojne keramike koja pripada
Bubaw–Hum I kulturi (T. I/1–8). Analizom AMS ovaj uzorak je opredeqen u 5473 ¯ 31 BP (sl. 2), odnosno 4352–4271
calBC (verovatno}a 68,2%) ili 4365–4259 calBC (verovatno}a 95,4%) (sl. 8/1).
Od ~etiri datovana uzorka sa lokaliteta Bubaw dva su
otkrivena u zatvorenim celinama iz starijeg eneolita
(objekti 25/27 i 37), jedan uzorak poti~e iz jame koja je probila i sloj starijeg eneolita (objekat 20), dok je posledwi
na|en u celini iz poznog eneolita (objekat 3), gde je dospeo,
verovatno, prilikom zemqanih radova obavqanih u tom periodu. Uzorak iz objekta 25/27 datovan je u 5435 ¯ 30 BP (sl. 5,
8/4), odnosno 4337–4263 calBC (verovatno}a 68,2%), 4343–
4245 calBC (verovatno}a 95,4%); uzorak iz objekta 37 u
5440 ¯ 30 BP (sl. 4, 8/3), {to iznosi 4339–4263 calBC (verovatno}a 68,3%), ili 4346–4246 calBC (verovatno}a 95,4%),
dok je uzorak iz objekta 3 dao datum 5445 ¯ 24 BP, {to iznosi
4338–4267 calBC (verovatno}a 68,2%) ili 4344–4260 calBC
(verovatno}a 95,4%) (sl. 3, 8/2). Posledwi uzorak sa Bubwa
poti~e sa dna jame (objekat 20) koja je probila sloj starijeg
eneolita.
Uz ve}u koli~inu pu`eva i malobrojnu keramiku (T.
III/11, 12) na dnu jame je na|ena i {koqka koja je datovana u
vreme 5087 ¯ 25 BP, odnosno 3952–3810 calBC (verovatno}a 68,2%), ili 3960–3800 calBC (verovatno}a 95,4%) (sl. 6).
Ovaj datum je zna~ajan stoga {to indicira mogu}nost da je
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Bubaw–Hum I kultura, kao deo Bubaw–Salkuca–Krivodol
kompleksa, egzistirala na ovim prostorima i u prvim vekovima 4. milenijuma pre n. e.
Na du`e trajawe kulture Bubaw–Hum I nego {to se to do
sada mislilo upu}uje i uzorak sa Mokrawskih stena koji je
dao jo{ ni`i datum – 4875 ¯ 23 BP, odnosno 3692–3642 calBC
(verovatno}a 68,2%), ili 3698–3638 calBC (verovatno}a
95,4%) (sl. 7, 8/6). Ovaj uzorak poti~e sa dna sloja svetlomrke zemqe u kojem je preovladavala keramika Kocofeni
kulture, ali u kojem je otkrivena i keramika Bubaw–Hum I
kulture, kao i keramika sli~na keramici konstatovanoj u
kulturama Galatin i Salkuca IV (T. II) u severozapadnoj
Bugarskoj i Olteniji. Neposredno ispod tog sloja na Mokrawskim stenama nalazio se tanak sloj `ute zemqe u kojem je dominirala keramika Bubaw–Hum I kulture, ali sa
sporadi~nim nalazima koji podse}aju na gorepomenute
kulture iz jugozapadne Rumunije i severozapadne Bugarske.
Sloj sa sli~nom keramikom na nalazi{tu Borovan u severozapadnoj Bugarskoj datovan je u pribli`no isti period kao
i uzorci sa Bubwa i Mokrawskih stena – izme|u 40. i 37.
veka pre n. e.
Iako ne poti~u iz potpuno pouzdanih celina, datumi
sa Bubwa i Mokrawskih stena dopu{taju mogu}nost da je
Bubaw–Hum I kultura, kao deo BSK kompleksa, egzistirala
na ovim prostorima, bar u isto~noj i jugoisto~noj Srbiji
i u prvom kvartalu 4. milenijuma pre n. e. Na ovo upu}uju i
datumi sa lokaliteta Pilavo u Makedoniji ([uplevac –
Bakarno gumno kultura – regionalna varijanta Bubaw–Salkuca–Krivodol kompleksa), koji se kre}u izme|u 4540/4330
i 3750 calBC. Me|utim, sve dok se svi ovi datumi ne potvrde dodatnom serijom datuma sa vi{e lokaliteta iz razli~itih regija ovog kompleksa, pitawe trajawa kompleksa BSK
na Balkanu ostaje otvoreno.
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Plate I – 1–8) Velika Humska ^uka, structure 2/16; 9–11) Bubanj, structure 37; 12–19) Bubanj, structure 25/27
(drawings by J. Anti})
Tabla I – 1–8) Velika humska ~uka, objekat 2/16; 9–11) Bubaw, objekat 37; 12–19) Bubaw, objekat 25/27
(crte`i: J. Anti})
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Plate II – 1–14) Mokranjske Stene, trench 2, 9th–11th arteficial spits
(drawings by A. Kapuran)
Tabla II – 1–14) Mokrawske stene, sonda 2, otkopni slojevi 9–11
(crte`i: A. Kapuran)
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Plate III – 1) Velika Humska ^uka, structure 2/16; 2–7) Bubanj, structure 37; 8–10) Bubanj, structure 25/27;
11–12) Bubanj, structure 20
Tabla III – 1) Velika humska ~uka, objekat 2/16; 2–7) Bubaw, objekat 37; 8–10) Bubaw, objekat 25/27;
11–12) Bubaw, objekat 20
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Abstract – In 1970, a Bronze Age necropolis in the village of Velebit to the north of Vojvodina was fully explored, but has
remained unpublished until today. Apart from possessing all of the features of a Hügelgräber culture complex, some finds indicate
connections to the Belegi{ – Cruceni culture, developed at the very south of the Carpathian basin. In this paper, we shall present
only some of the most attractive finds from the necropolis, including jewellery made of bronze sheets. They include
spiral greaves, a belt and finger-rings. The remaining finds shall be presented in a monograph that is being planned.
Key words – Necropolis, Late Bronze Age, Hügelgräber culture, Belegi{ culture, greaves, belt, finger-rings.

part from the huge contribution to the knowledge of the topic of the Early Iron Age in the
territory of the Balkans and Serbia, R. Vasi}
also made huge contributions to studying the Bronze
Age in the Balkans. In the volume Die Nadeln im
Zentralbalkan (Vojvodina, Serbien, Kosovo und Makedonien) from the series Prähistorische Bronzefunde, he
published decorative pins from the Velebit necropolis,
on the periphery of the village of Velebit, in the vicinity
of Kanji`a (northern Ba~ka).1 On this occasion, we
present jewellery made of bronze sheets. Besides the
highest production techniques being applied, it also
represents rare, but not unique, bronze products of the
Kozsider horizon of the Middle Bronze Age in the territory of Serbia.
Hügelgräber culture, or The Tumulus Culture, extended over a wide area from the Rhine in the west to

A

the Carpathian basin in the east, Czechia in the north
and Ba~ka and western Serbia in the South of Europe.2
If we presume that the north-western parts of Pannonia
represented the core of this cultural manifestation, other
regions show local features in such numbers that they
resemble different cultures. This depended on the power
of newly arriving communities that mixed with local
populations.3 Numerous metal finds that possess characteristics of the Kozsider horizon during the Bronze Age
in the Carpathian basin show superiority made through
the trade and exchange of high quality bronze weapons

1 Vasi} 2003, 22, 31, 33, 38; Taf. 8/101; 10/152; 11/165; 14/202,
203; 15/204, 205.
2 Tasi} 1972, 94.
3 Tasi} 1972, 95.

The paper represents the results of the projects Archaeology of Serbia: cultural identity, integration factors, technological processes and the
role of central Balkans in development of European prehistory (OI 177020) and Cultural changes and population migrations in early prehistory of the central Balkans (OI 177023) financed by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technological Development of the Republic
of Serbia.
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Map 1. Most important Bronze Age sites and necropoles in the north of Serbia
Karta 1. Najva`niji lokaliteti i nekropole bronzanog doba na severu Srbije

and jewellery.4 In Vojvodina and in northern Banat
there is a higher density of cemeteries of this cultural
group.5 The term “Tumulus Culture” should be accepted
only conditionally, since the deceased were buried both
in flat graves and under grave mounds or tumuli.
The Tumulus Culture necropolis is situated on the
southern outskirts of the village of Velebit, in Ba~ka
(Map 1). It was excavated on several occasions, in 1953,
1954 and 1956, but the rescue excavation was finally
ended in 1970. During the village road construction,
Bronze Age graves were discovered, but also some Iazyges graves from Antiquity. The initial excavation took
place without expert archaeological supervision (for
about a week or two) and it resulted in the discovery of
three graves. The main focus was on collecting gravegoods that came into the possession of the local people. Owing to financial support from the Smithsonian
Institute in the USA, after fifteen years, the large scale
excavation took place.6 On that occasion, 108 graves
were discovered. Of that number, 77 graves belonged to
the Bronze Age, while the remaining graves belonged
to Antiquity. During the Bronze Age, at the necropolis
Velbert there were two kinds of burials; 43 burials were
cremations and 34 represented skeletal burials. After
having gained an insight into all of the finds, one can
notice differences both in burial rites and in quantity and
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quality of grave-goods. They included pottery, jewellery
and weapons made of bronze. Detailed analyses of the
burial rite will be presented in a monograph about this
necropolis, which is currently being prepared. In this
paper, we will present some of the most attractive pieces
of jewellery made of bronze sheets, unearthed in skeletal graves and most likely belonging to women.
Information about the spiral greaves from grave
number 80 of the Velebit necropolis can be found in
“Gra|a za imonografiju Sente”7 by L. Szekere{ and in the
study “Der Hortfund von Bühl und seine Beziehungen”
by K-F. Rittershofer8, but also in J. Koledin, in the paper
entitled “Ostava bronzanih predmeta iz Hetina”.9
The bronze belt is mentioned once in the monograph
“Gürtelhaken, Gürtelbleche und Blechgürtel der Bronzenzeit in Mitteleuropa” by I. Kilian-Dirlmeier, but only
as information gained indirectly.10

4

Coles and Harding 1979, 102.
Trogmayer, Sekeres 1965, 21; Karta II.
6 Sekeresz 1971, 46–50.
7 Sekeresz 1971, 46–50.
8 Rittershofer 1983, 252.
9 Koledin 2001–2003, 32.
10 Kilian-Dirlmeier 1975, 101, 102.
5
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Fig. 1. Greaves from Grave 80
(drawing by A. Kapuran)
1

According to the field diary from the 3rd of August
1970, it was noticed that the spiral greaves (Fig. 1–2)
were discovered in situ, on the lower legs of a skeleton
from the devastated grave 80. In the same grave, a twohandled beaker typical for the Belegi{ culture (the socalled “Pannonian” beaker) was unearthed, along with
two crescent-shaped bronze pin fasteners (Plate I/1–2),
appliqués made of circular calotte-shaped pieces of
bronze sheets (Plate I/3–4) and rings made of wound
bronze wire (Plate I/5–7). According to their position
within the grave, the rings were most likely worn on
the toes. On the front side of the greaves there was a

2

Sl. 1. Nanogvice iz groba 80
(crte`: A. Kapuran)

thickening in the shape of a plastic rib positioned along
its axis. The back side is flat and the endings possess
extra decoration in the shape of bronze wire wound
into a spiral. The cross-section of the wire is rhombic.
The decoration on the parts made of bronze sheet consists of punctuated zigzag lines on one part of the
greaves and an ongoing, punctuated line along the
edge of another greave part. The greaves show traces
of repair, actually the connecting of separated parts
with a bronze ring (Fig. 3). According to the drawings
from the field diary, made immediately after these discoveries, on spirally wound endings made of wire there

Fig. 2 and 3. Greaves from Grave 80, fig. 3 – traces of reparation (photo by R. Ramadanski)
Sl. 2 i 3. Nanogvice iz groba 80, sl. 3 – detaq (foto: R. Ramadanski)
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Fig. 4. Grave 94
(photo: documentation
of Senta City Museum)
Sl. 4. Grob 94
(foto: dokumentacija
Gradskog muzeja u Senti)

were rings belonging to a chain (Fig. 1). On one of the
greaves, besides the chains, there was also a ring made
of bronze sheet, most likely separated during the conservation processes.
Understanding the function or symbolic meanings
of greaves connected with chains is difficult, since it is
not easy to identify what they could have represented.
Since they belong to female costume, we can presume
that the chains symbolically represented connections of
a wife to her husband or to her home. If we would apply
marriage symbols from a modern perspective to the
ring on the greaves from Velebit, attached to a chain, it
might just underline the connection between a wife
and her husband. S. Bergerband considers that during the
Bronze Age, a male warrior would, ideally, have a wife
waiting for him at home while he was away fighting
wars, and this is somehow reflected in this costume, designed in such a way to prevent women from moving
around.11 We presume that the opinion is also plausible
that spiral greaves could have possessed the character
of a charm, actually of an object with spiritual powers
that limit the free movement of a woman.12
The spirally bent greaves made of bronze sheets
discovered in grave number 80 would belong to the
type Regelsbrunn,13 spread across a wide area from
northern Germany to Poland and further on along the
Danube valley, all the way to Banat and Ba~ka.14 They
are equally represented in grave contexts and in hoards.
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The earliest examples are encountered in the Kozsider
horizon of the Middle Bronze Age in Middle Europe
and they remained in usage until Ha A,15 actually until
the horizon of bronze hoards. Parallels closest to the
Velebit examples can be seen on greaves from Nagykajdács16 and Rácegre.17 Some authors consider that
the centre of their production ought to be sought in the
western Carpathian basin.18 On the territory of Vojvodina, parallels for spiral greaves can be found in the
hoard from Hajdukovo. The only difference is that the
example from this hoard bears a somewhat narrower
ornament. Regarding its profilations (the flat back side),
it would chronologically belong to a younger period.19
From the nearby areas, greaves made of bronze sheets
without spirally wound endings (the older variant) are
found in the Lovas20 hoard from eastern Slavonia. Z.

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

Bergerbrant 2007, 101, 102.
Putica, Koledin, Aleksi} 2017, 114.
Rittershofer 1983, 252.
Rittershofer 1983, Abb 21.
Kovácz 1997, 261.
Schumacher-Matthäus 1985, 117; Taf. 60/1.
Hänsel 1968, 94; Taf. 26/28, 29.
Koávcz 1997, 262.
Koledin 2001–2003, T. IV/4.
Vinski 1958, II/1.
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Vinski dates this hoard to Br C, actually in its older
phase, with stronger influences of the Middle Bronze
Age.21 Similar greaves were discovered at the site of
Ribnjak–Kolut, near Sombor, in Ba~ka, belonging to the
phase MD II of the Bronze Age, according to Hänsel.22
Besides greaves, in the skeletal grave number 80
there were certain elements that indicate the existence
of a cultural overlapping of newcomers and the autochthonous populations. The influences are best illustrated with a “Belegi{”-type, double-handled beaker on
a tall cylindrical foot, decorated with volutes along the
rim and white incrustation on its black-polished surface
(Plate I/8). While the greatest percentage of pottery
production represented at the Velebit necropolis shows
characteristics of the Tumulus Culture in Pannonia and
Middle Europe,23 this beaker shows closest parallels
with a find from grave number 87 of the necropolis of
Stoji}a Gumno, near Belegi{.24 It is dated into the later
phase of this culture by N. Tasi}.25 While in southern
Pannonia it is typical for the Tumulus and the Belegi{
cultures to overlap in such a large way that one can
hardly distinguish products of one from the other,26 the
spread of influences of the Belegi{ culture into the south
can easily be recognised in the cemeteries of the Drina
and western Morava valleys. If we are guided according to stylistic and typological characteristics of pottery and bronze production (primarily of jewellery)
discovered within the graves of deceased buried under
grave mounds, this would refer to cemeteries with features of the Beloti} – Bela Crkva and Dobra~a – Mojsinje horizons.27
Two pin fasteners from grave number 80 (Plate I/
1–2) are regarded as representatives of the evolution of
chronologically somewhat older crescent-shaped pendants. As far as the crescent-shaped pendants are concerned, according to finds from the Zsadány necropolis, A. Mozsolics determines them into phase B III of the
Bronze Age.28 Necklaces with crescent-shaped pendants can also be seen on numerous anthropomorphic
figures, like the one from Glamija.29 This jewellery
would also belong to items of bronze production performed according to the model taken from Kozsider
bronze production in the Carpathian basin.30 In the
case of grave number 80, two variants of pin fasteners
can be found, which prevent the needle from dropping
off, thus avoiding injury to the owner. This is further
analysed in the smallest detail in the monograph by D.
Jovanovi}.31 The first variant from grave 80 includes a
crescent-shaped pin fastener of a rhombic cross-section and with a perforation in the middle, decorated on
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both sides with thickenings (Plate I/1). The second
sample is a variant of a crescent-shaped pin fastener
with a small tube on top, fragmented in this case, but
also perforated (Plate I/2). Casting moulds kept in the
Subotica Museum, Velebit and one find in Velesnica,
allow us to conclude that crescent-shaped pin fastener
could have also been produced in the territory of
Serbia.32
Many decades ago, O. Trogmayer and L. Szekeres,
just like I. Bona and A. Mozolisc, considered that the
penetration of the Tumulus Culture into Pannonia could
be reconstructed by analysing the distribution of bronze
sheet belts with a hook.33 They presumed that belts
made of bronze sheets represented parts of a female
costume, and one such belt was discovered at the Velebit necropolis. It was discovered in grave number 94
(Fig. 4), on August 11th 1970, with the remains of a
skeletal burial and only the bones of upper limbs being
preserved. In the field diary there are notifications that
inform us about another possible belt fragment made
of bronze sheet from grave 61. However, this piece cannot be identified among the finds’ inventory.
The belt from grave 94 is 1.08 m long and is almondshaped, since it runs thinner towards its endings. One
of the endings has a hook, while the other one bears
perforations (Fig. 5). The belt was discovered in situ,
unmoved and in the place that could anatomically be
the deceased’s waist. As previously mentioned, only
the skeleton’s lower arms and fingers remained intact.
Among other grave-goods, in the chest area, there were
two pins of the Petschaftkopfnadel type, their heads
facing downwards. Further finds included three fingerrings made of bronze sheets, two bracelets with opened
endings, fifteen saltaleons, eight snail shells (most likely parts of an bracelet) and a plate made of gold sheet

21

Vinski 1958, 26.
Putica, Koledin, Aleksi} 2017, 106.
23 Trogmayer, Szekeres 1965, 23.
24 Vrani} 2002, 141.
25 Tasi} 1983, 100; Fig. 57a–b.; Tasi} 1974.
26 Tasi} 1983, 88.
27 Tasi} 1983, 96.
28 Mozolosc 1967, 153, 187; Taf 70/4–6.
29 Letica 1972, T. IV/3.
30 Kovacz 1984, Taf. XCVIII/2.
31 Jovanovi} 2010, 55.
32 Tasi} 1974, v. 146; Szekeres 1971: 48; Vasi}, Ercegovi}Pavlovi}, Mini} 1984, 125, sl. 110/4.
33 Trogmayer, Szekeres 1968, 17.
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Fig. 5. Belt from Grave 94 (drawing by A. Kapuran)
Sl. 5. Pojas iz groba 94 (crte`: A. Kapuran)

Fig. 6. Belt from Grave 94, traces of reparation (photo: documentation of Senta City Museum)
Sl. 6. Pojas iz groba 94, detaq (foto: dokumentacija Gradskog muzeja u Senti)

(now missing from the Senta City Museum collection).
The entire grave-good set from grave 94 determines it
as one of the richest ones at the Velebit necropolis.
The bronze sheet belt is decorated in a double
technique of punctuation and carving. The punctuated
ornaments are comma-shaped and they are positioned
along the belt’s edges (Fig. 6), while the endings are decorated with a row of carved ovals (Fig. 5). The spaces
between the ovals are filled with lattice. An almost
identical position of rows of circles and parallel lines
can be seen on the belt fragment from the DorozsmaÁtokháza necropolis.34 The central motif of the belt
from grave number 94, also the most damaged one, has
the shape of a meander consisting of triple lines. The
meander-shaped ornament shows parallels with belts
discovered at the cemeteries of Chotin,35 Szentes,36
Molzbach,37 Zala and Tápé.38 Apart from the example
from grave number 94, the only other find of such a
belt to the south of the Sava and the Danube was discovered in Kriva Reka, in western Serbia.39
The last type of thin, bronze, sheet jewellery from
Velebit presented in this paper are finger-rings. Fingerrings are divided into two basic variants: those made of
wound bronze wire (Plate I/5–6) and those made of
ribbon-shaped, thin bronze sheets (Plate II/21–23).
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Among the jewellery finds from the Velebit necropolis, finger-rings made of bronze sheets represent an
important and well-represented grave-good. Apart
from undecorated pieces, there were those ornamented
with a single punctuated rib, but also with two or three
ribs. On some of the examples, the punctuated ribs
were additionally decorated with small oval bulges
(Fig. 7). Similar ways of decoration can be seen on finger-rings from graves 102 and 106 of the necropolis at
Tiszafüred.40 In grave 7 from the Velebit necropolis,
finger-rings made of thin bronze sheets were discovered in situ, on the fingers of a skeletally buried deceased (Fig. 7). In grave number 80, finger-rings made
of wound wire decorated the toes of the deceased, also
buried skeletally.

34

Kilian-Dirlmeier 1975, 101, Taf. 36/407; Sánta 2013, Fig. 1/7.
Mozsolisc 1973, Taf. 2/1d; Kilian-Dirlmeier 1975, Taf.
37/398; Furmánek 1979, Kat. 23–27.
36 Kilian-Dirlmeier 1975, Taf. 38/399.
37 Holste 1953, Abb. 9/20, Taf. 17/12.
38 Trogmayer 1975, 25,26.
39 Gara{anin 1967, 47, sl. 14.
40 Kovácz 1975, Fig. 9/b; Fig. 12/b.
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Fig. 7. Rings from the Velebit necropolis (photo by A. Kapuran)
Sl. 7. Prstewe sa nekropole Velebit (foto: A. Kapuran)

If we compare the relative chronology established
five decades ago and the newly gained absolute dating,
there are only small deviations connected both to the relative and absolute chronology of the Tumulus Culture
in the territory of Serbia. The crucial point for the appearance of Tumulus Culture in Vojvodina was the interruption of life in the Vatin settlements at the end of the
Middle and the beginning of the Late Bronze Age. At
that point, two separate groups, but of similar character, appear: one in the Tisza valley and the other in the
area of Srem, southern Banat and western Serbia (Belegi{).41 B. Hansel and N. Kalicz considered that the
beginning of the Tumulus Culture should be dated into
the phase Br B1 and that it lasted all the way until Br D
(actually during all of the phases MD II, MD III and
SD I).42 Regarding the stylistic and typological features of pottery production, N. Tasi} considered that
the Velebit necropolis represents a manifestation of the
southern or Carpathian variant of the Tumulus Culture
complex from the end of the 14th and the beginning of
the 13th century BC.43 R. Vasi} established a similar
chronology, considering that the Tumulus Culture in
the territory of Serbia can be determined into the period of the Middle Bronze Age or Br B and C,44 further

39

corresponding to the years 1600/1500–1200 BC, actually its second phase, as suggested by N. Tasi}.45 F.
Gogatlan considers that the Middle Bronze Age begins
immediately after the year 1500 BC,46 exactly at the
point when the Tumulus Culture reached southern Pannonia. Indirect proof of this is the distribution of greaves made of spirally wound sheets, which can be
traced from the Middle Bronze Age until the end of the
Bronze Age and the beginning of the Iron Age.47
Owing to the new absolute dating from the cemeteries at Paulje and Velebit, we are able to determine
with greater precision the chronological development
span of the Tumulus Culture in Serbia. The first AMS
date is related to carbonised remains of a wooden base
on which the skeleton of a younger deceased was placed,

41
42
43
44
45
46
47

Tasi} 1974, 234, 240.
Hänsel and Kovacz 1986, 69.
Tasi} 1974, 237, 239.
Vasi} 2003, 3; Vasi} 2010, 3.
Tasi} 2004, 31.
Gogatlan 2004, 131.
Kovácz 1997, 261.
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Fig. 8. Absolute date from Grave 107
Sl. 8. Apsolutni datum dobijen iz groba 107

buried in mound XVIII of the cemetery of Paulje, near
Loznica. In this case, the dating is determined as the
14th century BC.48 The second absolute date is connected to grave number 107 from the Velebit cemetery,
obtained from the cremated remains of a deceased ana-

lysed in the Isotoptech ZTR laboratory in Debrecen.49
The date obtained has the value 3601¯25, actually the
time span from 1407–1236 cal BC, with a 94% possibility (Fig. 8).50 This indicates that the cemeteries of
Velebit and Paulje were chronologically rather parallel
and that their dating is closest to the 14th century BC.
This dating corresponds most closely with the presumptions of N. Tasi} (Br B2–C).51
The Bronze Age necropolis of Velebit near Kanji`a
represents the only necropolis of the Tumulus Culture
in Serbia where most of its area has been investigated,
but remained unpublished until relatively recently. The
full excavation results obtained almost half a century
ago will soon be published in a common publication.
We dedicate this paper to its researchers L. Sekere{,
S. Foltny (Princeton University), N. Tasi}, M. Giri}, P.
Medovi}, A. Bankoff (USA), O. Sedovecky (USA), F.
Smith (USA), R. Pittony (Austria), Z. Pivovarova-Benkovsky (Austria), O. Trogmayer (Hungary), T. Kovács
(Hungary), Gy. Farkas (Hungary) and others.
Translated by Milica Tapavi~ki-Ili}
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Gligori} et al. 2016, Fig. 3.
We owe our great gratitude to the director of the Institute of
Archaeology, Miomir Kora} Ph.D., who made it possible to obtain
this dating.
50 The team who performed the AMS dating consisted of:
Molnár M, Riny L, Veres M, Seiler M, Synal H–A, Environ
MICADAS: a mini 14C AMS with enhanced Gas Ion Source
Interface in the Hertelendi Laboratory for Environmental Studies
(HEKAL) Hungary. Radiocarbon Vol 55, Nr 2–3 2013, p. 338–344.
Molnar M, Janovic R, Major I, Orsovszki J, Gönczi R, Veres M,
Leonard AG, Castle SM, Lange TE, Wacker L, Hajdas I, Jull AJT.
Status report of the new AMS C14 sample preparation lab of the
Hertelendi Laboratory for Environmental Studies (Debrecen,
Hungary) Radiocarbon, Vol 55, Nr 2–3 2013, p. 665–676.
51 Tasi} 1974, 237, 239; Tasi} 1983, 88.
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NAKIT OD BRONZANOG LIMA
NA PRAISTORIJSKOJ NEKROPOLI U SELU VELEBIT KOD KAWI@E
Kqu~ne re~i. – nekropola, pozno bronzano doba, Hügelgäber kultura, Belegi{ kultura, nanogvice, pojas, prstewe.

Nekropola Hügelgäber kulture koja se nalazila ne{to ju`nije od sela Velebit u Ba~koj (karta 1) istra`ivana je u
vi{e navrata i to 1953, 1954. i 1956. godine, a za{titna istra`ivawa kona~no su zavr{ena 1970. godine. Prilikom
izgradwe seoskog puta otkriveni su grobovi iz bronzanog
doba, kao i Jaziga iz anti~kog perioda. Zahvaquju}i finansijskoj pomo}i Instituta Smitsonijan iz SAD-a, otkriveno je 108 grobova, od kojih je 77 pripadalo bronzanom dobu
(a ostali anti~kom periodu). Tokom bronzanog doba praktikovano je na ovoj nekropoli biritualno sahrawivawe, odnosno 43 sahrane pripadaju kremacijama, dok su 34 pokojnika sahrawena skeletno. Uvidom u celokupan materijal
mo`e se primetiti raznolikost kako u pogrebnom ritualu,
tako i u koli~ini i bogatstvu priloga koje su ~inile kerami~ke posude, nakit od bronze i bronzani no`evi. Podrobnije analize pogrebnog rituala bi}e tema budu}e monografije koja je u pripremi.
Prema grobnom zapisniku, spiralne nanogvice (sl. 1)
nalazile su se na potkolenicama skeleta u devastiranom
grobu 80, zajedno sa dvouhim peharom tipi~nim za belegi{ku
kulturu, sa dva lunulasta bronzana {titnika za iglu (tabla
I/1–2), aplikacijama od kru`nog kalotastog bronzanog lima (tabla I/3–4) i prstewem od spiralno savijene bronzane
`ice (tabla I/5–7). Sude}i prema crte`ima inventara napravqenim neposredno nakon wihovog otkri}a, na krajevima od spiralno savijene `ice nalazile su se alke lanca
(sl. 1), a na jednoj od nanogvica, osim lanca, nalazio se i
prika~en prsten od bronzanog lima, koji je najverovatnije
nestao prilikom konzervacije. Tuma~ewa koja se ti~u nanogvica povezanih lancima mogu biti raznovrsna. Budu}i
da spadaju u `ensku no{wu, mo`emo pretpostaviti da lanac simboli~ki predstavqa vezivawa `ene za supruga ili
dom u kome `ivi. U kontekstu skeletnog groba 80 mogu se,
pored nanogvica, videti i izvesni elementi koji ukazuju na
kulturna pro`imawa novoprido{lih zajednica i domoroda~kih populacija. Ovo se u prvom redu odnosi na belegi{ki dvouhi pehar na visokoj cilindri~noj nozi, ukra{en
volutama na obodu i belom inkrustacijom na crnogla~anoj
povr{ini (tabla I/8).
Pre vi{e decenija su O. Trogmayer i L. Szekeres, kao
uostalom i I. Bona i A. Mozsolisc, pretpostavili da se prodor Hügelgräber kulture u Panoniju mo`e rekonstruisati
ukoliko se prati distribucija pojaseva od bronzanog lima
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sa kukom za ka~ewe. Za taj sastavni deo no{we postoje pretpostavke da on iskqu~ivo predstavqa sastavni deo `enske
no{we, a na nekropoli Velebit je takav pojas otkriven samo u jednom slu~aju. Radi se o skeletno sahrawenoj individui u grobu 94 (sl. 4). Pojas iz groba 94 duga~ak je 1,08 m i
ima bademasti oblik, odnosno stawuje se prema krajevima,
od kojih se jedan zavr{ava kukom za ka~ewe a na drugom se
nalaze perforacije (sl. 5). Pojas je otkriven in situ, neporeme}en, i to na mestu gde je anatomski mogao da se nalazi
struk pokojnice. Od samog skeleta ostali su neporeme}eni
jedino podlaktice i prsti. Od ostalih priloga u grobu su
na|ene dve igle tipa Petschaftkopfnadeln, koje su se nalazile u visini grudi i bile su glavama okrenute nadole, zatim
tri prstena od bronzanog lima, dve narukvice otvorenog
tipa, 15 salteleona, 8 kauri pu`eva (verovatno delova narukvice), jedna plo~ica od zlatnog lima (koje nema u inventaru Gradskog muzeja u Senti) i nekoliko staklenih perli
(kojih tako|e nema u inventaru tog muzeja). Asambla` groba 94 svrstava taj grob u jedan od najbogatijih na nekropoli Velebit.
Slede}i tip nakita od bronzanog lima na nekropoli
Velebit predstavqa prstewe. Prstewe je zastupqeno u dve
osnovne varijante – ono od namotane bronzane `ice (tabla
I/5–6) i ono od trakastog tankog bronzanog lima (tabla II/
21–23). Prstewe od bronzanog lima na nekropoli Velebit
veoma je prisutno u grobovima i u najve}em broju slu~ajeva
dekorisano je iskucavawem jednog, dva ili tri rebra.
Zahvaquju}i novim apsolutnim datumima sa nekropola
Pauqe i Velebit, u mogu}nosti smo da sa ve}om sigurno{}u
odredimo hronolo{ki okvir u kome se razvijala Hügelgräber kultura u Srbiji. Prvi AMS datum odnosi se na karbonizovane ostatke drvene podloge na kojoj je le`ao skelet
mla|e osobe sahrawene u humki XVIII na nekropoli Pauqe
kod Loznice. U ovom slu~aju se radi o 14. veku pre n. e. Drugi apsolutni datum odnosi se na grob 107 na nekropoli Velebit, a dobijen je iz kremiranih ostataka pokojnika u laboratoriji Isotoptech ZTR u Debricinu. Dobijeni datum ima
vrednosti 3601¯25, odnosno vremenski opseg 1407–1236 cal
BC, sa 94% verovatno}e (sl. 8). To zna~i da su nekropole
Velebit i Pauqe vremenski sinhrone i da pripadaju XIV
veku pre n. e. Ovakvi rezultati najvi{e odgovaraju ranije
iznetim pretpostavkama N. Tasi}a – da se Hügelgräber kultura u Srbiji razvijala tokom perioda Br B2-C.
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Abstract – The focus of the paper is on bronze astragal belts in the south-eastern part of the Carpathian Basin, interpreted
as part of the female costume. In particular, their production seems to have two peaks, one at the end of the Early Iron Age
(6th–4th cent. BC) and another during the Late La Tène period. However, there is a continuity of the form throughout the Late Iron
Age. Requiring a significant amount of material and craftsmanship, these belts imply the presence of skilled artisans, as well as
a supply network that enabled the production. A new typological and chronological assessment of the known examples allows
not only a better understanding of the possible production areas of astragal belts, but also the social implications behind the
organisation of production, offering also the possibility to better evaluate the role of this particular item as a part of the
autochthonous female costume and identity.
Key words – Astragal belts, female costume, Late Iron Age, Carpathian Basin, identity.

he first analysis of bronze astragal belts dates
to the 1960’s, when J. Todorovi} outlined characteristics and the datation of examples from
the territory of former Yugoslavia.2 He concluded that
the Scordiscans took this type of belt from the autochthonous, Late Hallstatt population. However, the first
publication dates back to the very beginning of the 20th
century, when J. Brun{mid described belts discovered
in the Syrmia region, interpreting them as a part of
male military dress.3 Until the present day, numerous
examples have been published, establishing astragal
belts as a part of the female costume in the south-eastern Carpathian Basin during the second half of the last
millennium BC.4 Two peaks of production can be observed: a Late Hallstatt one, in the period between
6th–4th cent. BC, well known on the basis of character-

T

istic grave finds, and another during the Late La Tène,
when fragments of belts also appear very often in settlement contexts. The belts characteristic for the latter,
known as the Belgrade type, have been discussed in
detail by D. Bo`i~.5 However, examples from the intermediate, late phase of the Early and Middle La Tène
period, are somewhat less known or recognised,

1

This paper is a modified version of the one presented at the
Craft and Production in the European Iron Age conference held in
Cambridge in 2015.
2 Todorovi} 1964.
3 Brun{mid 1902, 71–73.
4 For a more recent overview, see Jovanovi} 1993; 1998; Arsenijevi} 1998; 2013, 53–63, Pl. I–III; Filipovi}, Mladenovi} 2017.
5 Bo`i~ 1981a.

This article was funded by the Croatian Science Foundation within the project (IP-06-2016-1749): Iron Age Female Identities in the
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Fig. 1. Grave finds from Vu~edol (after Ter`an 1977)
Sl. 1. Grobni nalazi iz Vu~edola (prema Ter`an 1977)

although the continuity of the form is quite certain. A
recent study of astragal belts, proposing a somewhat
altered typology6, also stresses the continuity of its
constructive and decorative characteristics, especially
that of the Osijek and Belgrade types.7
LATE HALLSTATT ASTRAGAL BELTS
Syrmian, Eastern Slavonian and south-eastern
Transdanubian Late Hallstatt examples, mostly known
from inhumation burial contexts, are characterised by
astragal elements of four round thickenings separated
by rectangular ribs decorated with horizontal grooves,
and belt buckles composed of rectangular plates with
three semicircular or semioval loops. A decoration composed of incisions or rings-and-dots is frequently found
on the belt plate. The intermediate rectangular ribs are
clearly separated from the round thickenings and
rather elongated, even wider than them.
The first interpretations of astragal belts as a part
of male dress originate from Brun{mid’s publication
of finds from inhumation graves found at the famous
prehistoric site of Vu~edol on the Danube bank, near
Vukovar. He describes the finds as including four Certosa fibulae of type V, glass beads (Fig. 1), several spearheads and a curved battle knife, found during agricultural activities.8 Although the author concluded that all
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items belong to the same grave assemblage, thus making the connection of astragal belts with warrior equipment, it is important to emphasise that he was not present at the time of discovery. In fact, the circumstances
of the find are mentioned and point to the fact that the
bronze items (the belt, Certosa fibulae and a ring) and
glass beads were found together, while the iron weaponry was found in the immediate vicinity, but separated
from them, pointing to the existence of two separate
grave assemblages lying relatively close to one another.9
J. Brun{mid also mentioned an astragal belt found in
Novi Jankovci, which is almost identical to the Vu~edol
piece, concluding that “a military grave was found…
from which I received eleven astragal elements, one
Certosa and one Middle La Tène fibula (N.B. actually,
a LT D1 form), and four yellow glass beads”.10 Thus,
there is no clear indication that all finds belong to a

6

The authors classified Bo`i~’s Osijek type as a variant of the
Syrmian type, which also comprises the Belgrade (corresponding to
Bo`i~’s homonymous type) and Ma~va variants.
7 Filipovi}, Mladenovi} 2017, 159–160.
8 Brun{mid 1902, 68–70.
9 Brun{mid 1902, 68; Bo`i~ 1981a, 52–54.
10 Brun{mid 1902, 72. For LT D1 cast bronze fibula, see: Drni}
2012, 227, Pl. 1: 5, Fig. 5: 5a–b.
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Fig. 2. Distribution map of Late Hallstatt astragal belts (Nikinci type)
Sl. 2. Karta rasprostranjenosti kasnohal{tatskih astragalnih pojaseva (tip Nikinci)
1. Velem – Szentvid, 2. Kosd, 3. Arnót, 4. Regöly, 5. Szárazd – Gerenyáspuszta, 6. Paks-Gyapa, 7. Mözs pokraj Tolne,
8. Beremend, 9. Batina, 10. Osijek, 11. Vu~edol, 12. Vinkovci – Silos, 13. Novi Jankovci, 14. Ada{evci, 15. Novi Sad,
16. Srijemska Mitrovica, 17. Ma~va – Uzve}e, 18. Nikinci, 19. [abac, 20. Paulje – Brezjak

closed grave assemblage, especially considering the
presence of a LT D1 fibula, although the belt, Certosa
fibulae of type V and beads most probably, indeed,
originate from a single, Late Hallstatt female inhumation burial.
Roughly at the same time, ]. Truhelka conducted
large scale excavations at the famous Early Iron Age
cemetery at Donja Dolina in the central Sava valley. In
grave 43 at the M. Petrovi} Jr. ridge, alongside a fragment of an astragal element, two fibulae were found,
together with glass and amber beads.11 This type of
fibula, a variant of Early La Tène forms with a stylised
bird’s head shaped ending of the foot, can be dated to the
2nd and 3rd quarter of the 4th cent. BC.12 Another fibula
from the grave belongs to the contemporaneous Zagra|e type, which originated in the Glasinac area.13 An
amphora-shaped glass bead from the grave points to
the same timeframe.14 Elements of astragal belts were
also discovered in the contemporaneous grave 7 at the
N. [oki} I ridge.15
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At the end of the 19th and during the 20th century
more astragal belts were found in Syrmia and Ma~va
(i.e. Ada{evci, Srijemska Mitrovica grave I, Nikinci
etc.16), often appearing in combination with different
types of Certosa fibulae. This was confirmed with the
revealing of a female inhumation grave at the site of
Vinkovci – Silos in Eastern Slavonia, which yielded an

11

Truhelka 1902a, 273, Pl. XVII.
Rustoiu 2012, 359–60, Fig. 2.
13 Popovi} 1996, 112–114.
14 Popovi} 1997; Rustoiu 2011b; 2015.
15 Truhelka 1902b, 521, Pl. XXII: 11–12. Considering that the
Donja Dolina graves included only a smaller amount of astragal
elements, these could belong to the fill layers of the mentioned
grave units, therefore to older burials that have been destroyed by
the digging in of younger graves; see Bo`i~ 1981a, 54.
16 Brun{mid 1902, 77, Fig. 37; Jovanovi} 1998, Pl. V: 1, 3–5,
12; Arsenijevi} 1998, 31–32, Figs. 16–19, 20; Todorovi} 1964, Pl.
I: 3–4, 7.
12
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astragal belt without preserved buckles, bronze Certosa
fibula of type V and glass beads.17 This grave confirms
the frequent appearance of Certosa fibulae of type V
after classification done by B. Ter`an,18 together with
astragal belts on Syrmian and Eastern Slavonian sites,
which enables dating of the mentioned belts to the late
6th and 5th cent. BC. Cremation grave 1 from mound
XV in Paulje in Brezjak, situated near Loznica in the
Ma~va region, is another example of a rather rich female burial dating to, probably, around the middle of
the 6th cent. BC. The entire belt, consisting of 68 astragal elements with a buckle, was found alongside two
bronze bracelets with crossed ends, a small ceramic cup,
two ceramic spindle whorls, amber beads and a necklace of glass beads. These elements differ from those on
other belts of type Nikinci due to the number of thickenings, here five instead of four as on other belts.19
At the same time, Late Hallstatt astragal belts are
also documented in cemeteries in south-eastern Transdanubia, such as Beremend, Szárazd – Gerenyáspuszta,
Mözs near Tolna, and as far as Kosd, near Budapest.20
Astragal belts have been found in similar grave assemblages as at the Syrmian and Eastern Slavonian sites
and very often associated are different variants of the
Certosa type fibulae.21 A good example is the inhumation grave found at Szárazd – Gerenyáspuszta, yielding a belt together with a Certosa fibula of type V, two
crossbow fibulae and various glass beads.22 A similar
grave assemblage comes from Paks – Gyapa, where
inhumation grave 838 yielded, besides an astragal belt,
six fibulae (crossbow fibulae of type Certosa XIII and
East Alpine zoomorphic-headed fibulae), glass beads
and an iron knife.23
The distribution area of Late Hallstatt astragal belts,
defined by D. Gara{anin as the Nikinci type24, covers
Syrmia, Eastern Slavonia, Ma~va and south-eastern
Transdanubia (Fig. 2). It is clear that what we are seeing is a distribution limited to the Hungarian part of the
Danube basin, from the Balaton Lake and Kapos river
southwards; as a rule, belts do not appear east of the
Danube river axis. The usage of belts of the Nikinci
type can be placed in the period from the second half
of the 6th to the 4th cent. BC, while their origin is traced
to the central Balkan area.25 The only possible exception would be a fragment from Arnót, published as an
Osijek type,26 but due to the elongated shape of the
intermediate rib it could also belong to the Late Hallstatt group. The fragmentary state of the pieces, as well
as the lack of a reliable context, makes this attribution
quite open to debate. Still, there is no evidence in the
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south-eastern Carpathian Basin that belts of this type
occurred in male graves. As a matter of fact, belts are
always associated with glass beads and different types of
bronze fibulae (mostly Certosa type V), which clearly
confirms they were part of the female costume.
LA TÈNE BELTS
In 1981, D. Bo`i~ published an article in which he
analysed Late La Tène belts and differentiated three
types: an older variant or the Osijek type, and two contemporary, LT D forms, named the Belgrade and Dunaszekcso types. The Belgrade type, characteristic of Scordiscan territory, has four rounded thickenings divided
by three intermediate ribs decorated with oblique incisions. The rectangular part of the belt buckle has two
round plates before the bell-shaped protrusion, with one
of the buckles ending with a raised knob. Dunaszekcso

17

Majnari}-Pand`i} 1973.
Ter`an 1976, 376.
19 Filipovi}, Mladenovi} 2017, 147, 162, Pl. 1: 1; Bulatovi} et
al. 2017, 71–74, 132–135 (with belt shown on Fig. 52 and Pl. XX:
51). According to the bracelets with crossed ends, considered to be
the earliest finds, the grave probably belongs to the middle, at the
latest in the second half of the 6th cent. BC.
20 Jerem 1974, Fig. 2: 1–4, 6–7, Fig. 3: 1, 3, Fig. 4: 1 (distribution map); Jovanovi} 198, Pl. X: 40, 43–44, Pl. XI: 3; also from
Batina in Baranja, Maráz 1983, 107, 114, Pl. III: 1. According to E.
Jerem (1974, 234, 241, footnote 28) the elements from Szentvid
near Velem also belong to the Late Hallstatt examples, but considering the shape of elements in the picture provided by von Miske
(1908, Pl. XLV: 34–37) such dating is probably only applicable for
the fragment nr. 35, whereas the other elements should be dated to
the Late La Tène.
21 Kemenczei 2012, 343–344; Jovanovi} 1998, Tab. 1, 55,
64–65.
22 Kemenczei 2012, 339, Fig. 9: 1–6. The crossbow fibulae
are shown without a side view, making somewhat difficult a more
precise attribution, but they could belong to the East Alpine
zoomorphic-headed fibulae.
23 Szabó 2012, 359–360, 363–364, Fig. 9a–b.
24 Gara{anin 1954, 78, Pl. L: 2; 1967, 36. This designation has
been accepted here, while the distribution is made by the authors.
25 Vasi} 1989. Astragal belts appeared in the south-eastern part
of the Carpathian Basin during the first half of the 6th cent. BC,
maybe even at the very beginning of the mentioned century. As the
Bano{tor assemblage of finds demonstrates (Vasi} 1989), for this
initial phase, elements of the eponymous Bano{tor type are characteristic, which, together with fibulae of the type known from the
Bano{tor find, have direct analogies in the Western Balkans (Filipovi}, Mladenovi} 2017, 158; Dizdar, in print). Also, at sites in Eastern
Slavonia and Western Syrmia, elements of belts were discovered
which also originated in the Western and Central Balkans and belong
to the first half of the 6th cen. BC (Dizdar, in print).
26 Almássy 2015, 241–242, Fig. 3: 1.
18
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type belts, on the other hand, have five or six thickenings, the intermediate ribs can be decorated with oblique
incisions or undecorated, while the belt buckle lacks
the round plates on its rectangular part, extending into
a triangular or bell-shaped protrusion which can have
curled endings. The Osijek type is older than these, has
three or four thickenings and horizontal incisions on the
intermediate ribs, similarly to the older, Late Hallstatt
belts, while the bell-shaped protrusion of the belt buckle brings it close to the Late La Tène forms.27 Considering the presently known examples, this typology could
be somewhat revised.
A study and comparison of morphological features
allows a typological classification of the La Tène period belts. Primarily, the shape of the astragals elements
is observed. This includes the number of thickenings;
the shape and decoration of the intermediate ribs between the thickenings; the space between thickenings
and intermediate ribs; and the shape of the belt buckle.
In general, going from the Late Hallstatt to the Late La
Tène period, the intermediate ribs get narrower; the
number of thickenings increases to five or six, while
the space between thickenings and ribs shortens; the
thickenings also get narrower; and, finally, the shape of
the belt buckle shifts from rectangular with three loops
to a rectangular plate with an elongated bell-shaped
protrusion. These changes of the shape of elements can
be observed on the belts of group 1 and variant 2c,
while four thickenings can still be found on variants 2a
and 2b.28 While Middle La Tène belts show horizontal
grooves on the intermediate ribs, there seem to be two
variants of decoration/shape of the intermediate ribs
during the Late La Tène period: a biconical rib and a rib
with oblique incisions.
Although a large total number of belts, or, rather,
belt elements, are known, the rarity of closed contexts
remains an issue, especially with regard to the Middle
La Tène period. There are, however, some finds that can
be placed between the better known Late Hallstatt
examples and their Late La Tène counterparts.
Bridging the gap: Early/Middle La Tène belts
The finds from graves found at Zeleno polje in
Osijek can be placed in this transitional period between
the Late Hallstatt and Late La Tène period. The shift
from the three-looped buckle to the bell-shaped one
can be observed on the examples from the cemetery in
Osijek. Unfortunately, not all grave contexts are always
certain and reliable, although among the latter there are
also finds of astragal belts. The earlier examples –
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from graves 929 and 22 – are more similar to the Late
Hallstatt forms, considering the belt buckle with a rectangular plate with three loops and elements with four
thickenings in a row, with respectively three and two
horizontal grooves on the intermediate ribs. The later
pieces, such as those from graves 4 and 26, have three
round thickenings separated by intermediate ribs with
horizontal incisions, and a bell-shaped elongated protrusion on the belt plate in place of the three loops. The
bell-shaped extension on the only preserved buckle
from grave 26 ends with a raised knob.
Besides elements from astragal belts, the inhumation grave 22 contained three fibulae of the Duchcov
type and four bracelets.30 It can be dated to the phase
LT B2. The fibulae, decorated with chains ending with
trapezoid pendants, belong to a regional variant of the
Duchcov type (known as type Karaburma 63, according
to D. Bo`i~31). The association of the belt with this type
of fibula would speak in favour of the opinion that astragal belts are a marker of autochthonous, south Pannonian female costume.
The next horizon is marked by graves 4 and 26
(Fig. 3), with the appearance of new, bell-shaped buckles and a decrease in the number of thickenings, now
only three.32 The buckle from grave 26, however, has
four loops and a difference in size compared to the elements, so it seems to have been subsequently added to
the rest of the belt.33 The fragmented fibula allegedly
also from grave 26 with figure-of-eight loops on the
foot end and a spring with an internal chord can be
dated to Middle La Tène (LT C1). Also, the blue glass
beads with spiral decoration from the same grave,

27

Bo`i~ 1981a, 47–52.
This applies to the typology here presented. On this occasion the authors would like to express their gratitude to D. Bo`i~ for
bringing our attention to this and many other details that greatly
improved our paper.
29 The grave 9 in the Osijek–Zeleno Polje cemetery (Spaji}
1954, 12–14, Pl. IV, Pl. V: 29), according finds dating from LT B1
to LT C1 (i.e. Early La Tène zoomorphic fibula and Middle La Tène
iron fibula with two knobs or bronze fibula with figure-of-eight
loops on the foot), doesn’t represent a closed funerary assemblage,
as well as most of the published graves of this important cemetery.
This means that the astragal belt could belong to a grave from LT
B1 or LT B2
30 Spaji} 1956, 50, Pl. X: 1, 6–7, Pl. XI: 1–2.
31 Bo`i~ 1981a, 48, fn. 18, Fig. 2: 2; 1981b, 317, 333, fn. 52,
Fig. 3: 2, Pl. 1: 15, Pl. 6: 3, Pl. 11: 4.
32 Spaji} 1954, 10, Pl. II: 11; 1962, 37–38, Pl. XIII.
33 The buckle is 1 cm longer than the elements, Spaji} 1962, 38.
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Fig. 3. Finds from grave 26 at Osijek – Zeleno polje cemetery (after Bo`i~ 1981)
Sl. 3. Nalazi iz groba 26 s groblja Osijek – Zeleno polje (prema Bo`i~ 1981)

speak in favour of a Middle La Tène dating. This bead
type is most frequent during LT C2, but with an
appearance already in LT C1.34 Consequently, the grave
is most probably dated in LT C1. On balance, it can be
concluded that the Osijek finds show a Middle La
Tène phase in the development of astragal belts with
three or four thickenings and, most notably, changes to
the belt buckle. Similarly, the belt from Kablarovac has
four thickenings with horizontal grooves on the intermediate ribs, but the belt buckle has a peculiar triangular
shape35 and could be another non-standardised model
produced in the period before the Late La Tène largescale series production. Furthermore, the presence of
four round thickenings on elements belonging to the
type Belgrade according to D. Bo`i~ (i.e. variant 2a of
the here proposed division) also points to the perseverance of the previous, Late Hallstatt form. Still, the
problem of the lack of a larger number of finds from
Middle La Tène, especially its younger phase (LT C2),
persists. More closed contexts are needed to resolve the
question of continuity. In this context a very interesting
fragment attributed to the belt of the Osijek type can be
mentioned. The fragment, found in an inhumation grave
in Remetea Mare in Banat, was reused as a pendant.
The female grave itself is the only inhumation burial in
the small LT B2-C1 cemetery and is interpreted as a
possible sign of individual female mobility, i.e. marriage alliances.36
In the study of astragal elements, a variant was also
recognised which has very thin intermediate ribs decorated with horizontal grooves between rounded thicke-
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nings. Examples come from Stari Kostolac – ^air,
Dubravica – Ora{je and Zemun.37 Intermediate ribs of
a similar shape, described as bearing horizontal grooves and paired with somewhat angular thickenings,
come from Kablarovac, a cemetery connected to the
multilayer settlement site of Gradina on the Bosut river,
where bell-shaped buckles with incised decoration
also appear.38 This decoration could point to the perseverance of the Late Hallstatt traditions in decoration.39
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Dizdar 2013, 263.
The only known analogy comes from Donja Dolina; see:
Mladenovi} et al. 2016, 11, Fig. 1; Jovanovi} 1998, 66, Pl. II: 12;
Arsenijevi} 2013, 56–57, 59, Pl. 1: 15, Tab. 1: type VII.
36 Rustoiu 2011a, 166–167, Fig. 4; 2012, 366, Pl. 15.
37 Spasi} 1992, 8–10, Pl. II: 1–13, 15–23, Pl. III: 1, 3, 5–7, 10;
Jacanovi}, }or}evi} 1989–90, 30, Pl. LXXXVII: 4–6; Jovanovi}
1998, Pl. IX. 1–13, 15–21, 23–26, 30, 31, Pl. X: 2–6, 17, 22, 34. The
drawings in the latter publication are sometimes not detailed, hence
the absence of the decoration on several pieces.
38 Popovi} 2003, 313, Pl. 4: 12–15.
39 A find from Hungary would also suggest the appearance of
a bell-shaped buckle in association with elements with horizontal
grooves, which would indicate an intermediate shape between Late
Hallstatt and Late La Tène (as already stated by some authors, cfr.
Jovanovi} 1998, 67; Popovi} 2003, 313). The belt is published in
Jovanovi} 1998, Pl. X: 39, and again in Arsenijevi} 2013, Pl. III: 13
(cited as from Regöly) The buckle presents, however, five loops
while the elements have four thickenings, so the association of
these belt parts is questionable. Also, the original publication shows
(without mentioning the site of provenience) in fact the two as separate: Archeológiai Értesíto 1890, figure on page 355: 1a–b (elements), 3 (buckle). The elements thus belong to a Late Hallstatt, and
the buckle to a Late La Tène belt.
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Another similar example of “mixed” elements is the
decoration of horizontal grooves alongside a bellshaped belt buckle with round plates, both appearing
on the belt from Titel Hill, alas as another stray find.40
All this, although fragmentary evidence, suggests
the continuity of usage of astragal belts. The continuity
of the form is reflected in the difficulty in distinguishing fragments of Late Hallstatt belt elements from the
Osijek type in cases without a reliable context and a
fragmentary state of preservation, for example in the
already mentioned find from Arnót or the finds from
the Gradina – Ilinci – Va{ica area, near [id.41 The form
clearly evolves through time, quite possibly maintaining
its status as a marker of local female costume. In the
following, Late La Tène phase, the production seems
to have had another peak.
Late La Tène belts
As already mentioned, according to the decoration
of the intermediate ribs, Late La Tène forms can be
divided in two groups: 1) biconical ribs and 2) ribs with
oblique incisions. Further divisions are possible when
observing the number and shape of the thickenings and
their relation in size to the ribs.
The first group comprises belts with biconical ribs
between thickenings. Belts with five elongated thickenings and biconical intermediate ribs from Zemun42,
Szárazd (Fig. 4: 1a)43, ^urug44 and Novi Banovci45
belong to the first, 1a variant. Very similar finds come
from the eastern, Transylvanian region, in Pecica,
Sibiu – Guºteriþa or Criºeni, the latter with a triangular
elongated buckle. The thickenings have a somewhat
irregular shape, with concave sides.46 The same shape of
thickenings can be seen on the belt from an unknown
site in Hungary, paired with a triangular buckle with
trapezoidal plates.47 Elongated thickenings on the belt
from Regöly come from a belt with also trapezoidal
plates on the belt buckle with triangular protrusion.48
Two fragments from Liptovská Mara could also
belong to this variant.49 Finds from Malaja Kopanja in
the upper Tisza valley should be probably added to this
group of finds.50 The next, 1b, variant shows five or
six small round thickenings and biconical intermediate
ribs, with an undecorated triangular belt buckle.
Examples are known from the Hungarian sites of
Dunaszekcso and Szárazd51 (Fig. 4: 1b). One more, i.e.
variant 1c, can be mentioned, characterised by elongated elements with small biconical intermediate ribs
and five or six elongated thickenings. The entire element is almost rectangular, i.e. the same width over the
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entire length, with no extra space between the rib and
thickening. Examples come from outside of the main
distribution area, in Bratislava – Devín52 (Fig. 4: 1c),
Boldog, Cífer and Nitra53 or Gracarca.54 Perhaps the
shape of these particular astragal elements shows a possible local transformation of the original form, indicating the existence of an intense cultural transfer between the southern and northern parts of the Carpathian
Basin during the Late La Tène. The transfer of ideas
and knowledge in the opposite direction would be corroborated by finds of different variants of LT D1 cast
fibulae, appearing in an ever increasing number on eastern Slavonian and Syrmian sites.55
Belts of the second group are characterised by
oblique incisions on the intermediate ribs. Both the
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Lazi} 2015.
Mladenovi} et al. 2016, 15, Pl. 1: 1–11.
42 Arsenijevi} 1998, Fig. 30b.
43 Kemenczei 2012, Fig. 6: 5.
44 Trifunovi}, Pa{i} 2003, 270, Fig. 6: 3.
45 Bo`i~ 1981a, Fig. 3: 20.
46 Rustoiu 1999, Fig. 4: 3–4, 6.
47 Archeológiai Értesíto 1890, fig. on page 355: 2a–c; Jovanovi} 1998, Pl. XI: 8.
48 Jerem 1974, Fig. 2: 8.
49 Pieta 2001, 324, Fig. 5: 3–4. The thickenings seem to have
concave sides, like examples from Transylvania.
50 Kotigoro{ko 1991, 128, Fig. 7: 53, 54. The first is a fragment of an element showing three thickenings with biconical intermediate ribs, the second is a complete element of five thickenings
with biconical intermediate ribs. On both pieces the thickenings
seem to have a slightly irregular elongated shape, i.e. the sides
appear to be slightly concave on some of the thickenings.
51 Kemenczei 2012, Fig. 7: 8, 10, 12, 14, 19, 21, Fig. 8: 7–9.
No detailed description is given by T. Kemenczei, just a mention of
incised decoration on the ribs (Kemenczei 2012, 344), while the
drawings show the ribs to be biconical. Clearly, the cited drawings
lack details. However, D. Bo`i~ mentioned in his description of
Dunaszekcso type belts that some elements have undecorated intermediate ribs (Bo`i~ 1981a, 52). M. Jovanovi} also describes elements from the site of Dunaszekcso as both decorated with oblique
incisions and undecorated, stating also that elements from Lengyel
are “often undecorated” (Jovanovi} 1998, 59). The above suggests
that both types of intermediate ribs, i.e. our groups 1 and 2, appear
in Dunaszekcso, quite probably also in Lengyel, so the appearance
of decoration could apply only on some, not necessarily all, examples. We decided to keep here the variant 1b as described, although
further finds or new drawings could change this, i.e. the cited finds
could have elongated thickenings like variant 1a.
52 Pieta, Zachar 1993, Fig. 115: 11.
53 Bazovskú 2016, Fig. 2: 2–5. The state of preservation of the
element from Nitra is, however, poor, so it could belong to variant 1a.
54 Gleirscher 1996, Fig. 5: 1.
55 Karwowski, Militkú 2011, 133, 135, Fig. 3–4; Drni} 2012;
Karwowski 2015, 217, Fig. 8; Dizdar 2016, 37, Fig. 9: 1–2.
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1a

2a

1b

2b

1c

2c

Fig. 4. Variants of Late La Tène astragal belts: 1a) Szárazd (after Kemenczei 2012);
1b) Regöly (after Kemenczei 2012); 1c) Bratislava-Devin (after Pieta, Zachar 1993);
2a) Beograd (after Jovanovi} 1998); 2b) Kru{edol (after Jovanovi} 1998); 2c) Dunaszekcso (after Jerem 1974).
Sl. 4. Varijante kasnolatenskih astragalnih pojaseva: 1a) Szárazd (prema Kemenczei 2012);
1b) Regöly (prema Kemenczei 2012); 1c) Bratislava-Devin (prema Pieta, Zachar 1993);
2a) Beograd (prema Jovanovi} 1998); 2b) Kru{edol (prema Jovanovi} 1998); 2c) Dunaszekcso (prema Jerem 1974)

Belgrade and Dunaszekcso types, as defined by D.
Bo`i~, can be ascribed to this group. The variant 2a, or
Belgrade type belts, have four round thickenings with
space between them and the relatively thin ribs with
oblique incisions. The buckle has round plates between the bell-shaped protrusion and rectangular plate
(Fig. 4: 2a). Numerous examples of this variant are
known from northern Serbia and Syrmia: Beograd –
Rospi ]uprija, Beograd – Karaburma, Zemun, Sur~in,
Prhovo, Salakovac, Novi Banovci, Stari Kostolac –
^air, etc.56 The shape of the thickenings on the already
mentioned richly decorated belt from the Titel Hill site,
as well as the round plates on the bell-shaped buckle,
suggest an attribution to the same type, although the
intermediate ribs are decorated with horizontal grooves
in the fashion of Osijek type belts.57 Elements of the
variant 2c or Dunaszekcso type have five or six elongated thickenings with rounded edges; the intermediate ribs are thin and decorated with oblique incisions,
while the bell-shaped buckle, sometimes with curled
endings, lacks round plates. Examples come from the
eponymous site of Dunaszekcso58 (Fig. 4: 2c) but also
from Regöly, Lengyel and Dalj, possibly also from Batina59 and to the north on Staré Hradisko60, Oberleiserberg61 and Ringelsdorf62. Very close to the latter is
variant 2b with four or five elongated rectangular
thickenings and thicker intermediate ribs with oblique
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incisions, with basically no space between the rib and
thickening. There can be decoration on the rectangular
plate of the belt buckle. Alongside finds from Kru{edol
(Fig. 4: 2b), Novi Banovci, Salakovac or Zemun63,
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Bo`i~ 1981a, Fig. 3: 1–16, Fig. 4: 1; Fig. 6: 1; Jovanovi}
1998, Pl. VI: 3–6, 8; Pl.VII: 8–12, Pl. VIII: 4–5, 12, 21–22, 25–26,
29, Pl. IX: 14, 27–29, 33–34, Pl. X: 7–11, 13–14, 23–29, 31–34
(only drawings clearly showing the decoration are cited); Spasi}
1992, Pl. II: 14, Pl. III: 2, 4, 8–9.
57 Lazi} 2015, Fig. 1–3.
58 Márton 1933, Pl. XV: 3–4, 9; Jerem 1974, Fig. 3: 4–5;
Bo`i~ 1981a, Fig. 3: 17; Jovanovi} 1998, Pl. XI: 4–5.
59 Márton 1933, Pl. XV: 5–6; Jerem 1974, Fig. 2: 5; Bo`i~
1981a, Fig. 3: 18; Jovanovi} 1998, Pl. IV: 10. Cfr. note 49 for possibility of presence of both group 1 and 2 belts on Dunaszekcso or
Lengyel. The example from Batina (Maráz 1983, Pl. III: 2) could
also belong to variant 2b, considering that it is shown as having no
clear distinction, i.e. space between rib and thickenings.
60 ^i`már 2005, 131, Fig. 1: 2, 3.
61 Karwowski 2016, 74, Fig. 4.
62 Allerbauer, Jedlicka 2001, 618, fig. 580. The element has
five elongated thickenings, three of which have concave sides, a
feature seen on elements of variant 1a. The intermediate ribs are,
according to the description, decorated with oblique lines.
63 Bo`i~ 1981a, Fig. 3: 19; Jovanovi} 1993, Pl. II: 1; 1998, Pl.
VI: 7, Pl. VII: 21, Pl. VIII: 27, Pl. X: 35. The example from Novi
Banovci seems to have not one, but two ribs decorated with oblique
incisions, that cover the entire space between two thickenings.
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1
2

3
4
Fig. 5. Karaburma, grave 15 (after Bo`i~ 1981)
Sl. 5. Karaburma, grob 15 (prema Bo`i~ 1981)

similar finds come from Cãpâlna64or Piatra Craivii65,
but also grave 3 in Pécs – Hoeromu66. An intermediate
form comes from Mudronova street in Bratislava, with
four rectangular thickenings and oblique incisions on the
intermediate ribs.67 The number of thickenings brings
it close to the latter, 2b variant. However, the intermediate ribs are very thin and the overall oblong, rectangular form of the element brings it closer to variant 1c,
which is found on other sites from the same area. Elements with features very similar to the example from
Mudronova street can be seen on the belt from Zemplín68 which has a bell-shaped buckle with zig-zag
decoration on the rectangular plate. One more good
comparison for the previous two examples comes from
Dunaszekcso, again showing thin intermediate ribs
with oblique incisions and the same width along the
entire length of the element.69
Obviously, there are numerous Late La Tène examples with morphological differences. Unfortunately,
the number of finds from a reliable context is much
smaller. Nevertheless, there is enough data in favour of
the usage of astragal belts throughout the entire LT D
period. The graves of Karaburma 15 (Fig. 5) and Rospi
]uprija 2, used by D. Bo`i~ to date the Belgrade type,
were placed within the Belgrade 3 phase, corresponding to LT D.70 Later, the same author corrected the dating, limiting the Belgrade 3 phase (or 3a) to LT D171,
while the younger phase of Late La Tène remains obscure. Thus, the belts of the first variant of the second
group, the Belgrade type, can be dated to the early
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phase of Late La Tène; this does not, however, exclude
the prolonged usage of the type, or its earlier appearance. In grave 3 at Pécs – Hoeromu, the belt fragments
appear together with two knives with ring shaped endings. The cemetery with La Tène and Early Roman
burials is dated to the late LT D (in the second half of
the 1st cent. BC) and the beginning of 1st cent. AD, according to the publisher.72 The grave, possibly a double
burial, is probably actually datable to LT D1, along
with some other finds; whatever the case, a Late La
Tène dating is not questionable. A similar continuity
and persistence of autochthonous forms can be seen in
settlement finds from the Syrmian region: Livade in
Srijemska Mitrovica, Vaganj – Bare and Pe}inci.73 All
three sites yielded remains of pit-dwellings and pits with
finds datable to the 1st cent. BC; Pe}inci also revealed
Early Roman pottery and a coin find (Augustus coin).
Together with pottery shaped in local tradition and still
used in the Early Roman times, finds of fibulae and other
costume elements, such as belts, indicate the continuity
of the autochthonous population in the years following
the Roman conquest of the south Pannonian region.
Distribution areas of Late La Tène belts
When looking at the distribution of particular variants (Fig. 6), it seems that the finds characterised by
biconical ribs appear in Hungary (variant 1b limited to
Szárazd and Dunaszekcso), with finds attributable to
variant 1a also appearing in Transylvania. The shape of
the belt buckle is a common trait to these two regions.
It is of a more triangular shape, with straight edges,
lacking the curly shape of examples belonging to Belgrade or Dunaszekcso types. Variant 1a is also present
in Syrmia and Vojvodina as well as in Slovakia, where
belts attributed to variant 1c (present as an isolated
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Rustoiu 1999, Fig. 4: 1.
Plantos 2009, 48, Pl. VI: 5.
66 Maráz 2008, Fig. 10: 3.
67 Bazovskú 2016, Fig. 2: 6.
68 Bazovskú 2016, 120, Fig. 3. Elements from Szentvid near
Velem could also be mentioned here, given the width of thickenings
and intermediate ribs, but the publication lacks detail (von Miske
1908, Pl. XLV: 34, 36–37).
69 Márton 1933, Pl. XV: 7.
70 Bo`i~ 1981a, 48–49.
71 Bo`i~ 2008, 146.
72 Maráz 2008, 80–86.
73 Brukner 1995, 91–93, 98–100, Pl. II: 15, Pl. VI: 54, Pl.
XVII: 174.
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find also on Gracarca in Carinthia) seem to prevale.
Examples with oblique incisions – variant 2a or the
Belgrade type – are dominant in Scordiscan territory,
more precisely northern Serbia along the Danube and
the Syrmia region. Variant 2c with incisions, known as

the Dunaszekcso type, appears in the eponymous site
and other sites located in Transdanubia, sporadically
also to the south, but still along the Danube – in Batina
and Dalj. The third, 2b variant is also more common in
the Serbian part of the Danube region, but once again

Fig. 6. Distribution of Late La Tène belts. Circle (group 1 – biconical rib):
black – 1a, red – 1b, blue – 1c. Square (group 2 – rib with incisions): black – 2a (Belgrade type), red – 2b,
blue – 2c (Dunaszekcso type) (note: map not exhaustive)
Sl. 6. Rasprostranjenost kasnolatenskih astragalnih pojaseva. Krug (grupa 1 – bikoni~na rebra):
crno – 1a, crveno – 1b, plavo – 1c. Kvadrat (grupa 2 – rebra s urezima): crno – 2a (tip Beograd), crveno – 2b,
plavo – 2c (tip Dunaszekcso) (opaska: karta nije iscrpna)
1. Staré Hradisko, 2. Oberleiserberg, 3. Ringelsdorf, 4. Bratislava – Devín, 5. Cífer, 6. Boldog, 7. Nitra,
8. Liptovská Mara, 9. Zemplín, 10. Gracarca, 11. Regöly, 12. Szárazd – Gerenyáspuszta, 13. Lengyel, 14. Dunaszekcso,
15. Pécs-Hoeromu, 16. Batina, 17. Dalj, 18. Ada{evci, 19. ^urug, 20. Kru{edol, 21. Prhovo, 22. Sur~in,
23. Novi Banovci, 24. Zemun, 25. Beograd – Karaburma, 26. Beograd – Rospi ]uprija, 27. Stari Kostolac – ^air,
28. Salakovac, 29. Vite`evo, 30. Piatra Craivii, 31. Pecica, 32. Cãpâlna, 33. Criºeni, 34. Sibiu-Guºteriþa,
35. Malaja Kopanja
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there are similar finds that point to the spread of the
form to the east – in Romania, and to the north via the
Danube, like the Pécs find that resembles this variant.
Outside the areas of eastern Slavonia, Syrmia and
northern Serbia, astragal belts appear in larger numbers
in two neighbouring regions – in present-day western
Hungary and Romania. Hungarian belts of the Late La
Tène period appear in the variant with oblique incisions
and without decoration, of a biconical shape; narrower
and less plastic thickenings are larger in number, with
five or six in a row. The finds are mostly concentrated
along the Danube and its tributaries, i.e. in south-east
Transdanubia. Late La Tène belts from Dacia, mostly
coming from south-west Transylvania, have been attributed to the Dunaszekcso type and interpreted as
imports from the Pannonian Danube valley, and dated
to the 1st cent. BC.74 In fact, the morphology of three
examples (from Pecica, Criºeni and Sibiu-Guºteriþa)
brings them closer to the first group of belts of the here
proposed typological division, i.e. to variant 1a, while
two are attributed to variant 2b (Piatra Cravii and
Cãpâlna). Also to be mentioned are, of course, sporadic
appearances further to the north-west of the main distribution area: in Austria – Gracarca, Oberleiserberg,
Ringelsdorf; also in Slovakia, in Bratislava – Devín,
Liptovská Mara, Nitra and other sites; and in Moravia, at
Staré Hradisko.75 It seems that elements of an elongated shape, with the same width along the entire length
of the element and thickenings and ribs placed closely
together, are found mainly outside the core area of
Transdanubia, eastern Slavonia and Syrmia. Although
with limited morphological variations, the distribution
of astragal belts basically covers the entire Carpathian
Basin, with major river valleys serving as communication routes which enabled not only direct imports, but
also the existence of cultural transfers, i.e. the spread
of ideas and concepts of wearing such specific belts,
also quite likely leading to local production.76
To the south-west, the finds from Donja Dolina
can be mentioned, with the appearance of bell-shaped
buckles and astragal elements.77 This fact can be explained by individual mobility as well as by the existence
of cultural transfer, since the site clearly stands on an
important strategic point, open to the eastern influences arriving along the Sava basin. Also, the existence
of belt elements of a Late Hallstatt as well as a La Tène
dating suggests that these belts may have been accepted
by the local population – a sign of the position of its
community on the periphery, but still within the southern
Carpathian Basin.
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To conclude, the classification according to morphology seems to have support in the differences in
distribution, of course with some overlapping between,
especially in the eastern Slavonian and Syrmian region.
However, the decoration of oblique incisions seems to
be a trait in common and, thus, not necessarily possible
to associate to any specific group/community. On the
other hand, the clear predominance of this type of decoration in the Scordiscan area suggests a selection of
this particular variant; perhaps to be attributed to the
possibility of provision, i.e. the existence of a specific
workshop(s) that operated in and supplied the area.
SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS
OF PRODUCTION AND USE
Finds of astragal belts come from both graves and
settlements. For burial contexts, the Late Hallstatt
examples of the Nikinci type have already been mentioned; Osijek finds, even though not always from a
reliable context, come from graves, as do the elements
from Kablarovac; the same is true for the Late La Tène
examples from Pecs – Hoeromu, or the finds from
Karaburma and Rospi ]uprija that served as a basis for
establishing the typology and chronology of the
Belgrade type belts. Numerous belt fragments (for now
unpublished) were found in Blato, in Vinkovci, a site
that seems to be an especially important lowland settlement that yielded finds such as horse gear, bronze
vessels, numerous brooches, coins etc., mostly datable
to LT D1. However, even more important are several
finds of unfinished fragments, which clearly suggest
local production at the site. During the Late La Tène
period, belt fragments appear in a very significant context, i.e. in Syrmian Late La Tène – Early Roman settlements, suggesting the importance of this dress element in stating one’s autochthonous identity.
Better preserved examples tell us that astragal belts
were very long, composed of numerous elements of elaborate production. They were worn around the waist78,
although an example was found lying across the shoulder of the deceased woman.79 The number of elements
suggests a rather significant weight of the entire belt,
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Rustoiu 1999, 190.
Karwowski 2016, 74–76, Fig. 5; Bazovskú 2016, Fig. 1.
76 Karwowski 2016, 76.
77 Mari} 1964, Pl. XIV: 23, 28–29; Jovanovi} 1998, 42, Pl. II:
4–6, 10, 13.
78 Cfr. Gaál 2001, Pl. 10.
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Fig. 7. Belt from the Late Hallstatt grave found at the Vinkovci-Silos site. The belt buckles are not preserved
(photo archive of the Vinkovci Municipal Museum)
Sl. 7. Pojas iz kasnohal{tatskog groba s lokaliteta Vinkovci-Silos. Pojasne kop~e nisu sa~uvane
(arhiv Gradskog muzeja Vinkovci)

making rather unlikely its everyday use, therefore suggesting that astragal belts were worn only on certain
occasions. Considering that, so far, they have been
found in adult female graves, astragal belts could be a
marker of the marital status of women within a particular community, i.e. they could be associated with
married women.
Numerous glass or amber, even silver beads, and
pairs of fibulae suggest an elaborate, even rich, female
costume. However, since they appear both in graves
and settlements there is no certain proof that this type
of belt was exclusively worn by more prominent society members, i.e. the elite. In fact, it seems that astragal belts were worn by adult females of the autochthonous Pannonian origin, as suggested by the appearance
of the type during the 6th–4th cent. BC. Subsequently,
the belts were integrated with new, Celtic elements of
costume – bracelets, fibulae, etc., to become part of the
Scordiscan or another identity, as shown by the acceptance of this belt type in other regions of the Carpathian
Basin. The belt fragment from Remetea Mare, in Banat
points to the same conclusion – it was an element of
costume used as a marker of the south Pannonian origin of the deceased.
Once more, when looking at the distribution maps
of astragal belts for both the Late Hallstatt and Late La
Tène forms, there is a marked concentration of finds
along the Danube. Late La Tène examples show a wider
distribution, pointing to routes of communication and
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trade that passed through the Carpathian Basin in all
directions and to distant networks. The diversity of
Late La Tène variants would point to the existence of
several production centres/workshops that supplied a
specific area. The Belgrade type – perhaps due to the
amount of known examples – is a good example of the
possibility of narrowing down the distribution areas of a
potential workshop. The use of this type of belt, clearly,
was not a random choice – it is a sign of a long-standing
local south Pannonian tradition, deeply rooted in the
areas of Eastern Slavonia, Syrmia, Ma~va and Transdanubia since the Late Hallstatt period. When observing
the area to the east of the Danube in the Late Hallstatt
period, there are obvious differences in female costume:
earrings, beads, bracelets, even gold or silver objects
are specific to the wider Tisza river basin and the Great
Hungarian plain80, while the well documented costume comprising of Certosa fibulae (mostly of type V),
belts and various beads remains to the west and southwest of the Danube river. Overlapping the astragal belts
distribution maps for the two periods of their usage, it
becomes evident that the female costume tradition was
preserved throughout the entire Late Iron Age.

79 Jerem 1972, Fig. 3. The position of the astragal belt in the
grave assemblage in question has been reconstructed according to
the finder’s description.
80 Cfr. Kemenczei 2009.
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Observing the tradition of wearing such a particular
costume item would not be possible without skilled artisans capable of making such products. Reconstruction
of the casting process, together with errors that may
occur in making such items (especially considering the
thinness of the astragal elements) demonstrates the
complexity of its production.81 The production itself
was probably not so difficult for such skilled craftsmen
who were able to produce a variety of other bronze or
iron objects, but the necessity to maintain a standard
quality may have been more important.82 Since the type,
as shown, was an important means of expressing one’s
identity, its production was likely to be the subject of
attention of the maker, as well as of the buyer/user.
Development of the form through the centuries does
not, in fact, change the main scheme of the belt in a
significant way, so a need to keep up with the traditional form has to be supposed. This could also point
to some kind of transfer of knowledge among craftsmen (between generations perhaps?), which, in turn, yet
again suggests that this particular element of female
costume was considered important. The raw materials
needed for production should also be considered as a
sign that this type was considered worthy of production: the Vu~edol belt is 1.03 m long, with 102 elements,
the Nikinci example has 81 elements, and other better
preserved examples also count their elements in several
dozens, so, usually, their length was significant (Fig. 7).

Given the length and, therefore, also significant weight
of the whole belt, it is questionable whether these belts
were, in fact, worn on a day-to-day basis. Quite possibly, their usage was limited to grave contexts or possibly
special occasions in which the need to emphasise one’s
identity was important (occasions such as weddings, or
rites of passage from childhood to adulthood?). Nevertheless, the role of astragal belts in female costume as
markers of personal and community identity remains
important.
The standard of production and the usage of astragal
bronze belts covers a large time-span, the entire second
half of the last millennium BC, making it a unique
example within the present state of study of elements
of female costume and jewellery. Morphological features allow their division into more types and variants,
and also show how the item changed through time while
maintaining the principal idea and scheme which originally came from the Central and Western Balkans area
during the late 7th/early 6th century BC, probably through
the migration that marked the beginning of the Late
Hallstatt period in the southern Carpathian Basin.83
Astragal belts were, therefore, a very significant part of
female costume during the Late Iron Age of various
south Pannonian populations settled along the Danube
in the south-eastern Carpathian Basin.
Translated by the authors
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Lazi} 2015.
Unfortunately, the large number of astragal belts is not followed by a comparable number of archaeometallurgical studies that
could show specific features of the alloy composition or casting process and allow potential comparisons between particular variants.
The analysis carried out on the example from Titel Hill showed high
percentages of tin and lead in the copper alloy, a composition that
facilitates the casting process of such delicate elements (Lazi} 2015,
190–194; on the reconstruction of the casting process and potential
problems of production, see p. 196–203). A similar choice of alloy
with a high lead content has been noted for cast fibulae of the same,
i.e. Late La Tène, period (Mödlinger et al. 2012; Drni} 2012).
83 Dizdar, in print.
82
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VI[E OD POJASA: ASTRAGALNI POJASI
KAO DIO @ENSKE NO[NJE MLA\EG @ELJEZNOG DOBA
U JUGOISTO^NOM DIJELU KARPATSKE KOTLINE
Klju~ne rije~i. – astragalni pojasi, `enska no{nja, mla|e `eljezno doba, Karpatska kotlina, identitet.

Bron~ani astragalni pojasi dio su `enske no{nje na podru~ju jugoisto~nog dijela Karpatske kotline. Proizvodnja ovakvih pojasa
svoj je vrhunac imala krajem starijeg `eljeznog doba (6. – 4. st.
pr. Kr.) te opet u kasnom latenu, no osnovni oblik pokazuje kontinuitet tijekom ~itavog mla|eg `eljeznog doba. Nakon temeljnih objava J. Todorovi}a (1964) te D. Bo`i~a (1981a) u kojima je
uspostavljena kronologija i tipologija, uslijedile su brojne objave s novim primjercima, iako ~esto i dalje bez pouzdanog konteksta. No, postoje}i nalazi omogu}avaju uspostavu finije tipolo{ke podjele te osvrt na pitanje datacije i ulogu astragalnih
pojasa u `enskoj no{nji autohtonih zajednica.
Kasnohal{tatski primjerci s podru~ja isto~ne Slavonije i
Srijema imaju 4 okrugla zadebljanja izme|u kojih se nalazi pravokutno rebro ukra{eno horizontalnim urezima te pravokutne
pojasne kop~e s tri u{ice, ~esto ukra{ene motivom koncentri~nih
kru`nica. Iako su u prvim objavama tretirani kao dio mu{ke no{nje, grobne cjeline (npr. Vinkovci–Silos, Szárazd–Gerenyápuszta)
u kojima su prona|eni zajedno s fibulama tipa Certosa V i XIII
te nizom staklenih perli pokazuju kako pripadaju autohtonoj
`enskoj no{nji (Sl. 1). Nalazi ovakih pojasa, odnosno tipa Nikinci po D. Gara{anin, uglavnom su koncentrirani na podru~ju
isto~ne Slavonije, Srijema, Ma~ve i jugoisto~ne Transdanubije
(Sl. 2) od druge polovice 6. do druge polovice 4. st. pr. Kr.
D. Bo`i~ podijelio je pojase latenskog perioda na stariju
varijantu ili tip Osijek te istovremene kasnolatenske varijante,
tipove Beograd i Dunaszekcso. Razmatraju}i do sada poznate
primjerke, ova se tipolo{ka podjela mo`e donekle revidirati na temelju morfolo{kih karakteristika, odnosno oblika i ukrasa astragalnih elemenata te oblika pojasne kop~e.
Op}enito se od kasnog hal{tata prema kasnom latenu pojavljuje tendencija smanjivanja i su`avanja rebara izme|u zadebljanja; skra}uje se razmak izme|u rebara i zadebljanja, koja se
su`avaju, a broj raste na 5–6; oblik pojasne kop~e mijenja se iz
pravokutnog s tri u{ice u pravokutnu plo~icu s izdu`enim zvonolikim produ`etkom. Prijelazni oblici koji datiraju u rano- i
srednjelatenske faze rijetko potje~u iz pouzdanih konteksta, no
mogu se izdvojiti neke grobne cjeline s lokaliteta Osijek – Zele-
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no polje. U grobovima 9 i 22 javljaju se oblici bli`i kasnohal{tatskoj tradiciji (horizontalni `lijebovi na rebrima, 4 zadebljanja,
tri u{ice), dok se u grobovima 4 i 26 (Sl. 3) pojavljaju elementi
s tri okrugla zadebljanja i uskim rebrima, no sada uz kop~u sa
zvonolikim produ`etkom. Asocirani predmeti iz ovih cjelina
omogu}uju dataciju groba 22 u stupanj LT B2, dok se grob 26
mo`e datirati u srednji laten, najvjerojatnije u stupanj LT C1.
Ovim se cjelinama donekle popunjava praznina izme|u brojnih
kasnohal{tatskih i kasnolatenskih primjeraka. Pojedini primjerci svojim morfolo{kim karakteristikama tako|er idu u prilog
kontinuiteta oblika.
Kasnolatenski primjerci mogu se podijeliti u dvije skupine
na osnovi ukrasa na intermedijarnim rebrima: prvu ~ine primjerci s bikoni~nim rebrima, a drugu oni s ukrasom kosih ureza.
Daljnja podjela na temelju oblika i broja zadebljanja te njihova
razmjera prema veli~ini rebara omogu}ila je izdvajanje tri varijante unutar svake skupine (Sl. 4), iako naravno postoje i primjerci koji ne pripadaju posve niti jednoj izdvojenoj varijanti.
Varijante s kosim urezima prete`no se javljaju na teritoriju Skordiska (varijanta 2a), iako se pojedine varijante pojavljaju i u
Transdanubiji (varijanta 2c) te dalje niz Dunav na istok ili sjever (varijanta 2b). Pojasi s bikoni~nim rebrima ~e{}e se javljaju na podru~ju dana{nje Ma|arske i Transilvanije (Sl. 6).
Op}enito govore}i, astragalni pojasi pojavljaju se prete`no
u Podunavlju kao dio ju`nopanonske tradicijske `enske no{nje,
a u kasnolatenskom razdoblju njihova se distribucija {iri diljem
Karpatske kotline putem komunikacijskih i trgova~kih pravaca.
Brojnost varijanti ukazuje na postojanje vi{e radioni~kih sredi{ta u kojima je postojala ne samo tradicija izrade, ve} i transfer
znanja i vje{tina potrebnih za njihovu izradu, na {to upu}uje zadr`avanje osnovne forme i sheme kroz ~itavo mla|e `eljezno doba.
Du`ina i slo`enost pojasa te njihova pojava u `enskim grobovima, ali ~esto i na naseljima, ukazuje na va`nost ovog tipa pojasa
u svjetlu iskazivanja identiteta. Astragalni se pojasi mogu dakle
istaknuti kao va`an i dugotrajan element autohtone ju`nopanonske `enske no{nje tijekom ~itave druge polovice posljednjeg tisu}lje}a prije Krista.
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Abstract – A common problem that occurs when interpreting finds of perforated Roman coins is their function and whether they
were perforated in Roman times or later. Hence, the specimens which originate from an undisturbed archaeological context,
as is the case with finds from the Viminacium necropolis of Pe}ine, are indispensable. A total of 45 perforated coins were
discovered at Pe}ine: 23 from graves and 22 from sacrificial areas.
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uring almost five centuries of dwelling at
Viminacium, several cemeteries were established. According to their position compared
to the legionary fort and the civilian settlement, they
were divided as follows: northern, southern, eastern
and western cemeteries. Due to the building activities
of the power plant Kostolac 2, from 1977 to 1990, in
the area of the southern cemeteries, extensive rescue
archaeological investigations took place.1 Within this
territory, nine cemeteries were distinguished and five
of them belong to the period of Roman domination
(from the middle of the 1st to the early decades of the
5th century)2. The two earliest ones, Pe}ine and Vi{e
Grobalja, were established in the middle of the 1st century and they include both cremations and skeletal
burials.3 The change in burial rites that took place in
the middle of the 3rd century, resulted in the abandonment of these two burial areas.4 At another separate
cemetery, also belonging to the area of the Pe}ine site,

D

only cremations were discovered, with the exception of
skeletal graves that always represented infant burials.
This necropolis was formed at the end of the 1st and the

Zotovi} 1986, 41; Golubovi} 2008, 15.
The oldest cemetery belongs to the Celtic population that
inhabited the area at the end of the 4th and the beginning of the 3rd
century BC. The two youngest cemeteries belong to the period of
the Great Migration: the eastern Gothic one was used during the
second half of the 5th century and the Gepidic one was used in the
middle of the 6th century. The absolutely youngest one is a smaller
mediaeval cemetery, roughly dated to the period from the 12th to the
14th century (cf. Zotovi} 1986, 41, ref. 4; 54–55; Zotovi}, Jordovi}
1990, 2).
3 Within the examined area of the site of Pe}ine, three cemeteries were distinguished: the oldest one, contemporary to the site
Vi{e Grobalja; the second one from the same period, but with cremations and infant skeletal burials only and the youngest one, from
the middle of the 3rd to the middle of the 5th century.
4 Zotovi} 1986, 42–45; Zotovi}, Jordovi} 1990, 1–34; Kora},
Golubovi} 2009, 12–13, ref. 15–17.
1
2

The study results from the project IRS – Viminacium, roman city and military legion camp – research of material and non-material of inhabitants by using the modern technologies of remote detection, geophysics, GIS, digitalization and 3D visualization (No. 47018) – Ministry
of Education and Science of the Republic of Serbia.
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Graph 1 – Perforated coins at Pe}ine necropolis (from graves and from layers)
Grafikon 1 - Perforirani nov~i}i sa nekropole Pe}ine (iz grobova i slojeva)

beginning of the 2nd century and was used until the
middle of the 3rd century. At the southern Viminacium
cemeteries, cremation was abandoned in the middle of
the 3rd century and from that point onwards, only skeletal burials were practiced. During that period and in
the southern area, two further cemeteries were established: Burdelj and Pe}ine. The first one remained in
use until the middle of the 4th century and the second
one until the middle of the 5th century.5
During the excavations of the cemeteries at the
Pe}ine site, a total of 3,865 coins were discovered.6 Of
this number, 3,497 pieces were available to be examined. They belong to the period starting from 32/31 BC.
(Marcus Antonius) to 423 AD. (Theodosius II).7 A certain number of the coins discovered at Pe}ine, actually
45, were perforated either one, two, three or four times.
Of that number, 17 were discovered in skeletal burials
(G), six were discovered in cremations (G1), while 22
come from the layer of the necropolis (Graph 1). As
already noticed on the necropolis of Vi{e Grobalja, the
number of perforated coins from Pe}ine is much larger
from the skeletal burials than from the cremated ones.
At the same time, the latter also represent the only numismatic finds from graves, contrary to skeletal burials,
which in some cases include several perforated coins
and even more often imperforated ones. This coincides
with analyses of the necropolis of Vi{e Grobalja. Here,
regardless of a smaller total sample of examined coinage,
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more perforated coins were discovered than at the necropolis of Pe}ine (47 pieces or 1.72% compared to 45
pieces or 1.28%).8 In addition, a larger percentage of
perforated coins as grave goods was noticed at the
necropolis of Vi{e Grobalja (23 in G and nine in G1 or
48.92% and 19.14%) than at Pe}ine (17 in G and six in
G1 or 37.77% and 13.33%) and compared to the number
of coin finds from layers (15 pieces or 31.92% from
Vi{e Grobalja and 22 pieces or 48.90% from Pe}ine).9

5

This necropolis at the site “Pe}ine” cuts through the areas of
older, already abandoned cemeteries with both cremations and
skeletal graves (cf. Zotovi} 1986, 52).
6 The coins came from both graves and layers (sacrificial
areas formed on top of one or several graves).
7 All of the numismatic finds from the mentioned sites were
listed during 2005 and 2006 at the National Museum in Po`arevac
(M. Vojvoda, D. Spasi}-\uri}). It was concluded that a certain number of pieces was either lost or permanently damaged during conservation processes (367 pieces). A similar situation was observed
with pieces from the cemetery of Vi{e Grobalja – according to the
field documentation, a total of 3,161 coins were excavated, but only
2,736 remained preserved (cf. Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2015, 10, ref. 6).
8 The percentage relates to the total number of coins available
for examining: 2,736 pieces from Vi{e Grobalja and 3,497 pieces
from Pe}ine.
9 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2015, 30, 32, 33, Tabele 7–8; Vojvoda
2015a, 55.
10 Cf. supra ref. 8.
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INHUMATION GRAVES (Tables 1–2)
Within the group of skeletal burials with perforated coins as grave goods, one can distinguish between
infant graves and those of adults (Tables 1–2). Three
graves of adult individuals were noted with a single
perforated coin in each of them (G–1749, G–4923 and
G–5119), and three graves with triply perforated coins
in each of them (G–1827, G–4197 and G 4975). In
addition, in one of the graves, both singly and triply
perforated coins were discovered together (G–877).
Among the infant graves, four contained singly perforated coins (G–1807, G–2947, G–3562 and G–4160).

In four further graves there were finds of triply perforated coins (G–227, G–342, G–2669 and G–3541). It
can be noticed that the number of graves containing
perforated coins as grave goods is almost identical both
at the cemetery of Vi{e Grobalja and Pe}ine (6–7 graves). The only difference is the relation of singly and
triply perforated coins. However, the necropolis of Vi{e
Grobalja contains a somewhat larger number of perforated coins in infant graves when compared to the necropolis of Pe}ine (13 to 9). Moreover, the necropolis
at Pe}ine revealed no infant graves with two perforated
coins as grave goods, while the necropolis Vi{e Grobalja revealed two of them.10

Table 1 . Perforated coins in graves of adults (inhumations)
Tabela 1. Perforirani nov~i}i u grobovima odraslih individua (inhumacije)

Table 2. Perforated coins in graves of children (inhumations)
Tabela 2. Perforirani nov~i}i u de~jim grobovima (inhumacije)
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Singly perforated coins in graves of adults
G 174911 – An adult buried in a wooden coffin.
Grave goods: beneath the right clavicle (position D)
there was an imperforated as of Trajan; next to the
pelvis, on the left side, shards of a grey burned pot; between the feet a red burned, single handled pot; on the
stomach there was a larger red stone; on the right side of
the skull (position A) there was a ring-shaped bronze
earring with a pendant representing a perforated coin.
The Trajan’s as is dated to the year 99–100 (cat.
246), with the image of Victoria facing left, holding a
palm branch and a shield with the inscription SPQR.
The perforated coin represents part of the so-called
“monetary jewellery” as an earring pendant (Pl. I/1).12
Since it is quite badly preserved, the only thing one
could think of is that is an anonymous quadrans (Mercury’s group?).
G 4923 – An adult buried without a coffin. Grave
goods: next to the skull (position A) there was a perforated silver tetradrachm of Nero; some 60 cm away
from the skull towards the south there was a bronze
key-ring;13 near the feet there was a red painted oillamp with the stamp FLVI and a bronze ring.
The Nero’s silver tetradrachm (Pl. I/2) dated to the
year 65–66 belongs to the series of the provincial mint
of Alexandria and represents the only piece from this
mint discovered so far in Viminacium.14 On the obverse
there is an emperor’s bust with an Aegis and a radial
crown, while on the reverse there is the bust of the personification of Alexandria with an elephant’s skin on her
head. The perforation is circular, made from the obverse side, from an aesthetical point of view indicating
that the obverse was meant to be seen. However, the
obverse axis compared to the reverse axis measures 0
degrees, also indicating that the reverse side was meant
to be seen. The perforation edges were polished on both
sides and show only very small traces of perforating.
G 5119 – An adult buried in a grave constructed of
upward placed bricks and with a floor paved with tegulae. Grave goods: next to the head a glass bead and a
perforated coin of Constantius II (position A).
The perforated coin belongs to the fractional folles
(AE 3) of the mint Siscia with the inscription on the
reverse HOC SIGNO VICTOR ERIS (the emperor and
Victoria), dated to the year 350 (Pl. I/3).15 The perforation is of an irregular circular shape, made from the
obverse side at 3 o’clock. Since the coin was discovered together with a glass bead, there is a possibility that
both finds once represented necklace pendants. However, the position of the perforation does not indicate
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that the images represented upon the coin were important in a decorative sense, meaning that none of the
images were meant to be seen as such.
Triply perforated coins in graves of adults
G 1827 – An adult buried without a coffin. Grave
goods: on the left eye socket (position A) there was a
triply perforated bronze coin; beneath the lower legs, a
ceramic pot.
The perforated coin is illegible, but it is a dupondius
or as from the Julio–Claudian dynasty (Pl. I/4).16 The
perforations are circular and made from the obverse
side at 5, 7 and 10 o’clock. The finding place on the deceased’s left eye provides information about the variety
of coin usage in funerary rituals in Viminacium cemeteries.
G 4197 – An adult buried in a grave with brick
construction and covered with bricks. Grave goods: on
the upper grave construction level (position?) there was
a perforated coin; in the middle (over the stomach of
the deceased?) there was a bronze coin from the provincial mint of Nicaea, a glass bead and part of an object
made of lead.17
The fact that the coin discovered “on the upper
grave construction level” was damaged after the coffin
lid was hit with mechanisation is in some doubt. One
suspects that the coin was placed upon the grave construction lid during the funeral. It is a triply perforated
as from the series DIVVS AVGVSTVS PATER, with
the image of an altar on the reverse side (Pl. I/5). It was
minted during the reign of Tiberius and dated to the
years 22/23–30 (?). The perforations are circular, made
from the obverse side at 2, 7 and 10 o’clock. Within the
grave, a bronze coin of Gordian III was discovered, belonging to the series of the Bithynian mint of Nicaea.18

11 The mark G refers to skeletal graves, while G1 refers to cremations.
12 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2017, cat. no. 246 (as Trajan); C–5027
(earring with a perforated coin).
13 Milovanovi}, Mr|i} 2016, 250, Tabela 1, no. 22; 253,
ref. 12; T. I.22.
14 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2017, cat. no. 3110.
15 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2017, cat. no. 1530.
16 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2017, cat. no. 2266.
17 While levelling the terrain, the top of the grave construction
was damaged with mechanisation. The fragment of the lead object
was classified as study material (cf. fieldwork diary, 2974).
18 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2017, cat. no. 36 (perforated coin); cat. no.
3023 (Nicaea mint).
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Since there are no other finds that would enable a more
precise dating of this grave, the coins represent its terminus post quem.
It is obvious that there is a huge time span between
the coin discovered within the grave (238–244) and
the perforated one from the upper grave construction
level (22/23–30). It covers between 208 and 222 years.
This is not a single example, since at the Viminacium
cemeteries, there were several such cases with even
greater time spans.19 The presence of coins from the
Julio–Claudian dynasty in the graves from the 3rd century is rare, but it is not an exception.20 A similar occurrence was noticed with some hoard-finds of coins from
the Danube and the Balkan provinces. Coins of triumvir Marcus Antonius and the members of the Julio–
Claudian dynasty are represented in some hoards as
late as the fourth decade of the 3rd century.21 The
choice to keep a bronze coin over a long period of time
is certainly no coincidence and it is not connected with
its material value. The cult of divine Augustus was one
of the most important phenomena within ideological
propaganda. It was initiated during the reign of the
Julio–Claudian dynasty and later, during the Principate.
The political consequences of Augustus’ deification
were quite remarkable. Starting with his direct heirs,
but also later, emperors were keen to highlight their
origin or the continuity of reign that went back to their
divine ancestor, the founder of the Principate. Basically, by using the authority of the divine Augustus, his
heirs attempted to strengthen their position, further
leading towards the development of the emperor’s personal cult.22 Such tendencies are clearly expressed in
the coin minting series of divus augustus pater during
the reign of Tiberius.
We do not know when the coin from grave G 4197
was perforated, but it is possible that, for a while, it
was used as part of some composite jewellery (necklace?). The fact is however, that it was kept over two
hundred years only to be deposited into a grave. It is
interesting to mention that when compared to the total
number of discovered coins dated into the 1st century,
pieces from these series represent common finds at the
Viminacium cemeteries of Vi{e Grobalja and Pe}ine.
At the necropolis of Vi{e Grobalja, a total of 37 pieces
were discovered that belong to the series divus augustus pater: of that number, 26 were unearthed from
graves (both G and G1) while eleven came from the
necropolis layer. Of the total number unearthed, six
coins were perforated.23 At the necropolis of Pe}ine, a
total of 19 pieces were unearthed, fourteen came from
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graves and five from the necropolis layer. Three of them
were perforated.
G 4975 – An adult buried in a wooden coffin.
Grave goods: on the chest (position D) there was an as
of Septimius Severus; on the left pelvis side (position
F) there was a perforated as of Antoninus Pius; on the
right pelvis side there was an oil-lamp.
Due to the poor state of preservation and according
to relevant catalogues, it was not possible to determine
the triply perforated as of Antoninus Pius (Pl. I/6). The
perforations are square, made from the obverse side at
12, 4 and 8 o’clock. Because of the same reasons, the
as of Septimius Severus was not precisely determined.24
It is interesting that the imperforated coin was discovered on the chest, while the perforated one was placed
next to the deceased’s pelvis. This example again illustrates the variety of perforated coin usages in funerary
rituals in Viminacium. On the other hand, it narrows
our attempt to draw certain conclusions regarding the
existence of regularities within them.
Singly and triply perforated coins
in graves of adults
G 877 – An adult, buried without a coffin. Grave
goods: next to the left shoulder a singly perforated
bronze coin; next to the right shoulder a triply perforated bronze coin.
The only grave goods include two perforated coins
discovered next to the deceased’s shoulders, thus indicating that they might have been pendants on a stringlike necklace or sewed to pieces of clothing. The singly
perforated coin of Marcus Aurelius (caesar?) represents
a series from an unknown provincial mint (Pl. I/7). The
perforation is circular and made from the obverse side
at 7 o’clock. The triply perforated dupondius is also
rather badly preserved, but it most likely belongs to the

19

Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2015, 28–29.
Gorecki 1979, 55–56, Fig. 1; Fitz 1980, 37, Tab. a, b;
Isteni~ 1999, 203, ref. 2; Gãzdac-Alföldy, Gãzdac 2009, 164, ref. 13.
21 Kos 1986, 74–78; Bori}-Bre{kovi}, Crnobrnja 2005,
13–14; Bori}-Bre{kovi}, Crnobrnja 2008, 14–15; Bori}-Bre{kovi},
Arsenijevi} 2008, 101–103, Table 2–4; Bori}-Bre{kovi}, Vojvoda
2010, 22–23, ref. 10, 12–13, 31–35; Table 3–6b; Bori}-Bre{kovi},
Vojvoda 2011, 15–18, Table 1–3, Graph 1–2, 19, ref. 29; Bori}Bre{kovi}, Vojvoda 2012, 23–26; ref. 10, Table 1–2, Graph 1.
22 Vojvoda 2015b, 53–55.
23 Vojvoda 2015a, 53–78.
24 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2017, cat. no. 768 (perforated coin); cat.
no. 1126 (as of Septimius Severus).
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mints of Augustus Octavianus and certainly dates to
the first half of the 1st century (Pl. I/8).25 The perforations are square, made from the reverse side at 3, 6 and
9 o’clock.
Singly perforated coins in infant graves
G 1807 – Grave of an infant buried in a wooden
coffin. Grave goods: on the right pelvis side there was
a fragmented balsamarium; on the left pelvis side there
was another balsamarium and an oil-lamp; between
the lower leg parts there was a bronze brooch with a
bow; next to the right foot there was a fragmented balsamarium; next to the left foot there were several items
piled on one spot (position H):26 a singly perforated
coin of Augustus, a shell, a bronze bulla, an iron finger-ring with a circular head, a bronze bell, large perforated boar tooth, a processed antler, an earring made
of silver wire with a spherical bead, a bronze sewing
needle bent to look like a pendant, a pendant made out
of a cow’s tooth, three bone pendants in the shape of a
phallus, four glass beads, two pendants made of bronze
wire and a single carneol pendant in the shape of a
phallus. The majority of items from the casket are perforated, possibly representing parts of a single or several strings. Their content indicates that they did not
possess a decorative, but a protective purpose.27
The perforated coin of Augustus belongs to special
editions of the Roman mint from the year 7 BC made
by the monetarius P. Lurius Agrippa (Pl. I/9). They include pieces minted in copper and of various weights.
There are numerous studies regarding this phenomenon,
but the most common theory is that they possess a triumphal character connected to the victories of Tiberius
in the year 7 BC and under Augustus’ auspicia.28 The
coins were obviously parts of a string, along with the
other listed items, all of them possessing protective
features. The perforation is circular, made from the obverse side at 12 o’clock, indicating that Augustus’ portrait was meant to be seen.
G 2947 – Grave of an infant buried in a wooden
coffin, in an oval grave pit. Grave goods: in the mouth
(position B) there was a bronze coin of Trajan; beneath
the skull (position A) there was a perforated bronze
coin; on the chest (position D) a bronze coin of Hadrian
(?);29 on the left skull side a jug; in the western part of
the oval pit: two pottery jugs, a pot and an oil-lamp.
The bronze coin of Trajan (cat. 386) discovered
within the deceased’s mouth was poorly preserved and
it was not possible to specify it more precisely according to the relevant catalogues. It was roughly dated
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between the years 98 and 117. The perforated bronze
coin (Pl. I/10) belongs to the series of one of the provincial mints. Due to the poor state of preservation, it
was not possible to classify it to either a specific ruler
or a specific mint. Because of the same reason, it was
broadly dated from the 1st to the 3rd century, although
it most likely belongs to the 2nd century. The perforation is circular and made from the obverse side at 12
o’clock. The third bronze coin (cat. 2405) was also
poorly preserved, but it was possible to determine it
into the period of Hadrian’s reign (although with some
uncertainty).30
G 3562 – Grave of an infant buried without a coffin.
Grave goods: at the same spot, in the northern pit part31
there was a fragmented sea-shell, a perforated bronze
coin of Trajan, a stone chip, a bronze ring with a round
cross-section, a fragmented and deformed sewing needle, and two circular plates made of bronze sheet with
tin with rivets and a deformed bronze sheet.
The perforated bronze as of Trajan (Pl. II/1) is fragmented and poorly preserved and it was not possible to
determine it according to the relevant literature. It is
dated into the entire chronological span of Trajan’s
rule, from 98 to 117.32 The perforation is circular and
made from the obverse side at 8 o’clock. There is a
possibility that on the damaged spot there was another
perforation, but this cannot be claimed with any certainty.

25

Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2017, cat. no. 3303 (singly perforated coin);
cat. no. 2193 (triply perforated coin).
26 In a soil lump a wooden imprint was discovered and this is
why it is considered that all of the items were once deposited in a
wooden casket; cf. fieldwork diary, 1625.
27 Spasi}-\uri} 2008, 124–128, Sl. 1,2.
28 RIC I, 75, ref. *.
29 The grave is orientated east/west. Since only the skull
remained preserved, the position of finds was determined according
to the distance from the skull and to the cardinal directions. The coffin measures 1.50 x 0.55 m. At a distance of 20 cm to the west of
the skull there was the third coin, possibly corresponding to the
position of the chest or stomach. Since anthropological analysis is
missing and according to the length of the coffin, we presume that
this was a deceased in his/her early years of life.
30 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2017, cat. no. 3388 (perforated coin); cat.
no. 386 (Trajan); cat. no. 2405 (Hadrian).
31 The pit measures 1 X 0.50 m and it was orientated northsouth. The bones were not preserved and this causes all of the
doubts regarding position of grave goods towards the deceased.
However, there is a great chance that the head of the deceased was
placed in the north, since this was observed in many Viminacium
graves.
32 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2017, cat. no. 352.
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G 4160 – Grave of an infant buried without a coffin.
Grave goods: on the right clavicle (position D) there was
a perforated antoninianus of Aurelianus with traces of
textile.
The perforated antoninianus (Pl. II/2) of Aurelian
bears an illegible mint mark on its reverse side and it
was, therefore not, determined according to the relevant literature.33 The perforation was made from the
obverse side at 12 o’clock, indicating that the portrait
of the emperor was meant to be seen. It most likely
played the role of a pendant. Textile remains do not necessarily indicate that it was sewn onto clothes, but
possibly only simply placed upon the deceased’s
clothes.
Twice perforated coins
in graves of infants
G 4288 – Grave of an infant buried in a wooden
coffin. Grave goods: next to the right leg (position G)
there was a bronze coin and a fragmented needle made
of amber; around the neck (position D) there was a
necklace consisting of: a twice perforated bronze coin,
a bronze bulla, a pendant made of amber and a pendant
made of clay, one perforated snail-shell, a bead made of
bone and another one made of stone and several glass
beads.
The bronze coin discovered next to the right leg
belongs to the autonomous Macedonian minting
(KWINWN MAKEDONWN). Due to the poor state of
preservation it was not possible to determine it precisely, although it is most likely one of the series of
Claudius I.34 The twice perforated coin that makes one
part of the necklace (Pl. II/3) is very poorly preserved,
but it is most likely an as from the beginning of the 2nd
century (Hadrian?).
Triply perforated coins in graves of infants
G 227 – Grave of an infant with the grave construction made of bricks and covered with tegulae.
Grave goods: next to the pelvis on the right side (position F) there was a triply perforated bronze coin.
The triply perforated bronze as belongs to the
series of the Roman mint for Tiberius from the year
15–16 (Pl. II/4).35 The perforations are square and made
from the obverse side at 3, 7 and 11 o’clock.
G 342 – Grave of an infant buried in a wooden coffin. Grave goods: outside the coffin on the western side
there were three jugs; outside the coffin on the eastern
side there was a pot and fragments of a censer; in the
eastern part36 there was a glass bead and a triply per-
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forated bronze coin; in the middle there was a pendant
modelled from a vessel’s stomach with three holes and
a gold earring in the shape of a ring.
The perforated bronze coin (T. II/5) is poorly preserved and it was dated into the 1st century, in the time
of the Julio–Claudian dynasty (Tiberius–Drusus?).37
The perforations were made from the obverse side, two
of them being circular (at 12 and 8 o’clock), while the
remaining one is square (at 5 o’clock). The coin and
the bead could have represented parts of a string.
G 2669 – Grave of an infant buried in a wooden
coffin. Grave goods: above the head there was a glass
balsamarium, an iron knife blade and a small glass bottle
with two handles; on the left side of the deceased there
was a glass guta, a bone sewing needle and a bronze
one; next to the right arm there was a bone spatula and
a glass balsamarium; on the body (position D) there
was a triply perforated bronze coin.
The coin belongs to the mints of Claudius I (Pl.
II/6), but since it is badly preserved, it was not possible to determine it precisely.38 The perforations are circular and made from the obverse side at 3, 6 and 9
o’clock. The perforation at 9 o’clock actually consists
of two overlapping perforations, thus forming the shape
of an “8”.
G 3541 – Disturbed grave of an infant, the area
with bones measures 20 cm; among the bones there was
a triply perforated bronze coin.
Due to the poor state of preservation, the perforated
coin (Pl. II/7) was not precisely determined, except that
it belongs to the period of Julio–Claudian dynasty.39
The perforations are circular, made from the obverse
side at 3, 8 and 10 o’clock. They all have different
diameters.

33 The inscription on the reverse ORIENS AVG, with the
image of Sol holding a globe and lifting his right arm, next to his
feet there are two captives. This image was depicted on coin series
from Rome and Serdica and it is dated in the year 273–274. Vojvoda,
Mr|i} 2017, cat. no. 1324.
34 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2017, cat. no. 3133.
35 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2017, cat. no. 26.
36 The grave is orientated east-west. While the grave pit and
the coffin are clearly distinguished, the bones were only preserved
in traces and it is, therefore, not possible to determine the orientation of the skeleton.
37 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2017, cat. no.2195.
38 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2017, cat. no. 77.
39 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2017, cat. no. 2242.
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CREMATION GRAVES
Compared to skeletal burials, at the cemetery of
Pe}ine, just as already noticed at the cemetery of Vi{e
Grobalja, perforated coins are much less represented in
cremations. Six graves were unearthed in which there
were singly or triply perforated coins. The latter was
represented in only one grave.
Singly perforated coins
G1 110 – Cremation in a grave with two levels.40
Grave goods on the first level, all of them in the same
spot: parts of a casket (bronze plates, a circular lock
with a key, a handle), a bronze mirror, a bronze box
decorated with enamel, a round bronze brooch, a perforated silver coin of Augustus Octavianus; at the bottom of the first level (30 cm away from the remaining
finds) there was a larger fragment of a circular bronze
mirror.
The perforated Augustus’ quinarius (Pl. II/8) with
the inscription on the reverse ASIA RECEPTA (Victory
standing left on cista mystica between two snakes) is
dated to the years 29 to 26 BC.41 It was minted in Italy,
but the question of the mint (Brundisium or Rome) is
still indefinable in relevant literature. The perforation is
circular and made from the obverse side (at 9 o’clock
compared to the obverse axis), indicating that the reverse side was meant to be seen. However, the reverse
axis is positioned to the south-west when compared to
the obverse, thus making the perforation position at 8
o’clock when compared to the obverse axis. The perforation’s position does not indicate that either of the
images was intentionally to be seen, if one considers
that the coin was used as a pendant on a necklace. This
does not exclude the possibility that it was a pendant
on, for example, an arm ring.
G1 111 – Cremation with two levels. Grave goods
on the first level: in the northern part there was a
bronze as of Hadrian; in the southern part there was a
fragmented oil-lamp; on the second level: in the northern part a glass balsamarium and a perforated coin; in
the south-eastern part there was a pot.
The bronze as of Hadrian has the image of Iustitia
on the reverse side and it is dated to the years 132–134.
The perforated as (Pl. II/9) bears the image of an eagle
on a globe on the reverse side and represents yet another piece from the series divus Augustus pater, minted
during the reign of Tiberius, between 34 and 37.42 The
perforation is circular and made from the reverse side,
at 10 o’clock compared to the obverse axis.
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G1 542 – Cremation with two levels. Grave goods
on the first level: next to the eastern wall a small bronze
ring, fragments of a bronze mirror, plating parts made
of bronze sheets, a fragment of a bronze bulla, and
eight decorative nails with spherical bronze heads and
iron thorns; on the second level there was a perforated
bronze coin.
Due to the poor state of preservation, the perforated
bronze coin (Pl. III/1) was only roughly determined into
the period of Hadrian’s reign, but without any precise
dating within this period.43 The perforation is circular
and made from the obverse side at 12 o’clock, possibly
indicating that it might have represented a necklace
pendant.
G1 663 – Cremation with two levels. Grave goods
on the first level: in the eastern part there was a bronze
coin; on the second level: next to the eastern wall: a
pottery oil-lamp with the stamp APRIO and a pot; as
the grave wall had collapsed, a perforated bronze coin
and a bronze ring (a finger-ring?) were unearthed.
The bronze coin discovered on the first level belongs to the time of Hadrian, but since it is poorly preserved, it was not possible to determine it precisely.
For the same reasons, the perforated bronze coin (Pl.
III/2) was only roughly dated into the period of the
Julio–Claudian dynasty.44 The perforation is circular
and made from the obverse side at 12 o’clock, indicating that it might have been used as necklace pendant.
G1 720 – Cremation without levels. Grave goods:
next to the northern wall there was a pot and three jugs;
to the west of them there was a pot made of kaolin clay,
a bronze coin of Nero, an earring made of silver wire
with a perforated denarius of Hadrian as a pendant, a
bronze, phallus-shaped pendant and an iron finger-ring
with a glass gem; in the south-eastern part there was a
bronze coin of Hadrian.
The bronze as of Nero (cat. 102) with the image of
a flying Victoria holding a shield on the reverse, was
dated to the years 66–68. The bronze coin of Hadrian
(cat. 449) belongs to the series with the image of the

40 The grave was damaged with two later burials (G 344 and
G 336) and with one sarcophagus. Only a smaller part of the first
and the second level remained preserved.
41 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2017, cat. no. 2.
42 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2017, cat. no. 41 (perforated coin); cat. no.
426 (Hardian).
43 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2017, cat. no. 582.
44 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2017, cat. no. 2211 (perforated coin); cat. no.
589 (Hardian).
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province of Dacia and it is dated between 134 and 138.
The perforated denarius of Hadrian belongs to the set
of the so-called “monetary jewellery” and was used as a
pendant on an earring. It belongs to the early series of
Hadrian, from the years 119–122. The reverse image
depicts Pax holding a branch and a sceptre (Pl. III/3).45
Triply perforated coins
G1 844 – A cremation.46 Grave goods: a pottery
bowl, a cup, a small pot, a jug, a glass guta, an amber
statuette in the shape of a larva (a bug?) and a perforated bronze coin of Trajan (excavated beneath the
amber statuette).
The perforated as of Trajan was poorly preserved
and because of that, it was not possible to determine it
precisely. According to the visible inscription part on
the obverse, it belongs to his early series from the year
98 to 102 (Pl. III/4).47 The perforations are of irregular
circular shape, made from the obverse side at 12, 5 and
7 o’clock.

PERFORATED COINS
FROM THE NECROPOLIS LAYERS
Approximately one half of perforated coins discovered at the necropolis Pe}ine come from layers,
including spaces between graves or sacrificial areas on
a group of graves. Of the 22 unearthed perforated coins,
seven of them were singly perforated, two were perforated twice, twelve of them bore three perforations and
a single piece was perforated four times.
Singly perforated coins
The singly perforated coins can chronologically be
distinguished as follows: 1. dupondius or as from the
time of the Julio–Claudian dynasty (Pl. III/5); the perforation is circular and made from the reverse side at 4
o’clock compared to the obverse axis; 2. dupondius or
as from the time of Julio–Claudian dynasty (Pl. III/6);
the perforation is circular and made from the obverse
side at 12 o’clock.48 3. quadrans dated to the 1st or 2nd
century; the perforation is circular and made from the
obverse side, near the middle (Pl. III/7).49 4. bronze
piece of Julia Domna from the mint of Stobi (Pl. III/8);
the perforation is large, circular, roughly made and
pierced near the middle; 5. denarius of Julia Mamaea
(Pl. III/9); the perforation is circular and made from
the obverse side at 3 o’clock; 6. antoninianus of Probus
from the mint of Siscia and dated to the year 280 (Pl.
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III/10); the perforation is circular and made from the
obverse side at 5 o’clock. 7. folles fraction dated to the
4th century (Pl. IV/1); the perforation is circular and
made from the obverse side at 9 o’clock.50
Twice perforated coins
At the necropolis of Pe}ine and within layers,
twice perforated coins were noticed only in two cases:
1. an as of Trajan (Pl. IV/2); the three perforations are
circular and made from the obverse side at 5 and 6
o’clock; 2. a folles fraction dated to the 4th century (Pl.
IV/3); the perforations are circular and made from the
obverse side at 2 and 10 o’clock.51
Triply perforated coins
The total of twelve triply perforated coins were
discovered within the necropolis’ layers: 1. Tiberius’
as of the type divus Augustus pater (Pl. IV/4); the perforations are square and made from the obverse side at
4, 7 and 11 o’clock; 2–3. two dupondii or ases of
Claudius; the first one bears rectangular perforations,
made from the obverse side at 1, 5 and 8 o’clock (Pl.
IV/5); the second one bears circular perforations at 12,
5 and 9 o’clock (Pl. IV/6); 4. an as of Nero (Pl. IV/7),
with circular perforations made from the obverse side
at 12, 4 and 8 o’clock; 5–7. three dupondii or ases from
the time of the Julio–Claudian dynasty. All of the coins
bear circular perforations, made from the obverse side
at 2, 4 and 9 o’clock (Pl. IV/8); at 3, 6 and 11 o’clock
(Pl. IV/9); and at 2, 6 and 10 o’clock (Pl. IV/10); 8. an
as of Domitianus (Pl. V/1) bears circular perforations

45 Spasi}-\uri} 2008, 147; C–7443 (perforated coin);
Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2017, cat. no. 102 (Nero); cat. no. 449 (Hadrian).
46 It is a completely destroyed grave, reconstructed according
to the traces of burned soil and grouped grave goods; cf. fieldwork
diary, 2376.
47 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2017, cat. no. 338.
48 The coin was discovered at 0.40 m to the west from G 5291
(without any grave goods). At 0.70 m from the same grave and also
towards the west, there was another coin. It is a provincial mint of
Nicaea for Gordian III (cat. 3055).
49 The perforated quadrans was discovered at the same depth
and coordinates with: a folles of Constantine I (cat. 1426), a folles
fraction from the time of Constantine’s sons (cat. 2699) and a piece
of provincial mint of the unknown origin and period (dated between
the 1st and the 3rd century, cat. 3430).
50 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2017, cat. no. 2263 (1); cat. no. 2258 (2);
cat. no. 2349 (3); cat. no. 3154 (4); cat. no. 1190 (5); cat. no. 1340
(6); cat. no. 2730 (7).
51 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2017, cat. no. 316 (1); cat. no. 2744 (2).
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made from the obverse side at 2, 6 and 10 o’clock;
9–10. two dupondii or ases unearthed together:52 one
of them is most likely from the time of Domitianus,
while the second one is dated to the 1st century; the
perforations are circular and made from the obverse
side at: 12, 3 and 9 o’clock (Pl. V/2) and 12, 6 and 9
o’clock (Pl. V/3); 11. a dupondius or as dated to the
second half of the 1st century (Pl. V/4); the perforations are circular and made from the obverse side at 2,
5 and 9 o’clock; 12. dupondius of Antoninus Pius (Pl.
V/5); the perforations are circular and made at 12, 3
and 8 o’clock.53
Coins with four perforations
Only a single piece with four perforations has been
discovered so far in Viminacium. It is a dupondius or
an as minted for Faustina II (Pl. V/6), with circular perforations made from the reverse side at 4, 6, 8 and 10
o’clock.54

CONCLUSION
Studying the role of coins as grave goods contributes, at least partially, to resolving doubts connected
to funerary rituals during the Roman Empire. The study
of coins from the southern Viminacium cemeteries has
already resulted in the conclusion that their role in funerary rituals was complex and still very little known.55
Regardless of this, we consider that with systematic coin
analyses from as many cemeteries from this period as
possible, but also with an interdisciplinary approach and
an understanding of the graves from the Viminacium
cemeteries, one can come closer to resolving the issue.
The same can be said for perforated coins. Here again,
one comes across a great variety of coin deposits regarding the position of the deceased (in inhumations),
the number of perforated coins within graves and their
relationship to imperforated coins and other grave
goods, their function in graves of adults or infants etc.
Even though there were no rules, the position of
perforated coins in graves of adults was most commonly close to the head or torso (positions A and D).
When it comes to graves of infants, position D can be
encountered again, while all of the others are isolated
and different. After analysing other grave goods in
graves with perforated coins, we tried to understand
whether there are elements that would indicate their
function (whether they represented parts of necklaces/
arm-rings, isolated pendants, whether they were sewn
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onto the clothes or they had an unclear function).
Additionally, our attention was also focused on the
numismatic analysis of perforated coins, as well as the
imperforated ones that were parts of inventories of the
same graves.
Graves of adults (inhumations) – With six out of
seven graves with perforated coins as grave goods, it
was possible to determine their position regarding the
body of the deceased. In three graves, imperforated
coins were also unearthed. In both cases in which it
was possible to determine the position, they were laid
on the chest of the deceased. In most of the graves
(four of them), the position of perforated coins was
close to the head (around the head in three cases and in
one case, it was positioned on the eye socket). None of
them were discovered within the mouth. In one of the
graves, a perforated coin was discovered next to the
pelvis, while in another grave, two perforated coins
were placed next to the left and the right shoulder of the
deceased. The find of perforated a coin from G–1749
represented part of the so-called “monetary jewellery”
(a pendant on a bronze earring). From the same grave
there was a find of an imperforated coin, discovered
beneath the right clavicle of the deceased. The finds of
singly perforated coins from G 4923 and G 5119, in
both cases discovered next to the skull, still remain
undefined regarding their purpose. In the case of the
first grave, the perforated coin was discovered independently, while in the second case, next to the perforated coin there was a glass bead. In both cases, the position of the coins could indicate their role on a string
around the neck. Only in one grave so far (G 1827),
was a triply perforated coin unearthed on the eye socket of the deceased. Owing to the position of the find, it
does not leave much room for presumptions regarding
its function since, at the same time, it was also the only
numismatic find in this grave.56 The discovery of a

52 Both coins most likely belonged to the devastated cremation grave. At the same spot, traces of soot and ash were discovered,
together with a bronze bulla and fragments of a bronze belt plate;
cf. fieldwork diary, 1979.
53 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2017, cat. no. 42 (1); cat. nos. 74, 85 (2–3);
cat. no. 105 (4); cat. nos. 2204, 2220, 2229 (5,6,7); cat. no. 176 (8);
cat. nos. 2284, 2313 (9–10); cat. no. 2340 (11); cat. no. 814 (12).
54 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2017, cat. no. 1050.
55 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2015, 36; Vojvoda 2015a, 65; Vojvoda,
Mr|i} 2017.
56 Besides the triply perforated coin, in this grave only a
ceramic pot was unearthed, deposited near the lower legs.
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triply perforated coin in G 4975, unearthed next to the
pelvis of the deceased, also does not indicate that it
was used as a piece of jewellery. Since the grave construction of G 4197 was devastated, it was not known
where the coin was deposited in relation to the position
of the deceased’s body.57 In the only grave of an adult
in which a singly and a triply perforated coin were discovered (G–877), we can presume that they were used
as pendants, since they were discovered next to the left
and the right shoulder of the deceased.
Graves of infants (inhumations) – It was already
noticed that in infant graves of the necropolis of Vi{e
Grobalja, perforated coins represented parts of composed necklaces or arm-rings, along with other different
pendants, more commonly than in graves of adults.58
Pendants played the role of repulsing evil forces by
jingling and there were those of protective importance,
but there were also pendants that incorporated both
functions.59 Such an example was also noticed at the
necropolis of Pe}ine, in G 1807. In this grave, close to
the legs, there were different finds, parts of a single or
several laces, presumably deposited in a wooden casket, since they were all piled together.60 The inventory
of this casket included: a perforated coin, a shell, a
bronze bulla, an iron finger-ring with a circular head, a
bronze bell, a large perforated boar tooth, a processed
antler, an earring made of silver wire with a ball-shaped
pearl, a bronze sewing needle bent into the shape of a
pendant, a pendant made of a cow’s tooth, three phallusshaped bone pendants, four glass beads, two pendants
made of bronze wire and a phallus-shaped carneole pendant.61 All of the listed grave goods possessed a strong
protective power, confirming statements from ancient
sources about the belief that children were especially
exposed to evil forces and that they needed protection,
both during their lifetime and in the afterlife. With
some uncertainty, the perforated coin from G 2947
might have represented a pendant, since it was discovered beneath the deceased’s skull. In the same grave
and within the mouth of the deceased, an imperforated
coin was also discovered, along with another one next
to the skull.
The find of a perforated coin from G 3562 most
likely represented part of a string, since it was discovered in the same place with a bronze ring, a deformed
bronze sewing needle, a sea-shell, a stone chip, two circular bronze plates with nails and a deformed bronze
sheet. The first two finds could have made parts of a
string, along with the perforated coin.62 The only grave
good from grave G 4160 was a perforated coin discov-
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ered on the chest of the deceased, which could have
played the role of a single pendant of a necklace. The
fact that it was unearthed together with textile remains
does not necessarily mean that it was sewn onto the
clothes, especially since it is a single antoninianus with
one perforation made from the obverse side at 12
o’clock compared to the obverse axis.63 Twice perforated coins represent rare finds in the cemeteries of
Viminacium.64 Three of them have been registered so
far. One of them was unearthed in G 4288 and it represented part of a necklace around the deceased’s
neck. Besides the twice perforated coin, the remaining
parts of the necklace included a bronze bulla, pendants
made of amber, clay, bone and a snail shell and several
glass beads. Within the grave G 227, the only grave good
was a triply perforated coin deposited near the pelvis,
therefore not incorporating any piece of jewellery. Due
to the poor state of preservation of the bones, in G 342
in was not possible to determine the position of grave
goods compared to the skeleton of the deceased. A triply
perforated coin and a glass bead were unearthed together, possibly making parts of a necklace with two
pendants. In the other location within the grave pit
there was a pendant modelled out of a pottery vessel’s
stomach, triply perforated, and next to it a gold earring
in the shape of a ring. According to the situation in G
2669, we can presume that the perforated coin played
the role of a pendant, since it was discovered on the
chest of the deceased. The same cannot be said for G
3541, in which the bones were disturbed and the only
grave good among them was a perforated coin.
Cremated graves –Of five singly perforated coins
and one triply perforated piece discovered within cremations, only one represents part of a jewellery set (a
pendant on an earring), while for all of the others there
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Cf. supra ref. 13.
Vojvoda 2015a, 68–69.
59 Besides beads made of different materials, pierced chips
and rings, there were also bullas, bells, shells, boar’s teeth and teeth
of other animals, phallus-shaped pendants etc.
60 Cf. supra ref. 19.
61 Spasi}-\uri} 2008, 124–128, Fig. 1, 2.
62 The bones are practically completely unpreserved and it is,
therefore, not possible to determine the position of coins in relation
to the body of the deceased.
63 The Aurelianus antoninianus was pierced from the obverse
side at 12 o’clock. All of this indicates that the obverse was meant
to be seen and that it was most likely used as a pendant. Textile
remains simply represent parts of the deceased’s clothes.
64 Not discovered at the necropolis of Vi{e Grobalja.
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are no elements to support such a presumption. It was
the grave G1 720 in which, among pottery finds and in
the same spot, there were an as of Nero (cat. 102), an
earring made of silver wire and a perforated denarius
of Hadrian,65 a phallus-shaped bronze pendant and an
iron finger-ring.66 In all of the other cremations with
perforated coins, after having analysed the position of
grave goods within the grave pits, we cannot draw any
conclusions as to whether they played roles as pendants included in jewellery sets. In G1 110, the perforated coin was most likely deposited in a casket. Pieces
of bronze plating, a handle and a lock belonging to this
casket were also unearthed. Besides the coin, and
within the casket, there were also a bronze mirror, a
bronze box for an amulet, decorated with enamel, and
a circular bronze brooch.67 In G1 542, in its first level,
there were parts of bronze casket plating. Within the
casket, there were a bronze mirror and a bulla, all of
them piled together. However, the perforated coin was
discovered in the second level and it was the only
grave good there. In both cases, regardless of whether
the coin was within or outside the box, the presumption
remains open that it could have represented an independent pendant or played any other possible role.
Already, with the Vi{e Grobalja cemetery, we indicated that certain experts’ opinions regarding the function of triply perforated coins need to be changed since,
according to them, they were sewn onto clothes.68 This
is shown once more with the discoveries from the necropolis of Pe}ine. At least with the Viminacium cemeteries,
one is, therefore, allowed to say that such finds were
first of all used as jewellery, more precisely, parts of
necklaces, as shown in most of the cases. Speaking
about the role of perforated coins in funerary rituals, it
is interesting to note that such finds from the two
Viminacium cemeteries make parts of necklace sets in
infant or female graves, along with other pendants that
possessed a protective function. Contrary to men,
women and children were considered to be especially
vulnerable and exposed to evil influences and needed
extra protection during their lifetimes, but also in the
afterlife. Such necklace sets include crescent-shaped
pendants, bronze bells, wild boars’ teeth, snail shells,
bronze bullas, pendants shaped as miniature tools,
phallus-shaped pendants, eye-shaped beads, red beads,
etc. Besides these pendants with a protective character,
there were also other pendants (coins, common beads,
rings), playing an additional role of jingling or making
a noise.69 However, not in all of the cases did coins
play the role of jingling items, as shown in the ceme-
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tery of Vi{e Grobalja. Within the grave of an adult,
most likely a female individual (G 596), two silver,
crescent-shaped pendants and a singly perforated denarius of Hadrian, bearing the image of a crescent and
stars on its reverse side, were discovered on the chest
of the deceased. The perforation was made from the
obverse side at 6 o’clock and from the reverse side at
12 o’clock. This indicated that the reverse side and its
image of a crescent were meant to be seen. The crescent-shaped pendants belong to the oldest and ever
present examples in Antiquity. Two crescent-shaped
pendants and the coin with the related image are surely
not a coincidence. The coin was carefully chosen and
pierced in such a way as to expose the reverse image.
Described like this, it can also be understood as a protective item, just as well as the crescent-shaped pendants.70 This example shows the necessity to check
every grave find of a perforated coin in detail, especially when they represent pats of string sets (positions
of perforations, the images on the reverse sides etc.).
Layers at the necropolis – Besides graves, perforated coins (22 pieces) were also discovered in layers
between or on graves. They were used during funerary
rituals and during annual funerary festivals. Among
them, there were seven singly perforated pieces, two
of them were perforated twice, twelve were perforated
triply and one was perforated four times. Most of them
represent single finds and there are no elements to confirm that they might have represented parts of a string
set. Only with two coins, both of them triply perforated
and discovered together with a bronze bulla and a fragment of a belt plate made of bronze sheet, is there a
remark in the field diary that this might have been a
devastated cremation grave.71 Of great interest is also
the four times perforated coin, so far representing an
isolated discovery at both cemeteries. It was unearthed
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Cf. supra ref. 63.
Spasi}-\uri} 2008, 147. Besides the two coins, there was
also another as of Hadrian, but it was deposited in the other part of
the grave pit.
67 All of the finds were unearthed at the same spot within the
first level.
68 Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2015, 35, ref. 51, 52.
69 Vojvoda 2015a, 56, ref. 18.
70 Vojvoda 2015a, 54–56.
71 The two coins were excavated together, just next to two further finds (C–7199, 7200, 7201). At the same spot there were traces
of soot and ash – most likely the bottom of a devastated cremation
grave (cf. fieldwork diary, 1979).
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Table 3. Chronological incidence of perforated coins
Tabela 3. Perforirani nov~i}i hronolo{ka zastupqenost

directly after the sacrificial area in trench 124 was
removed. The perforations are circular and positioned
at 3, 5, 7 and 9 o’clock compared to the obverse axis
and at 9, 11, 1 and 3 o’clock compared to the reverse
axis. The facts that the perforations were made from
the reverse side, that they are positioned in the upper
reverse part, not damaging the reverse image (a sitting
female figure facing left and holding a horn of plenty)
all indicate that the reverse side was meant to be seen,
no matter how the coin was hung.
The role of coins in the funerary rituals of Viminacium in general, and especially perforated pieces as
one part of them, is very complex and far from being
clarified. We come across a great variety in their usage.
With a small sample, one can set certain rules and draw
conclusions accordingly. Since only a small number of
graves contained coins as grave goods,72 the position
of coins within graves compared to the position of the
deceased (only with skeletal burials), and their relationship with other grave goods, the usage of coins
within rituals after funerals and during annual festivals
still need explanations. Recent analyses show that
there were no strict rules regarding all of the listed
issues, but certain conclusions can yet be drawn.
If we consider the number of perforated coins
through their dating (Table 3) and as we consider pieces
from the 1st and 2nd century, we reach almost identical
results to those from the cemetery of Vi{e Grobalja:
57.77% (Pe}ine) to 55.33% (Vi{e Grobalja) and 24.44%
to 25.54% for the 2nd century.73 Perforated coins from
the 1st century make up more than half of the total
number, while the 2nd century accounts for only one
quarter. Less than one fifth belongs to the 3rd century
and only 6.67% of perforated pieces belong to the 4th
century. Within an almost identical frequency of per-
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forated coins of the 1st century, there is a huge difference compared to the cemetery of Vi{e Grobalja. This
reflects in the frequency of singly and triply perforated pieces. At the cemetery of Vi{e Grobalja, this relationship was quite well balanced (29.79% of singly
perforated to 25.54% of the triply perforated ones). On
the other hand, at the cemetery Pe}ine, there is a much
larger number of triply perforated coins (40.00%)
compared to those perforated only once (13.34%).
The relationship between the two cemeteries regarding perforated coins from the 3rd century remains
more or less the same: there are single finds of singly
perforated pieces (10.61% at Vi{e Grobalja to 8.89% at
Pe}ine), while at both cemeteries there were no finds of
triply perforated numismatic finds from this century.
What is specific for the cemetery Pe}ine are coins perforated twice and four times. No such finds are known
from Vi{e Grobalja. There are also regional differences, but also similarities in the frequency of perforated
coins at the cemeteries of Viminacium and those in the
western provinces and in Barbaricum.74
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At the cemetery of Vi{e Grobalja, coins as grave goods
were found in 33.74% of cases, while at Pe}ine this percentage is
even smaller, at 19.22%; cf. Vojvoda, Mr|i} 2015, 48; Vojvoda,
Mr|i} 2017, Table 3.
73 Cf. Vojvoda 2015a, 66, Table 3.
74 From Britain and Ireland there are 25 registered perforated
pieces. Of that number, only a single piece each is dated to the 1st
and 2nd century, while all of the remaining ones chronologically
belong to the period from 270 to 518.; cf. Bland, Loriot 2012, 99. In
Gaul, there is only an insignificant number of perforated aurei –
only seven out of 1,922 registered pieces (or 0.36%). In the territory of Barbaricum (former Eastern Germany), there is a huge number of perforated aurei: 29 out of 142 registered pieces (or 20.42%);
cf. Callu 1991, 103.
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Singly perforated coins were discovered in eight
skeletal graves (Table 4). In one of them there was also
an imperforated coin, contemporary to the perforated
one. With G 877, both singly and triply perforated
coins were unearthed, but their chronological span is
about 150 years (from Augustus to Marcus Aurelius
Caesar). Of these eight singly perforated coins, two
belong to the 1st century; four to the 2nd century and
one piece each belong to the 3rd and the 4th century. In
most of the cremated graves (five of them) with perforated coins as grave goods, all of them were singly
pierced. Three of them were dated to the 1st century
and two to the 2nd century. In two of these graves (G1
111 and 663), further imperforated numismatic finds
were unearthed, one in each grave, but in G1 720 there
were even two imperforated pieces. The chronological
span with the first two graves is about one hundred
years, from the Tiberius/Julio–Claudian dynasty –
Hadrian. In G1 720, this span covers about seventy
years: from Nero to Hadrian. In the necropolis layers
there were seven pierced coins: two of them belong to
the 1st century, three to the 3rd century, one to the 4th
century and one more is dated into the period between
the 1st and the 2nd century.
Twice perforated coins represent rare finds and
only three of them were discovered. One of them
comes from a skeletal grave and was dated to the 1st
century (?). The remaining two finds come from the
necropolis layers and they were dated to the 2nd and
the 4th century.
Triply perforated coins are the most numerous ones,
although their number is only slightly bigger than that
of the singly perforated pieces. What is clearly noticeable is that the majority of them are dated to the 1st
century. This was already noticed after the analysis of
the triply perforated coins from the cemetery of Vi{e
Grobalja.75 Regarding the total number of samples from
both Viminacium cemeteries, we are so far inclined to
say that this phenomenon represented a rule. In skeletal
graves there was only one piece each from the 2nd and
the 3rd century. In two graves (G 4197 and G 4975),
imperforated coins were also unearthed, in both cases
dated to the 3rd century (Table 4). The time span of the
first case varies between 208 and 222 years (Tiberius –
Gordian III), while the second case covers 73 years at
the most (Hadrian – Septimius Severus). In cremations,
a find of a triply perforated coin was noticed only once
and it was dated to the 2nd century. Finds of such coins
from the necropolis layers include twelve pieces. Of
that number, only one belongs to the 2nd century, while
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all of the others were dated to the 1st century. Although
we noticed that the majority of triply perforated coins
were dated to the 1st century, we must point to the fact
that in two cases at the necropolis of Pe}ine and once
at the cemetery of Vi{e Grobalja, they were unearthed
together with imperforated coins from the 3rd century
(reign of Gordian III the latest).
Four times perforated coins were unearthed in a
single case, representing a find from a layer at the necropolis of Pe}ine. Since this is just an isolated find,
we cannot draw any conclusions about their role in
funerary rituals.
While interpreting finds of perforated coins, there
are common dilemmas about their function and about
the time they were pierced, either in Roman times or
later. Thus, such numismatic finds unearthed in the
cemeteries of Viminacium and from closed archaeological contexts are of huge importance. Gorecki, in his
study of grave finds from the area between the Rhine,
Moselle and Somme, but also Gazdac and Alföldy and
Gazdac in their papers about coins in funerary contexts
and the example of the cemetery of Brigetio, together
with Perassi and her paper about perforated Roman
coins, all drew attention to this phenomenon.76
Analyses of the role of coins in funerary rituals at
the southern Viminacium cemeteries, including the perforated ones, still leave many unanswered questions. It
is very difficult to surmise what people believed in and
to what extent, but also how their beliefs changed
through time. Part of the perforated coins discovered at
the cemetery of Pe}ine certainly represented parts of
the so-called “monetary jewellery”, pendants on earrings or strings, most of them possessing protective
functions.
According to their place of find, some coins could
have represented independent pendants, although this
cannot be claimed with any certainty. However, Perassi tends to think that singly perforated coins (their perforation being on the edge and in the middle) from
grave contexts always represent pendants. Those pierced in the middle and not coming from grave contexts
could have also had practical purposes.77 Regarding
the function of triply perforated coins, there were
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Vojvoda 2015a, 66–67, Table 4.
Gorecki 1975, 249–250; Gãzdac-Alföldy, Gãzdac 2009, 166;
Perassi 2011, 270.
77 Perassi 2011, 276, 288–289.
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Table 4. Dating of the perforated and unperforated coins from graves and layers
Tabela 4. Datovawe perforiranih i neperforiranih nov~i}a iz grobnih celina i iz slojeva

already theories that they might have been sewed onto
clothes.78 Based on the way the perforations were
made and according to their positions, for some of
them, one can presume that they really were sewn onto
clothes, especially when there were pieces of textile
attached. An example of this includes the find of a
triply perforated coin from G 216 at the cemetery of
Vi{e Grobalja.79 As already highlighted, this cannot,
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however, be confirmed for the singly perforated
antoninianus from G 4160 at the cemetery Pe}ine.80

78 Gorecki 1975, 249, ref. 275; Gãzdac-Alföldi, Gãzdac 2009,
166, ref. 22–23.
79 Vojvoda 2015a, 61.
80 Cf. supra ref. 40.
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Nonetheless, the analysis of perforated coins from the
Viminacium cemetery of Pe}ine offers new data about
the role of this kind of find in funerary rituals. Any
future analysis of monetary finds from the eastern and
southern Viminacium cemeteries and the large sample

it would include will certainly represent further huge
steps towards answering some of the already opened
questions.
Translated by the author
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Rezime: MIRJANA D. VOJVODA, Arheolo{ki institut, Beograd

PERFORIRANI NOVCI
SA VIMINACIJUMSKE NEKROPOLE PE]INE
Kqu~ne re~i. – Rimsko carstvo, Viminacijum, nekropole, rimski novac, perforirani novci.

Tokom za{titnih arheolo{kih istra`ivawa na nekropolama lokaliteta Pe}ine otkriveno je ukupno 3865 primeraka
novca. Od ovog broja je za obradu bilo dostupno 3497 komada,
koji se kre}u u rasponu od 32/31. g. st. e. (Marko Antonije)
do 423. g. n. e. (Teodosije II). Odre|eni broj nov~i}a prona|enih na nekropoli Pe}ine bio je perforiran – jednom,
dva, tri ili ~etiri puta. Ukupno ih je registrovano 45, a od
toga je 17 prona|eno u grobovima inhumiranih pokojnika (G),
6 u grobovima kremiranih pokojnika (G1) i 22 u sloju na nekropoli (Grafikon 1, Tabela 1).
Kao {to je ve} opa`eno na nekropoli Vi{e grobaqa, i
na Pe}inama je znatno ve}a prisutnost perforiranih nov~i}a u grobovima inhumiranih u odnosu na kremirane pokojnike. Kod posledwih su to istovremeno i jedini numizmati~ki nalazi u grobovima, za razliku od inhumacija kod
kojih se u pojedinim slu~ajevima pojavquje vi{e perforiranih nov~i}a ili ~e{}e i neperforiranih. Ovo se poklapa sa analizama dobijenim na nekropoli Vi{e grobaqa, na
kojoj je, bez obzira na mawi ukupni uzorak ispitanog novca,
prona|eno vi{e perforiranih nov~i}a nego na nekropoli
Pe}ine (47 kom. ili 1,72% prema 45 kom. ili 1,28%). Osim
toga, na nekropoli Vi{e grobaqa zabele`eno je ve}e procentualno prisustvo ove vrste novca u grobovima (23 u G i 9 u
G1 ili 48,92% i 19,14%) nego na Pe}inama (17 u G i 6 u G1
ili 37,77% i 13,33%) u odnosu na nalaze iz sloja (Vi{e
grobaqa 15 kom. ili 31,92% i Pe}ine 22 kom. ili 48,90%).
Dosada{wa analiza uloge novca u pogrebnim ritualima
na viminacijumskim ju`nim nekropolama, a u okviru wih
i perforiranog, i daqe ostavqa brojna pitawa otvorenim.
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Veoma je te{ko proceniti u kojoj meri i u {ta su qudi verovali, te kako su se ta verovawa mewala kroz vreme. Deo perforiranih nov~i}a prona|enih na nekropoli Pe}ine svakako je predstavqao delove tzv. monetarnog nakita – priveske
na nau{nicama ili niskama, koje su uglavnom imale apotropejski karakter. Izvesni perforirani nov~i}i su prema mestu nalaza mogli predstavqati samostalne priveske,
u {ta naravno ne mo`emo biti sasvim sigurni, mada je Perasi sklona mi{qewu da su jednom probu{eni nov~i}i (sa
perforacijom na ivici i u sredini) iz grobnih celina u
svakom slu~aju predstavqali priveske, a da su oni probu{eni u sredini i ne predstavqaju nalaze iz grobnih celina mogli imati i utilitarnu namenu. U pogledu funkcije
tri puta perforiranih nov~i}a ve} su izneta mi{qewa da
su mogli biti pri{ivani na ode}u.
Prema na~inu na koji su perforacije napravqene i po
tome na kojim se mestima nalaze, za neke od nov~i}a mo`emo pretpostaviti da su zaista bili pri{iveni na ode}u,
naro~ito u primerima prona|enim sa ostacima tkanine.
Primer predstavqa nalaz tri puta perforiranog novca iz
G 216 sa nekropole Vi{e grobaqa. Kao {to je ve} nagla{eno, ovo ne mo`emo tvrditi za jednom perforirani antoninijan iz G 4160 sa nekropole Pe}ine. U svakom slu~aju, analiza perforiranih nov~i}a sa viminacijumske nekropole
Pe}ine pru`a nove podatke o ulozi ove vrste monetarnih
nalaza u pogrebnim ritualima. Budu}a analiza novih nalaza sa isto~nih i ju`nih viminacijumskih nekropola svakako }e svojim velikim uzorkom doprineti razre{ewu nekih otvorenih pitawa.
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Plate I – 1. Coin from G 1749; 2. Coin from G 4923; 3. Coin from G 5119; 4. Coin from G 1827; 5. Coin from G 4197;
6. Coin from G 4975; 7. Coin from G 877; 8. Coin from G 706; 9. Coin from G 1807; 10. Coin from G 2947
Tabla I – 1. Novac iz G 1749; 2. Novac iz G 4923; 3. Novac iz G 5119; 4. Novac iz G 1827; 5. Novac iz G 4197;
6. Novac iz G 4975; 7. Novac iz G 877; 8. Novac iz G 706; 9. Novac iz G 1807; 10. Novac iz G 2947
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Plate II – 1. Coin from G 3562; 2. Coin from G 4160; 3. Coin from G 4288; 4. Coin from G 227; 5. Coin from G 342;
6. Coin from G 2669; 7. Coin from G 3541; 8. Coin from G1 110; 9. Coin from G1 111
Tabla II – 1. Novac iz G 3562; 2. Novac iz G 4160; 3. Novac iz G 4288; 4. Novac iz G 227; 5. Novac iz G 342;
6. Novac iz G 2669; 7. Novac iz G 3541; 8. Novac iz G1 110; 9. Novac iz G1 111
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Plate III – 1. Coin from G1 542; 2. Coin from G1 663; 3. Coin from G1 720; 4. Coin from G1 844;
5–10. The perforated coins from the layers
Tabla III – 1. Novac iz G1 542; 2. Novac iz G1 663; 3. Novac iz G1 720; 4. Novac iz G1 844;
5–10. Perforirani novci iz slojeva
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Plate IV – 1–10. The perforated coins from the layers
Tabla IV – 1–10. Perforirani novci iz slojeva
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Plate V – 1–6. The perforated coins from the layers
Tabla V – 1–6. Perforirani novci iz slojeva
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Abstract – During the excavation in 2002, in trench 24A in Mediana, a head fragment of a sculpture was discovered, belonging to
a life-sized, or possibly slightly larger, sculpture. Analysis of this head indicates that it is of Aesculapius. According to its stylistic
features, it can be dated into the very end of the 2nd and the early 3rd century. This find raised the question as to whether there
could have been a sanctuary dedicated to Aesculapius or Hygieia in Mediana. In this paper, statuettes of these two deities have
been reconsidered, all of them unearthed within the “villa with peristyle”. New dating has been suggested and it was concluded
that the audience hall (triclinium), being the largest room within the villa, was turned into a sanctuary. Its apsis was turned into
the most sacred place, separated from the rest of the hall with a bronze railing. The rest of the villa could have been used for the
reception of the sick, just as in any other Asclepaion. At the same time, questions regarding other sculptures discovered within the
villa were posed. The appearance of mythological sculptures in other villas throughout the Roman Empire was analysed in detail
and it was concluded that the sculptures in Mediana were exclusively regarded as villa decoration and not as part of any cult.
All of them were brought here from different places and they are dated differently. One should not discard the possibility that,
for a short period of time, some of them, especially those representing deities with possible healing features, were in a sanctuary
of Aesculapius. The sanctuary could have been opened during the reign of Julian the Apostate and it operated until his death.
Key words – Mediana, sanctuary of Aesculapius, sculptures, 4th century, Julian the Apostate.

Finding conditions of sculptures
from room w-4 (western set of villa rooms)
The main topic of this paper is the possible existence of a sanctuary of Aesculapius within the villa
with peristyle in Mediana, but also the relationship of
sculptures dedicated to Aesculapius or Hygieia to
those dedicated to other deities also discovered within
the same villa. However, prior to discussion, we need
to go back to 1972, to the discovery of the sculptures in
room w-4.1 In papers published so far, apart from some
very short and brief mentions, there were no comments
about this find.2 I consider that this problem needs to
be clarified before any further analysis.
During the excavation in 1972, rooms of the western
part of the villa, just next to the peristyle, were unearthed
(Fig. 1). At that time, they were only partly examined

1 From 1972 to 1980 (the period mostly under reconsideration
here), the excavation of the villa with peristyle was conducted by
Ljubica Zotovi}, research associate at the Institute of Archaeology
in Belgrade.
2 Briefly mentioned by: Jovanovi} 1975, 57; Petrovi} 1994,
36.
3 Field diary from 1972: 11. 5.
4 Field diary from 1972: 12. 5; 13. 5.
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(slightly less than one half) and, in room w-4, fragmented sculptures were discovered along the northern
room wall (the wall that separated rooms 3 and 4).3
This is why the excavation was extended to the western wall of room w-4 (the wall that separated rooms 4
and 16) and this is when the discovery of fragmented
sculptures was made.4 Closer to the entrance of room
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Fig. 1. Plan of the villa with peristyle (authors: G. Milo{evi}, G. Jerinki})
Sl. 1. Plan vile s peristilom (autori: G. Milo{evi}, G. Jerinki})
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w-4, a fragmented pillar base was unearthed, its diameter measuring 50 cm.5 In the south-eastern corner,
parts of a mortar plastered floor were excavated.6 The
floor substructure consisted of pebbles plastered with
mortar but, at that point, there were no traces of fire. In
1980, excavation of room w-4 continued. During that
period, the entire room was cleaned, as well as the
neighbouring room w-16, accessible from room w-4. It
was then noticed that next to the wall that separated
rooms 4 and 16 there were traces of an intense fire,
damaged as the walls collapsed.7 Fire traces were partly discovered in the western part of room w-4.8 The
field diary does not mention layers of soot or burned
soil on the floor like that discovered in the rooms of the
northern villa part. Above the floor level, in the southwestern corner, within the layer of debris, part of a
smaller marble pillar was discovered, possibly the support of a statue.9 In room w-16 there were no traces of
fire, only remains of a mortar plastered floor beneath
the debris.10 Separating rooms 3 and 4 was the wall
along which the statuettes were placed. It is only partly preserved since, during a much later phase of villa
devastation, it was demolished all the way down to its
foundations. Photos show the secondary layer of collapsed walls, as well as the debris from a later phase of
wall devastation between rooms 3 and 4. 11
The excavation results of rooms w-4 and w-16
could be interpreted as the result of the roof construction above them being only partly caught in the fire.
Later on, the collapsed roof fell into room w-4, just next
to the wall that separated it from room w-16. However,
as this happened, they remained almost intact. If that
was the scenario, it must have been easy to store fragmented statues from the villa area in room 4. It is most
likely that, in the meantime, the peristyle colonnade
was torn down, so this might have been the reason why
there was a pillar fragment also deposited within this
room. Later on, during the wall devastation and after
the already fragmented sculptures were covered with
debris, the aforementioned pillar fragment (of a statuette?) also ended up within the room. The field documentation does not mention traces of a later digging
into the debris layer, possibly indicating that the sculptures were deposited inside only after the room was so
devastated that it went out of use. According to the
mentioned photographs, one gets the impression that
the sculptures were already fragmented, either deliberately or after the roof and walls had collapsed, when
they were brought into room 4, not fragmented later.12
It is certain that before they were deposited into room
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4 they were already missing their heads, except for the
statue of Aesculapius, although this was also separated
from the body. This could have been a possible scenario
of depositing statuettes into room w-4.
All of this opens the important question whether,
in 378, as suspected, the villa was only partly ruined
and it was still possible to use it, or it was burned to the
ground and only certain rooms were cleaned and used
for dwelling by new inhabitants of Mediana? During
the excavation of the villa with peristyle, different cases
of covering statuette remains were noticed:
– In the southern room w-10, on the floor level,
part of a marble sculpture has been unearthed.13 In the
2010 campaign, excavation of a part of this room showed that there were no burning traces, only huge layers
of collapsed roof construction and layers of collapsed
wall parts above them.14 This would indicate that this
room might have been preserved and a statue fragment
discarded in it.
– In room w-2, between two bricks covering the
channel that runs though the northern room half, a fragment of a hand from a marble statue has been unearthed.15 The stratigraphy around here is rather interesting:
on the upper debris level, corresponding to the preserved upper part of the northern wall, there is a 5 cm
thick soot layer. Beneath this level, the debris layer
continues16 and beneath this, the channel was discovered. This would indicate that the sculpture fragment
ended up on top of the channel before the first villa
devastation.
– A head of Venus, discovered in the north-western
room w-1, was lying on layer C, which represents the

5

Field diary from 1972: 7. 5.
Field diary from 1972: 2. 5; 7. 5.
7 Field diary from 1972: 17. 8.
8 Field diary from 1972: 15. 8.
9 Field diary from 1972: 15. 8.
10 Field diary from 1972: 6. 8.
11 During the excavation of the north-western villa rooms,
three basic layers were established: 1. the burned layer of the attic
and roof construction that fell on the floors; 2. collapse of walls
after the roof construction collapsed – initial devastation 3. further
collapse of walls during later periods – secondary devastation. In
south-western rooms and in the south-western peristyle half there
are no traces of fire, but only the two layers of architectural devastation. Vasi} et al. 2014.
12 M. Tomovi} had a similar conclusion: Tomovi} 1992, 67 f.
13 Field diary from 1972: 15. 8.
14 Vasi} et al. 2014, 244 etc.
15 Field diary from 1980: 8. 8.
16 Field diary from 1980: 24. 7.
6
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layer of initial devastation within this room. This means
that the head ended up here only after the initial villa devastation.17 Over this layer (and the head), the secondary devastation layer of collapsed walls was formed.
– Sculpture parts were scattered throughout the
large area of the villa with peristyle. This is best illustrated with a basis with carved feet and a fragmented
dolphin as part of the Venus statue (part of it also being
the head from w-1, mentioned earlier), discovered in
trench 24A, close to the foundations of the “gate”, to
the south of the villa. In other words, two fragments of
the same statue were discovered in two different villa
parts.18 Besides this fragment, in this trench, as well as
in the western annex of trench 25A, at the bordering
line between layers A and B, several sculpture fragments have been unearthed.19 The sculpture fragments
were most likely thrown into a medieval pit, since next
to them, medieval pottery shards were excavated.
– In different parts of the villa garden, sculpture
fragments have been discovered.
We must take into account the circumstances under
which the bronze railing was buried, its mobile parts
being extremely carefully deposited into a separately
dug pit.20 The railing was not fully preserved, only some
of its parts. It was presumed that the railing was posted
at the apsis entrance of the dining hall/triclinium and
that it was intended to close the improvised sanctuary
in the very apsis. If this presumption is correct, the railing must have been removed and buried before the triclinium roof construction collapsed. It is difficult to
say whether it was considered more valuable because
of the images depicted on it or because of bronze being
such a valued material. Obviously, at that moment, the
marble sculptures were not regarded as too valuable,
or the event took place so quickly that the conquerors
tore down and burned the villa before the inhabitants
were able to save the sculptures. On the other hand, it
seems that the conquerors came across the sculptures
before they burned the villa down, beheaded them and
mostly destroyed them by smashing. In connection to
this, a find from trench 72 is of importance. It was discovered in 2011, on the oldest mortar floor, between the
absolute heights of 198.87 m and 198.74 m, as sculpture fragments were unearthed, some of them represented parts of statues from the room w-4, excavated in
1972. This would indicate that some of the sculptures
were destroyed just outside the villa. These fragments
were covered with the debris layer of the collapsed
roof constructions of stybadium B and the north-western villa rooms (layer C),21 proving the hypothesis that
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the sculptures were destroyed prior to the villa’s devastation and burning. The question remains open whether
they were immediately transferred to room w-4 or they
remained piled up and only later brought into this
room. In any case, the find from room w-4 cannot be
treated as a compact hoard of statues that all belonged
to a single sanctuary, but only as scattered pieces collected from different villa parts by chance. Analysis of
specific fragments shows that, apart from the group
from room w-4, most of the pieces were scattered in
different villa rooms (while it was still fully devastated).
Some pieces were discovered in the first devastation
layer, while some of them were collected in the Middle
Ages and discarded into rubbish pits. Regarding this,
information related to the western part of the Empire is
also important.22 It has been concluded that between
the 5th and the 7th century, great changes within luxury villas took place. Along the north-western border of
the Empire, the recently settled “barbarians” inhabited
only several rooms within each villa, while some other
parts were turned into workshops. During these changes,
the villas were cleaned of both rubble and sculptures but,
for some reason, they were not fully destroyed, only
deposited into pits. In other words, a process similar to
that in Mediana took place, only in a somewhat earlier
period.
Statuettes of Aesculapius and Hygieia
and the possible establishment of a sanctuary
While excavating the complex of Constantine’s
villa in Mediana, every campaign brought a surprise.
In 2002, a fragment of a marble head was discovered in
trench 24A, at an absolute height of 198.40 m.23 Analysis of this fragment showed that it most likely repre-

Vasi} et al. 2014, 241; 256.
Vasi}, Gavrilovi} 2012; Vasi} et al. 2014, 256.
19 In trench 24/25A: (just next to the northern edge of the
foundation wall of the “gate-triumphal arch”), two fragments of a
postament with depicted feet and dolphin’s head have been discovered. Field inv. nr. C-144a, see Vasi}, Gavrilovi} 2012, (at depths
198.51 and 198.48); fragmented fingers, C-144, at depth 198.30;
fragment of a marble hand, C-117, at depth 198.61; fragment of a
marble head, C-211, at depth 198.40.
20 Vasi} 2004.
21 Vasi} et al. 2014, 233; 238; 254.
22 Hannestad 2005, 19=293 and not. 103 with quoted literature about this issue.
23 Field inv. nr. C-211. Diameter of the upper fragment part
measures 0.15 m; at the lower part 0.18 m; fragment height 0.09 m.
See footnote 18 in the paper quoted above.
17
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Fig. 2. Fragment of Aesculapius’ head (front) (photo: Institute of Archaeology)
Fig. 3. Fragment of Aesculapius’ head (rear) (photo: Institute of Archaeology)
Sl. 2. Fragment Eskulapove glave (spreda) (foto: Arheolo{ki institut)
Sl. 3. Fragment Eskulapove glave (zadwa strana) (foto: Arheolo{ki institut)

sents part of a sculpture dedicated to Aesculapius.24
(Figs. 2 and 3). Dating of parallels, both close and
those more distant, vary within a chronological span
from the late 1st to the beginning of the 3rd century.
Apart from some formal comparisons, the fragment of
Asclepius’ head from Mediana is too small to be
chronologically determined within the series of wellknown statues and statuettes of Asclepius. However,
due to baroque-like” appearance, especially the curl on
the right neck side, I tend to date it into the second half
of the 2nd century until the first two decades of the 3rd
century A.D., basically the time of the reign of the
Antonines and the Severi. It is quite possible that it
was made in a Greek workshop (Athens or Corinth?).
This fragment of Aesculapius’ statue re-opens the
question about a sanctuary in Mediana, dedicated to
this deity and his daughter Hygieia. Owing to the number of statues and statuettes, we can even take a real
Asclepaion into consideration, intended not only for a
sanctuary, but also for healing care. The vicinity of
Ni{ka Banja, but possibly also a spring of thermal and
mineral water closer to Mediana, would make spa
treatments and curative processes possible. It could be
presumed that the sanctuary was positioned in the
“villa with peristyle”, with a layout of rooms ideal for
the sick spending a night in Asclepaion. Furthermore,
the fountains in stybadii A and B, being necessary for
Asclepius’ cult, made it easier to transform the northern villa part into a sacred area; the thermae close to
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the villa also played an important role in the cult and
the healing processes. 25
In connection with this, one should return to all of
the finds of Aesculapius and Hygieia in Mediana.
There are reasons to believe that the former dating of
these sculptures is not fully correct. Doubtlessly, the
greatest attention of scholars was drawn to the group
of sculptures discovered in room w-4, but this still
causes controversial theories. In the initial publication
considering these sculptures, Aleksandar Jovanovi} did
not suggest any precise dating.26 The main confusion
was caused by an unfounded dating of the entire group
into the period around 320. Dragoslav Srejovi} and
Aleksandrina Cermanovi}-Kuzmanovi} started with

24

Vasi} 2017.
Water played an important role in Aesculapius’ sanctuaries,
since the sick were supposed to take a bath prior to being treated.
About the importance of water in the temples of Aesculapius and
Salus see Vitruvius, De arch. 1. 2. 7. About Aesculapius’ sanctuaries
throughout Greece see the work of Pausanias, giving detailed descriptions in his books. I also wish to draw attention to his description of sacrifices offered to deities within Aesculapius’ sanctuary in
the village of Titiane in Sykonia: Paus. 2. 1. 5–8. Details about incubation, Asclepaions, the need for water etc. about Asclepaions in the
Greek, Hellenistic and Roman period see Renberg 2017, Part 2,
Chapter 3–5, pp. 113–327. A detailed overview of Asclepius’ sanctuaries, statues, reliefs, inscriptions, coins, but also descriptions of
Aesculapius’ and Hygeia’s cult in the region of the Black Sea, Lower
Moesia and Thrace, with extensive bibliography: Moschakis 2013.
26 Jovanovi} 1975.
25
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Fig. 4 and 5. Aesculapius’ and Hygieia’s statuette made of porphyry (photo: National Museum in Ni{)
Sl. 4 i 5. Porfirne statuete Eskulapa i Higije (foto: Narodni muzej, Ni{)

Fig. 6. Aesculapius’ statuette made of marble (photo: National Museum in Ni{)
Fig. 7 and 8. Aesculapius’ and Hygieia’s statuette made of marble (photo: Institute of Archaeology)
Sl. 6. Mermerna statueta Eskulapa (foto: Narodni muzej, Ni{)
Sl. 7 i 8. Mermerne statuete Eskulapa i Higije (foto: Arheolo{ki institut)
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the presumption that the villa with peristyle was built
between 316 and 32527, without further considering
this dating. Later on, in various catalogues, sculptures
from this group are dated “around the year 320”, again
without further consideration. The second presumption
they expressed is that it was a “chronologically and
stylistically unique group of statues and statuettes” and
that they all “show special features”, again without any
explanation.28 Further on in this paper, I shall try to
suggest somewhat different dates.
A. Sculpture group of Aesculapius and Hygieia
from room w-4, discovered in 1972:29
1. Aesculapius’ statue30 made of porphyry with a
Greek inscription on the plinth; (dated to the beginning
of the 4th century, according to Tomovi});31 (National
Museum in Ni{, inv. nr. 985/P). (Fig. 4)
2. Hygieia’s statue made of porphyry with a Greek
inscription on the plinth; (dated to the beginning of the
4th century, according to Tomovi});32 (Fig. 5)
3. Aesculapius’ statue made of marble with a Greek
inscription on the plinth; (dated to the beginning of the
4th century, according to Tomovi}).33 The fragmented
head belongs to this statue34, not yet published by Tomovi}; (Fig. 6)
4. Statue of Aesculapius with Telesphorus made of
marble; (dated to the beginning of the 4th century, according to Tomovi});35 (Fig. 7)
5. Marble statuette, most likely of Hygieia; (3rd
century, according to Tomovi});36 (Fig. 8)
B: sculpture parts of Aesculapius and Hygieia discovered in trench 72, to the west of stybadium B, during the excavation in 2011:37
6. Sculpture fragment made of red porphyry, with a
preserved left hand holding a globe and drapery over the
hand; length 8.1 cm; inv. nr. C-294/011. The fragment
belongs to the porphyry statue of Aesculapius (inv.
985/P).38
7. Sculpture fragment made of red porphyry, with
a partly preserved drapery; length 5.6 cm; inv. nr. C296/011. The fragment belongs to the porphyry statue
of Aesculapius (inv. 985/P).
8. Cylindrical sculpture fragment made of red porphyry; length 7.2 cm; inv. nr. C-304/011. The fragment
belongs to the porphyry statue of Aesculapius (inv.
985/P).
9. Sculpture fragment made of red porphyry, with
a preserved image of a snake (part of another statue of
Hygieia made of porphyry); length 7.8 cm; inv. nr. C295/011. The image of the snake is identical to the one
on the sculpture of Hygieia nr. 2, indicating that there
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was also another sculpture of Hygieia made of porphyry. (Fig. 9)
10. Sculpture fragment made of white marble, with
a partly preserved image of a snake around a stick (Asclepius’ statuette); length 7 cm; inv. nr. C-298/011. (Fig. 10)
11. Sculpture fragment made of white marble, with
a partly preserved image of a left hand holding a round
object (an apple or an egg?) (another part of Aesculapius’
statuette); length 4 cm; inv. nr. C-300/011.39 (Fig. 11).
At first glance, there really is an impression of a
unique style of all of the Mediana sculptures. However,
what strikes the eye is a completely different style of
the marble statue of Aesculapius with the inscription
on its plinth (nr. 3). It looks like a poor provincial piece
of art, not only regarding the drapery, but also in the
poorly depicted musculature. Aesculapius’ head was
treated in a similar way.40 Damage on the head prevents

Srejovi}, Cermanovi} 1987, 7.
Ibid., 10.
29 Tomovi} 1993, passim. All of the sculptures from room 4 are
mentioned by Stirling 2005, 195, not. 131.
30 Although the inscriptions bear the Greek name AsklhpiÒj,
I chose to use the Roman name Aesculapius, in order to keep the
paper uniform and to avoid any confusion.
31 Tomovi} 1993, 98, no. 112, fig. 36. 1–2; Dr~a 2004, 155,
cat. 73; Vasi} et al. 2016, 84, no. 1.
32 Tomovi} 1993, 98, no. 111, fig. 27. 1–2; Dr~a 2004, 156,
cat. 74; Vasi} et al. 2016, 85, no. 2.
33 Tomovi} 1993, 98/9, no. 113, fig. 35.4; Dr~a 2004, 157,
cat. 75; Vasi} et al. 2016, 86, no. 3.
34 Dr~a 2004, 157, cat. 76.
35 Tomovi} 1993, 99, no. 114, Fig. 35. 3; Dr~a 2004, 158,
cat. 77; Vasi} et al. 2016, 87, no. 4.
36 Tomovi} 1993, 97/8, no. 110, fig. 28. 5–6; Dr~a 2004, 159,
cat. 78; Vasi} et al. 2016, 87, no. 5.
37 Vasi} et al. 2014, 254–255.
38 Fragments numbered 6, 7 and 8 were earlier fitted into the
porphyry statuette of Aesculapius, inv. nr. 985/P and depicted by
Vasi} et al. 2016, 84, no. 1.
39 The question remains as to whether the fragments nr. 10
and 11 are parts of a single statuette or that they represent parts of
two different statuettes of Aesculapius.
40 Such a treatment of Aesculapius’ head has a possible further
parallel on the Aesculapius’ sculpture from the Tomis hoard: Canarache et al. 1963, 42 sq., fig. 19, 20 dated to the end of the 2nd and
the beginning of the 3rd century. The authors point out that it was
made according to the classical Greek type. It is quite possible that
Aesculapius from Mediana was made in the same or somewhat similar manner, at the same time as the Tomis statuette. The height of
the statuette from Tomis is 0.53 m and the one from Mediana 0.64 m.
Cf. Alexandrescu-Vianu 2009, 31, Fig. 13. One should still bear in
mind that the statuette from Mediana shows both Aesculapius and
Telesphorus.
27
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Fig. 9. Fragment of a snake made of porphyry (photo: National Museum in Ni{)
Fig. 10. Marble fragment – snake around a stick (photo: Institute of Archaeology)
Fig. 11. Marble fragment – hand holding an egg (photo: Institute of Archaeology)
Sl. 9. Porfirni fragment zmije (foto: Narodni muzej, Ni{)
Sl. 10. Mermerni fragment – zmija obavijena oko {tapa (foto: Arheolo{ki institut)
Sl. 11. Mermerni fragment – ruka koja dr`i jaje (foto: Arheolo{ki institut)

any further identification. However, as much as can be
seen, the treatment of the head, eyes, cheek bones and
mouth, and the treatment of hair and beard very much
resemble the treatment of Aesculapius’ head on a statue
discovered in a northern Byzantine house in Aphrodisias.41 It is possible that this statue belongs to the middle of the 4th century.
The drapery on the statue of Aesculapius and Telesphorus (nr. 4) shows certain similarities with the drapery of a very fragmented statuette from Romuliana (a
Muse or Athena?), dated around 310.42 The same method
of drapery treatment of Aesculapius and Telesphorus is
shown on the statuette from the villa Panayia in
Corinth,43 especially the “V”-shaped folds on Aesculapius’ waist and Telesphorus’ cloak, although this statuette was made in a much rougher and more stylised
way. Lea Stirling indicates that the “V”-shaped folds
under the chin of a genius from Autun were dated to the
2nd or the 3rd century, very much resembling the folds
on Telesphorus’ cloak.44 Stirling dated the statue of
Aesculapius from Corinth to the 3rd or the 4th century.45
Due to the better production of Aesculapius from
Mediana, I would tend to date this statuette to the second half of the 3rd century.46
A typical feature is that the folds on Hygieia’s statuette (?) (nr. 5) and partly on the marble statuette of
Aesculapius with Telesphorus (nr. 4) are shallower and
softer, but also carved in wide fields. I point out that
this is a feature of the 2nd and the early 3rd century. A
very similar treatment of drapery can be found on the
statue of Julian the Apostate from The Louvre,47 but
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also on the statue of Valentinianus II, made in Aphrodisias, now kept at the museum in Istanbul.48 Ever
closer similarities can be observed on statues of two
magisters from Aphrodisias,49 at the museum in Istanbul and dated to the beginning of the 5th century. An
unusual similarity can be traced on a part of a famous
ivory diptych belonging to the family of Symachus and
Nicomachus from Rome, with the image of a priestess
of the cult of Dionysus, performing a sacrifice above
the altar.50 It is dated to the late 4th and the early 5th
century. According to their style, all of the mentioned
sculptures belong to the second period of classicism,
especially developed during the reign of Theodosius I,
actually the time during which pagan themes could
still be encountered, like the diptych of Symachus and

41 Stirling 2005, 121, 123, Fig. 56 dates this sculpture to the
end of the 4th or even to the beginning of the 5th century, highlighting the sculpture of Cybele, found together with the sculpture of
Aesculapius.
42 Srejovi}, Cermanovi} 1987, 130, nr. 56; Tomovi} 1993,
83, no. 55, Fig. 26. 3.
43 Stirling 2008, 122 ff., figure 23 on p. 123.
44 Stirling 2008, 126.
45 Stirling 2008, 125.
46 A model similar to this statuette of Aesculapius can also be
seen on a statue of Aesculapius from Naples: Reinach 1906, Pl. 550,
no. 1161, as if they possessed an initial common model.
47 Frova 1961, 359, fig. 341.
48 Frova 1961, 360, fig. 342.
49 Frova 1961, 361/2, fig. 343.
50 Elsner 1998, 190, fig. 127.
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Sculptures

End of the
2nd and the
beginning of
the 3rd century
Aesculapius (nr. 1)
Aesculapius with Telesphorus (nr. 3)
Aesculapius with Telesphorus (nr. 4)
Fragment of Aesculapius’ head
1
(find from 2002)
Hygieia (nr. 2)
Hygieia? (nr. 5)
Hygieia (nr. 9), porphyry fragment
of a snake in her lap.
Total
1

Second half of
the 3rd century

1

Second half of Middle of
the 4th century
the 3rd and
the beginning of
the 4th century
1
1
-

-

-

-

1

1
-

-

-

1

-

2

3

1

Table 1

Nicomachus. This classicism has recently been much
discussed, resulting in the fact that many sculptures,
initially dated to the 2nd or the 3rd century, are now being
dated to the late 4th or the early 5th century.51 However,
the late 4th or the early 5th century is a dating too late
for the sculptures from Mediana, since the entire complex is dated differently. The initial building phase of
the villa with peristyle can roughly be dated at the very
end of the 3rd or the beginning of the 4th century.52
Around the year 330, a full reconstruction of the villa
was undertaken.53 Its first destruction is dated to the
year 378.
According to the dating suggested for the sculptures of Aesculapius and Hygieia from Mediana, some of
them were made long before the year ¯ 330. A slightly
more secure dating, but still long before the villa was
built, is suggested for the porphyry statuettes of Aesculapius (nr. 1) and Hygieia (nr. 2), They were most
likely made in Egypt (Alexandria?) during the reign of
the tetrarchs, i.e. during the last two decades of the 3rd
or the first decade of the 4th century. This is confirmed
with the paleography of inscriptions on their plinths,54
although they were carved later.55 Suggested dates for
the sculptures from Mediana can be sublimed as follows (see table 1).
On the statues of Aesculapius (nr. 1) and Hygieia
(nr. 2) there is a votive inscription of a certain Roimetalcus and his wife Philippa, while on the statue of Aesculapius alone (nr. 3) there is the carved name of a priest.56
Votive inscriptions indicate that these statuettes possessed cultic importance, thus, not being just decorative. There is a great probability that these sculptures
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were brought from an Aesculapius’ temple from a nearby Hellenophonic province (Thrace being the most
likely). Petar Petrovi} pointed out that dedications to
Aesculapius/Asclepius and Hygieia are very rarely
encountered in Latinophonic Balkan provinces.57 It
should be highlighted that statuettes of Aesculapius

51

Stirling 2005, passim.
Vasi} et al. 2016a, 11.
53 Ibid., 12.
54 Petrovi} 1979, 97/8, no. 61.
55 The lower left corner of the Aesculapius’ plinth was cut off
and this is why the inscription ends with an “AN”.
56 I point out the fact that the name and title of Roimetalcus
were erased from the statuette of Hygeia, which represents another
argument indicating that the villa in Mediana could not have
belonged to him, as argued initially, but that the new owner tended
to perform some kind of damnatio memoriae as he purchased these
statuettes for the sanctuary in Mediana. These statuettes were certainly initially intended for an Aesculapius’ sanctuary, but not for
the villa with peristyle in Mediana. Against the thesis that Valerius
Rometalca, dux Aegypti etc. was the same person as Roimetalcus
from the Mediana inscription see Vasi} 2005. About purchasing
statuettes in the free market see Stirling 2014.
57 Petrovi} 1979, 95/6, no. 59 quoting: Rastislav Mari},
Anti~ki kultovi u na{oj zemqi, (Les cultes antiques sur le territoire de la Yougoslavie, Beograd 1933, 41. Besides, sculptures depicting Aesculapius and Hygeia are also rare. The most complete
study about Roman sculpture on the territory of Upper Moesia so far,
Miodrag Tomovi} (Tomovi} 1993), three published statuettes of
Hygeia: 95, no. 101 – Brza Palanka (Egeta); 96, no. 107 – Viminacium; 97, no. 109 – Klisura by Ni{, and a single, uncertain statuette
of Aesculapius (117, no. 185) – Singidunum. See also inscriptions
collection within Inscriptions de la Mésie Superieure I, II, III, IV, VI,
Centar za epigrafiku i numizmatiku, Filozofski fakultet, Beograd.
52
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and Hygieia were popular in the Greek east during
Late Antiquity, but they are rather rare in the western
provinces.58 The sculptures mentioned above were
brought to Mediana for a very specific reason and it can
be presumed, as already mentioned,59 that at a certain
point, in the audience hall/triclinium, a sanctuary was
established, dedicated to Aesculapius and Hygieia. It
can also be presumed that at the same time, the bronze
railing was brought into the villa during the year 361,
as this was when the emperor Julian spent some time
in Naissus and Mediana.60 One should, of course, not
exclude the possibility that sculptures of some other
deities were also brought into the sanctuary (Hercules,
Dionysus), either from the villa itself or from the dwelling residence (villa with octagon61). Those mythological sculptures, representing mere decoration within
the villa and without any cultic content, could have been
worshipped in the sanctuary as iatric deities.
Unfortunately, we do not know exactly how the cult
of Aesculapius and Hygieia was performed in the 4th
century. Was it necessary to bring such a large number
of statuettes depicting these two deities to Mediana? In
addition, it is quite possible that rooms in the eastern
and western part of the “villa with peristyle” could
have been used for dwelling and the curing of those
who needed medical care, as this usually was the case
in Asclepaions. This sanctuary could not have lasted for
long, since in 363, after Julian’s death, the period of
returning to paganism was closed and Christianity became the only official religion. The question is also
whether there were ever any sick people seeking medical help in Mediana. In Asclepaions it was common to
leave votive gifts in the shape of sick body parts (parts
of arms, legs, eyes etc.), but so far, there have been no
such finds in Mediana.
Home sanctuaries were usually placed in prominent
positions. For example, Lea Stirling writes that in Ostia,
the sanctuaries were organised in yards, porticos or
“highlighted rooms”. In somewhat later houses of this
city (after the year 250), sanctuaries in highlighted rooms
were positioned on the axis, in the middle of the wall.62
For the supposed home sanctuary in Panayia, Stirling
presumes that before it was established, high quality
statuettes were placed in other rooms of the villa and
only later transferred into the sanctuary.63 Since the
apsis of the audience hall in the “villa with peristyle”
in Mediana was positioned on the main axis, it is not
surprising that it might have been chosen for the most
sacred place, while the entire hall represented a sanctuary dedicated to Aesculapius and Hygieia.
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Sculptures not representing
Aesculapius and Hygieia
As already mentioned, a remarkable number of
statuettes or their parts (not including the ones of
Aesculapius and Hygieia) were discovered in the “villa
with peristyle” and around it. I will not go into detail
with them, since they have been described and topographically positioned in a new book about Mediana,64
but I will mention them in order to achieve a better understanding of this paper. They include the following
statuettes: Aphrodite Sosandra/Europa/Helotia (sculpture catalogue nr. 6; 2nd century); Hermes65 (sculpture
catalogue nr. 7 and 8; end of the 2nd and the beginning
of the 3rd century); Hercules with Erymanthian boar
(sculpture catalogue nr. 9; middle of the 4th century);
Hercules with apples of the Hesperides (sculpture catalogue nr. 10; middle of the 4th century); lanternarius
– slave carrying a lantern (sculpture catalogue nr. 11;
second half of the 3rd and beginning of the 4th century);66 Satyr with a panther67 (sculpture catalogue nr.
12 and 13; end of the 2nd and the beginning of the 3rd
century); marble stand with a pair of human feet and a
pillar-shaped holder (sculpture catalogue nr. 14); fragmented scene from the cult of Dionysus (sculpture catalogue nr. 15; middle of the 4th century); Dea Dardania
(sculpture catalogue nr. 16; second half of the 3rd and
beginning of the 4th century); Venus Pudica68 (sculpture catalogue nr. 17 and 18; middle of the 4th century);
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Stirling 2008, 135 and not. 128.
Vasi} 2004.
60 Vasi} 2008, 15 sq. I wrote about Julian’s big concern about
health in Vasi} 2004, so I do not find it necessary to repeat what has
already been said.
61 Vasi} et. al. 2016, 35–37.
62 Stirling 2008, 130.
63 Ibid.
64 Vasi} et al. 2016a, 53; Sculpture catalogue: 84–100. In further text, I will refer to the numbers from this catalogue.
65 Vasi} et al. 2016 b, 73–74.
66 A fragmented image of a sitting boy was identified as a
dadophorus and it was suggested that it was placed within a
Mithraeum (Srejovi} i Cermanovi}-Kuzmanovi} 1987, 150, nr.
66). According to a parallel from Gortyna, Lea Stirling described
this sculpture as a “lanternarius”, a slave carrying a lantern (Stirling
2005, 196 and not. 132). Stirling does not date the sculpture from
Mediana, while Tomovi} dated it into the 3rd or the beginning of the
4th century (Tomovi} 1993, 112, no. 162). I do not have any better
suggestions and, regarding the representation of the textiles, it
could well belong to this period.
67 Vasi} et al. 2016b, 75–77.
68 Vasi} and Gavrilovi} 2012; Crnoglavac et al. 2014
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Hercules with Telesphorus (sculpture catalogue nr. 19;
second half of the 3rd and beginning of the 4th century);
Satyr (sculpture catalogue nr. 20; second half of the 3rd
and beginning of the 4th century); drunken Dionysus
with Satyr69 (sculpture catalogue nr. 21; middle of the
4th century?); Maenad’s head (sculpture catalogue nr.
22; end of the 2nd century); head of Venus or Diana
(sculpture catalogue nr. 23; second half of the 3rd century). It was highlighted several times that the sculptures not depicting Aesculapius and Hygieia serve the
role of mere decoration of the imperial villa and that
they do not possess any cultic or religious meaning,
but there were no plausible arguments about this statement.70 This might be a convenient opportunity to say
something more about this.
With all of the imprecise dating, it turns out that
there are two sculptures from the 2nd century and
another two from the end of the 2nd and the beginning
of the 3rd century, while the greatest number belongs to
a later period, the second half of the 3rd century (one
sculpture), to the end of the 3rd and the beginning of the
4th century (four sculptures) and the middle of the 4th
century (five sculptures). Such a scheme is not unusual
and it is encountered throughout the Empire, and is
discussed here later. However, with this, it was shown
that in Mediana it is not about a unique chronological
or stylistic group, as suggested earlier. On the other
hand, such a chronological scheme indicates that the
statuettes could have been brought to Mediana from
some other villas, since, within this complex, there are
no structures older than the end of the 3rd century. However, it is typical that these sculptures represent replicas of important works of art from the classical Greek
or the Hellenistic period, indicating the taste and education of the person who ordered the decoration of the
villa in Mediana. This leads to another hypothesis
which indicates that the dates suggested for some of
the Mediana statues are correct regarding replicas that
were made in a large series, because important classical works of art were duplicated, like the images of
Mercury, Hercules and Europa/Sosandra, and such
pieces were fashionable.71
The sculptures could have been placed within the
villa between the years 330 and 378. However, even
within this period, we have more precise datings,
although nothing absolute. The second building phase
of the villa is dated from 330 to 334, when Constantine
visited Ni{ for the last time. This phase comprised
spaces being added to stybadii A and B, an impluvium
to the peristyle, a peristyle corridor and the southern
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porticus widenings, as well as the thermae floors. Only
after floor mosaics had been placed within these added
rooms, were some of the sculptures brought in to decorate the villa. The sculptures discovered in the thermae
were brought there only during the second sub-phase.
So far, there is no data about when the villa was decorated. Hypothetically, the villa could have been decorated with frescoes and mosaics even while Constantine
the Great was still alive, but it certainly continued to be
decorated in the time of Emperor Constans, as he spent
an extended period of time in Ni{ and most likely also
Mediana in the year 339/40.72 Even then, it was not
fully finished. In some rooms, mortar bases were placed
along the walls, intended to be covered with mosaics,
but this was never done. One should not completely
exclude the possibility that some sculptures from
Mediana were carved around 339/40. I especially point
out the head of Venus Pudica73 and a part of a Dionysian group with only a fragmented branch with grapes
as a statue stand remaining preserved.74 The best
example of a similar stand in the shape of a tree is
encountered with a statue of Diana, discovered in the
villa of Saint-George-de-Montagne, near Bordeaux,
dated to the year 400 by Lea Stirling. This certainly
would be a dating too late for Mediana.75
I draw attention to the fact that some sculptures, for
example the one of Venus Pudica (sculpture catalogue
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Gavrilovi} 2017.
Vasi} et al. 2016, 53; Vasi} et al. 2016b.
71 Sources about the sculpture hoard from Mediana indicate
that these sculptures were often replicated in Roman times: Stirling
2005, 197.
72 Vasi} 2008, 14. Constans was surely in Naissus on September 18th 339. He arrived there from Mursela. It is not known where
Constans lived between the years 337 and 339. Barnes 2001,
224–225, [Zonaras (13. 5)], with certain reservations, writes that,
between 337 and 340, Constans lived in Ni{ and from there he
moved to Thessalonica, to the war against the Sarmathinas, then to
Viminacium, Sirmium and Savaria. In March 340, near Aquileia,
Constans’ brother Constantine II was murdered and Constans took
over his part of the Empire. Barnes writes that between 340 and
350, Constans’ residences were in Trier, Milan and Sirmium, where
his presence was attested on May 27th 349. During these ten years,
Constans was very much on the move, constantly travelling through
his part of the Empire. In January 350, he was murdered near
Hellena, in Gaul. In Mediana, there is a very high Constans monetary frequency exactly in the period between 340 and 350, as
Constans ruled in these regions.
73 Vasi} and Gavrilovi} 2012; Vasi} et al. 2016, 95, no. 17.
74 Vasi} et al. 2016, 92, no. 15.
75 Stirling 2005, 30 sqq. figs. 4–6; about dating see p. 110 sqq.
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nr. 17 and 1876) or the sculptures to which the head of
Venus (sculpture catalogue nr. 2377) or Maenad (sculpture catalogue nr. 22) belonged, could have not been
placed within Aesculapius’ sanctuary as they were too
profane. Their finding places could also indicate that
they were not placed within the sanctuary. After the
first devastation, they were scattered around the villa
and parts of the peristyle garden. However, neither
could the statuette of lanternarius (sculpture catalogue
nr. 11), the Satyr with panther (sculpture catalogue nr.
12 and 1378), discovered in room w-4, nor that of the
drunken Dionysus held by Satyr (sculpture catalogue
nr. 21) possessed cultic character. It needs to be especially highlighted that it is not possible to find statuettes in the villas of Christian emperors, and especially
the religious sons of Constantine, Constans and Constantius II, that could have possessed any other meaning except one indicating high education and a good
knowledge of art of the villa owners, but with no other
religious ideas.
As a result of these features, I will also mention
villas and houses from the 4th and the 5th century in
which sculpture hoards have been discovered.79 They
clearly illustrate the fashion of decorating imperial villas or those belonging to rich aristocrats. I will start my
study in Sirmium, in the palace complex in which five
fragmented sculptures have been found.80 In the villa
outside the eastern city wall (villa suburbana), in the
thermae, six fragmented sculptures were discovered,
while in other rooms, a further four fragmented sculptures were found.81 Apart from the man’s head from
the villa suburbana, all of the sculptures are older than
the 4th century, actually older than the palace and villa
horizon, which belongs to the 4th century. The next one
would be the so-called “Palace of Theodosius” in Stobi,
with the number and variety of statuettes representing
a very close parallel to the villa with peristyle from
Mediana. The statuettes were unearthed over a period
of time, from 1927 to 1931, in the peristyle pool.82 It
should be mentioned that above the pool there were
seven niches, while eight marble pedestals were
placed within the pool. Together these represent a classical nymphaeum in which some of the statuettes were
displayed. Lea Stirling also wrote about the discovery
of these sculptures.83 It is striking and also highlighted
by L. Stirling, that there is a special group of smaller
bronze figures, among them a statuette of Lares Thus,
this group might possibly have represented a find from
a lararium. She considers this collection to belong to
the middle of the 4th century, when the structure was
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built, but she also draws attention to the different production quality of statuettes from the Stobi collection.
Compared to the Mediana sculptures, it is important to
say that those from Stobi originated from different
periods, some of them even from the 2nd and the 1st
century B.C. They also belong to different production
centres (from Alexandria,84 southern Italy and from a
local centre). It is less important whether they were
brought here or collected from older houses in Stobi. It
is important, however, to notice that sculpture collections from the 4th century were formed as monument
groups from different periods, which is exactly what I
claim about the sculpture collection from the villa with
peristyle in Mediana. The example of the so-called
“Palace of Theodosius” in Stobi confirms our conclusions in the best possible way.
In my further discussion, I will begin with villas in
Britain. In a villa in Woodchester, two sculptures and
nine fragments have been unearthed.85 In Gaul, in a
villa in Chiragan, in a pit dated to the 5th century, over
120 sculptures have been discovered, an eclectic mix
from the late Republican period to the 4th century.86 In
Spain, to the east of Madrid, in an exquisite octagonal
structure in Valdetorres de Jarama, thirteen broken
sculptures have been found,87 whilst in the villa of El
Ruedo, close to Cordoba, some thirteen sculptures were
found.88 Most of them were discovered within the pool,

Vasi} and Gavrilovi} 2012; Crnoglavac et al. 2014.
Plemi} 2013.
78 Vasi} et al. 2016b, 75–77.
79 About sculpture collections in Late Roman villas see also
Stirling 2014. On page 139, she also mentions Mediana. Here, I do
not consider Late Roman public thermae, in which numerous sculptures were discovered. About this see Stirling 2012.
80 Popovi} 2012, 18.
81 Popovi} 2012, 37; 39.
82 Nestorovi} 1936; Vajzman 1973, 45–47; Petkovi} 1937.
83 Stirling 2005, 197–199.
84 Sokolovska 1987, 88 (English text on page 262).
85 Scott 2004, 48; Stirling 2005, 190 sq. dates Diana with
Cupid and Psyche to the late 4th century.
86 Stirling 2005, 49–62, 167; Elsner 1998, 109; Elsner 2006,
265.
87 Hannestad 2007, 296. J. Arce considers that the complex of
Valdetorres de Jarama is actually a rural market place, supporting
this conclusion according to the architectural shape, absence of residential rooms and the nature of finds: J. Arce, L. Caballero, M. A.
Elvira, El edificio octogonal de Valdetorres de Jarama (Madrid), La
Hispania de Teodosio, vol. 2, Segovia 1997, 321–337 (non vidi,
quoted according to Chavarria, Lewit 2004, 15).
88 Vaquerizo, Noguera 1997; Stirling 2005, 182 and not. 76.
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while some were found in rooms around the peristyle.
It is certain that they were moved during the villa’s
destruction, since parts of same sculptures were found
in several different places.89 In “Casa del Mitra” near
Cordoba, within a pool with two apses, three sculptures were discovered.90 In Casilla de la Lámpara near
Cordoba, just the same as in the pool with two apses,
three sculptures and a fragment were unearthed.91 In the
villa Els Antigons, close to Taraco, in its nymphaeum,
two older statues have been discovered, also used in
the phase from the 4th century.92 In Northern Africa, in
Cartago, in the “Maison de la cachette”, ten statues
were walled up in a subterranean room.93 In Italy, in the
villa in Desenzano, a larger group of sculptures was
discovered in a tank beneath the peristyle. A second
group was discovered in a room behind the northern
stybadium apse, while some larger fragments were
found in an octagonal hall in the western peristyle
end.94 From the eastern part of the Empire, one should
mention the villa in the suburbs of Constantinople, at
the site of Silahtaraga. An important part of this villa
was a nymphaeum with a row of sculptures. Apart
from several older pieces, the sculptures are homogenous and it seems that they were made in Aphrodisias
in the late 4th century.95 In Greece, to the south of the
Corinth forum, at the site called Panayia, during the
excavation of a house in 1999, a hoard of marble statuettes was discovered. According to the numismatic
finds, the house was most likely built during the reign
of Gallienus. Archaeologists suggest that it was either
burned in a fire, or damaged as a consequence of the
earthquake in 365. The sculptures, nine of them in total,
were found in a room decorated with frescoes, with an
earthen floor, and described as a private sanctuary by
Lea Stirling.96 In 365, the devastating earthquake on
Cyprus tore down “The House of the Gladiators” in
Kourion. After that, the house was renewed, but the
sculptures discovered within it originate from an earlier
phase, dated by archaeologists to the late 3rd century.97
Ten sculptures were found here. The so-called “House
of Theseus” from Nea Paphos on Cyprus is completely different. After the earthquake in 365, it was fully
reconstructed and the plan of this complex is from the
late 4th century. A total of 21 sculptures were found.98
In a small house in the suburbs of Antiochia, in the last
room, a hoard of sculptures was discovered.99 In 1973,
somewhat to the east of Alexandria, at the site of Sidi
Bishr, a hoard of sculptures was also discovered, comprising thirteen statuettes within a pit.100 The list of
villas decorated with sculptures certainly does not end
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here, but it shows clearly enough that similar aesthetic
ideas were spread throughout the Empire, both with
emperors and with high dignitaries.
In the previous text I listed a number of villas
belonging to aristocrats or those that might have been
used by emperors, in which collections of ancient statues and statuettes have been discovered, both in the
western and the eastern provinces. In this table, I want
to show the summarised statistical data, including that
which pertains to Mediana (see table 2).
I do not consider these results full and complete,
but they still reflect the spread of deities, mythological
creatures or genre scenes.101 It is typical that the most
widespread statuettes were those of Dionysus-Bacchus
(16 pieces) and his circle, especially Satyr, Pan and
Silenus (ten pieces). Dionysus was depicted both in
pagan and Christian contexts, either as the Dionysian
cult and the mysteries, reminding the observers of the
enjoyment of feasts and being care-free, or as a deity
that played the role of a Savior.102 Satyrs admonished
the repeated topic of picking forbidden fruits in the
divine vineyard.
What follows is Aesculapius (twelve pieces), also
with a possible dual role, as a healer or the one who
raised people from the dead, thus coming close to the
miracles of Christ. However, in some places, exactly
because of these features, he was exposed to devastation. Hygieia appears only in five cases. However, six
statuettes of Aesculapius and three statuettes of
Hygieia from Mediana should be excluded, since they
were part of the inventory of his sanctuary in the villa
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Stirling 2005, 182.
Ibid., 184.
91 Ibid., 184.
92 Ibid.
93 Ibid., 186.
94 For villa and especially the statuettes see Stirling 2005, 175
sq. The villa plan and finding places of fragments were also given.
95 Hannestad 2007, 294; Stirling 2005, 214 expressed certain
skepticism regarding the workshop.
96 Stirling 2008, 130.
97 Hannestad 2007, 288, not. 83.
98 Ibid., 289. Hannestad does not fully agree with this dating
and considers them to be from a later period.
99 Ibid., 294.
100 Ibid., 295.
101 I did not consider reliefs, such as the tondi with the labours of
Hercules, from the villa in Chiragan, nor imperial portraits or busts.
102 Painter 1971, 162.
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Deities
Dionysus/Bacchus
Satyr
(Silenus, Pan, Faunus)
Aesculapius
Hygieia
Aphrodite/Venus
Hercules
Artemis/Diana
Cybele
Apollo

Number of Deities and
statuettes half-deities
16
Mithras

Number of
statuettes
1

Genre-scenes
Lanternarius

Number of
statuettes
1

10

Roma

1

Giant

1

12
5
10
8
4
3
3

Demeter
Silvanus
Fortuna
Kairos
Atthis
Menade
Dioscures

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
2
1
1
1
1

Jupiter

2

Ganymede

1

Hermes
Europa/Helotia
Ceres
Amor/Eros
Mars
Isis
Serapis

2
2
2
2
1
1
1

Larus
Harpocrates
Dea Dardania
Cupid and Psyche

1
1
1
1

Nubian man
Man with chlamys
Female statuette
Female head
Male statuette
Double herma
Shepherd
Torso of
an old fisherman
Woman on a sphinx

1
1

Table 2

with peristyle.103 Besides, and as far as one can conclude from other quoted parallels, only one sculpture
of Aesculapius originates from the western provinces,
while five originate from the those to the east.104
Aphrodite – Venus (ten pieces) represents the image
of a love goddess, while her followers, the Erotes, could
symbolise re-birth or, as depicted on various sarcophagi,
the afterlife. Neo-Platonists highlighted Venus as a planet that inspires people and stimulates their thinking,
separating them from the physical activities.
Next are the images of Hercules (eight pieces). In the
images from the 4th century, Hercules and his labours depicted the victory of good over evil, an earthly struggle
to reach heavenly heights and a belief that, with God’s
help, all obstacles can be overcome. The theme of Hercules taking the apples of the Hesperides, also encountered
in the Mediana sculpture, refers especially to collecting
souls in the context of the Neo-Platonist philosophy,
but also as a re-interpretation of classical symbols.
Certainly, the cult of Hercules was especially spread
through gymnasia, as he was the ideal of an active life.
Artemis – Diana was represented in only four cases.
She also appears both in pagan and Christian interpre-
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tations and, in the 4th century, she could have expressed a wish for an aristocratic hunt. Her cult was longlasting, but although, from the Christian point of view,
she was regarded as dangerous, she was still respected
due to her virginity.
The remaining divine images come in small numbers and they are possibly connected to purely pagan
owners. The number of genre scenes is also not too
large, although they are also typical. By the pure fact
that their subjects can be moralised and interpreted in a
spiritual way, certainly making them more popular, the
most numerous divine images during Late Antiquity
were acceptable to both pagans and Christians.

103 According to the fragments nr. 10 and 11, discovered in
2011 in the villa in Mediana, there could have been another two
statues of Aesculapius.
104 Aesculapius’ statuettes were found in the following villas:
Valdetorres de Jarama – two statues most likely carved in Aphrodisias and transported to Spain; Corinth – site of Panayia; Cyprus
(Kourion) – “The house of the Gladiators”; Cyprus (Nea Paphos) –
“House of Theseus”; Egypt – Sidi Bishr. Hygeia’s statuette: Stobi –
“Palace of Theodosius”.
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Resuming the sculpture analysis within Late
Roman houses and villas, Niels Hannestad writes that,
between the years 320 and 380, the building of luxurious structures suddenly became widespread, thus representing an excellent frame for sculptures.105 The aristocracy who owned these villas was already extremely
wealthy. By adding mosaics, frescoes, silverware and
rich jewellery to the sculptural decoration, a cultural
homogeneity was created, indicating the cultural origin of their owners. The method of decorating became
very similar throughout the Empire and, especially regarding sculptures, during this period they were all purchased from the same workshops. One should still bear
in mind that the owners of Late Roman villas collected
much older sculptures, from the time of the Republic
and all the way to the 4th century, even though they
might have depicted pagan mythological themes.106
During the last decade of the 4th century, this was followed by a re-birth of state art in the period of “Theodosius’ renaissance”,107 while in certain cases, it also
continued at the beginning of the 5th century. Still, the
villa in Mediana, Villa Panayia in Corinth, “The house
of the Gladiators” in Kourion (Cyprus) and the “House
of Theseus” in Nea Paphos (Cyprus) illustrate that this
process was well developed much before 380 and before Theodosius’ renaissance, also confirmed by Hannestad. Certainly during this process, aristocrats also
showed a tendency to copy imperial residences, the
same as they did in architectural villa plans.
Let us return to sculptures as home decoration. Cicero, in his Letters to Atticus,108 asks him to purchase
statues for decorating the gymnasium and the palestra
of the villa in Tusculum. However, the largest and
most important ancient sculpture collection, consisting
of 85 pieces, was discovered in the so-called Villa dei
Papiri, in Herculaneum. It dates to the period from the
1st century BC and the 1st century AD.109 Therefore, it
is not unexpected that the wish to collect sculptures as
decoration for imperial and aristocratic villas appears
again in the 4th century AD. Constantine the Great placed such collections in the new capital, Constantinople.
Wishing to decorate the city, he ordered a large number
of old monuments from the capital cities of Greece and
Asia Minor to be transported there.110 Over the course
of time, this number was rather reduced.
Besides the hippodrome, important gathering points
for people were the thermae. During the spring of 330
in Constantinople, the baths of Zeuxippus were opened,
decorated with at least 81 sculptures representing deities
and half-deities, mythological heroes, statesmen, philo-
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sophers and writers from the Greco-Roman world. All
of them were collected to acknowledge the legitimacy
of Constantinople to possess the highest status within
the Empire.111 There is a large chronological span between specific sculptures. Statues showing the Greek
concept from the 4th and the 3rd century BC are placed
alongside Roman portraits of Julius Caesar and Vergil or
Flavius Pompeius from the 6th century AD. However,
it is not possible to estimate whether the mentioned
statues of Hermes or Aphrodite represent original works
or just copies from the Hellenistic or Roman era. Regardless, the head fragment from the 5th century BC indicates
that old original pieces of art were also represented.
I will mention another collection from Constantinople, gathered at the beginning of the 5th century by
Lausos, an aristocrat and cubicularius in the court of
Theodosius II.112 The collection contained some of the
most important works of Greek art, for example, Zeus
from Olympia by Phidias. At this point, this collection
captures our attention only as the taste and wishes of
aristocrats to possess important works of art. In 475,
the collection was destroyed in a fire.
It is a widely accepted opinion that as late as the
year 600, paganism had not fully vanished. Cyril Mango
even thinks that the mentioned statues in the Constantinople hippodrome did not represent mere decoration,
but that they held some cultic features, to be ascribed
neither to state politics nor to Constantine himself, but
to the fact that many officials (curatores), in charge of
putting up these monuments, were pagan.113 All of this
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Hannestad 2007, 292
Elsner 2006, 265 ff.
107 Ibid., 299.
108 Cicero, Attici, 1.5, 1.6; 1.7; 1.8)
109 About this villa see Mattusch, Lie 2005 and Zarmakoupi
2010 with earlier literature.
110 Mango 1963, 55. In this paper, Mango analysed Greek and
Roman sculptures made before the 4th century AD. He admits that
one cannot determine whether they are Greek, Hellenistic or Roman.
I was not able to go through the book by Sarah Bassett, The Urban
Image of Late Antique Constantinople, Cambridge University Press,
2007, but I consulted her earlier papers about these issues.
111 Guberti Basset 1996. The thermae were built upon the
foundations of the Severian thermae. They were torn down in 532,
during the uprising of Nicos. Soon after, Justinian renewed them. In
the 12th century, there was an extensive deposition. They were described in the poem by Christodoros (from Thebes), ‘Ekfrasij twn
eij to dhmÒsion gumn£sion tou epikaloumšnou Zeux/ppou,
The Greek Anthology I, transl. W. R. Paton, London 1916, 59–91.
112 Guberti Basset 2000.
113 Mango 1963, 56.
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certainly upset the Christian population. In Vita
Constantini, Eusebius made an attempt to explain the
setting up of pagan statues as a very sophisticated political idea that would make these deity statues objects
of ridicule:
“From others again the venerable statues of brass,
of which the superstition of antiquity had boasted for a
long series of years, were exposed to view in all the public places of the imperial city: so that here a Pythian,
there a Sminthian Apollo, excited the contempt of the
beholder: while the Delphic tripods were deposited in
the hippodrome and the Muses of Helicon in the palace
itself. In short, the city which bore his ¡sc. Constantine’s¿ name was everywhere filled with brazen statues
of the most exquisite workmanship, which had been dedicated in every province, and which the deluded victims
of superstition had long vainly honored as gods with
numberless victims and burnt sacrifices, though now
at length they learnt to renounce their error, when the
emperor held up the very objects of their worship to be
the ridicule and sport of all beholders.”.114
Apart from being objects of ridicule for Christian
writers, there was a belief spread among the people
that the statues were possessed by demons, which could
again lead to their destruction. Some of them were literally destroyed, but most of them remained intact and
were even turned into city talismans. As highlighted by
Mango, they were given a new “folklore” meaning,
kept for a long time during the Byzantine era, practically until 1204, and the great Crusaders’ plundering
of Constantinople’s monuments.115 Regarding this, one
should mention the great care taken by Christian emperors to preserve valuable antique monuments.116 In the
5th century, the poet Prudentius also describes this:
“I would have thee now lay aside thy childish
festivals,
thy absurd ceremonies, thy offerings
which are unworthy of a realm so great.
Wash ye the marbles that are bespattered
and stained
with putrid blood, ye nobles.
Let your statues, the works of great artists,
be allowed to rest clean;
be these our country’s fairest ornaments,
and let no debased usage pollute the monuments
of art and turn it into sin.”.117
This fully corresponds with laws from the late 4th
and the 5th century, prohibiting rituals connected to traditional pagan religion, especially sacrifice, although
images of pagan myths found their place into the private
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and public life of the Roman world. This is also reflected in the literature of the time.118 On the other hand,
Christian art of that time still remained close to its pagan models.119
In that sense, the decorative scheme of the imperial
villa in Welschbilig (Germany), with herms and depicted images of deities, mythological creatures, heroes,
emperors, historical personalities, thinkers, writes,
sculptors, barbarians and many portraits that cannot be
identified, might possibly represent the clearest physical evidence of the influence the educational system had
on the artistic taste of pagan and Christian aristocrats.
The most impressive one is the pool (piscina), 58 m
long and 21 m wide, designed in such a way that simulated naval battles (naumachia) could be performed
in it.120 Around the pool there were 112 sculptures –
herms.121 Henning Wrede, an explorer of this complex, concluded that the villa originates from the time
of Valentinianus, while the balustrade herms belong to
the period of Gratian’s reign (367–383).122 Wrede also
showed, very convincingly, that all of the herms represent Gratian’s cultural heritage of the “antique world”
and, thus, reflect his educational ideal. It should be
highlighted that Gratian’s tutor was none other than
the pagan rhetorician Ausonius from Bordeaux, who
influenced the shape of Gratian’s thinking and education. In such a way, classical education made it possible
for this villa owner to observe the herms and compare
them with literary culture, at the same time creating a
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Euseb., V. Constant. III, 54.
Mango 1963, 59–60; 68.
116 We will not spend too much time with these questions.
Besides the already mentioned paper from 1963 by Mango, we will
also mention papers by Saradi-Mendelovici 1990; Lepelley 1994;
Alchermes 1994, all quoting laws regarding monument protection.
117 Prudentius, Contra Symmachum, 1, 499–505: deponas tam
festa velim puerillia ritus | ridiculos tantoque indigna sacraria regno.
| Marmora tabenti respergine tincta lavate, | o procures: liceat statuas
consistere puras, | artificium magnorum opera: haec pulcherrima
nostrae | ornamenta fiat patriae, nec decolor usus | in vitium versae
monumenta coinquinet artis.
118 James 1996, 13 sqq; Liebeschuetz 1995, 193 sqq; Perring
2003, 97 sqq.
119 Stern 1958, 212 sq; Weitzmann 1960, 57; Vasi} 2003.
120 McKay 1975, 179–180.
121 About the sculptures see Hölscher, Snodgrass 2004; Stirling
2005, 153.
122 Henning Wrede, Die spätantike Hermengalerie von Welschbilig: Untersuchung zur Kunstradition in 4. Jahrhundert n. Chr. und
zur allgemeinen Bedeutung des antiken Hermenmals, RömischGermanische Forschungen 32, Berlin 1972. 96/7, (non vidi, quoting
according to Stirling 2005, 153 and not. 102; 103).
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balanced relationship with the still living Roman tradition and many virtues that took part in its creation.
Sculptures from Mediana representing Aesculapius
and Hygieia can be understood in the same way.
Conclusion
The villa in Welschbilig and the discovery of
numerous herms with different features seem to have
copied the baths of Zeuxippus in Constantinople. By
looking at it, we can sense the influence sculptures
from the Constantinople baths could have had on their
visitors. Basically, the same ideas were built into both
the Welschbilig villa and the baths of Zeuxippus. The
example of Welschbilig, but also of Mediana, which I
believe was decorated with sculptures at the time of
Constans, depict the common life of pagan and Christian ideas in the best possible way, especially when it
comes to works of art. The conceptual connection of
sculptures from the baths of Zeuxippus and from
Welschbilig clearly brings together the tendencies of
the Constantine and the Valentinian dynasties, both in
governmental and spiritual ways.
Contrary to this, within the imperial complex in
Mediana, in the “villa with peristyle”, during the reign
of Julian the Apostate, a sanctuary was established,
dedicated to Aesculapius and Hygieia and placed in

the central audience hall, while the entire space of the
“villa with peristyle” was turned into an Asclepaion.
Doubtlessly, the newly established Asclepaion in the
villa in Mediana lasted just as long as Julian’s reign,
until 363. The re-establishment of Christianity must
have influenced the closing of this sanctuary, even
within the imperial villa. The sculptures of Aesculapius and Hygieia could also have remained within the
“villa with peristyle” during the short visits by the new
emperors Valentinian I and his brother Valens in Ni{ and
Mediana in 364. On these occasions, they certainly
only played the role of mere decorative sculptures, the
same as other pagan deities whose sculptures decorated the villa in Mediana. I suppose that only in 378, the
intrusion of Gothic hordes led to the “desacralisation”
of these sculptures by tearing off their heads and limbs,
since they considered them demons rather than works
of art. After that, one part of them was collected and
deposited in room w-4 within the villa, while another
part remained at the place of devastation (trench 72). A
part was also scattered in the yards and the park of the
“villa with peristyle”, while parts of the bronze railing
were carefully buried. This represented the final functional end of the Mediana sculptures.
Translated by Milica Tapavi~ki-Ili}
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Rezime: MILOJE R. VASI], Arheolo{ki institut, Beograd

SKULPTURE I „ESKULAPOVO SVETILI[TE” U MEDIJANI
Kqu~ne re~i. – Medijana, Eskulapovo svetili{te, skulpture, IV vek, Julijan Apostata.

Iz analize mesta nalaza fragmentovanih skulptura u medijanskoj vili s peristilom proizilazi da su one, bar jednim
delom, namerno o{te}ene i polomqene izvan same vile,
ali da su wihovi ostaci prikupqani i deponovani u prostorije koje nisu bile sasvim uni{tene u prvom razarawu
zgrade. Takav je slu~aj u prostoriji w-4 (zapadni trakt prostorija vile) (sl. 1). Neki fragmenti su na|eni i na prvom
sloju ru{ewa, a neki su bili razbacani u ba{ti peristila
ili ~ak van perimetra vile. Jedna grupa je na|ena u sredwovekovnoj jami u sondi 24/25 iz 2002. godine. Ova analiza je
pokazala i to da pome{ani fragmenti kultnih i zavetnih
statueta Eskulapa i Higije s drugim, mitolo{kim statuetama i statuetama `anr-scene, nisu morali da stoje zajedno u
nekom svetili{tu. Svi oni su bili u jednom trenutku sakupqeni s raznih strana u vili.
S druge strane, znatan broj Eskulapovih i Higijinih
statueta, neuobi~ajen za kolekcije u imperijalnim i aristokratskim vilama {irom carstva, ukazuje na to da je u vili u Medijani moglo da bude uspostavqeno svetili{te ta
dva bo`anstva. Ono se najverovatnije nalazilo u velikoj
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centralnoj sali za audijencije, i to u wenoj apsidi, koja je
mogla biti odvojena od ostalog dela sale bronzanom ogradom ~iji su delovi na|eni 2000. godine. Raspored prostorija u vili i povezanost sa balneumom bili su idealni za
uspostavqawe Asklepejona. Eskulapove i Higijine statuete
su, prema zavetnim natpisima na plintama, pripadale nekom svetili{tu, najverovatnije u Trakiji, iz koga su donete
u Medijanu. Isto tako, treba imati u vidu i to da su klesane
u razli~itim periodima. Pretpostavqam da je ovo svetili{te posvetio imperator Julijan kada je 361. godine boravio u Ni{u, a u vreme wegovog vra}awa paganstvu.
Ostale statuete otkrivene u medijanskoj vili s peristilom imaju samo dekorativnu ulogu, iako predstavqaju
bo`anstva ili mitolo{ke scene. To pokazuje samo u~enost
i ukus vlasnika vile, u ovom slu~aju imperatora. I ove
skulpture poti~u iz razli~itih perioda i klesane su u razli~itim radionicama, pa su u jednom trenutku donete u vilu. Mo`emo pretpostaviti da je vila ukra{ena skulpturama u vreme boravka imperatora Konstansa 339/40. godine u
Ni{u i Medijani.
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Abstract – The authors present new finds of Byzantine lead seals at Morava (Margum), Brani~evo and the broader area around
them. The seals from Morava and Brani~evo were unearthed in the course of archaeological excavations, which make these finds
particularly important. Significant among them is the seal from Morava, which belonged to Symeon (?), magister and logothete
of the dromos, from the end of the tenth century, which indicates the presence of Byzantine officials in Morava and the
establishment of Byzantine authority along the north-western Danubian border following the fall of the Bulgarian empire in 971.
Three new seals from Brani~evo complement the list of Byzantine officials in connection with the events on the Danubian border
in the eleventh and twelfth centuries. The seals found in the broader area of Brani~evo should also be added to this list.
Of particular significance among them is the seal of Georgios Palaiologos Doukas Komnenos, megas hetaireiarches,
a well known historical figure involved in events in Hungary, Serbia and on the Danubian border in the 1160s.
Key words – Seals, Byzantium, Morava, Margum, Brani~evo, Administration, Border.

B

esides Belgrade, medieval Morava and Brani~evo were the most important Byzantine strongholds along the Danubian border. Investigations
of these forts, albeit small-scale, have yielded new finds
of lead seals that complement the list of Byzantine
officials involved in the events in these remote parts of
the Byzantine Empire. This paper presents four seals
discovered in the course of archaeological excavations
in Morava (Margum) and Brani~evo1 as well as five
other seals from a broader area around them.2
Important among them are a seal from Morava that
belonged to Symeon, magister and logothete of the
dromos, from the end of the tenth century, and a seal
from the broader area of Brani~evo, which belonged to

Georgios Palaiologos Doukas Komnenos, megas hetaireiarches, from the second half of the twelfth century.
The rest of the finds come from Brani~evo and its vicinity and have been dated to the period from the mideleventh to the twelfth century, a time when Brani~evo
represented one of the bulwarks of defence of the
Byzantine border against the neighbouring Hungary.3
It needs to be noted that already known from this
area are finds of a large number of seals, published by

1
2
3

Spasi}-\uri} 2016, 109–115.
Private collection, Po`arevac.
Popovi}, Ivani{evi} 1989, 125–179.

The article is the result of projects: Urbanisation Processes and Development of Mediaeval Society (no. 177021) and Urbanisation
Processes and Development of Mediaeval Society (no. 177021) and Tradition, innovation and identity in the Byzantine world (no. 177032),
supported by the Ministry of Education, Science, and Technological Development of the Republic of Serbia.
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Maksimovi} and Popovi}, from the collections of Svetozar Du{ani} and the National Museum in Belgrade.
The published seals were unearthed in Sirmium and the
Danubian border, mostly in Morava and Brani~evo.4
MORAVA (Margum)
Medieval Morava, erected on the remains of Roman
Margum, is situated at a strategically important position
at the confluence of the Morava and Danube Rivers. This
fort guarded access to the Morava corridor and the
route to the south, in the direction of Ni{. Archaeological investigations – excavations, LiDAR and ground
prospection – have revealed that the remains of these
fortifications were largely destroyed due to the constant shifts of the bed of the Morava River, a fact that
makes it rather difficult to precisely establish the character and size of this important stronghold.5 On the
other hand, archaeological excavations have indicated
that the fort had been rebuilt in the Middle Ages over
a smaller area than that of the earlier Roman one, probably in the first half of the ninth century, judging by the
find of a follis of Constantine VII.6 From the end of the
tenth century, the area thrived and continued to develop
over the course of the next two centuries, as recent archaeological excavations demonstrated when an important
habitation stratum from this period was discovered.7
Historical sources contain sparse records about Morava. Among the first records is that mentioning the metropolitan “Agathon of Morava” (’Ag£qwn Mwr£bwn),
who attended the Constantinople council of 879–880.8
A possible reference to the broader area around Morava
may be contained in the news about a ruler of Morava
(¥rcwn thj Mwrab/aj), found in the De ceremoniis
of Constantine VII Porphyrogennetos.9
In the early eleventh century, Morava diminished in
importance, if we are to judge from a charter of Basil II
issued in 1019, wherein, among the archbishops subordinate to the Archbishopric of Ohrid, mention is also
made of “the bishop of Brani~evo”, whose jurisdiction
also embraced, among others, the town of “Morovski”
(MorÒbiskon).10 In the eleventh century, the town of
Mor£boj, or Morawa, was an important stronghold. In
his account of the uprising of Peter Deljan of 1040,
John Skylitzes describes Morava and Belgrade as “fortresses of Pannonia, lying across the Danube, neighbours of the kral of Turkey (Hungary)”.11 In Western
sources, Morava, along with Belgrade, is regarded as
an important border town in Bulgaria.12
Maksimovi} and Popovi} published the finds of
eleventh century seals from Morava that belonged to
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Orestes, protospatharios epi tou koitonos and katepano
of Thessalonica and Bulgaria,13 and Nikephoros Batatzes, proedros and doux of Bulgaria,14 which can be
dated to the 1030s and 1070s respectively. It should be
noted that Orestes, “a servant of emperor Basil,” was
also active during the reign of Romanos III Argyros
and was close enough to the emperor to be allowed to
accuse the latter’s relative Constantine Diogenes of
conspiracy.15
This small group of finds should be expanded with
that of the seal of an official linked with the central,
imperial administration, unearthed in the course of
archaeological excavations at Morava (Margum):
1. Symeon, magistros and logothetes tou dromou
(late tenth century); possibly Symeon Metaphrastes

Obverse
The field is divided by lines into eight equal parts
decorated with dots. The central representation is symbolised by cross-shaped lines, each decorated with a

4 Maksimovi}, Popovi} 1990, 221–231; Maksimovi}, Popovi}
1993, 127–133.
5 Ivani{evi}, Bugarski 2012, 239–255.
6 Crnobrnja 2007, n° 45.
7 Ivani{evi}, Bugarski 2012, 240.
8 Mansi, Sacrorum conciliorum, Vol. XVIIA–XVIIIA, 373B–D,
376A–E, 377A–E; Komatina 2010, 359–368.
9 De Cerimoniis, 691.8–13; Pirivatri} 1997, 173–201.
10 Gelzer 1893, 22–72; Notitiae episcopatuum, 13.845.
11 Skylitzes, Synopsis, 409; Albert of Aachen, 265–713, 144;
Komatina 2016, 105.
12 Annalista Saxo, 692.
13 Maksimovi}, Popovi} 1990, 128–129, n° 15; Stepanova
2009, 228–229, fig. 6: published a new seal, on which, unlike the
specimen from Morava, the name of the owner Orestes can be clearly read. Recently, a third seal of Orestes appeared at the auction
“Gert Boersem”, which is struck with the same boulloterion as the
seal from Morava: https://www.vcoins.com/en/stores/gert_boersema
/25/product/orestes_protospatharios_epi_tou_koitonos_and_katep
ano_of_thessalonica_and_bulgaria_byzantine_lead_seal_early_11th
_century_ad/65942/Default.aspx (Consulted 05.12.2017).
14 Maksimovi}, Popovi} 1990, 127–128, n° 14.
15 Skylitzes, Synopsis, 376.89–90.
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small cross and dots. On the circumference, two letters
are inscribed in each part.

Reverse
Inscription of five lines.

Collection: National Museum Po`arevac
Find-site: Morava (Margum), Great Thermae,
sounding 1, 17/06/2011; C-102.
D. 24–22 mm. W. 5.09 g. Poorly struck on the sides.
Parallels: Dumbarton Oaks Seal Collection
58.106.1592: Oikonomides 1973, 323–326, B, Figs.
2.a–d; Laurent, Corpus II, n° 431.A; Variants: Dumbarton Oaks Seal Collection 58.106.3455: Oikonomides
1973, 323–326, A, Figs. 1.a–d; Laurent, Corpus II, n°
431. B; Çordanov 1981, 16–19; Jordanov, Corpus 3,
n° 851–852. The seals from the Dumbarton Oaks
Collection 58.106.1592 and Morava were struck with
the same boulloterion.
The seal of Symeon, magistros and logothetes tou
dromou, represents an important find, given the
assumed attribution, high title and function of the
seal’s issuer and its date. This find makes topical the
issue of the Byzantines’ reaching the north-western
Danubian border and capturing towns, including Morava, in the wake of the conquest of Bulgaria by John
Tzimiskes in 971.
A seal identical to ours was published by Oikonomides, who identified it as a seal of Symeon Metaphrastes, also known as Symeon the Logothete, a wellknown figure from the second half of the tenth century.16
His view was adopted by Jordanov and Laurent,17 but
dismissed by Duj~ev and Kazhdan in their respective
reviews of the works of the said two scholars. Kazhdan’s
primary argument makes use of the fact that the seals
contain only the name of the issuer, Symeon, which is
not sufficient for its attribution, nor can we be certain
that there was only one Symeon magistros and logothetes.18 In a later mention of the seal, Oikonomides also
conditionally linked its issuer to Symeon Metaphrastes.19 Regardless of the said dilemmas, some researchers
have adopted the initial attribution, identifying Symeon
Metaphrastes with Symeon the owner of the seal. It is
believed that Symeon Metaphrastes may have been pro-
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moted to the rank of logothetes tou dromou during the
reign of John Tzimiskes and that he certainly occupied
this high position after the year 976, when Basil II acceded to the imperial throne.20
Notwithstanding the issue of the identification of
the seal’s owner with Symeon Metaphrastes, it should
be stressed that this was a person holding an important
office in the central administration. The logothete of
the dromos was in charge of postal services, which made
it possible for the emperor and his officials to rule the
Empire.21 The office also implied the logothete’s responsibility for roads, whence also came his policing
prerogatives, which ensured public security in the state.
The prerogatives related to the preservation of internal
security also included tasks related to foreigners, not
only those living in the Empire, but also beyond its borders. The logothete received foreign emissaries, which
allowed him to be in charge of imperial diplomacy,
although he himself never assumed the role of envoy.
Byzantine lists of ranks of the ninth and tenth centuries
present the logothete of the dromos as having a single
function. The person performing the function was entitled to have a number of subordinate officials (protonotarioi tou dromou, chartoularioi tou dromou, episkeptites, interpreters etc.).22
The fact that two seals of Symeon, magistros and
logothetes tou dromou, were found at Preslav23 and one
at Morava indicates that the two places were in the focus
of state administration. As the former capital of the
Bulgarian Empire, Preslav was of great importance to
Tzimiskes, which is also attested by the fact that immediately after its fall in 971 it was renamed Ioannopolis.
According to the Escorial Taktikon, Preslav/Ioannopolis
was added to the Theme of Thrace and placed under
the authority of the respective strategoi of Thrace and
Ioannopolis.24 The find of the seal of a logothetes tou

16

Oikonomides 1973, 323–326.
Çordanov 1981, 16–19; Jordanov, Corpus 3, n° 851–852;
Laurent, Corpus II, n° 431.
18 Duj~ev 1982, 298; Kazhdan 1983, 384.
19 Oikonomides 1985, 22, 28, n° 70.
20 Schminck 2005, 285, n. 100: the promotion of Symeon
Metaphrastes as the logothetes tou dromou is dated to January or
February 970, that is, at the very beginning of the reign of John I
Tzimiskies; Cf. Treadgold 2013, 208; PMBZ Online # 27504.
21 Miller 1966, 438–470; Guilland 1971, 31–56.
22 Oikonomidès, Listes 117.10–18.
23 Çordanov 1981, 16–19; Jordanov, Corpus 3, n° 851–852.
24 Oikonomidès, Listes 265.9.
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dromou at Morava raises the issue of the reach of
Byzantine authority in the area of the Danubian border
during Tzimiskes’ reign.
The seal of a logothetes tou dromou discovered at
Morava indicates that Tzimiskes’ campaign of 971 led
to the inclusion of the important strategic stronghold of
Morava (Margum) inside the borders of the Empire. It is
uncertain to what extent the seal of Symeon, logothetes
tou dromou, raises the question of the attribution and
dating of the seal of Adralestos Diogenes, the imperial
protospatharios and strategos of Morava.25 The first
publishers of the find, Nesbitt and Oikonomides, linked
this seal with Adralestos Diogenes, a prominent military commander, who deserted Bardas Phokas in 970
and joined John Tzimiskes.26 According to the two
scholars, he may have been appointed strategos of
Morava a few years after 971 and after the office of
katepano of Ras was introduced.27
The proposed dating, and thence the attribution,
was dismissed by Seibt, who stated that the seal must be
dated to the first half of the eleventh century.28 Cheynet
agreed with this opinion, as he deemed it improbable
that, following John Tzimiskes’ successful military campaign in eastern Bulgaria, a seat of the strategos of
Morava would have been established, as this official is
not mentioned in the Escorial Taktikon,29 composed
during the said emperor’s reign. Cheynet attributed the
seal to another Adralestos Diogenes, who held the
office in the 1020s, after the Byzantine border on the
Danube had been firmly established, following the fall
of Samuel and his epigones, adding that after the year
1018, Adralestos Diogenes was the first and probably
the last strategos of Morava.30 Attributed to this Adralestos Diogenes is the seal bearing the inscription that reads
partikios and strategos, now kept in the Hermitage.31
On the other hand, the seal of Adralestos Diogenes,
strategos of Morava, was the subject of analyses of
several studies, one of the first of them being that by
Pirivatri}. He adopted the view of the first publishers
and, having analysed the sources, interpreted the seal
as an important testimony to the establishment of the
strategis of Morava after 971.32 This interpretation has
been adopted by many scholars, including @ivkovi},33
Krsmanovi},34 Komatina35 and Vedri{.36
The seal of Symeon, magistros and logothetes tou
dromou, unearthed at Morava and dated to the late tenth
century, indicates that the supposition regarding the establishment of Byzantine authority on the north-western
Danubian border following the fall of the Bulgarian
Empire should not be lightly dismissed. The find sup-
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ports the thesis of the presence of Byzantine officials
in Morava – whether of the logothetes tou dromou,
who may have been part of John Tzimiskes’ entourage
during the campaign of 971, or of other officials that
may have been receiving instructions from the logothete of the dromos. The question of the Byzantine
organisation of authority in Morava may remain unanswered: was a garrison headed by a strategos left in the
fort like in other important strategic centres, or was
Morava attached to another centre? What is probable,
however, is that Morava, like other Danubian forts and
towns, was temporarily included inside the borders of
the Empire during the reign of John Tzimiskes.
BRANI^EVO – MALI GRAD
(Inner fort)
Medieval Brani~evo developed around a fort erected on a mountain ridge overlooking the plain of Stig
and the confluence of the Mlava and Danube Rivers.
Remains of two fortifications are known: Mali and
Veliki Grad, as well as the suburb, which lay in the
area at the foot of the fortifications in the direction of
the Mlava river. In the twelfth century, this settlement
spread eastwards, to the other bank of the river.37
Archaeological investigations of the fort have indicated the existence of a stratum that could be dated to
a period from the end of the tenth or the beginning of
the eleventh century to the thirteenth century, which fits
with contemporary narrative sources.38 The emperors
John II Komnenos39 and Manuel I Komnenos40 stayed
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Nesbitt, Oikonomides, DO Seals 1, n° 36a.1.
Skylitzes, Synopsis, 292.
27 Nesbitt, Oikonomides, DO Seals 1, n° 33.1; For a new analysis, see: Wassiliou-Seibt 2017, 188–189.
28 Seibt 1991, 548–550.
29 Oikonomidès, Listes 258–261; For a new interpretation see:
Wassiliou-Seibt 2017, 188–189.
30 Cheynet 2008, 565–566.
31 Seibt, Zarnitz 1997, 95; [androvskaja, Seibt, Ermitage, n° 69:
dated to 1020–1050.
32 Pirivatri} 1997, 173–201.
33 @ivkovi} 2002, 427.
34 Krsmanovi} 2008, 135–136.
35 Komatina 2016, 104.
36 Vedri{ 2011, 54–56.
37 Popovi}, Ivani{evi} 1988, 125–179.
38 The structures are dated by coin finds.
39 Kinnamos, History, 9–13; Choniates, History, 17–18.
40 Kinnamos, History, 113–121, 124–127, 130–134; Choniates,
History, 100–102.
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in the fort and also had the fortifications rebuilt. The
town was also a base for military operations in Hungary.
The importance of its location is attested by the fact that
in 1153 Andronikos Komnenos was appointed “doux
of Ni{ and Brani~evo”41 and “doux of Brani~evo and
Belgrade”.42 In 1189, the doux of Brani~evo (dux de
Brandiez) welcomed the participants in the Third Crusade, led by emperor Frederick I Barbarossa.43 Alexios
III Angelos’ charter to the Venetians of 1198 makes
mention of “the province of Ni{ and Brani~evo”.44
As might be expected, given the importance of
Brani~evo, a large number of seals attesting to the position of this centre in the intricate Byzantine system of
administration have been found in the fort itself and the
broader area of the town. They include seals of secular
and clerical figures active in the eleventh and twelfth
centuries. A smaller number of them are dated to the
eleventh century and belonged to the following persons:
Basileios Nikerites, vestarches,45 Artaser Laskaris,
anthypathos and strategos,46 Leon Apokaphkos, protospatharios and strategos,47 Pankratios Bekenes48 and
Euthymios, spatharokandidatos.49 There is also a seal of
the metropolitan of Laodicea Kosmas Soteriotes.50 The
larger group of seals comes from the twelfth century,
indicating the importance the town had in this period,
when, along with Belgrade, it was the main Byzantine
stronghold on the Danubian border. The following
seals have been published: Michael, kouropalates,51
Stephanos Eleodorites, sebastos,52 Ioannes Symponopoulos, imperial notarios,53 Manuel Manouelites,54
Nikolaos Petrouses,55 Demetrios,56 and a seal of an
unknown issuer.57
Important among these seals is that of John, archbishop of Bulgaria, attributed to John Kamateros (after
1183–1204).58 Nesbitt and Oikonomides surmise that
the seal, due to its epigraphic features and historical circumstances, should be dated to an earlier time and have
therefore attributed it to Hadrian–John (before 1143 –
to 1157/1164).59
It needs to be noted that a seal of Nikephoros,
skeuophylax, has been discovered at the site of the
town of Dupljaja, north of the Danube.60
In addition to these known finds, the latest archaeological excavations at Brani~evo yielded the seals of
the following dignitaries:
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2. John, sebastos, originating from Rome (twelfth
century)

Obverse
Bust of the Virgin orans with the medallion of Christ
on breast. Border of dots. On either side the inscription:

Reverse
Inscription of six lines. Border of dots.

41

Kinnamos, History, 124, 126.
Choniates, History, 101.
43 Ansbert, History of Frederick’s Expedition, 27–28.
44 Tafel, Thomas, Urkunde, 261, 268.
45 Maksimovi}, Popovi} 1990, 228–230, n° 5; Wassiliou, Seibt,
Österreich 2, n° 21; PBW (Consulted 05.12.2017) Basileios 20260:
http://db.pbw.kcl.ac.uk/pbw2011/entity/boulloterion/3622.
46 Maksimovi}, Popovi} 1990, 226–228, n° 2; Cheynet 2010,
50: states that Artaser was of Iranian origin, judging by his name
Laskaris.
47 Maksimovi}, Popovi} 1990, 222–224; Parallel: Schlumberger, Sigillographie, 363.
48 Maksimovi}, Popovi} 1993, 132, n° 19; Parallels: Two seals
struck with the same boulloterion were found in Preslav: Çordanov
1993, n° 399–400; Jordanov, Corpus 3, n° 1842–1843; One seal is
preserved in the Archaeological Museum in Istanbul: Cheynet,
Gökyildirm, Bulgurlu, Istanbul, n° 7.13.
49 Maksimovi}, Popovi} 1990, 228, n° 3.
50 Maksimovi}, Popovi} 1993, 131–132, n° 18.
51 Maksimovi}, Popovi} 1990, 228, n° 4.
52 Maksimovi}, Popovi} 1990, 225–226, n° 1; Parallel: [androvskaja, Seibt, Ermitage, n° 81.
53 Maksimovi}, Popovi} 1993, 133, n° 21.
54 Maksimovi}, Popovi} 1990, 230, n° 6.
55 Maksimovi}, Popovi} 1993, 132–133, n° 20.
56 Maksimovi}, Popovi} 1993, 130–131, n° 17.
57 Maksimovi}, Popovi} 1993, 130, n° 16.
58 Du{ani} 1975, 318–325; Maksimovi}, Popovi} 1990,
224–225; Parallel: BZS.1951.31.5.2400: Laurent, Corpus V/2, n°
1497; Nesbitt, Oikonomides, DO Seals 1, n° 29.7.
59 Nesbitt, Oikonomides, DO Seals 1, n° 29.7.
60 Radi~evi}, D`elebd`i} 2014, 275–287, fig. 1–2.
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Parallels: Berlin and Fogg 687: Speck, Berlin, n°
120 (non vidi): Stavrakos, Athens, 51–52; PBW (consulted 28.11.2017) Leon 20135: http://db.pbw.kcl.ac.uk/
pbw2011/entity/boulloterion/842.
Two twelve-syllable verses.
Collection: National Museum Po`arevac
Find-site: Brani~evo, Mali grad, sounding AE24;
27/07/2017; C-670.
D. 34 mm; field 24 mm. W. 35.11 g. Chipped.
Parallel: Dumbarton Oaks Seal Collection 55.1.
5038: Jordanov, Corpus 2, 263–264; McGeer, Nesbitt,
Oikonomides, DO Seals 5, n° 109.1: John Manganes.
The seal from Dumbarton Oaks is slightly different:
On the obverse
The first publishers of this seal classified it as a seal
of John Manganes, quoting a view of an unknown reviewer that the inscription might actually read Mankaphas
rather than Manganes.61 This suggestion was adopted
by Seibt.62 Contrary to the Dumbarton Oaks seal, our
.63
seal bears an inscription that reads

Besides this seal, there is another one known to
have belonged to Leon Hagiochristophorites, protospatharios and kommerkiarios, which Stavrakos
believes refers to a different person, as there is a depiction of Saint Christopher on the obverse.64
4. John (bishop) of Atramyttion (twelfth century)

Obverse
St. Athanasios standing, blessing with his right
hand and holding a book in his left. On either side the
inscription:

3. Leon Hagiochristophorites, protospatharios
(second-third quarter of the eleventh century)
Reverse
Inscription of four lines. Border of dots.

The inscription is metrical.

Obverse
Border of dots. Epithet along the upper circumference:

Reverse
Inscription of six lines. Border of dots.

Collection: National Museum Po`arevac
Find-site: Brani~evo, Mali grad, sounding AE23,
18/08/2016; C-626.
D. 31–16 mm. W. 7.52 g. Half missing.
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Collection: National Museum Po`arevac
Find-site: Brani~evo, Mali grad, sounding AC24–
AD24, 04/09/2010; C-245.
D. 24–23 mm; field 20 mm. W. 10.15 g. Corroded.
Parallel: Dumbarton Oaks Seal Collection BZS.
1951.31.5.991: Laurent, Corpus V.1, n° 276; Nesbitt,
Oikonomides, DO Seals 3, n° 3.4; Wassiliou-Seibt,
Siegel mit metrischen Legenden II, no. 2440.
The seals from Morava and the Dumbarton Oaks
Seal Collection were struck with the same boulloterion.

61 Jordanov, Corpus 2, 263–264; McGeer, Nesbitt, Oikonomides, DO Seals 5, n° 109.1.
62 Seibt 2007, 235.
63 According to the reading of A.-K. Wassiliou-Seibt.
64 Stavrakos, Athens, 51–52.
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The seals of John (bishop) of Atramyttion and
Kosmas Soteriotes, metropolitan of Laodicea,65 attest
to a correspondence between Brani~evo clerics and
bishops in distant parts of the Empire, such as places
situated in the west of Asia Minor. The links between
Laodicea clerics and Danubian towns are attested by
the seal of Leon, Metropolitan of Laodicea, from the
mid-eleventh century, unearthed at Neviodunum.66
Another seal of Leon was discovered in the faraway
Staraya Ladoga.67
REGION OF BRANI^EVO
Some of the seals presented here come from the
broader area of Brani~evo, since there is no precise
information about the find-spots. They are the seals of
Andronikos Doukas, sebastos (2), Constantine Kappadokes, Georgios Palaiologos Doukas Komnenos, megas
hetaireiarches and Michael logothetes tou dromou.
These finds complement the list of Byzantine officials
linked with places on the Danubian border in the time
of the Komnenoi.
5. Andronikos Doukas, sebastos (twelfth century)

6. Andronikos Doukas, sebastos (twelfth century)

Obverse
St. Theodore standing, holding a spear in his right
hand and his shield against the ground.

Reverse
Inscription of four lines.

Collection: Private, Po`arevac
D. 32 mm. Half missing.
Parallels: Dumbarton Oaks Seal Collection BZS.
1958.106.907 and BZS.1947.2.1135: Cf. WassiliouSeibt, Siegel mit metrischen Legenden I, no. 655a.
7. Constantine Kappadokes (mid-twelfth century)

Obverse
The archangel Michael standing, holding the labarum in his right hand and the globus cruciger in his left.

Reverse
Inscription of five lines.
Obverse
Inscription of four lines.
Collection: Private, Po`arevac
D. 25 mm. Half missing.
Parallels: Fogg Seal Collection BZS.1951.31.
5.249 and BZS.1958.106.833: Cf. Wassiliou-Seibt,
Siegel mit metrischen Legenden I, no. 655b,
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Maksimovi}, Popovi} 1993, 131–132, n° 18.
Chirac 2002, 271–272.
67 Bulgakova, Osteuropa: Altrusslands, n° 1.3.4: PBW
(Consulted 05.12.2017) Leon 20282: http://db.pbw.kcl.ac.uk/pbw
2011/entity/boulloterion/3445.
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Reverse
Inscription of three lines.

Collection: Private, Po`arevac
D. 27 mm. Half missing.
Parallels: Dumbarton Oaks Seal Collection
BZS.1958.106.5731; Schlumberger, Sigillographie, p.
630; Laurent, Bulles métriques, no. 223; Bilik 1998,
n° 9; Jordanov, Corpus 3, n° 1914; Wassiliou-Seibt,
Siegel mit metrischen Legenden I, no. 1255.
8. Georgios Palaiologos Doukas Komnenos,
megas hetaireiarches (second half of twelfth century)

Wassiliou-Seibt, Siegel mit metrischen Legenden I, no.
264, fig. 11.
Significant among these finds is the seal of Georgios
Palaiologos Doukas Komnenos, megas hetaireiarches,
a well known historical figure involved in events in
Hungary, Serbia and along the Danubian border. Georgios Palaiologos headed a delegation to Hungary that
negotiated the terms of the marriage between Maria
Komnena, daughter of Manuel I Komnenos, and Béla,
one of the sons of King Géza. In 1163, an agreement
was made according to which Béla was recognised as
heir to the Byzantine throne and sent to Constantinople,
where he was renamed Alexios and granted the title of
despotes.68
In 1167, Georgios Palaiologos went to Hungary
once again, this time because of the Byzantine occupation of Sirmium. When he returned, he fell ill at Adrianople and died there.69
9. Michael, logothetes tou dromou (second half of
twelfth century)

Obverse
St. Theodore standing, holding a spear in his right
hand and his shield against the ground.
Obverse
Inscription of five lines.
Reverse
Inscription of six lines.
Reverse
Inscription of five lines.

Collection: Private, Po`arevac.
D. 39 mm. Chipped and cut.
Parallels: Speck, Berlin n° 5 (Non vidi); Seibt,
Zarnitz n° 1.2.10 (Non vidi): PBW (consulted 28.11.
2017) Georgios 17002: http://pbw2016.kdl.kcl.ac.uk/
boulloterion/751/; Auction Münz Zentrum, Sale 90
(14–16 May 1997); Same seal Auction Dr. Busso Peus
Nachfolger, Sale 376 (29 October 2003), n° 1411;
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Collection: Private, Po`arevac
D. 32 mm. Half missing.
Parallels: Dumbarton Oaks Seal Collection BZS.
1958.106.932 and 1958.106. 5597: Cf. Wassiliou-

68
69

Kinnamos, History, 125.2–9.
Cheynet, Vannier 1986, 157.
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Seibt, Siegel mit metrischen Legenden I, no. 539a;
Zacos, Nesbitt, Seals, n° 1012; Variant struck on a
smaller flan: Dumbarton Oaks Seal Collection BZS.
58.106. 932 and DO 58.106. 5597; Laurent, Corpus II,
n° 436.

The presented finds from the areas of Morava and
Brani~evo are indicative of an ever stronger Byzantine
military, administrative and diplomatic presence in the
area of the Danubian border in the period from the end
of the tenth to the twelfth century.

Starinar is an Open Access Journal. All articles can be downloaded free of charge and used in accordance with the licence
Creative Commons – Attribution-NonCommercial-NoDerivs 3.0 Serbia (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/rs/).
^asopis Starinar je dostupan u re`imu otvorenog pristupa. ^lanci objavqeni u ~asopisu mogu se besplatno preuzeti
sa sajta ~asopisa i koristiti u skladu sa licencom Creative Commons – Autorstvo-Nekomercijalno-Bez prerada 3.0 Srbija
(https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/3.0/rs/).
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Rezime: VUJADIN IVANI[EVI], Arheolo{ki institut, Beograd
BOJANA KRSMANOVI], Vizantolo{ki institut, SANU

NOVI VIZANTIJSKI PE^ATI
IZ MORAVE (MARGUM) I BRANI^EVA
Kqu~ne re~i. – pe~ati, Vizantija, Morava, Margum, Brani~evo, uprava, granica.

U radu su prikazani nalazi novih vizantijskih olovnih
pe~ata iz Morave i Brani~eva koji poti~u sa arheolo{kih
iskopavawa, kao i nalazi sa {ire teritorije Brani~eva.
Re~ je o devet pe~ata koji se datuju u razdobqe od kraja 10.
do kraja 12. veka, u vreme kada je ta oblast bila pod vizantijskom upravom. Posebno je zna~ajan nalaz pe~ata Simeona Metafrasta (?), magistra i logoteta droma s kraja 10.
veka iz Morave. Ovaj nalaz ponovo aktualizuje pitawe vizantijskog izlaska na severozapadnu dunavsku granicu i
osvajawa gradova, me|u kojima i Morave, nakon pokoravawa
Bugarske 971. godine od strane Jovana Cimiskija.
Prilikom arheolo{kih iskopavawa Brani~eva, odnosno lokaliteta Mali grad, otkrivena su tri pe~ata. Re~ je
o pe~atima slede}ih dostojanstvenika: Jovana sevasta, poreklom iz Rima (12. vek), Lava Hagiohristoforita, protospatara (druga–tre}a tre}ina 11. veka) i Jovana, episkopa
Atramitiona (12. vek).
Pet pe~ata poti~e sa {ire teritorije Brani~eva: dva
primerka Andronika Duke (12. vek) i po jedan Konstantina
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Kapadoka (sredina 12. veka), Georgija Paleologa Duke
Komnina (druga polovina 12. veka) i Mihajla logoteta droma (druga polovina 12. veka). Me|u ovim nalazima izdvaja
se pe~at Georgija Paleologa, vi|ene li~nosti na dvoru cara Manojla I Komnina, anga`ovanoj u Ugarskoj, Srbiji i na
dunavskoj granici. Georgije Paleolog se nalazio na ~elu
delegacije koja je pregovarala u Ugarskoj o udaji Marije
Komnine, }erke cara Manojla I Komnina za jednog od sinova kraqa Gejze. Godine 1164. sklopqen je ugovor prema kome je Bela priznat za ugarskog prestolonaslednika i poslat u Konstantinopoq, gde je primio ime Aleksije i
dobio titulu despota. Georgije Paleolog je ponovo boravio
u Ugarskoj 1167. godine u povodu vizantijskog zauzimawa
Sirmijuma.
Nalazi pe~ata predstavqaju va`no svedo~anstvo o vizantijskom dr`avnom aparatu i posebno dostojanstvenicima vezanim za oblasti na severozapadnoj dunavskoj granici Carstva u razdobqu od kraja 10. do kraja 12. veka, kao i
o diplomatskim aktivnostima Vizantije.
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Abstract – Strongly coloured glass vessels decorated with marvered threads of white glass are a wide-spread and popular, but rarely
studied group of high-quality glassware of medieval Islamic origin. Relatively little is known about the composition and production
places of these vessels, and their chronological range is not very well defined, as many of the published finds lack contextual
evidence. Here, we present detailed chemical and microstructural data on a set of well-dated purple glass vessels decorated with
white threads, excavated at the Mali Grad site in Brani~evo, Serbia, in an archaeological context dated to the middle/second half
of the 12th century AD. The set comprises at least sixteen different vessels, manufactured from two different batches of probably
Levantine plant-ash glass coloured by manganese oxide. Significantly, the results demonstrate that these batches are correlated
to particular vessel shapes. The base glass of the white threads is comparable to that of the purple vessel glass, but instead of being
coloured by added manganese oxide, it contains considerable amounts of tin and lead oxides which provide the effect of opacity
and white colour. No difference in composition can be seen between the white glass threads used to decorate the vessels from
the two different manganese-coloured batches, thus indicating a likely common production origin of the whole set.
Key words – Islamic glass, Marvering, Brani~evo, Serbia, 12th century, LA-ICPMS analysis, SEM imaging, pXRF.

INTRODUCTION
Islamic glass vessels of the High Middle Ages are
renowned for their artistic and aesthetic quality.
Among the easily recognisable decorated glass objects
are vessels consisting of an intensely coloured body
trailed with threads of opaque glass, most often of
white colour, typically dragged in a festooned fashion
(i.e. the so-called combed decoration) when the glass
was still soft and often marvered flat into the surface of
the vessel walls1. The first comprehensive survey of
these marvered Islamic glasses was published by James

Allan2, who surveyed and summarised the earlier literature on the subject as well as detailing his own considerable knowledge of the material based mostly on the
Ashmolean Collection, followed by Stefano Carboni’s
review of the material in the al-Sabah Collection3. Since
then, further studies reported more finds, for instance

1
2
3

Pinder-Wilson 1999, 129–130.
Allan 1995.
Carboni 2001, 291–321.

The article results from the Glass from Byzantium to Baghdad – Trade and Technology from the Byzantine Empire to the Abbasid Caliphate
project of UCL Qatar, funded by NPRP grant 7-776-6-024 from the Qatar National Research Fund (a member of Qatar Foundation), the project
of the National Museum in Po`arevac Archaeological investigations of Medieval Brani~evo (No. 1201-P13), funded by the Municipality of
Po`arevac, and the project of the Institute of Archaeology in Belgrade Urbanization Processes and Development of Medieval Society (No.
177021), funded by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technological Development of the Republic of Serbia.
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Fig. 1. Examples of the analysed purple glass vessels with marvered decoration from Brani~evo
(Cat. Nos 1, 2, 6 from Spasi}-\uri}, Jovanovi} in this volume; photo: Institute of Archaeology, Belgrade)
Sl. 1. Primerci analiziranog purpurnog stakla iz Brani~eva ukra{eni apliciranim nitima
(Cat. Nos 1, 2, 6 iz Spasi}-\uri}, Jovanovi} u ovom broju Starinara; foto: Arheolo{ki institut, Beograd)

from Bet Shean in Israel4, the Wadi al-Tør in Sinai5,
and Jerusalem6. Beyond this, numerous articles and
catalogue entries also depict fragments of such vessels
from various sites or museum collections, attesting the
wide popularity of this group. Despite this popularity,
however, few papers discuss the chemical composition
of these vessels, the main one being Julian Henderson’s companion piece to the survey by James Allan7.
Recent excavations at House No 4 from Brani~evo
in eastern Serbia have yielded a highly remarkable
assemblage of glass vessel fragments (Fig. 1). They
were found in a closed context formed with the destruction of the building and dated, on the basis of the
numismatic evidence, to the middle/second half of the
12th c. AD8. The main finds form a set of at least 16
individual vessels, including bowls, bottles and flasks
made from translucent purple glass with opaque white
festooned decoration. They have few published parallels from the Balkans9, and form the topic of this chemical study. A full presentation of the vessel set, its
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context and archaeological interpretation is provided
in the preceding paper by Dragana Spasi}-\uri} and
Sonja Jovanovi}10. Here, we report the results of compositional and microstructural analyses done on this
assemblage.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The fragments were recovered during regular excavations in 2011 and visually sorted and assigned to at
least 16 different vessels, tentatively identified as six

4

Hadad 2002.
Shindo 1993.
6 Brosh 2014; Brosh 2017, 300–301, 303–304.
7 Henderson 1995.
8 Spasi}-\uri} 2016, 113–114, Fig. 56b; Spasi}-\uri}, Jovanovi} in this volume.
9 E.g. vessels from Kotor, Montenegro in Kri`anac 2001, and
from Corinth, Greece in Davidson 1952, 115–116, Nos 755–758.
10 Spasi}-\uri}, Jovanovi} in this volume.
5
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small and two large bowls, two flasks, and three large
bottles; other fragments indicate the presence of a further three unidentified, highly fragmented vessels,
potentially also flasks. From the much larger total
number of sherds excavated, 15 fragments representing
at least nine of the different vessels were analysed by
Bernard Gratuze11 using Laser Ablation – Inductively
Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (LA-ICPMS). On
each fragment three spots in the purple glass base and,
where possible, a further three spots in the white glass
were analysed using well-published conditions and
protocols12. The Appendix reports the average values
of the three measurements per sample, separate for the
purple and the white glass, together with the results for
the reference glass Corning A, whose composition is
assumed known13 and which was analysed as part of
the same analytical sequence as the compositionally
unknown glass fragments14. From the analysis by LAICPMS we identified the presence of two different
chemical compositions among the purple glasses (see
below); this separation was further supported by portable X-Ray Fluorescence (pXRF) analyses done at the
National Museum in Po`arevac using a hand-held
Olympus Delta InnovX instrument with modified calibrations based on the instrument’s Soil and Mining
Plus modes (see below).
To better understand the manufacturing technology
of the opaque white decoration, and to explore the reason
for the observed internal heterogeneity of the triplicate
LA-ICPMS analyses (see below), six of the 15 fragments analysed by LA-ICPMS were selected for further study by optical and scanning electron microscopy.
In preparation for this, the samples were embedded in
cold-setting transparent resin in such a way that the
cross section of the glass would be exposed after grinding and polishing the flat surface of the resin disc,
revealing both the purple glass matrix and the white
decoration. They were then investigated using a Leica
DM2700 Optical Microscope (OM) and a JEOL Scanning Electron Microscope with Energy-Dispersive
Spectrometer (SEM-EDS) at the Archaeological Materials Science Laboratories of UCL Qatar.
RESULTS
There are two main characteristics to report regarding the results of the scientific analysis of these glass
fragments. Firstly, there is the chemical composition of
the glass, separately for the purple bodies and the white
threads, as determined by LA-ICPMS. Secondly, there
are the textures of the two glass parts on a microscopic
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level, as visualised and determined by SEM BackScatter Electron (BSE) images and EDS analyses for
six fragments15 out of the 15 analysed by LA-ICPMS.
Knowing the composition enables us to discuss the
production technology and the likely origin of this
glass, and whether the different vessels were made all
at the same workshop during the same production
event, or whether they are from different sources. The
texture, in addition, provides us some information
regarding the working and colouring processes used to
make and decorate the glass vessels.
Composition
The purple glass fragments are a typical sodalime-silica glass, with around 67 wt% silica, 12 to 13
wt% soda, and c 9 wt% lime (Table 1). The presence of
2.5 to 3 wt% magnesia and 1.9 to 2.3 wt% potash indicates the use of plant ash as the flux. The purple colour
is due to a manganese oxide content of, on average, 2 to
2.2 wt%, clearly added as a deliberate ingredient of the
colouring recipe. Around 2 wt% alumina and around 1
wt% iron oxide are the only other compounds present
at the percentage level. This composition matches typical Islamic plant-ash glass compositions known from
extensive literature, and is in accordance with the stylistic affiliation of the vessel types and decoration to an
Islamic origin.
Within this compositional range we identify two
subgroups. Purple 1, with eight analysed samples, has
slightly higher concentrations of potash, magnesia
(Fig. 2), and lime, while Purple 2, with seven analysed
samples, has slightly higher concentrations of iron and

11 At the laboratory of the Institute de Recherche sur les Archéomatériaux (IRAMAT) – Centre Ernest Babelon, UMR 5060 CNRS/
Université d’Orléans, France.
12 Cf. Gratuze 2016. Three separate spots were placed in the
cross sections of the fragments, analysing a volume of glass c 0.06 mm
wide and c 0.2 mm deep. An exception is sample BRN 1-09 on
which, due to the strong glass heterogeneity of the decoration, nine
individual spots were measured, spread over three different areas,
and then averaged as three separate results; see Fig. 6a, b and the
Appendix – samples BRN 1-09.w(i), BRN 1-09.w(ii), and BRN 109.w(iii).
13 Brill 1972; Adlington 2017.
14 The comparison of the measured oxide concentration to values published by Brill (1972), Vicenzi et al. (2002), Wagner et al.
(2012), and Adlington (2017, Table 3) shows an overall good consistency; the main discrepancy was seen in the determined lime concentration, which was analysed c 13% higher than in the published
values.
15 Fragments BRN 1-04, 1-05, 1-07, 1-09, 1-13 and 1-14b.
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wt%

SiO2

Al2O3

Na2O

K2O

CaO

MgO

P2O5

Cl

TiO2

Fe2O3

Purple 1

67.4

1.75

12.2

2.25

9.1

2.87

0.30

0.71

0.09

0.73

Purple 2

66.7

1.90

12.9

1.91

8.7

2.60

0.26

0.77

0.10

1.06

White (all)

57.8

1.08

9.0

1.81

6.9

2.35

0.24

0.66

0.06

0.44

ppm

Li2O

B2O3

Rb2O

SrO

BaO

V2O5

Cr2O3

ZrO2

Purple 1

20

315

16

682

1473

27

21

59

Purple 2

25

414

14

677

1547

31

23

67

White (all)

4

225

11

456

195

18

11

39

MnO

CoO

NiO

CuO

ZnO

As2O3

Ag

SnO2

Sb2O3

PbO

wt%

ppm

ppm

ppm

ppm

ppm

ppm

wt%

ppm

wt%

Bi
ppm

Purple 1

2.02

7

17

518

67

19

3

0.04

74

0.13

2

Purple 2

2.21

13

17

478

86

24

2

0.10

292

0.33

5

White (all)

0.60

8

33

352

39

44

25

6.6

21

12.3

288

Base glass
White (all)

SiO2*

Al2O3*

Na2O*

K2O*

CaO*

MgO*

P2O5*

Cl*

TiO2*

Fe2O3*

MnO*

71.4

1.33

11.1

2.24

8.5

2.91

0.30

0.81

0.07

0.54

0.74

(wt%)

Table 1. Average values for the main oxides and selected trace compounds of the compositional glass groups
Purple 1, Purple 2 and White from Brani~evo, as determined by LA-ICPMS. The lower section reports the base glass
composition of the white glass as recalculated after removing the added oxides (SnO2 and PbO), and recalculating
the listed eleven compounds (marked with an asterix) to 100%, see footnote 32. Full data is in the Appendix
Tabela 1. Prose~ne vrednosti glavnih oksida i izdvojenih jediwewa u tragovima koji ulaze u sastav stakla
Purpur 1, Purpur 2 i belog stakla iz Brani~eva, ustanovqenih metodom LA-ICPMS. Pri dnu tabele prikazan
je osnovni sastav belog stakla dobijen nakon iskqu~ivawa dodatih oksida (SnO2 i PbO) i ponovnog
prera~unavawa vrednosti za preostalih jedanaest jediwewa (ozna~enih zvezdicom) do 100%, vidi nap. 32.
Kompletni podaci dati su u prilogu

manganese oxide (Fig. 3), and higher levels of some
trace elements such as lead, tin, antimony, boron and
lithium (Fig. 4).
The differences in trace element levels between
the two subgroups, identified by the LA-ICPMS analyses, were sufficiently clear to be recognised even in the
much less accurate and precise pXRF analyses, particularly for antimony, but also tin, lead, and even manganese at the level of major oxide. This enabled us to
assign, within the space of a few minutes, specific fragments to either of the two subgroups, as a fast in-situ
method without the need for full analysis in a specialist
laboratory16. In order to confirm the feasibility of such
an approach, a few fragments already analysed by LAICPMS were measured by pXRF, providing an idea of
the extent of credibility of the data17. Screening an
additional set of c 30 fragments from the assemblage
in this manner indicated that all were compatible with
either of the two purple glass subgroups, within the
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limitations of the method (Fig. 5a, b)18. This not only
confirmed the consistency of the overall assemblage
but also helped in assigning some individual fragments
to specific vessels.
The opaque white glass has a similar base composition as the purple glass, in that it is also a plant-ash
based soda-lime-silica glass. The main difference is that
the white glass contains an additional c 5 to 9 wt% tin

16 The full pXRF data is on file at the National Museum in
Po`arevac; the details of this work will be published elsewhere in a
more technical paper.
17 The purple areas of fragments BRN 1-03, 1-05 (Purple 1)
and BRN 1-04, 1-10 (Purple 2) were re-analysed using pXRF (see
Fig. 5). Based on this internal comparison, we considered the numerical values reported by the pXRF instrument as indicative (labelled as
wt% ind. and ppm ind. in the graph) rather than fully quantitative.
18 For methodology and limitations of the pXRF technique in
glass analyses see Adlington, Freestone 2017.
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Fig. 2. The magnesia (MgO) and potash (K2O) contents of Purple 1 and Purple 2 both fall in the range associated
with plant ash glass, and differ from each other to show that they form two separate compositional subgroups.
LA-ICPMS data from B. Gratuze, IRAMAT
Fig. 3. The manganese oxide (MnO) and iron oxide (Fe2O3) contents of Purple 1 and Purple 2 differ from each other,
confirming that they form two separate compositional subgroups. LA-ICPMS data from B. Gratuze, IRAMAT
Sl. 2. Vrednosti oksida magnezijuma (MgO) i oksida kalijuma (K2O) u obe podgrupe stakla,
izdvojene kao Purpur 1 i Purpur 2, ulaze u opseg koji se vezuje za staklo na bazi biqnog pepela,
dok razlike izme|u ovih vrednosti ukazuju na postojawe dve podgrupe sa razli~itim sastavom.
LA-ICPMS podaci dobijeni od B. Gratuza, IRAMAT
Sl. 3. Vrednosti mangan-oksida (MnO) i oksida gvo`|a (Fe2O3) u staklu izdvojenom kao Purpur 1
i Purpur 2 se razlikuju, {to potvr|uju dve podgrupe stakla razli~itog sastava.
LA-ICPMS podaci dobijeni od B. Gratuza, IRAMAT

Fig. 4. The tin oxide (SnO2) and lead oxide (PbO) contents of Purple 1 and Purple 2 fall on the same correlation line
as in the white trails, but at different concentrations. Note the logarithmic scale of the two axes.
LA-ICPMS data from B. Gratuze, IRAMAT
Sl. 4. Vrednosti oksida kalaja (SnO2) i olova (PbO) u staklu izdvojenom kao Purpur 1 i Purpur 2 prate istu
liniju korelacije kao kod belog stakla, ali sa druga~ijom koncentracijom. Vidi logaritamsku skalu dve ose.
LA-ICPMS podaci dobijeni od B. Gratuza, IRAMAT
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a

b

Fig. 5. Purple 1 and Purple 2 can be clearly distinguished by their manganese oxide (MnO) and antimony oxide
(Sb2O3) contents in the LA-ICPMS data (a). These oxides can successfully separate the two compositional
subgroups even in the less accurate and precise pXRF data (b; numerical values on the axes only indicative;
uncorrected Soil mode measurements). The pXRF data allow recognition of bottle Cat. No 11 as Purple 2 and
three more vessels as Purple 1 – bowl Cat. No 4, flasks Cat. Nos 13, 15 (see Spasi}-\uri}, Jovanovi} in this volume).
A loose handle fragment of bottle Cat. No 9, not analysed by LA-ICPMS, is confirmed to belong to Purple 2.
LA-ICPMS data from B. Gratuze, IRAMAT
Sl. 5. Purpur 1 i Purpur 2 jasno se razlikuju po vrednostima mangan-oksida (MnO) i oksida antimona
(Sb2O3) prema LA-ICPMS podacima (a). Ovi oksidi mogu jasno da razdvoje dve hemijski razli~ite podgrupe
stakla, {to se ~ak mo`e dobiti i u mawe preciznim merewima pXRF-om (b; numeri~ke vrednosti na osama
su samo indikativne; nekorigovana „Soil mode” merewa). Podaci dobijeni metodom pXRF opredequju bocu
Cat. No 11 kao Purpur 2 i tri druge posude kao Purpur 1 – zdela Cat. No 4, male boce („flasks”) Cat. Nos 13, 15
(vidi: Spasi}-\uri}, Jovanovi} u ovom broju Starinara). Fragment dr{ke boce Cat. No 9
koji nije analiziran metodom LA-ICPMS, potvr|eno je da pripada podgrupi Purpur 2.
LA-ICPMS podaci dobijeni od B. Gratuza, IRAMAT

oxide and around 10 to 17 wt% lead oxide; accordingly,
the other components of the initial glass melt are reduced by about 18 to 22 % of their original concentration
due to the dilution from the added metal oxides. An
exception is sample BRN 1-13.w which has significantly lower levels of tin and lead oxides (adding up to
only c 8 wt%) compared to the rest of the opaque white
glasses. This compositional peculiarity is possibly a
result of insufficient homogenization of the glass melt
during the introduction of the tin- and lead-rich additive, when this particular portion of the batch absorbed
lower amounts of opacifying substance19.
When considering the compositional results of the
white glass samples, one has to bear in mind that these
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are data from LA-ICPMS, which means that they represent only a microscopically small volume of material20.
Since the white glass is compositionally heterogeneous (see below), this can result in highly variable measured concentrations, especially of lead and tin oxides,
depending on which parts of the heterogeneous glass
was ablated by the laser. This is particularly evident in
the white decoration of fragment BRN 1-09 analysed
in three separate areas (cf. Fig. 6).

19
20

Cf. Fig. 8a, b.
See footnote 12.
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Remarkably, the levels of antimony and copper are
significantly lower in the white glass than in the purple
glass (Fig. 7); the same is true for other trace elements
such as lithium, boron, zinc, strontium and barium. In

contrast, some elements, such as arsenic, silver and
bismuth, commonly associated in terms of their geological occurrence with lead, are significantly increased
in the white glass.

b

a

b

Fig. 6. Close-up photograph of the decorative trails on a fragment of bottle Cat. No 10 showing streaks of purple glass
in the white thread (a; width of image c 1.7 mm). Mixing of white and purple glass in the cross section of sample
BRN 1-09 (sampled from the same vessel) as seen in the SEM-BSE image as different grey shades and in the OM
micrograph in colour (b; scale bar is 0.2 mm). The mixing is potentially due to contamination of the tool during the
dragging of the trails, and also explains the differences between the three analyses of the white glass in this sample
(BRN 1-09.w(i), (ii), (iii))
Sl. 6. Detaq dekoracije na fragmentu boce Cat. No 10 prikazuje tragove purpurnog stakla pro`ete
kroz bele niti (a; {irina slike c. 1,7 mm). Me{awe belog i purpurnog stakla u preseku uzorka BRN 1-09
(uzorak iste posude), {to se na SEM-BSE slici prepoznaje u vidu razli~itih sivih senki, a na OM mikrografu
u boji (b; razmera je 0,2 mm). Me{awe je mo`da rezultat kontaminacije izazvane alatkom kojom su se
nanosile staklene niti, {to tako|e obja{wava i razlike u tri merewa belog stakla u ovom uzorku
(BRN 1-09.w(i), (ii), (iii))

Fig. 7. The antimony oxide (Sb2O3) content
in the purple glasses is significantly higher than
in the white glass, particularly in Purple 2,
while copper oxide (CuO) is only elevated in some
of the analysed samples compared to the white glass.
LA-ICPMS data from B. Gratuze, IRAMAT
Sl. 7. Sadr`aj oksida antimona (Sb2O3)
u purpurnom staklu je u zna~ajnoj meri vi{i
nego u belom staklu, naro~ito kod uzoraka
podgrupe Purpur 2, dok je bakar-oksid (CuO),
u pore|ewu s belim staklom,
povi{en samo u nekim ispitanim uzorcima.
LA-ICPMS podaci dobijeni od B. Gratuza, IRAMAT
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a

b

b

Fig. 8. Cross section through fragment BRN 1-13. Note the homogenous body (mid grey) and the white trail
marvered into the body (white, upper part, with discrete bright white particles and clusters of tin oxide).
SEM-BSE image (a; scale bar is 0.5 mm). Close-up of the left corner of the trail as OM micrograph and as
SEM-BSE image showing that the glass is not fully opacified and only the external layer of the trail is rich
in tin and lead oxides (b; scale bar is 0.2 mm)
Sl. 8. Presek kroz fragment BRN 1-13. Uo~avaju se homogeno telo (sredwe siva) i bela nit stopqena
sa telom posude (bela, gorwi deo, sa diskretnim svetlim belim ~esticama i klasterima oksida kalaja).
SEM-BSE slika (a; razmera je 0,5 mm). Detaq levog ugla bele niti kao OM mikrograf slika i kao SEM-BSE
slika pokazuje da staklo nije potpuno neprozirno i da je samo spoqa{wi sloj niti bogat oksidima olova
i kalaja (b; razmera je 0,2 mm)

Texture of the purple glass
Vessel glass is often considered very homogenous,
due to the nature of glass as a melt which solidified without crystallisation. The purple area of fragment BRN
1-13 is an example of such a very homogenous glass
(Fig. 8a, b). However, all other sampled purple glasses
are not entirely homogenous in their texture, but in cross
section appear striated with slightly lighter stripes or
layers within the predominantly mid-grey21 matrix (Fig.
9a, b). These stripes are due to different concentrations
of metal oxides in the different layers, with increased
lead and tin content in the lighter parts. At higher magnification, discrete particles rich in lead and tin oxide
become visible within some of the light striations (Fig.
9b). Among the six fragments studied microscopically,
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this is particularly pronounced in the purple areas of
BRN 1-04, 1-09, and 1-14b. BRN 1-05 and 1-07 are less
clearly layered, while only BRN 1-13 appears entirely
homogenous in the purple glass. There is no correlation between the presence and intensity of layering and
the compositional subgrouping; two of the striped
fragments belong to Purple 1 subgroup (i.e. samples
BRN 1-14b.p, 1-05.p), and three to Purple 2 subgroup
(i.e. samples BRN 1-04.p, 1-09.p, and 1-07.p).

21

The grey shade refers to the appearance in the SEM-BSE
images, which highlight compositional differences. Lighter shades
represent higher concentrations of elements with a higher atomic
number, such as heavy metals.
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a

b

Fig. 9. Partial cross section through fragment BRN 1-04, showing the striation in the purple body.
Different shades of grey represent different compositions, with higher levels of lead and tin oxide showing as
lighter tones. Air bubbles appear black (lower left corner), while the upper edge of the image shows the beginning
of the bright white layer on top of the purple body. SEM-BSE image (a; scale bar is 0.1 mm). Close-up of the
same fragment, showing details of the striation in the purple body. The bright white particles are very rich in lead.
SEM-BSE image (b; scale bar is 0.02 mm)
Sl. 9. Delimi~an presek kroz fragment BRN 1-04 pokazuje prugaste tragove na purpurnoj pozadini.
Razli~ite senke sive boje predstavqaju razli~it hemijski sastav, sa vi{im vrednostima oksida olova i
kalaja koji su prikazani u svetlijim tonovima. Vazdu{ni mehuri}i se pojavquju u crnoj boji (dowi levi ugao),
dok gorwa ivica slike prikazuje po~etak svetlog belog sloja na povr{ini purpurne osnove. SEM-BSE slika
(a; razmera je 0,1 mm). Krupan plan istog fragmenta pokazuje detaqe prugastih elemenata u purpurnoj osnovi.
Svetle bele ~estice su veoma bogate olovom. SEM-BSE slika (b; razmera je 0,02)

The triplicate LA-ICPMS analyses of almost all
analysed fragments also show this strong and relatively
unusual pattern of compositional heterogeneity, indicating that the molten glass was not very well mixed, and
contaminated with some white glass, as demonstrated
by the elevated tin and lead content (see below).
The white decoration
The trails of opaque white glass were clearly applied
on the outer surface of the purple vessels, as is common
for this type of decoration which goes back to the first
core-formed glass vessels dating to the Late Bronze
Age, and continued to be used through the Hellenistic
and Roman to Late Antique periods, into the Islamic
period and even into early modern Western Europe22.
Typically, the trailed decoration was then combed and
marvered into the body glass, making a flush and smooth
overall surface and feathered design23.
While the vessels studied here fall into the group
of vessels commonly referred to as ‘marvered’, it is
noteworthy that in several of the Brani~evo fragments
this marvering appears not to have been done fully in
each case, with some of the white trails left standing
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proud of the purple glass surface (Fig. 10a, b; Fig. 11).
In other areas, however, the white glass appears
fully pressed into the purple glass, as one would expect
from properly marvered glass. The marvered working
is recognisable in some cross sections, from the sloping
boundary between the two glass types, and the dislocation of the striations in the purple glass (Fig. 12; see
also Fig. 8).
As already mentioned, the LA-ICPMS data suggests that the white glass is compositionally quite heterogeneous (see Appendix), and this is also evident
from the SEM imaging, in particular if the contrast is
adjusted to reveal these differences (Fig. 13a, b, c). In
SEM-BSE images, the white glass also appears white
due to its high lead and tin content, in a similar contrast
to the optical appearance (cf. Fig. 6b). Closer inspection

22

An extraordinary example of marvered combed decoration
from Western Europe, late 16th – beginning of the 17th c. in Patin et
al. 2017.
23 For instance, see kohl bottles from the al-Sabah Collection,
dated to the 12th–13th c. in Carboni 2001, 304–305, Cat. No 80.
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a

b

Fig. 10. Examples of white decoration trailed onto the wall surface but not marvered into the body –
wall fragment of a bottle (a) and rim fragment of a flask (?) Cat. No 14 (b);
width of each image c 3–4 cm
Sl. 10. Primerci bele dekoracije na povr{ini posude koji nisu stopqeni sa telom posude –
fragment tela boce (a) i fragment oboda male boce? Cat. No 14 (b);
{irina svake slike iznosi oko 3–4 cm

Fig. 11. Cross section through fragment BRN 1-07, with an incompletely marvered white thread overlaying
the purple glass body (mid-grey). Air bubbles appear black. Note the internal heterogeneity of the white glass,
and the elongated air bubbles trapped between the white and purple glass showing the incomplete bonding
of the two glasses. SEM-BSE image; scale bar is 0.5 mm
Fig. 12. Cross section through fragment BRN 1-05. The tapering of the white colour shows how the white glass
has been marvered into the purple body. SEM-BSE image; scale bar is 0.5 mm
Sl. 11. Presek kroz fragment BRN 1-07, sa nepotpuno stopqenom i utisnutom belom niti koja pokriva
purpurno telo posude (sredwe siva). Vazdu{ni mehuri}i su crni. Obratiti pa`wu na unutra{wu
heterogenost belog stakla i izdu`ene mehuri}e „zarobqene” izme|u belog i purpurnog stakla koji ukazuju
na nepotpuno stapawe ove dve vrste stakla; SEM-BSE slika; razmera je 0,5 mm
Sl. 12. Presek kroz fragment BRN 1-05. Istawivawe bele boje pokazuje kako je belo staklo utapano
u purpunu osnovu; SEM-BSE slika; razmera je 0,5 mm
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a

b

c

Fig. 13. Cross section through fragment BRN 1-04, at normal contrast setting showing the lead-rich white layer
on top of purple (mid-grey, striated). Note the equally elongated air bubbles (black) in the white and purple glass,
indicating that the vessel was possibly further inflated after the white decoration had been applied. SEM-BSE image
(a; scale bar is 0.5 mm). The same area with the contrast setting to show the heterogeneity of the lead-rich opaque
white layer on top of the purple glass (almost black, striation faintly visible). SEM-BSE image (b; scale bar is
0.5 mm). Close-up of the same area showing the internal structure within the white layer with parts of the glass
having a much lower lead content (dark grey), and discrete particles and clusters of tin oxide (white) acting as
an opacifier. SEM-BSE image (c; scale bar is 0.1 mm)
Sl. 13. Presek kroz fragment BRN 1-04. Pri normalnom pode{avawu kontrasta uo~ava se sloj belog stakla
bogat olovom na purpurnoj osnovi (sredwe siva, prugasti tragovi). Uo~avaju se jednako izdu`eni vazdu{ni
mehuri}i (crna boja) i u belom i u purpurnom staklu, koji navode na pomisao da je posuda ponovo duvana
nakon {to je bela dekoracija aplicirana; SEM-BSE slika (a; razmera je 0,5 mm). Isti deo sa kontrastnim
pode{avawem pokazuje heterogenost neprozirnog belog sloja bogatog olovom na purpurnoj osnovi
(skoro crna, prugasti element jedva vidqiv); SEM-BSE slika (b; razmera je 0,5 mm). Uve}awe ovog dela
pokazuje strukturu belog sloja sa delovima stakla koji imaju znatno ni`i nivo olova (tamnosiva),
i diskretne ~estice i klastere oksida kalaja (belo), koji se koristi da bi se postigla neprozirnost;
SEM-BSE slika (c; razmera je 0,1 mm)

and respective SEM-EDS measurements demonstrate
that the white glass has variable quantities of tin and
lead oxides resulting in a swirled or schlieren appearance typical of incomplete mixing of two viscous liquids. Higher magnification shows the individual discrete particles and bigger clusters of particles of tin
oxide which give opacity to the glass, and their uneven
distribution in a matrix which is also very variably saturated with lead oxide.
The white thread in fragment BRN 1-13 is unusual in that it seems to consist mostly of a thin lead-rich
outer layer surrounding a core of weakly coloured
glass which is only partly opacified with relatively big
particles of tin oxide and, according to the EDS data,
contains hardly any lead oxide (see Fig. 8b). Thus, the
texture of the white area of fragment BRN 1-13 provides
further evidence of the heterogeneity of the opaque
white glass.
DISCUSSION
Several aspects of the results presented here can be
discussed that are informative for the understanding
and archaeological interpretation of this unique assem-
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blage. Firstly, there is the question of how the different
glass compositions relate to each other, and what this
tells us about the working practices of the producers of
these vessels. Secondly, there is the question of the origin of the base glass and the nature of the colorants
used to produce these colourful objects. Finally, we will
briefly discuss how this assemblage compares compositionally to other analysed marvered vessels with white
trails.
The working practices of the vessel producers
The assemblage consists of three chemically distinct
glasses, namely the two subgroups of the translucent
purple – Purple 1 and 2 – and the opaque white glass.
The compositional difference between Purple 1 and 2
is only small, but for several oxides and trace elements
it is clearly bigger than the variability within each subgroup, indicating that they are indeed two separate subdivisions of the purple glass. On balance, the base
chemical makeup of Purple 1 and Purple 2, their colourations, as well as the technique of vessel decoration
bind the two subgroups together. Importantly, the opaque
white glass on the two purple glasses does not separate
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into two clearly distinct subgroups, but appears to be
chemically consistent, regardless of whether it is applied
on Purple 1 or Purple 2. Thus, the white glass was taken
from one and the same stock, even if the purple glass
is slightly different. One can, therefore, argue that all
vessels were probably made in the same workshop,
with Purple 1 and Purple 2 representing two different
stocks, batches or pots of molten glass, while the opaque
white trails, used much more sparingly and in smaller
amounts than the purple, were from the same batch for
both production series of purple vessels.
Important differences between the two purple subgroups are observed in their trace element patterns, particularly in the levels of tin and lead oxide contamination (see Fig. 4), where Purple 2 has noticeably higher
levels. We argue that the presence of these elements
indicates some contamination of the batch by the white
glass, possibly by incidental inclusion of white glass
pieces (wasters?), or/and perhaps during the working
process when the same tools were used to retrieve hot
glass and combine it with the purple paraison when
forming the vessels. Such a hypothetical explanation is
further corroborated by the contamination of the opaque
white glass of fragment BRN 1-09. Its adulteration
with stripes of purple glass (see Fig. 6) represents the
opposite effect of the same working practice, i.e. a certain amount of purple glass was accidentally admixed
into the white batch. As mentioned above, Purple 2
subgroup features higher SnO2 and PbO values than
Purple 1, and this peculiarity once again confirms the
differentiation of the two subgroups, possibly caused by
variations of the secondary glass working operations.
Nevertheless, the seemingly different trends for the
Sn/Pb ratios in the two subgroups (see Fig. 4) should be
taken with caution since the calculated higher average
lead oxide levels in Purple 1 samples may well result
from the internal heterogeneity of some of them24.
At the same time, Purple 2 has an intriguing pattern of relatively high contamination with antimony
oxide (around 290 ppm on average compared to only c
75 ppm in Purple 1); the white glass, in contrast, has even
less antimony, with only about 15 ppm Sb2O3 (see Fig.
7), close to the natural background concentration of
this oxide in glassmaking raw materials25. The copper
content is variable but also higher (at trace oxide level)
in the analysed purple fragments than in the white
glass, and this pattern is overall indicative of a further
source of contamination of the purple batches. Increased
levels of elements which can affect the colour of the
glass (e.g. copper, cobalt, antimony, etc.), which are,
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however, significantly lower than those of purposely
used additives, have long been recognised to denote
contamination of raw glass with cullet containing small
amounts of coloured fragments26. Accordingly, we interpret the current data as evidence of the addition of certain amounts of cullet glass, particularly in the purple
melts. Such mixing could have taken place either at the
stage of primary glass making, or in the secondary glass
workshop where the actual vessel manufacture took
place, or possibly even at both stages of production27.
An even more detailed insight into this practice of
cullet re-melting can be inferred from the differences
at trace element level between Purple 1 and Purple 2.
Samples of the Purple 2 subgroup feature the highest
boron concentrations in this assemblage which set them
apart from the other purple glass and the white glass
(Fig. 14). Traces of boron are usually present in the
raw materials used in glass making but such an abrupt
increase of B2O3 concentrations as seen in Purple 2
(even if still being at trace oxide level) could indicate
an additional source of this element in the glass melt.
High-boron glasses of the Middle Byzantine period,
approximately contemporaneous with the vessel assemblage from Brani~evo, form a well distinguishable category of various chemical compositions, which is likely
related to specific raw materials from Western Anatolia28. Recently, a particular link between these compositions and manufacture of 10th–12th c. Byzantine glass
bracelets has been proposed29. As suggested above,
the cullet inclusion in the purple batches seems quite
probable, and the increased B2O3 levels in Purple 2
allow further hypothesizing that at least a certain part
of that reused glass was of high-boron composition.
This, in turn, could be interpreted as evidence for an

24 The heterogeneity of Purple 1 subgroup is particularly pronounced for the PbO content of samples BRN 1-05 and BRN 1-11.
The coefficient of variation between the triple individual PbO measurements for the Purple 1 samples typically ranges between c 6% and
27%, while for samples BRN 1-05 and BRN 1-11 it is 57% and 103%,
respectively. The highest PbO level is nearly 8000 ppm, measured
on BRN 1-05, and the lowest individual measurement on the same
sample is c 1000 ppm.
25 Brems, Degryse 2014, 79; Jackson 2005, 764; Rehren,
Brüggler 2015, and literature therein.
26 Jackson 1996; Freestone 2015, 34–36.
27 Recycling of cullet and discarded glass is considered an
intrinsic feature of Islamic glass production – cf. Jenkins 1986, 3;
Freestone 2002, 76.
28 Brill 2005, 215–219; Rehren et al. 2015, 276–277.
29 Swan et al. 2018, 228 and literature therein.
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Fig. 14. The rubidium oxide (Rb2O) and boron oxide
(B2O3) contents of the purple glasses are higher than
those of the opaque white glass, with a further increase
of B2O3 in the Purple 2 subgroup which is tentatively
explained as resulting from the addition of cullet of
high-boron composition in the Purple 2 batch.
LA-ICPMS data from B. Gratuze, IRAMAT
Sl. 14. Vrednosti oksida rubidijuma (Rb2O)
i borona (B2O3) vi{e su u purpurnom staklu
nego u neprozirnom belom staklu,
sa daqim uve}awem B2O3 u podgrupi Purpur 2,
{to je uslovno obja{weno kao rezultat dodavawa
staklenog otpada sa visokom koncentracijom
borona u pretapawu podgrupe Purpur 2.
LA-ICPMS podaci od B. Gratuza, IRAMAT

unselective and possibly ad hoc recycling practice which
could have taken place in the workshop of the vessel
manufacturers, causing minor compositional variations
between the different batches of purple glass.
Overall, we interpret the chemical composition of
the Brani~evo assemblage to indicate that the analysed
vessels were made in two separate production events, but
most likely in the same workshop which used slightly
different batches of purple glass. This could have been
either on two different days, or even at the same time,
using two separate pots of molten glass from which
glass blowers worked side-by-side. It is noteworthy
that it seems that a single stock of white glass was used
during both production episodes. From the trace element concentrations we recognise the incorporation of
some cullet containing certain amounts of copper in the
purple batches, and antimony and boron in the Purple
2 batch in particular. Such an indiscriminate recycling
could indicate relatively unsophisticated production
practices, as is further corroborated by the reciprocal
contamination of the purple and white batches, possibly
resulting from not too attentive or skilful tool manipulation by the craftsmen when applying the vessel decoration.
Finally, when comparing the purple compositional
subgroups and vessel shapes, it is evident that the bottles and the analysed bigger bowl are made of Purple 2
glass, while the smaller bowls and flasks are Purple 1
(see Appendix). The correlation between glass compositions and vessel shapes within a single set, likely
manufactured in a single workshop, provides an
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intriguing glimpse at the organisation of the craftsmen.
It seems possible that relatively standard series of uniform vessels were made from a single batch – e.g. bottles with handles made of Purple 2 glass only – either
by a single (specialised?) glassblower, or by several
craftsmen simultaneously implementing identical production tasks.
The origin of the glass, and its colouration
The composition and provenance of Islamic glass
from the late 1st and early 2nd millennium AD has been
the subject of numerous studies30, which provide a
sound body of comparative data against which to juxtapose the composition of the vessels from Brani~evo.
In this way, it is possible to broadly specify the production region from which the glass used for the manufacture of the set originated. Such an attribution,
however, would only locate the production of the raw
glass itself, and does not imply that the vessels as
objects were necessarily manufactured in the same
region. This is due to the organisation of the medieval
Near Eastern glass industry which was likely divided
into technologically, and possibly also spatially, separate stages of glass making and glass working31.
As mentioned earlier, the analysed purple and white
samples generally match the common Islamic soda

30 Most recently Phelps 2017; Henderson et al. 2016; and Swan
et al. 2017, 110–114, and references therein.
31 Whitehouse 2009, 506–507.
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Fig. 15. The alumina (Al2O3) and magnesia (MgO) contents of the Brani~evo glasses (the opaque white glass
recalculated to represent the base composition – see footnote 32) compared to published analytical data for selected
glass groups from the Levant. The samples of purple glass decorated with marvered threads in the Ashmolean
Museum (data from Henderson 1995) have generally higher magnesia and do not seem to form a defined cluster
Sl. 15. Vrednosti oksida aluminijuma (Al2O3) i magnezijuma (MgO) u staklu iz Brani~eva (vrednosti za
neprozirno belo staklo su modifikovane – vidi nap. 32) u pore|ewu sa publikovanim analiti~kim podacima
za izdvojene grupe stakla sa Levanta. Uzorci purpurnog stakla ukra{eni apliciranim nitima u muzeju
E{molijen (podaci iz: Henderson 1995) imaju generalno vi{i nivo magnezijum-oksida i ne predstavqaju
definisanu grupu

plant-ash glass composition, as could also be expected
on the basis of the stylistic features of the vessels.
Among the several major regions known to have produced glass in the early 2nd millennium AD Byzantine
and Near Eastern Islamic worlds32, the Levantine coast
and the adjacent territories seem to provide the closest
compositional parallels of the Brani~evo assemblage.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to present a thorough comparison of the Brani~evo samples with the
known glass makeup from this region, not least because
of the variable extent of compatibility between the
available literature data. Nevertheless, some general
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compositional affiliations are outlined below, based on
two diagnostic major oxides.
A scatter graph of the alumina and magnesia levels
in the present samples shows how they relate to some
of the published analytical sets from the Levantine

32 These regions include Egypt, the Levantine coast, Mesopotamia and Iran, and Western Anatolia, with the latter two being ruled
out based on their specific trace element pattern. The differentiation
between glass of Egyptian and Levantine origin is less clear-cut,
and for now better understood for earlier mineral natron glasses than
for medieval plant-ash glasses.
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region, broadly dated to c 10th–12th/14th c. AD (Fig.
15). Since the added tin and lead oxides in the opaque
Brani~evo samples significantly distort the original
composition of the raw glass, the values for all the white
glass in this plot are recalculated in order to make them
consistent with the rest of the data (see Table 1)33.
As expected, the Purple 1 and Purple 2 subgroups
form a tight single cluster featuring relatively high alumina concentrations. As mentioned above, we tentatively interpret the internal differentiation of this cluster
as a result of minor variations between the two batches
and glass mixing which have no significance in regard
to glass provenancing. Remarkably, the recalculated
base composition of the opaque white samples has lower
alumina and, on average, slightly higher magnesia than
the purple glass. Such Al2O3 values (mean c 1.3 wt%)
associate the base glass of the Brani~evo decoration
with the composition found in chunk glass samples
from a secondary production site in Banias (Northern
Israel) dated to the 10th/11th–13th c. AD34. Samples of
12th–14th c. vessel glass from Damascus (Syria), broadly from the same inland Levantine region, also display
comparable alumina and magnesia levels35.
In contrast, the purple samples from Brani~evo fall
into the area of the Serce Limani glass – a vast shipwreck assemblage of vessels, cullet and raw chunks of
Levantine/Syrian provenance, found off the SouthWestern Anatolian coast of Turkey, near Rhodes, and
dated to the third decade of the 11th c. AD36. These
glasses have generally higher alumina and also more
variable magnesia levels. A similar trend of negative
correlation of Al2O3 and MgO is seen in a late 10th –
early 12th c. assemblage of glass bracelets from Hisn
al-Tñnåt (Turkey), at the North-Western edge of the
Levantine coast37. The samples from the large primary
glass production furnaces excavated in Tyre (Lebanon)
on the Levantine coast and tentatively dated to the
10th–11th c. should also be mentioned here, despite
their broader range of MgO, since a common regional
origin of the Tyre composition and the Serce Limani
glass can possibly be recognised38.
Such a summarised overview of the compositional
analogies of the Brani~evo samples confirms the differentiation of the opaque white and the purple glasses
in terms of their base chemical makeup, and may suggest that they possibly come from different production
zones within the broader Levantine region. This would
imply that the workshop where the vessel set was manufactured procured its raw materials from more than one
source. Nevertheless, provenancing plant-ash glass on
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the basis of major oxides only may not be entirely
straightforward or conclusive because of the variability of the plant ash component39 as well as due to the
dynamic connections and exchange of raw materials
which likely existed between the different production
centres within the Levant and beyond40. Some isotope
studies, for example, suggested that the Banias glass
was probably produced, like the Tyre glass, on the
Mediterranean coast instead of in the inland Levant,
but these two littoral production centres used plant
ashes procured from different areas41. Furthermore, on
the basis of isotope data, a common origin of the plant
ash used in Tyre and the North Syrian production centre at al-Raqqa has been proposed42.
Apparently, complex phenomena of technological
and economic interactions developed between the glass
production regions in the medieval Levant and on a
wider geographical scale. In this context, a secondary
workshop, such as the one that manufactured the Brani~evo vessels, could probably have been supplied with
raw glass, cullet and possibly even prefabricated opacified glass (see below) from various sources. Therefore,
associating its production with a particular primary
production centre within the Levant may not be plausible at the present stage of research.
Regarding the colouration of the analysed samples,
it was previously mentioned that the purple colour is

33 This recalculation excluded SnO and PbO, and the
2
remaining composition was re-cast to 100% to represent the base
glass used to produce the opaque white composition, similar to the
approach of ‘reduced composition’ in Brill 2009, 482 and the references therein.
34 Freestone et al. 2000, 69, Table 2; Freestone 2006, 203.
Note that Samples 49 and 54 from Freestone et al. 2000 are not
included in Fig. 15 as they do not match the main cluster of Banias
glass.
35 Henderson et al. 2016, 144.
36 Brill 2009, 479–492. The outlined area in Fig. 15 includes
the samples of the main group of Serce Limani glass, without the
samples with extreme Al2O3 and MgO values.
37 Swan et al. 2018, plant-ash glass of Group 1, 222–223.
38 Freestone 2002, 73–77 and the references therein; Brill 2009,
480. Note that Sample 5 from Tyre in Freestone 2002 is not included
in Fig. 15 as it is supposed to be an outlier.
39 Freestone 2006, 205, 212; Degryse et al. 2010, 83.
40 Henderson et al. 2009, 426.
41 Degryse et al. 2010, 89.
42 Freestone et al. 2009, 44–45; for al-Raqqa glass see Henderson et al. 2004. The plant-ash glass of subtype 1 found at the Tell
Fukhkhar site in 11th c. AD al-Raqqa has, on average, slightly
higher MgO than the Brani~evo samples (Fig. 15).
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caused by higher levels of manganese oxide43. Besides
the intentionally added MnO, there are higher strontium, barium and iron contents in the purple compositions, with Fe2O3 particularly higher in Purple 2.
Rather than weakening our argument for a close chemical similarity to the Levantine glasses which typically
have lower levels of these elements, we argue that
these differences are a direct consequence of the added
manganese mineral. This is most clearly argued for
barium, the concentration of which in the purple glass
is closely correlated with the manganese concentrations, reflecting the known geological correlation of
the two elements in barium-containing manganese
minerals. However, the added Mn-bearing material
was possibly a mixture of different minerals, some rich
in manganese, others rich in iron (and possibly also
titanium and aluminium), which accordingly increased
the iron oxide content of the purple glasses even though
no direct Mn–Fe correlation can be identified44.
The opaque white glass of the Brani~evo vessels is
produced by adding tin and lead oxide to common
transparent and, most probably, decolourised or slightly tinted base glass. The opacity and the white colour
result from the minute tin oxide particles dispersed in
the glass, while lead is typically dissolved in the glass
matrix, helping to lower the range of temperatures at
which glass is sufficiently soft to be shaped45. Such
particular working properties of the opaque white glass,
even if probably not deliberately sought, were certainly
necessary when the soft threads were applied onto the
vessel walls and dragged up to form the festoon pattern, while at the same time the purple vessel itself had
to be kept stable and not deformed by the contact with
the viscous white glass.
The analytical study of Islamic marvered vessels by
J. Henderson found the same additives in the opaque
white thread decorations46. Furthermore, an identical
production technology of mixing base plant-ash sodalime-silica glass with tin and lead oxides is recognised
in pre-fritted tin white enamels of the later Islamic
glasses of the 13th–14th c47. A comparison of these data
and the Brani~evo samples demonstrates that all opaque
white decorations have similar levels of SnO2 and PbO,
with the Brani~evo samples featuring generally lower
tin oxide concentrations (Fig. 16). Interestingly, the
trend of a pronounced heterogeneity of the glass and
incomplete mixing of the additives mentioned above is
also noticed in some tin white enamel samples48.
Previous research suggested that opaque glass
production possibly formed a more specialised section
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of the Islamic glass industry because of the particular
knowledge and skills required regarding the opacifying technology 49. Hypothetically, this includes the
distribution of prefabricated coloured glass as raw
material to secondary workshops. The differences
between the base composition of the purple and the
opaque white samples from Brani~evo could be interpreted as an indirect corroboration of such a hypothesis. At the least, these differences rule out the possibility that both colours were produced in the glass
blowers’ atelier using one and the same starting batch
of common base glass. It seems plausible that the
white glass was brought as readymade raw material to
the glass blowers’ workshop and was used there without further compositional modifications (apart from
the contamination with purple glass) in the two separate production events of Purple 1 and Purple 2 vessel
manufacture.
Comparison with other
Islamic marvered vessels
The extent of published analytical data on Islamic
marvered glasses available from the literature is relatively limited. The most comprehensive research is the
already mentioned study by J. Henderson50, who presents compositional analyses of 26 different objects

43 It is suggested that manganese was added in Islamic plantash glasses already at the primary stage of production in order to
improve their colour and texture, and this addition may not have
been according to a strictly controlled recipe (Freestone 2002, 76).
However, it is not clear whether higher manganese concentrations
used to obtain purple glass colour were added during the primary
glass making, or at the stage of secondary glass working. Significantly, the dark purple colour of marvered vessels is presumed to
be characteristic of Syrian workshops (Carboni 2001, 305), further
supporting the proposed Levantine origin of the glass of the Brani~evo vessels.
44 Cf. Henderson 1995, 37.
45 Previous studies on Islamic white enamels have demonstrated that the significant levels of lead oxide facilitate lower softening temperatures of the enamel, while also providing an
increased opacity effect due to the complex processes of tin particles recrystallisation – see Freestone, Stapleton 1998, 126; Salvant
et al. 2016, 10.
46 Henderson 1995, Table 2.
47 Freestone, Stapleton 1998, 125, 126–127, Table 3;
Wypyski 2010, 113. However, certain compositional differences
between opaque white marvered decoration and white enamels are
also noted – Henderson 1995, 40–41.
48 Freestone, Stapleton 1998, 125.
49 Henderson 1995, 40.
50 Henderson 1995.
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Fig. 16. The lead oxide (PbO) and tin oxide (SnO2) levels in the opaque white glass are similar to the values found
in the marvered white threads of the Islamic glass in the Ashmolean Museum (data from Henderson 1995) and in
the tin white enamel decoration of the Islamic vessels in the British Museum (data from Freestone, Stapleton 1998).
Note the lower SnO2 content of the present samples; the tight positive correlation of the two additives in the
Brani~evo glasses strongly suggests that they come from a single batch, as opposed to the more dispersed pattern
of the Ashmolean and British Museum datasets obtained from vessels of diverse origins
Sl. 16. Vrednosti oksida olova (PbO) i kalaja (SnO2) u neprozirnom belom staklu sli~ne su vrednostima
na|enim u apliciranim belim nitima u islamskom staklu u muzeju E{molijen (podaci iz: Henderson 1995)
i u kalajnobeloj emajliranoj dekoraciji islamskih posuda u Britanskom muzeju (podaci iz: Freestone,
Stapleton 1998). Obratiti pa`wu na ni`i nivo SnO2 u prisutnim uzorcima; ~vrsta pozitivna korelacija
dva dodata oksida u staklu iz Brani~eva dokaz je da poti~u iz jedinstvene smese, nasuprot druga~ijem
obrascu u setovima podataka dobijenih kod posuda koje imaju razli~ito poreklo

from the Ashmolean Museum’s collection, including
13 opaque white trails and 16 transparent purple bodies. The majority of these finds come from Fustat
(Egypt) but unfortunately lack clear archaeological
context and dating51. Five samples of white-marvered
and threaded glass fragments of brown colour are published among the analysed finds from the Monastery
of Wadi al-Tør in Sinai (Egypt), typically of a post 10th
c. AD date52. Finally, a fragmented white-marvered
vessel of reddish brown colour excavated at Pergamon
(Turkey) is dated to the 12th–13th c. AD53.
Significantly, there is no compositional match between these published samples and the glass of the vessel bodies from Brani~evo, even though the decoration
and stylistic features of the objects define all of them
as belonging to the group of marvered Islamic glass.
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The vessels in the Ashmolean collection have generally higher magnesia levels which are comparable, for
instance, to the 11th c. AD plant-ash glass found in
Northern Syria (Fig. 15)54. Furthermore, the Ashmolean samples of purple vessel glass demonstrate a wide
compositional range, not forming a clearly defined

51

Allan 1995, 7–9.
Kato et al. 2010, minor type III, 1393, Figs 2q, 2r.
53 Rehren et al. 2015, sample PER062, Fig. 2f (the label in the
figure wrongly attributes this sample to the plant ash glass group of
Pergamon; it in fact belongs to the HBAl / High Boron Alumina
group, see Table 2, p. 270).
54 Cf. Henderson et al. 2004, Table 3, Fig. 3 – the 11th c. AD
Tell Fukhkhar plant-ash glass of subtype 1.
52
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cluster, as opposed to the tight grouping of the Brani~evo purple glasses. On the other hand, the samples
from Sinai have a particular chemical pattern which resembles glasses of Egyptian provenance (e.g. elevated
titania associated with a combination of higher alumina values and relatively low concentrations of lime),
which distinctly sets them apart from the common
Levantine glass makeup. In this respect, the Pergamon
example is similar to the samples from Sinai but also
features considerably elevated alumina (Al2O3 >8wt%)
and high boron levels, indicating yet another production origin of the raw glass used in Islamic marvered
vessel production.
This diversity of chemical glass compositions
found across a fairly small and unsystematic database
of available analytical results is not surprising, given
that the manufacture of vessels with marvered trails is
associated with different wider regions (e.g. Egypt and
Syria55) and particular cities (e.g. Jerusalem56). It
seems possible that, in fact, the Islamic marvered glass
represents an inter-regional phenomenon of shared and
replicated aesthetic trends and fashion, rather than production of a specific artisanal centre which could be
characterised by a distinct chemical glass composition.
Such a complex and non-centralised model, probably with its own dynamics over time, tentatively
reconstructed on the basis of glass chemistry, is also
confirmed by the diversity of techniques of applying
the trails. As previously mentioned, the decoration of
the Brani~evo vessels does not seem to be fully marvered in all areas, as usually seen with such objects57.
The smear-like strokes of some of the festoons are not
compatible with the typical technique of marvered
trails58. This suggests that the glass blowers probably
tried to imitate, with their supplies of raw materials
and at their level of proficiency, the appearance of the
fashionable ornamentation without being closely
familiar with the genuine ways of creating combed
patterns.
CONCLUSION
The studied set from Brani~evo is unique in terms
of the extent of the assemblage and the securely-dated
archaeological context, and for the first time offering
the opportunity for a detailed chemical characterisation.
Even if stylistically homogenous, the assemblage forms
two distinct though compositionally closely related
groups of purple glass, linked further by the opaque
white glass, indicating their origin from the same
workshop but from different batches and production
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events. Both batches of purple glass have evidence of
recycling in the base glass, and differ in the amount of
added manganese, the purple colorant. They also have
clear evidence of contamination with traces of the
opaque white glass. The base compositions of the purple
and the opaque white glasses are likely of Levantine
origin. Nevertheless, such a provenancing does not
necessarily indicate that the vessels themselves were
manufactured in the Levant because of the division of
the glass industry into primary glass making and secondary glass working stages.
For now, there are still not sufficiently large numbers of samples analysed for firm conclusions to be
drawn, but apparently the marvered glasses do not
form a consistent production group. The diversity of
the glass compositions attested so far should not be
unexpected if the popularity of the fashion had triggered the spread of this ornamental style and its further imitations in numerous workshops across the
Islamic Near East – workshops which could have procured glass from various regions, hence with different
chemical compositions. Nevertheless, the possibility
of a more standardised production of the opaque white
glass and its distribution as prefabricated raw material for the secondary glass workshops should not be
ignored.
Further data from analytical research and thorough
artefact studies would help to identify possible correlations between the chronologies, regions of distribution, vessel shapes, decoration techniques and glass
chemistry within the apparently broader and diverse
group of Islamic marvered vessels.
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HEMIJSKI SASTAV I TEKSTURA SETA STAKLENIH POSUDA
UKRA[ENIH APLICIRANIM NITIMA (12. VEK)
IZ BRANI^EVA (SRBIJA)
Kqu~ne re~i. – islamsko staklo, dekoracija apliciranim staklenim nitima, Brani~evo, Srbija, 12. vek, LA-ICPMS,
SEM-EDS, pXRF.

Staklene posude intenzivnih boja, ukra{ene apliciranim
nitima, predstavqaju {iroko rasprostrawenu i popularnu, ali slabo izu~avanu grupu visokokvalitetnog staklenog
posu|a sredwovekovnog islamskog porekla. U radu su dati
detaqni hemijski i mikrostrukturni podaci za purpurne
staklene posude ukra{ene neprozirnim belim nitima, koje
su otkrivene u setu tokom iskopavawa na lokalitetu Brani~evo – Mali grad. Fragmentovane posude poti~u iz zatvorenog konteksta, iz sloja ru{ewa Ku}e 4, koji je, zahvaquju}i ostalim arheolo{kim nalazima, pre svega primercima
novca, datovan u sredinu / drugu polovinu 12. veka.
Me|u fragmentima je izdvojeno najmawe 16 razli~itih posuda, i to {est malih zdela, dve velike zdele, tri
ve}e i dve male boce, i tri posude koje su sa rezervom opredeqene kao male boce. Petnaest fragmenata od najmawe 9
razli~itih posuda analizirano je metodom masene spektrometrije sa indukovanom kuplovanom plazmom putem laserske ablacije (LA-ICPMS). Nekoliko ulomaka iz ove grupe
izdvojeno je za analizu opti~kim mikroskopom i skeniraju}im elektronskim mikroskopom sa energetski disperzivnom spektrometrijom (SEM-EDS), kori{}ewem detektora
povratno rasutih elektrona (SEM-BSE) za snimawe. Osim
merewa u okviru pomenutog seta posuda, vr{ena su i merewa na oko 30 drugih ulomaka purpurnog stakla, i to prenosnim rendgenskim fluorescentnim spektrometrom (pXRF),
kako bi se potvrdilo izdvajawe hemijskih podgrupa u ~itavom setu.
Rezultati pokazuju da je purpurna osnova posuda izra|ena od stakla na bazi Na2O – CaO – SiO2 sa biqnim pepelom.
Purpurna boja dobijena je zahvaquju}i visokim sadr`ajima mangan-oksida, koji je namerno dodat za potrebe bojewa
stakla. Ovakav stav odgovara tipi~no islamskom staklu sa
biqnim pepelom, a stilski tipovima i dekoraciji posuda
islamskog porekla. U setu iz Brani~eva identifikovane su
dve hemijske podgrupe – Purpur 1 i Purpur 2, sa blagim razlikama u sadr`aju glavnih oksida i elemenata u tragovima. Neprozirno belo staklo, od kojeg su izra|ene aplicirane niti, ima sli~nu osnovnu kompoziciju kao i purpurno
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staklo. Me|utim, dodavawe oksida kalaja i olova osnovnom
sastavu ovog stakla obezbedilo je wegovu neprozirnost i
belu boju. U ove dve podgrupe purpurnog, manganom bojenog
stakla nije uo~ena razlika u sastavu belog stakla koje je kori{}eno za izradu dekorativnih niti na svim posudama u
setu, {to zna~i da ono verovatno ima jedinstveno poreklo.
U oba slu~aja (purpurna osnova, bela dekoracija) staklo je heterogeno i u mikrostrukturi ve}ine uzoraka vidqive su linije ili slojevi koji predstavqaju razli~itu koncentraciju oksida metala, kao i diskretne ~estice bogate
oksidima olova i kalaja. Ovakva heterogenost ozna~ava nepotpuno me{awe rastopqenog stakla, verovatno reciklirawe otpada, i po svoj prilici kontaminaciju stakla alatkama kori{}enim prilikom izrade posuda.
Hemijski sastav posuda iz brani~evskog seta pokazuje
da su one izra|ene tokom dve proizvodna procesa, najverovatnije u istoj radionici, u kojoj su kori{}ene neznatno
razli~ite smese purpurnog stakla (Purpur 1 i Purpur 2).
Kada je re~ o belom staklu, o~igledno je da je jedna zaliha kori{}ena tokom oba procesa. Pore|ewem podgrupa purpurnog
stakla sa formama posuda, utvr|eno je da su velike boce i
ve}a zdela izra|ene od stakla podgrupe Purpur 2, dok mawe
zdele i male boce pripadaju podgrupi Purpur 1.
Osnovna kompozicija purpurnog i neprozirnog belog
stakla verovatno je levantskog porekla. To nu`no ne zna~i
da su i same posude izra|ene na Levantu, budu}i da je poznato da je proizvodwa stakla obuhvatala dve grane – primarnu izradu sirovog stakla i sekundarnu izradu finalnih
proizvoda. Pore|ewem sastava na{ih primeraka sa objavqenim podacima o hemijskom sastavu islamskog levantskog
stakla potvr|ena je razlika u osnovnoj kompoziciji purpurnog i belog neprozirnog stakla, {to ukazuje na to da sirovina poti~e iz dve razli~ite produkcijske zone unutar
levantske oblasti. Na{i rezultati pokazuju da je radionica u kojoj su posude pravqene nabavqala sirovinu iz vi{e
od jednog izvori{ta i da je mogla biti snabdevena gotovim
neprozirnim staklom i, verovatno, raznovrsnim staklenim
otpadom.
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Appendix. Average values for the main oxides and trace compounds of the individual Brani~evo glass samples,
as determined by LA-ICPMS, and the average of eight separate analyses of Corning A compared to
the published values for this reference glass, for references see footnote 14.
Vessel shapes and catalogue numbers from Spasi}-\uri}, Jovanovi} in this volume
Prilog. Prose~ne vrednosti glavnih oksida i jediwewa u tragovima u uzorcima iz Brani~eva,
ustanovqene metodom LA-ICPMS, i prose~ne vrednosti osam razli~itih analiza Corning A,
koje su upore|ene sa publikovanim vrednostima za ovo referentno staklo; za reference vidi nap. 14.
Forme posuda i katalo{ki brojevi preuzeti su iz: Spasi}-\uri}, Jovanovi} u ovom broju Starinara
vessel / Cat. No

SiO2

Al2O3

Na2O

K2O

CaO

MgO

P2O5

Cl

wt%

wt%

wt%

wt%

wt%

wt%

wt%

wt%

BRN 1-03

bowl Cat. No 1 - rim fragment

67.1

1.68

12.6

2.35

9.1

2.94

0.31

0.69

BRN 1-01.p

bowl Cat. No 2 - wall fragment

67.3

1.71

12.5

2.24

9.2

2.94

0.31

0.70

BRN 1-15.p

bowl Cat. No 3 - rim fragment

67.8

1.65

12.2

2.31

9.2

2.83

0.31

0.64

BRN 1-05.p

cup Cat. No 6 - wall fragment

67.0

1.86

12.1

2.15

9.2

2.92

0.29

0.73

BRN 1-11.p

flask Cat. No 12 - wall fragment

67.3

1.90

12.0

2.23

9.2

2.87

0.30

0.70

BRN 1-12

flask Cat. No 12 - wall fragment

67.5

1.84

12.0

2.27

9.1

2.84

0.31

0.68

BRN 1-14b.p

? flask Cat. No 14 - wall fragment

67.7

1.69

12.3

2.23

9.1

2.82

0.30

0.79

BRN 1-14a

? flask Cat. No 14 - wall fragment

67.6

1.67

12.3

2.18

9.1

2.80

0.29

0.77

BRN 1-13.p

bowl Cat. No 8 - wall fragment

67.0

1.88

12.8

1.95

8.8

2.58

0.27

0.77

BRN 1-06

bottle Cat. No 9 - loose handle fragment

66.8

1.91

13.0

1.95

8.7

2.63

0.27

0.76

BRN 1-08

bottle Cat. No 9 - wall fragment

66.7

1.91

13.0

1.89

8.7

2.61

0.26

0.76

BRN 1-07.p

bottle Cat. No 9 - wall fragment

66.5

1.84

12.9

1.89

8.8

2.72

0.27

0.76

BRN 1-09.p

bottle Cat. No 10 - wall fragment

66.8

1.90

13.0

1.93

8.7

2.60

0.26

0.77

BRN 1-10

bottle - neck fragment

66.6

1.97

12.8

1.93

8.6

2.48

0.26

0.79

BRN 1-04.p

? bowl - wall fragment

66.5

1.90

13.1

1.85

8.8

2.60

0.26

0.78

sample
Purple 1

Purple 2

White on Purple 1
BRN 1-01.w

Cat. No 2

55.1

1.04

8.6

1.80

6.7

2.23

0.21

0.56

BRN 1-15.w

Cat. No 3

57.8

1.26

9.5

1.66

6.1

2.19

0.25

0.71

BRN 1-05.w

Cat. No 6

59.0

1.19

8.8

1.77

6.3

2.35

0.22

0.66

BRN 1-11.w

Cat. No 12

59.4

0.98

9.9

1.87

7.9

2.60

0.26

0.71

BRN 1-14b.w

Cat. No 14

58.2

0.93

8.9

1.74

7.0

2.33

0.23

0.65

White on Purple 2
BRN 1-13.w

Cat. No 8

64.8

1.54

10.5

2.03

7.9

2.50

0.31

0.82

BRN 1-07.w

Cat. No 9

55.0

1.04

8.6

1.69

6.7

2.23

0.21

0.58

BRN 1-09.w(i)

Cat. No 10 - white area

53.9

1.03

7.9

1.63

6.0

2.00

0.24

0.55

BRN 1-09.w(ii)

Cat. No 10 - pink area

58.3

0.92

8.9

2.01

7.2

2.64

0.25

0.77

BRN 1-09.w(iii)

Cat. No 10 - pink-purple area

58.5

0.87

8.8

2.01

7.1

2.54

0.26

0.70

BRN 1-04.w

? bowl

55.5

1.07

8.5

1.75

6.8

2.27

0.21

0.55

Purple 1

67.4

1.75

12.2

2.25

9.1

2.87

0.30

0.71

Purple 2

66.7

1.90

12.9
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-7.4%
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43%

Brani~evo set - means
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standard deviation (st dev)

Corning A published
difference absolute
difference relative
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Abstract – During the 2011 archaeological excavations at the Mali Grad site in Brani~evo, a set of at least 16 vessels made
of translucent dark-purple glass and decorated with marvered opaque white trails was discovered. This unique glass assemblage,
consisting of at least eight bowls, three bottles, two cylindrical flasks and three further vessels which can be possibly attributed
to flasks, was found in the most significant archaeological context in the urban centre of Brani~evo, in the layer above the floor
in House No 4. According to other archaeological finds from the same context, coins in particular, the glass vessel set is dated
to the 12th century. Importantly, the finds from Brani~evo are so far the earliest securely-dated vessels of this type in the territory
of the Byzantine Empire, post-dating the reestablishment of its control over the Balkan Peninsula in the 11th century.
Key words – Brani~evo, Serbia, 12th century, vessel set, purple glass, opaque white marvered decoration.

Introduction
The remains of the Medieval city of Brani~evo are
situated in the eastern part of Serbia, about 130 km east
of Belgrade and 24 km from northeast from Po`arevac,
in the village of Kostolac. Located in an important
strategic position, on the right bank of the Danube and
above the Dunavac and the Mlava River, Brani~evo
was one of the most important Medieval fortifications
on the Danubian frontier (Fig. 1). Medieval Brani~evo
developed in the area of the Roman city and legionary
fort of Viminacium. Two fortified structures of the Brani~evo urban centre, known as Mali Grad and Veliki
Grad sites, are situated on the ridge surmounting the
lowland of Stig and the Pannonian plain. A vast suburb

developed eastward, beneath the two units, at the
Rudine and Svetinja sites on the opposite (right) bank
of the Mlava River.1
In 2011, during the archaeological excavation at
the Mali Grad site, a significant assemblage of purple
marvered glass was unearthed. Given that marvered
glass finds are rare in the Balkans and the fact that the
Brani~evo group of vessels is reliably dated, the aim of
this paper is to present the assemblage in detail in terms
of vessel typology and decoration, its context and date;
it should also contribute to the current understanding of

1

Popovi}, Ivani{evi} 1988, 125.

The paper results from several research projects: Archaeological investigations of Medieval Brani~evo (no. 1201-P13) by the National
Museum in Po`arevac, funded by the Municipality of Po`arevac, Urbanization Processes and Development of Medieval Society (no 177021)
by the Institute of Archaeology in Belgrade, funded by the Ministry of Education, Science and Technological Development of the Republic
of Serbia, and the project of University College London (UCL) – Qatar, Glass from Byzantium to Bagdad – trade and technology from the
Byzantine Empire to the Abbasid Caliphate, NPRP grant 7-776-6-024 from the Qatar National Research Fund (a member of Qatar Foundation).
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Fig. 1. Location of Brani~evo
Sl. 1. Polo`aj Brani~eva

the distribution pattern of this type of glass, which was
apparently popular in Byzantine lands but also quite
numerous in the Levant, and occasionally present even
much further beyond. The opportunity to carry out the
analysis of the Brani~evo finds provides an important
insight into the issues of technology and provenance of
these vessels, discussed in the paper to follow, by
Rehren, Cholakova and Jovanovi}.
Brani~evo: historical circumstances
and archaeological background
The first mention of Brani~evo in historical sources dates from 1019, when ‘the bishop of Brani~evo’
was listed in a charter affirming the rights of the autocephalous Bulgarian Church. Therefore, Brani~evo
was confirmed as the bishopric. In the 12th century,
together with Belgrade, it became the most important
Byzantine stronghold on the Danube. The valuable tes-
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timonies of that time were left by the Byzantine chroniclers John Kinnamos and Nicketas Choniates, who described the Byzantine-Hungarian conflicts and subsequent events in which Brani~evo assumed a significant
role. One of the records refers to Hungarian merchants
who were assaulted in the city in 1127; this note indicates that at that time Brani~evo was a significant economic centre. Emperors John II Komnenos (1118–1143)
and Manuel I Komnenos (1143–1180) were mentioned
in some important accounts. Due to the clashes, both
emperors stayed in the city, John II Komnenos between
1127 and 1129 and Manuel I Komnenos in 1151–1152.
The new Byzantine-Hungarian military conflicts on
the Danube border took place between 1162 and 1167
and later on, in the 1180s, the accounts of which also
mention Brani~evo. In addition to the aforementioned
Byzantine historians, some data about Brani~evo in the
11th and 12th centuries were recorded by European tra-
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Fig. 2. Situation plan of the Medieval city of Brani~evo (according to Popovi}, Ivani{evi} 1988, 129, Fig. 2)
Sl. 2. Situacioni plan sredwovekovnog grada Brani~eva (prema Popovi}, Ivani{evi} 1988, 129, Sl. 2)

vellers, pilgrims or those who took part in the Crusades.
It is well known that the city hosted the Second
Crusader army of the kings Louis VII and Conrad III,
as well as the Third Crusader army led by Frederick III
Barbarossa in 1189. The last information on Byzantine
rule over Brani~evo is found in a charter from 1198,
which lists, among other provinces of the Empire, ‘the
province of Ni{ and Brani~evo’. After the collapse of
Byzantine rule, during the first decades of the 13th century, the Hungarians were struggling with the renewed
Bulgarian state over the authority in this region. It is
not always easy to establish the exact chronology of
the events which were to follow. Only in 1292 would
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the Serbian kings establish stable political authority
over Brani~evo, incorporating the area permanently
into the Serbian state.2
First investigations in Brani~evo reach back into
the early decades of the 18th and the end of the 19th
centuries. The first plan of the city, in addition to the
descriptions, was drawn by Luigi Marsigli, in the third
decade of the 18th century. The plan shows two fortified

2 VIINJ IV, 7–10, 13, 14, 16–22, 43–45, 50, 117, 118,
120–126, 137, 159; Popovi}, Ivani{evi} 1988, 125–127; Komatina 2016, 104–107.
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Fig. 3. The Mali Grad site, 2007 (photo by D. Spasi}-\uri})
Sl. 3. Lokalitet Mali grad, 2007. (foto: D. Spasi}-\uri})

units of Brani~evo, Mali Grad and Veliki Grad. The
square form of the “main” fortification at Mali Grad is
clearly visible today in the terrain. According to Marsigli’s plan, four round towers were located at the corners of the fort. Archaeological excavations at this
location were conducted in the early 20th century, and
in 1975. During the 1970s and 1980s, investigations
were also undertaken at the Veliki Grad site, as well as
in the suburbs of Brani~evo, at the sites of Rudine and
Svetinja (Fig. 2).3
New investigations at Mali Grad, which are of particular importance, were initiated in 2007 (Fig. 3) and
have continued until today.4 So far, they have completed results from earlier campaigns and verified the
data from historical sources, establishing a more reliable
chronology and providing an insight into the circumstances which led to the foundation of Brani~evo and
to its decline.5 When it comes to the Middle Ages, the
coins cover the period from the second half of the 10th
century6 and the beginning of the 11th (anonymous follis of class C, 976?–c.1030/5; Coloman, 1095–1116) to
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the early 13th century (Bulgarian imitation C, c.1202–
c.1215; Latin imitative type A, 1204–?; Eberhard II,
1200–1246).
The archaeological layers dated to the 12th and the
early 13th centuries are rather thick. Houses and pits
yielded a wealth of material culture, especially pottery.
The most important archaeological context from the
urban centre of Brani~evo is a large wooden house,

Popovi}, Ivani{evi} 1988, 128–130.
The project Archaeological investigations of Medieval
Brani~evo has been carried out by the National Museum in Po`arevac. The head of the research team is Dragana Spasi}-\uri}.
5 Spasi}-\uri} 2016, 109–115.
6 Ivani{evi} 1988, 87–104.
7 Spasi}-\uri} 2016, 110–113.
8 Billon trachea of John II Komnenos (1118–1143) and a trachy of Manuel I Komnenos emitted in 1143–1152?.
9 Spasi}-\uri} 2016, 114.
10 Price, Cottam 1998, 39; Carboni 2001, 291; Brosh 2014a,
302.
3
4
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labelled House No 4. With its length of 19.5–20 m and
width of about 7–7.5 m, the house is almost rectangular in plan. It had a dual pitched roof, a clay floor with
embedded brick, 20 post-holes and five furnaces. Charred wooden elements and pieces of burnt wattle indicate
timber frame construction.7
Judging by the coins of John II Komnenos and
Manuel I Komnenos found on the floor,8 House No 4
may have been built during the reign of John II Komnenos, probably at the end of the third decade of the
12th century. The fire which damaged it can probably
be linked to the events following the death of Manuel I
Komnenos (1180) and the conflicts of 1182–1183. The
layers of debris imply that the destruction of the house
and the western defence wall occurred at one and the
same time. As suggested by the finds studied so far,
Friesach coins from between 1170 and 1200 and the later
issues by King Bélla III (1172–1196) mark the end of the
prosperous phase and the demolition of the structure.9
Glass vessel set
The 2011 excavations of House No 4 revealed a
unique glass assemblage consisting of at least 16 vessels
made of translucent dark-purple glass, decorated with
marvered trails of opaque white glass. The finds belong

Fig. 4. Purple glass vessels in situ
(photo by D. Spasi}-\uri})
Sl. 4. Nalazi purpurnih staklenih posuda in situ
(foto: D. Spasi}-\uri})

to a group of bichrome-glass vessels characterised by
applied and marvered decoration, in which white opaque trails were pressed into a dark transparent base in
various patterns by rolling the hot glass on a flat stone
or metal surface (the marver, or marver block).10

Fig. 5. Remains of charred wooden boards in situ (photo by D. Spasi}-\uri})
Sl. 5. Ostaci ugqenisanih drvenih dasaka in situ (foto: D. Spasi}-\uri})
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The purple glass vessel set was unearthed from a
conflagration layer, immediately above the house floor
(Fig. 4). It was found within an area of approximately
1.10 by 1.10 m, together with some 87 fragments of
naturally coloured glass and 25 fragments of dark blue
glass bangles, one of which was decorated with applied
white threads. There were also the remains of three
charred wooden boards (Fig. 5). The best preserved
board is 1 m long, 23 cm wide and 2.5 cm thick, above
which another, smaller one, was discovered. A third,
poorly preserved board, laid over them. The context of
the finds indicates that there used to be shelves, on
which the vessels were placed, or a wooden box in
which these objects were possibly stored.11
The assemblage comprises at least eight bowls,
three bottles, two flasks and three further vessels which
can be possibly attributed to flasks. All the vessels were
made using the free-blowing technique; bases and handles were added separately. Circular or irregular scars
of pontil are visible on preserved bases.
Out of the total of eight bowls, six are rather small
(the preserved rim diameters are c 7.6 cm, c 9.5 cm, and
c 12 cm: Figs 6, 7) and two are larger (the rim diameter of one of them, Cat. No 7, is c 18 cm: Fig. 8). Two
of the six smaller bowls are biconical in form (Cat.
Nos 1, 2; Fig. 6), three are convex (Cat. Nos 3–5?; Fig.
7. 1–3), and the smallest one is deep and rounded in its
lower part (Cat. No 6; Figs 7. 4, 13. 2). The two larger
bowls are rather convex (Cat. Nos 7–8; Fig. 8). Considering the preserved fragments, it is evident that the
bowls have either out-turned or in-turned rims with
fire-rounded edges, slightly thickened, and applied
coil base-rings.
The three bottles seem to be similar in form (Fig.
9. 1–3), having longer cylindrical necks, one or two
handles and probably an ovoid body, as evidenced by
one of them, Cat. No 9; it is certain that this bottle had
two handles (Fig. 9. 1). Judging by the decoration, dimensions of the fragments, and the results of chemical
analysis, it may be assumed that fragments of a bottle
rim and a concave base also belonged to this vessel. The
upper part of the second bottle (Cat. No 10; Figs 9. 2,
13. 1) is preserved with its cylindrical neck expanding
downward, and a handle, semicircular in cross-section,
is applied on the upper body and attached to the neck.
Only a fragment of the third bottle’s mouth is preserved
(Cat. No 11; Fig. 9. 3). There are an additional four
bottle fragments which cannot be definitely regarded
as separate vessels, since they could also belong to the
three described bottles (Fig. 9. 4–5).
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Besides the bowls and the bottles, the set also includes fragments of two flasks with cylindrical bodies
and concave bases (Cat. Nos 12, 13; Fig. 10. 1–2), as
well as three vessels with funnel mouths with slightly
thickened fire-rounded rims (Cat. Nos 14–16; Fig. 10.
3–5). Their lower parts are not preserved; however,
these pieces can be possibly attributed to flasks.12
The vessels from the set are considered to be tableware (bowls, bottles, small bottles/flasks). Often regarded as toilet vessels, used for medical and other purposes, flasks may also have served as tableware, and for
storage as well.13
Another piece of marvered glass was found apart
from the set, in Pit No 4, east of House No 4 (Fig. 11).
Unlike the aforementioned purple vessels, it was made
of blue glass and decorated with applied opaque-white
trails, marvered and combed into festoon-like pattern.
The pit also produced an anonymous Class C follis
(1042?–c. 1050) and a coin of John II Komnenos from
1122–1137(?).
Within the project Glass from Byzantium to
Baghdad–Trade and Technology from the Byzantine
Empire to the Abbasid Caliphate, a total of 15 vessel
fragments from the purple glass set were analysed with
LA-ICPMS (Laser Ablation Inductively Coupled
Plasma Mass Spectrometry) at the Institut de Recherche
sur les ArchéoMATériaux (IRAMAT) in Orléans,
France. Additional pXRF (Portable X-Ray fluorescence) measurements were taken in April 2017 in the
National Museum in Po`arevac, Serbia.
The sample numbers of the analysed vessels and
data obtained by pXRF analyses are listed in the catalogue. The outcomes of the analyses reveal that the
vessels were made from plant-ash soda glass, most
probably of Levantine origin and matching the typical
composition of Near Eastern Islamic glass. The purple
glass is coloured with manganese oxide and the
opaque white glass is made by adding tin and lead. It
could be assumed that the entire set was manufactured
in a single workshop, in two slightly different batches.
For a more detailed discussion on chemical composition and texture of glass see the following article in this
volume.

11

Spasi}-\uri} 2016, 110–113.
It is noteworthy that these fragments could also belong to
the tall narrow cylindrical beakers which flare into a funnel shape
below the rim, see Carboni, Whitehouse 2001, 145, cat. no. 60.
13 Price, Cottam 1998, 14.
12
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Fig. 6. Bowls (drawings S. @ivanovi})
Sl. 6. Zdele (crte`i S. @ivanovi})
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Fig. 7. Bowls (drawings S. @ivanovi})
Sl. 7. Zdele (crte`i S. @ivanovi})

Fig. 8. Bowls (drawings S. @ivanovi})
Sl. 8. Zdele (crte`i S. @ivanovi})
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Fig. 9. Bottles (drawings S. @ivanovi})
Sl. 9. Boce (crte`i S. @ivanovi})
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Fig. 10. Small bottles (flasks) (?) (drawings S. @ivanovi})
Sl. 10. Male boce (?) (crte`i S. @ivanovi})

Fig. 11. Fragment of marvered blue glass
(photo by: D. Spasi}-\uri}, S. Jovanovi})
Sl. 11. Fragment plavog stakla
(foto: D. Spasi}-\uri}, S. Jovanovi})
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CATALOGUE
Bowls
1. Biconical bowl (Fig. 6. 1) – nearly complete
profile is reconstructed, the base is missing; slightly
in-turned rim, edge fire-rounded, slightly thickened.
Decorated with spirally wound trails which cover almost
the entire vessel. In the lower part, the trails were dragged up with a tool to form rows of festoons. The festoon-like pattern was likely divided into seven (?) vertical sections in the lower part, while in the preserved
fragments of the upper part the trails are mostly horizontal. The trails in the lower part are wider and marvered until they are flush with the vessel wall surface,
and the trails toward the rim are thinner and bolder in
relief.
Compositional group: Purple 1 (Sample BRN 1-03
purple glass only)
Dimensions: reconstructed rim diameter – c 12 cm
C-345
2. Biconical bowl (Fig. 6. 2) – fragments of the
middle and lower parts of the vessel are preserved, the
rim is missing; applied coil base-ring of variable
width; irregular pontil scar (c 1.4 x 1.2 cm) in the middle of the base. Both the pontil mark and the base-ring
are laid over trailed decoration. The same decoration
scheme as on Cat. No 1, with a festoon-like pattern in
nine vertical sections, quite variable in width. The
trails in the lower and middle parts of the vessel are
wider and marvered until they are flush with the vessel
walls.
Compositional group: Purple 1 (Sample BRN 1-01
purple and opaque white glasses)
Dimensions: base diameter – c 4 cm; reconstructed
width in the middle part of the vessel – c 14 cm
C-348
3. Convex bowl (Fig. 7. 1) – fragments of the upper
and middle parts of the vessel are preserved, the base
is missing; slightly out-turned rim, edge fire-rounded,
slightly thickened. The same decoration scheme as on
Cat. No 1. Decorated with festoons arranged in a vertically skewed grid; on part of the vessel the decoration
goes up to the rim.
Compositional group: Purple 1 (Sample BRN 1-15
purple and opaque white glasses)
Dimensions: rim diameter – c 9.5 cm
C-350a
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4. Convex bowl (Fig. 7. 2) – only a fragment of the
upper part of the vessel is preserved; slightly out-turned
rim, edge fire-rounded, slightly thickened. Several
trails applied on the surface indicate that the vessel was
decorated with a festoon-like pattern.
Compositional group: tentatively Purple 1 (measured by pXRF)
Dimensions: –
C-350b
5. Bowl (Fig. 7. 3) – only two fragments of the upper
part of the vessel are preserved; slightly out-turned rim,
edge fire-rounded, slightly thickened. Decorated with
festoons arranged in nearly vertical sections, skewed in
the opposite direction than on Cat. No 3. Pattern seems
very similar to that on Cat. No 4.
Compositional group: –
Dimensions: rim diameter – c 12 cm
C-350c
6. Bowl or cup (Figs 7. 4, 13. 2) – almost the entire
vessel is preserved; slightly in-turned rim, edge firerounded, slightly thickened; applied coil base-ring; quite
regular pontil scar (l. c 0.6 cm) in the middle of the base.
The base-ring is applied to the bottom, previously decorated with trails. The decoration of applied trails covers
the entire vessel, with a festoon-like pattern in eight
vertical sections. The trails are wider and completely
marvered in on the lower and middle parts, and thinner
and more plastic toward the rim.
Compositional group: Purple 1 (Sample BRN 1-05
purple and opaque white glasses)
Dimensions: rim diameter – c 7.6 cm; base diameter
– c 3.8 cm; height – c 5.8 cm
C-353
7. Large convex bowl (Fig. 8. 1) – fragments of the
upper and middle parts of the vessel are preserved, the
base is missing; out-turned rim, edge fire-rounded,
slightly thickened. The same decoration scheme as on
Cat. No 1, with a festoon-like pattern in vertical sections,
quite variable in width. As with the previous bowl, the
trails are wider in the lower and middle parts of the
vessel and thinner toward the rim.
Dimensions: rim diameter – c 17 cm
C-343a
8. Large convex bowl (Fig. 8. 2) – fragments of the
lower and middle parts of the vessel are preserved, the
rim is missing; applied coil base-ring of variable width;
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irregular pontil scar (c 1.1 x 0.7 cm) in the middle of
the base. The same decoration scheme as on Cat. No 1,
with a festoon-like pattern in eight or nine vertical sections. The trails are quite thin.
Compositional group: Purple 2 (Sample BRN 1-13
purple and opaque white glasses)
Dimensions: base diameter – c 5 cm
C-343b
Bottles
9. Ovoid bottle (Fig. 9. 1) – nearly the complete profile is reconstructed, parts of the neck and body are missing; straight rim, edge fire-rounded, slightly thickened, long cylindrical neck, two handles, concave base;
irregular pontil scar (c 2 x 1.3 cm) in the middle of the
base. Two handles, semicircular in cross-section, are
applied on the upper body and attached to the neck. A
festoon-like pattern on the ovoid body was likely divided into six (?) vertical sections. Due to the thin application of white glass between these sections, the purple background is visible. A wide trail is applied on the
neck. The base was decorated with marvered spiral
trails. The decoration is in low relief.
Compositional group: Purple 2 (Samples BRN 1-06
purple glass only, BRN 1-07 purple and opaque white
glasses, BRN 1-08 purple glass only)
Dimensions: rim diameter – c 1.9; base diameter –
c 6.5 cm
C-344a
10. Ovoid? bottle (Figs 9. 2, 13. 1) – fragments of
the upper part of the vessel are preserved, middle part
of the body and base are missing; almost straight rim,
edge fire-rounded, slightly thickened, cylindrical neck
expanding to merge with body, one handle preserved.
The handle, semicircular in cross-section, is applied on
the upper body and attached to the neck. The neck is decorated with the applied wide trails dragged up with a
tool. Thin purple glass threads are visible in the opaque
white decoration. The decoration is in bold relief.
Compositional group: Purple 2 (BRN 1-09 purple
and opaque white glasses)
Dimensions: rim diameter – c 2.3 cm; preserved
height – c 11 cm
C-344
11. Bottle (Fig. 9. 3) – only a fragment of the upper
part of the vessel is preserved; straight rim, edge firerounded, slightly thickened, cylindrical neck expanding
to merge with body. This fragment is not decorated.
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Compositional group: tentatively Purple 2 (measured by pXRF)
Dimensions: rim diameter – c 2 cm; preserved
height – c 3.5 cm
C-347
Flasks
12. Cylindrical flask (Fig. 10. 1) – fragments of the
lower and middle parts of the vessel are preserved,
upper body is missing; concave base. A festoon-like
pattern was likely divided into six (?) vertical sections.
Compositional group: Purple 1 (Samples BRN 1-11
purple and opaque white glasses, BRN 1-12 purple
glass only)
Dimensions: base diameter – c 4.5 cm, preserved
height – c 8.4 cm
C-346a
13. Cylindrical flask (Fig. 10. 2) – fragments of the
lower and middle parts of the vessel are preserved,
upper body is missing; concave base; irregular pontil
scar in the middle of the base. The flask was decorated
with marvered trails arranged in wide festoons.
Compositional group: tentatively Purple 1 (measured by pXRF)
Dimensions: base diameter – 4.5 cm; preserved
height – c 3.3 cm
C-346b
14. Flask (?) (Fig. 10. 3) – fragments of the upper
part of the vessel are preserved, lower body is missing;
funnel mouth, slightly in-turned rim, edge fire-rounded.
The vessel was decorated with applied trails forming a
festoon-like pattern. The decoration is in bold relief.
Compositional group: Purple 1 (Samples BRN 114a purple glass only, BRN 1-14b purple and opaque
white glasses)
Dimensions: rim diameter – c 6 cm
C-349a
15. Flask (?) (Fig. 10. 4) – fragments of upper part
of the vessel are preserved, lower body is missing; funnel mouth, straight rim, edge fire-rounded. The flask
was decorated with applied trails forming three horizontal lines below the rim and a thick festoon-like pattern (?) further below. The decoration is in bold relief.
Compositional group: tentatively Purple 1 (measured by pXRF)
Dimensions: rim diameter – c 6.5
C-349b
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16. Flask (?) (Fig. 10. 5) – fragments of the upper
part of the vessel are preserved, lower body is missing;
funnel mouth. The same decoration scheme as on Cat.
No 15.
Compositional group: –
Dimensions: rim diameter – c 6.5 cm
C-349c
Discussion
The purple vessels with marvered decoration from
Brani~evo belong to a well-known group of Medieval
glassware, often regarded as originating from Islamic
Egypt or Syria and, more generally, the Near East.
During the Ayyubid (1171–1250) and Mamluk (1250–
1516) dynasties, the glass industry was at its peak in
the eastern Mediterranean.14 The two most popular
decoration techniques were those of applied and marvered trails, and of enamel and gold painting. Both
techniques are characterised by polychromatic effects
ignoring the distinct characteristics of glass – transparency and delicacy.15 As the group of vessels with
applied and marvered trails from House No 4 in
Brani~evo is securely dated, it is very important in the
study of the distribution and chronology of such finds.
The analogous finds, as listed below, come from the
period between the 12th and 15th centuries; some sites
of uncertain date, but possibly relating to the Ayyubid
and Mamluk periods, are also mentioned (Fig. 12).
In the Near East, such decorated vessels are known
from Turkey (Pergamon, 12th–13th c.,16 the Kubadabad
palace, 13th c.,17 Adana, 12th–13th c.?18 and Samsat,
12th–13th c.19); Syria (Mharda, 12th–13th c.,20 Hama,
12th–14th c.,21 Qasr al-Hair al-Sharqi22 and Raqqa,23
both of uncertain date); Lebanon (Baalbek24 and
Beirut,25 both of uncertain date); Israel (Giv’at Yasaf,
Mamluk period,26 Acre, 12th–13thc.,27 Safed, 14th c.,28
Tell Yoqne’am, Mamluk period,29 Tiberias, Fatimid
period,30 Bet Yerah, 15th c.,31 H.ammat Gader, Mamluk
period,32 Bet Shean, 12th–14th c.,33 Horbat Zerifin,34
Ramla,35 Khirbat el-Ni’ana,36 Revadim,37 Emmaus alQubeiba,38 all dated to the Mamluk period, Jerusalem,
13th–15th c.39 and Auja al-Hafir, 9th–12th c.40); Jordan
(Ajloun Castle, 13th c.,41 Heshbon, 12th c. and later,42
Khirbat Faris, 14th c.43 and Karak-Raven, 13th or 14th
c.44); Iraq (‘Anna, 11th–14th c.,45 Samarra, uncertain
date,46 Tulul al-Ukhaidir, Abassid-Fatimid period,47
Kish, Hira, both of uncertain date48 and Wasit, 13th c.49);
Yemen (Sharma, 12th–13th c.50 and Kawd am-Saila,
uncertain date51), Egypt (Alexandria – Kom el-Dikka,
Mamluk period,52 Fustat, 12th–14th c.,53 Al-Tur (Sinai),
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14 The marvering decoration technique appeared during the
New Kingdom in Egypt (1450–1100 BCE). It was used in the
Hellenistic and Roman periods, and during the early Islamic period
as well, throughout the 8th and 9th centuries, see Grossmann 2002,
7–10; Ounahnouna 2016, 243. There are not many securely-dated
finds from the latter phase, see Allan 1995, 23–24; Carboni 2001,
291–321; O’Hea 2003, 133–137; Hadad 2002, 151–158.
15 Brosh 2014a, 302.
16 Rehren et al. 2015, Fig. 2f.
17 Uysal 2008, 239, 448, 532, kat. no. 155.
18 Pinder-Wilson 1991, 129, fig. 162.
19 Allan 1995, 28.
20 Carboni 2001, 310, Cat. 83b.
21 Allan 1995, 11, 21; Brosh 2014a, 302.
22 Allan 1995, 13, 27.
23 Hadad 2002, 154.
24 Allan 1995, 11, 13, 27; Brosh 2014b, 910–912.
25 Brosh 2014b, 910–912.
26 Gorin-Rosen 1999, 138–139, Fig. 1.9; Gorin-Rosen 2006,
109.
27 Gorin-Rosen 2013, 110–111, Fig. 1.5.
28 Katsnelson 2017, 314, 316, Fig. 5.2–5.
29 Gorin-Rosin, Katsnelson 2007, 75–76, Figs. 17.1, 17.2.
30 Allan 1995, 13, 27.
31 Brosh 1993, 290–291, fig. 4.
32 Hadad 2002, 155; Brosh 2014a, 303.
33 Hadad 2002, 153–156; Kucharczyk 2015, 79.
34 http://www.hadashot-esi.org.il/report_detail_eng.aspx?id
=814
35 Gorin-Rosen 2009, Fig. 13.3 (http://www.hadashot-esi.org.
il/Report_Detail_Eng.aspx?id=1168&mag_id=115)
36 Gorin-Rosin, Katsnelson 2007, 75–76, Figs. 17.1, 17.2.
37 Brosh 2014a, 303.
38 Hadad 2002, 156; Brosh 2014a, 303.
39 Brosh 2005, 186–188; Brosh 2012, 403–406; Brosh 2014a,
302–305; Brosh 2014b, 909–920; Brosh 2017, 304–305; GorinRosen 2003, 385; Gorin-Rosen 2006, 108, Fig. 2, 6–7; Katsnelson
2009 (http://www.hadashot-esi.org.il/Report_Detail_Eng.aspx?id=
1206&mag_id=115, accessed 31.01.2018.); Winter 2012, 335–337;
Ouahnoua 2016, 243–247.
40 Allan 1995, 13, 27.
41 file:///C:/Users/SARAD/Downloads/object_ISL_jo_Mus01
_ 24_en.doc%20(1).pdf (accessed 15.01.2018.)
42 Goldstein 1976, 131, pl. XII/C; Brosh 2014b, 911–912.
43 McQuitty 2007, 169, fig. 6; Hadad 2002, 155.
44 Milwright 2008, 269, Plate 41.
45 Hadad 2002, 155.
46 Allan 1995, 9–11, 27.
47 Hadad 2002, 155.
48 Allan 1995, 9, 11, 27.
49 Hadad 2002, 155.
50 Foy 2015, 328–329, 352, Fig. 236.
51 Allan 1995, 14, 27.
52 Kucharczyk 2015, 73, 78–79, Fig. 2.5, 3.2.
53 Allan 1995, 7–10, 12; Brosh 2014a, 302.
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14th–15th c.,54 Quseir al-Qadim, 14th c.,55 and Qasr
Ibrim, early Islamic-Ottoman56) and Sudan (Meinarti,
c 1050–1350 and Kasanarti, c 1150–1400).57 Several
fragments are known from Eastern Africa (Gedi,
Kenya, 1100–1350),58 Northern Africa (Qal’a of Beni
Hammad, Algeria, 1007–1152)59 and Western Africa
(Gao, Mali, 11th–12th c.).60 The evidence for trade
across the Indian Ocean is best illustrated by the glass
finds from Singapore (Fort Canning Hill, 14th c.) and
Pengkalan Bulang near Penang Island in Malaysia,
dated to the 12th–13th century.61
Sporadic finds are known from western Europe –
from the United Kingdom (St Andrew’s Cathedral in
Fife, uncertain date, Cheesecake Hill Barrow, 6th–7th
or 12th–13th c., Restormel Castle in Cornwall, in association with painted 13th c. glass, Burpham in Sussex,
uncertain date, St Martin’s Lane in Chichester, uncertain date and Colchester, unlikely later than early 13th
c.);62 Spain (Alhambra, uncertain date);63 France (Marseille, end 13th – beginning of the 14th c.);64 Germany
(Ludwigsburg, 12th–13th c.);65 and from eastern Europe
as well: from Belarus (Vawkavysk, 13th c.,66 Novogrudok, uncertain date,67 and Polotsk, 13th c.68); Russia
(Novgorod, c 1116–1134,69 Beloozero, uncertain date,70
Ostolopovo, end 11th – beginning of the 12th c.,71 Vladimir, uncertain date,72 Hmelevskoe I settlement,
13th–14th c.,73 Bolgar, 13th–14th c.,74 Bilyar, Selitrennoe,
both of uncertain date,75 North Ossetia, 11th–12th c.,76
and Tsaryovo Gorodishche, uncertain date77); and from
Georgia (Agar, uncertain date).78 Such glass finds are
also known from Armenia (Dvina, uncertain date).79
Rare specimens of marvered glass – purple or dark
blue – come from the Balkans. In terms of location, the
nearest finds similar to the Brani~evo glass assemblage
come from Dubrovnik in present-day Croatia (Monastery of St Mary of Ka{tel, mid 12th–14th c.)80 and
from St Tryphon’s Church in Kotor (Montenegro).81
In accordance with the analogous finds and course of
historical events, the author dates marvered glass from
Kotor to the second half of the 12th century, although
with some reservations.82 Marvered glass finds, similarly decorated, were found at the Medieval site of Trapezitsa in Veliko Tarnovo (13th–14th c.)83 and in Karasura (12th–13th c.),84 Bulgaria. A fragment of blue glass
with marvered white trails comes from the Agora South
Centre Glass Factory Site in Corinth (Greece).85 After
reconsideration, this piece was dated to the 13th–14th
centuries.86 A further fragment of a marvered cup is
also known from the Cyprus Medieval Museum at
Limassol Castle.87
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Current knowledge of marvered glass distribution
reveals that the highest concentration of these pieces
can be found in the Eastern Mediterranean region,
mostly in Syria and Egypt. Most sites producing such
finds come from the territories of present-day Israel
(Fig. 12). To some extent, this can be explained by the
large-scale archaeological works conducted nowadays
across this region. Marvered glass is also frequently
found in Lebanon, Jordan, Iraq, as well as in Turkey.
Apart from this region, several finds are recorded in
the United Kingdom and Russia, which, along with the
finds from Spain, Africa, Singapore and Malaya, indicate developed long-distance communication networks

54

Allan 1995, 14, 27; Brosh 2014a, 302.
Whitcomb 1982, 234–235; Meyer 1992, 89–90, Plate 19;
Allan 1995, 15.
56 Allan 1995, 15, 28.
57 Allan 1995, 14, 28.
58 Hadad 2002, 155.
59 Allan 1995, 15–16.
60 Insoll 1998, 81, 83, Fig. 2, 4.
61 Whitcomb 1983, 105; Borell 2005, 200–201, Fig. 1.
62 Allan 1995, 15–17.
63 Allan 1995, 15, 28.
64 Foy, Michel 2014, 265, Fig. 216 et Fig. 217.
65 Allan 1995, 5.
66 Lavù{ 2015, Ris. X.
67 Valiulina 2015, 249.
68 Lavù{ 2015, Ris. XI.
69 Plohov 2007, 174, cv. il. 5, 19–22.
70 Valiulina 2015, 249.
71 Valiulina 2015, 249; Rudenko 2012, 133, Ris. 7.1;
Rudenko 2016, 1490, Ris. 12.
72 Valiulina 2015, 249.
73 Valiulina 2015, 249; https://cyberleninka.ru/article/n/
issledovaniya-hmelevskogo-i-selischa
74 Valiulina 2015, 249, Ris. X/6, 8–9.
75 Valiulina 2015, 249.
76 Me~ i zlatnik 2012, 155, kat. 390.
77 Valiulina 2015, 249.
78 Allan 1995, 16.
79 Valiulina 2015, 249.
80 Topi} et al. 2016, 575, 577–578, Fig. 1.5.
81 Kri`anac 2001.
82 Kri`anac 2001, 32, 56–57; Kri`anac 2012, 411–412, Figs.
5–6.
83 Rabovýnov 2015, 172, Tablo 77, ·377, ·382.
84 Rauh 2013, forthcoming, 322, 331, Kat. Nr. 1392–1395,
Taf. 70.
85 Allan 1995, 21; Davidson 1952, 115–116, nos. 755–758.
86 Whitehouse 1991, 78.
87 Allan 1995, 16.
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1. St Andrew’s Cathedral
in Fife
2. Cheesecake Hill Barrow
3. Restormel Castle
in Cornwall
4. Burpham
5. St Martin’s Lane
in Chichester
6. Colchester
7. Alhambra
8. Marseille
9. Ludwigsburg
10. Dubrovnik
11. Kotor
12. Brani~evo
13. Veliko Tarnovo
14. Karasura
15. Corinth
16. Vawkavysk
17. Novogrudok
18. Polotsk

19. Novgorod
20. Beloozero
21. Ostolopovo
22. Vladimir
23. Hmelevskoe I settlement
24. Bolgar
25. Bilyar
26. Selitrennoe
27. North Ossetia
28. Agar
29. Dvina
30. Pergamon
31. Kubadabad palace
32. Adana
33. Samsat
34. Limassol
35. Mharda
36. Hama
37. Qasr al-Hair al-Sharqi
38. Raqqa
39. Baalbek

40. Beirut
41. Giv’at Yasaf
42. Acre
43. Safed
44. Tell Yoqne’am
45. Tiberias
46. Bet Yerah
47. H.ammat Gader
48. Bet Shean
49. Horbat Zerifin
50. Ramla
51. Khirbat el-Ni’ana
52. Revadim
53. Emmaus al-Qubeiba
54. Jerusalem
55. Auja al-Hafir
56. Ajloun Castle
57. Heshbon
58. Khirbat Faris
59. Karak-Raven
60. ‘Anna

61. Samarra
62. Tulul al-Ukhaidir
63. Kish
64. Hira
65. Wasit
66. Sharma
67. Kawd am-Saila
68. Qal’a of Beni Hammad
69. Gao
70. Alexandria – Kom el-Dikka
71. Fustat
72. Al-Tur (Sinai)
73. Quseir al-Qadim
74. Qasr Ibrim
75. Meinarti
76. Kasanarti
77. Gedi
78. Pengkalan Bulang
79. Fort Canning Hill
80. Tsaryovo Gorodishche

Fig. 12. Marvered glass distribution map
Sl. 12. Karta rasprostrawenosti staklenih predmeta ukra{enih apliciranim nitima
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of the 12th–14th centuries. Further analysis of the distribution map revealed that almost all marvered glass
finds come from the sites/ports located by seas and
rivers.
In general, the above-mentioned glass vessels are
dated between the 12th to 14th centuries, mostly to the
late 13th and 14th centuries, associated with the Mamluk period; yet some finds came from 15th century contexts, as evidenced in Jerusalem88 and Bet Yerah89 in
Israel and in Al-Tur (Sinai) in Egypt.90 Some earlier
dated finds (12th–13th c.) come from Kotor (Montenegro),91 Pergamon (Turkey),92 Acre93 and Auja Hafir94
(Israel), Novgorod,95 Ostolopovo,96 North Ossetia97
(Russia), Qal’a of Beni Hammad (Algeria)98 and Gao
(Mali),99 among them a toilet vessel from North Ossetia
(11th–12th c.),100 vessels from Novgorod (c 1116–
1134)101 and a bottle fragment from Acre (Crusades,
1187–1291)102 stand out for their clearly defined contexts. The marvered vessel from the Crusader-period
bathhouse in Acre is made of brown glass, which is not
as common as purple, green or blue in later Mamlukperiod glass assemblages. Found together with a
prunted beaker, this is a rare securely dated 12th–13th
centuries example of Near Eastern marvered glass
from the period of Crusader domination in the area.103
In terms of their morpho-typological features, thus
far there have been no finds analogous to the Brani~evo vessels. Similar flasks come from Kotor, where different forms of marvered glass vessels are presented.
Together with sporadic finds from Dubrovnik, Veliko
Tarnovo and Karasura, they throw new light on the
appearance, dating and distribution of marvered glass
vessels in the Balkans. The vessel set from Brani~evo
is entirely different from the most common Mamluk
finds, in terms of vessel forms and craftsmanship. Only
a few forms from outside the Balkans are recognised
as similar to some vessels from Brani~evo, although
all of them are dated later or come from uncertainly
dated contexts. Bowls from Khirbat Faris in Jordan
(from a 14th century context)104 and the Jewish
Quarter in Jerusalem (dated to 14th c. by comparison
with analogous finds),105 resemble two biconical bowls
from Brani~evo (Cat. Nos 1 and 2). Furthermore, our
bowl listed as Cat. No 8 has similarities with two conical bowls with base-rings from Horbat Zerifin in
Israel (Mamluk period, 13th–16th c.)106 and from the
collection of The Corning Museum of Glass (c 1100–
1399).107 Cylindrical flasks from Brani~evo (Cat. Nos
12 and 13) resemble the vessel from Cheesecake Hill
Barrow in England, dated to the 12th–13th centuries,108
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and a small bottle of unknown provenance, kept in the
Kofler collection (7th–8th c.).109 A vessel from the
Jewish Quarter in Jerusalem has a similar cylindrical
body; by preserved fragments it is identified as
beaker.110 Three vessel rims from Brani~evo (Cat. Nos
14–16), possibly parts of small bottles/flasks, resemble the upper part of another vessel from this Jerusalem quarter.111 In addition to this, two handled bottles,
one from the collection of Islamic glass in Jerusalem
(11th–13th c.)112 and the other from a collection in
Japan (12th–13th c.),113 are similar to our Cat. No 9,
albeit only in shape. It should be underscored that these
vessels are smaller than that from Brani~evo; with its
height of only 13 cm, the find kept in Jerusalem is
attributed to pilgrim flasks.114
As for the decoration, the glass vessels from Brani~evo are mainly ornamented with festoon-like patterns
(Fig. 13. 2; Fig. 14. 1, 4, 6, 8–10). The festoons are either
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Fig. 13. Preserved parts of a bottle and a bowl after conservation treatment
(photo by: D. Spasi}-\uri}, S. Jovanovi}; conservator M. @ivkovi}, Central Institute for Conservation, Belgrade)
Sl. 13. O~uvani delovi boce i zdele nakon konzervacije (foto: D. Spasi}-\uri}, S. Jovanovi};
konzervator M. @ivkovi}, Centralni institut za konzervaciju – CIK, Beograd)

thin (Cat. Nos 1 and 7) or thicker (Cat. Nos 2, 6, 12),
arranged in narrower (Cat. No 12) or wider (Cat. No
13) vertical sections and skewed on some bowls (Cat.
Nos 3, 6). The most similar festoon patterns are seen
on the vessels from St Tryphon’s Church in Kotor,115
Monastery of St Mary of Ka{tel in Dubrovnik,116 Fustat
in Egypt,117 and on some fragments from the collection of the Corning Museum of Glass.118 One bottle
seems to have a feather-like pattern on its neck (Cat.
No 10; Fig. 13.1); as only the upper part of this vessel
is preserved, there is no information about the decoration of the rest of the bottle. The exterior of the second
bottle base (Cat. No 9) has spirally wound white trails.
This motif is also found on some vessel bases from
Jerusalem,119 as well as on the previously mentioned
bottle from Cheesecake Hill Barrow.120 Some vessels
from the Brani~evo assemblage, such as a possible
flask (Cat. No 15), are decorated with thin horizontal
trails below the rim. The decoration of some bowl rims
from Brani~evo, such as Cat. No 4, resembles that of
the vessel excavated in Pergamon (Turkey).121 It
should be noted that the decoration on the Brani~evo
vessels is not uniform in terms of technical performance.
High-quality, smooth marvering resulted from the com-
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plete integration of two types of glass (white opaque
glass ornament with a purple vessel base). In the Brani~evo assemblage, in the lower parts of the vessels, the
trails are marvered until they are flush with the vessel
wall surface (Fig. 14. 5, 8–10), while in their upper and
even middle parts the trails are executed in relief (Figs
13. 1; 14. 2–3, 7). Since the technique of marvering at
any rate requires experienced and skilful masters, this
partial marvering probably reflects limited skills in
applying opaque white trails, with inadequate pressing
in of the decoration. The shape of the vessel, and also
some other parameters, like glass composition and
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Fig. 14. Marvered patterns on different glass vessels
(photo by: D. Spasi}-\uri}, S. Jovanovi})
Sl. 14. Delovi razli~itih posuda ukra{eni apliciranim nitima (foto: D. Spasi}-\uri}, S. Jovanovi})

temperature, final furnace annealing, etc., could also
have affected the marvering process to some extent. In
the Brani~evo assemblage, vessel rims, necks, and concave linking parts of the bottles between the neck and
the belly usually bear trailed decoration, not marvered
into the body of the vessel.
Conclusions
The group of glass vessels from House No 4 in
Brani~evo is a rare find of purple marvered glass in the
Balkans. As it is well known that the highest concentration of these finds comes from the eastern Mediterranean at the times of the Ayyubid (1171–1250) and
Mamluk (1250–1516) dynasties, the fact that the Bra-
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ni~evo assemblage is reliably dated contributes to the
general knowledge of marvered glass distribution. Due
to the large number of such finds in Egypt and Syria,
and the numerous sites producing such finds in presentday Israel, this type of glass is believed to have been
produced in these areas. Recently, traces of glass workshops dated to the 14th century were discovered in
Israel (Jerusalem).122
The latest phase of House No 4, which represents
the terminus ante quem for the Brani~evo inventory, is
coin-dated to the last decades of the 12th century (Frie-
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Brosh 2014b, 909–920.
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sach coins issued between 1170 and 1200 and emissions minted for King Bélla III, from 1172–1196). As the
coins of John II Komnenos (1118–1143) and Manuel I
Komnenos (1143–1152?) were found on the house floor,
in a conflagration layer immediately above it, from
which the glass assemblage also came, it can be assumed that the set belonged to the middle/second half of
the 12th century. Importantly, only after the assessment
of the complete archaeological material from House
No 4, could more narrow dates for our finds perhaps be
suggested.
In the context of marvered Islamic vessels, considering the later group of this type of glass (12th–15th
c.), it seems that the finds from Brani~evo are, so far,
the earliest securely dated vessels of this group, without analogous finds. In light of the other rare, but also
luxurious and important finds from the Balkans, particularly those from St Tryphon’s Church in Kotor, this
kind of glass certainly should be considered an interregional phenomenon.
The results of the analyses conducted within the
project Glass from Byzantium to Baghdad – Trade and
Technology from the Byzantine Empire to the Abbasid
Caliphate imply that the vessels from Brani~evo were
made from plant-ash soda glass, most probably of
Levantine origin, which reveal a typical composition
of Near Eastern Islamic glass. Judging by morphological and typological criteria, i.e. the fact that this was a
unique set of marvered vessels which included different forms, it could be assumed that these vessels were
brought to Brani~evo together, as a set. This interpretation is also supported by the fact that the entire set
was manufactured in a single workshop, in two slightly
different batches, which was also demonstrated by the
analyses. It is not known where these vessels were made

but, apart from the Islamic lands, it should also be considered that the workshop could be located in the territory of the Byzantine Empire. It is worth noting that,
along with this purple glass set, other imported goods
have been unearthed from House No 4 as well, such as
pieces of luxurious Byzantine glazed pottery.123
It cannot be concluded under which circumstances
this luxurious set of glass might have been brought to
Brani~evo. It must be seen in the light of the militarypolitical importance of the city during the 12th century,124 in a time of the opposition of Hungarian and
Byzantine interests in the Balkans, and with the transit
role of Brani~evo during the Crusades. Historical
accounts of the emperors’ stay there and the fact that
the city had its own elite circle indicate that the delivery of such an assemblage could have been required on
many occasions.
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SET PURPURNIH STAKLENIH POSUDA SA UKRASOM
OD APLICIRANIH NITI * (12. VEK) IZ BRANI^EVA (SRBIJA)
Kqu~ne re~i. – Brani~evo, Srbija, 12. vek, set purpurnih staklenih posuda, ukras od apliciranih niti,
belo neprozirno staklo.

Tokom arheolo{kih iskopavawa sredwovekovnog Brani~eva 2011. godine, na lokalitetu Mali grad otkriven je set od
najmawe 16 staklenih posuda izra|enih od prozirnog tamnopurpurnog stakla. Posude su ukra{ene apliciranim nitima od belog neprozirnog stakla koje su naknadno, vaqawem/
okretawem vrelog stakla na ravnoj podlozi, potpuno ili
delimi~no stopqene sa purpurnom osnovom (eng. marvering).
Niti su u toku tog procesa oblikovane posebnom alatkom
formiraju}i ukras od festona. Set se sastoji od osam zdela, tri boce, dve male boce i tri posude koje su tako|e, sa
odre|enom rezervom, opredeqene kao male boce. Posude su
na|ene u sloju gare`i/ru{ewa koji neposredno le`i na podnici Ku}e 4, zajedno sa oko 87 ulomaka posuda od prirodno
obojenog plavozelenog stakla i sa 25 fragmenata narukvica
izra|enih od tamnoplavog stakla. Sa wima su otkriveni i
ostaci tri drvene ugqenisane daske, te je na osnovu wih
pretpostavqeno postojawe polica na kojima su staklene posude stajale ili drvene {kriwe u kojoj su bile skladi{tene.
Od ukupno {est mawih zdela, dve su bikoni~ne (kat. br.
1–2; sl. 6), tri konveksne (kat. br. 3–5; sl. 7. 1–3), a jedna je
gotovo cilindri~na (kat. br. 6; sl. 7. 4). Dve ve}e zdele su
konveksne forme (kat. br. 7–8; sl. 8). Zdele su imale izvijene ili uvu~ene zaobqene i blago zadebqane obode, i prstenaste, naknadno aplicirane baze. Sa~uvani elementi upu}uju
na to da su tri boce sli~ne forme, verovatno ovalnog tela,
sa dugim cilindri~nim vratom i s jednom ili dve dr{ke
(kat. br. 9–11; sl. 9. 1–3). Pored zdela i boca, set tako|e sadr`i fragmente dve male boce cilindri~nog tela i konkavnog dna (kat. br. 12–13; sl. 10. 1–2), kao i tri posude levkasto
pro{irenog vrata, blago zadebqanog i zaobqenog oboda (kat.
br. 14–16; sl. 10. 3–5). Dowi delovi ovih posuda nisu o~uvani. Mo`e se pretpostaviti da je tako|e re~ o malim bocama.
Arheolo{ki kontekst, a posebno numizmati~ki nalazi, zavr{nu fazu Ku}e 4 opredequju u posledwe decenije
12. veka (friza{ki novac emitovan izme|u 1170. i 1200.
godine i emisije kraqa Bele III iz 1172–1196. godine). Zahvaquju}i tome, kao i nalazima novca Jovana II Komnina
(1118–1143) i Manojla I Komnina (emisija iz 1143–1152?)
koji su na|eni tako|e u sloju gare`i na podu Ku}e 4, set
purpurnog stakla iz Brani~eva okvirno se datuje u sredinu/drugu polovinu 12. veka.
Najve}a koncentracija ovakvog luksuznog posu|a zabele`ena je na prostoru isto~nog Mediterana (sl. 12) iz vremena vladavine dinastije Ajubida (1171–1250) i Mamelu~kog
sultanata (1250–1516). Posude ovog tipa su u mawem broju
nala`ene i u Evropi, Africi i Aziji. [ire se datuju u pe-
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riod od 12. do 14. veka, a najve}i broj primeraka opredequje se u kraj 13. i u 14. vek. Retki primerci datovani su u 15.
vek. Set iz Brani~eva predstavqa zna~ajno otkri}e na Balkanu i jedan je od najranije pouzdano datovanih nalaza purpurnih staklenih posuda ukra{enih apliciranim nitima
od belog neprozirnog stakla.
Rezultati hemijskih analiza, koje su ra|ene u okviru
projekta Glass from Byzantium to Baghdad–Trade and Technology from the Byzantine Empire to the Abbasid Caliphate, pokazali su da sirovina stakla od koje su posude pravqene poti~e sa Levanta, te da je re~ o tipi~no islamskom staklu
Bliskog istoka. Nakon morfolo{ke i tipolo{ke obrade
materijala utvr|eno je da su forme brani~evskih posuda
jedinstvene i kao takve nemaju direktne analogije (kada je
re~ o staklu ukra{enom ovom tehnikom). Na osnovu toga,
kao i morfolo{ko-tipolo{ke raznovrsnosti ovih nalaza,
mo`e se pretpostaviti da su posude u Brani~evo donete zajedno – u setu. Ova pretpostavka je osna`ena i analiti~kim
rezultatima koji su potvrdili da su sve posude izra|ene u
jednoj staklarskoj radionici, ali u okviru dva procesa, od
dve sirovine sa neznatnim razlikama u hemijskom sastavu.
Ne mo`e se sa sigurno{}u ustanoviti pod kojim uslovima je ovaj luksuzni set dospeo u Brani~evo. Okolnosti koje
su tome doprinele bile su razli~ite i mogu se samo pretpostaviti. One se moraju posmatrati u svetlu vojno-politi~kog zna~aja Brani~eva tokom 12. veka, u vreme konstantnih
prelamawa ugarskih i vizantijskih interesa na Balkanu,
uz tranzitnu ulogu koju je ovaj grad imao tokom krsta{kih
pohoda, i kroz prisustvo careva Jovana II, Manojla I i vojno-politi~ke elite u Brani~evu. Zbog ~iwenice da se radi
o zatvorenoj i pouzdano datovanoj arheolo{koj celini, set
posuda iz Brani~eva predstavqa zna~ajan doprinos u prou~avawu tehnologije izrade i morfolo{ko-tipolo{kih karakteristika ovog luksuznog posu|a, kao i hronolo{kih
okvira pojave i {ire distribucije ovih nalaza.

* Budu}i da engleski termin marvering nije jednostavno prevesti
u jednoj ili par re~i, zbog samog procesa tehnike dekoracije koji
se sastoji iz vi{e faza, autori su odlu~ili da na srpskom koriste
uop{teniji naziv – dekoracija apliciranim nitima, ~ija je upotreba opravdana. Jedan od razloga je i to {to na pojedinim posudama ili na wihovim odre|enim delovima, proces stapawa dekorativnih niti sa purpurnom osnovom nije u potpunosti zavr{en,
pa su aplicirane niti na tim primercima ostale reqefne, odnosno
samo aplicirane.
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Abstract – A recent archaeological excavation of the Castle of the town of Novo Brdo has discovered residential buildings from
the second quarter of the 14th century as well as the remains of a subsequently built bath, dated to the end of the 14th or beginning
of the 15th century. Built ona small area, the bath consisted of a single bathing chamber above a hypocaust, a water reservoir
and a furnace. Since there were no natural springs or groundwater wells, it was supplied with water from cisterns. The bathing
chamber, originally domed, was not furnished with a masonry water basin. It was heated by an under floor hypocaust system
and by steam conveyed by pipes from areservoir ofboiling water. The only known analogies for this small structure, presently
the only such discovered in medieval Serbia and its neighbourhood, are bathing chambers in residential complexes in the region
of Amalfi, southern Italy.
Key words – bathing chamber, shallow dome, Castle, Novo Brdo, Amalfi.

edieval society is commonly believed to
have been very different from the civilization of classical antiquity when it comes to
personal hygiene habits. This belief, however close to
the truth it may be in general, opens up a quite complex
and little studied set of issues. It appears from the surviving evidence that early periods of the middle ages
knew the need for spaces intended for maintaining personal hygiene, for baths. The presence of such facilities
was, at first, restricted to larger monasteries and royal
palaces.1 This aspect of classical tradition was preserved much better in the eastern part of the former
Roman Empire. In Byzantium, apart from baths within monastic complexes, there were also public baths in
the cities.2 In the Islamic lands of North Africa and the
Near East, where body hygiene was a religious requirement, the institution of public baths, hammams, was
underpinned by the system of Roman thermae.3
Unlike public baths, which outlived the demise of
classical civilization in one or another simplified form,

the presence in domestic, family settings of amenities
comparable to the Roman balnea has not been the object
of any closer scrutiny for a long time. More recent research by Jill Caskey, focused on examples identified
in medieval residential contexts in southern Italy, has
drawn attention to the existence of small domestic
baths, suggesting that bathing was an important routine of domestic life, at least for the well-to-do strata of
medieval society.4 Caskey’s analysis of five bathing
chambers in the Amalfi area scrupulously describes
this type of facility, thereby facilitating the identification and interpretation of the archaeological remains of
such structures in medieval residential contexts. A fresh
contribution to this field of studies, which are highly
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Fig. 1. Castle of Novo Brdo, site plan (after M. Popovi} 2016)
Sl. 1. Novo Brdo, Zamak, situacioni plan (prema: M. Popovi} 2016)
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relevant for our knowledge of everyday life in medieval
society, has been made by the latest archaeological
excavation of the Castle of Novo Brdo. The site has
recently yielded the remains of a bath which is the only
such facility discovered in medieval Serbia to date and
which, moreover, lacks any known analogies for some
aspects of its design. For the sake of a better understanding of the design and operation of the Novo Brdo
bath, we shall begin our considerations with an introduction which should provide the overall context of
this remarkable discovery.
The remains of the medieval town of Novo Brdo sit
in the mountainous area of Southern Serbia, or eastern
Kosovo, at an altitude of more than 1,000 m. Despite
its unfavourable geographical position, the town saw a
remarkably rapid growth in the 14th and first half of the
15th century. Owing to its rich silver mines, Novo Brdo
swiftly eclipsed the older mining centres and from the
mid-14th century became the largest town of medieval
Serbia and its main economic hub with its own mint.
In the autumn of 1349, Emperor Stefan Du{an himself
(r. 1331–1355) stayed in this thriving town. Subsequent
Serbian rulers used to make visits to it as well, but the
surviving sources do not provide more information
about their stays. It appears that Despot Stefan Lazarevi} of Serbia (r. 1389–1427) made several visits to the
town and that he had a residence there.5
The settlement and expansion of Novo Brdo was
directly related to the operation of mines and the volume
of silver production. The administration of the town
was organised as it grew as an urban centre. In the first
half of the 15th century, the highest position in the town
administration was held by an official with the title of
vojvoda, appointed by the Serbian ruler. Acting as the
ruler’s representative, he was in charge of not only the
urban settlement with the surrounding mines but also
of the broader town area.
In the 14th and first half of the 15th century, Novo
Brdo grew as a typical medieval fortified town. In the
middle of it was the town castle which served both as
a residence and as the last line of defence. On the west
slope below the Castle was the well-fortified part of
the town, the so-called Lower Town. There has been no
excavation in that area but, judging by surface vestiges
of houses, it was relatively densely populated. On the
east slope below the Castle was a sizeable suburb, which
seems to have been largely walled as well. A field survey has located the town’s main streets and quarters. In
the middle of it was a sizeable square where streets
converged from different directions.6 Not far from the
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central square was the main town church, the Orthodox
Christian cathedral of St Nicholas.7
The Ottoman conquest of Novo Brdo in 1455 was
a watershed in its history. A decrease in mining production caused by the reprisals that followed the conquest led to its decline and the resettlement of its
Christian inhabitants. The depopulation process was
particularly severe in the 17th century and by its end
the town had been practically deserted.
The archaeological investigation at Novo Brdo
begun back in the 1950s8 was only resumed in 2015
with the aim of exposing the structural remains of the
Castle and the fortified town in order to enable their
conservation and partial restoration.9 Particular attention within this project has been paid to the structural remains in the Castle, which were buried under a 3–6 m
thick layer of destruction debris, stone and rubble. The
extensive works involved the clearing of the debris to
the surviving height of the buildings’ walls followed
by the systematic archaeological excavation of the
entire inner bailey of the Castle.10
The area enclosed by the Castle’s curtain wall was
about 550 m² in area. The curtain wall was fortified with
six concurrently built towers. The main, and largest,
tower was closed on all four sides, while the others had
their upper parts open to the bailey. The entrance to the
Castle was to the west, and the curtain wall was fronted
by a lower outer wall with a sloping escarp (fig. 1).
The structural remains discovered in the Castle
under the thick layer of rubble belong to three residential buildings, one church, two cisterns, and a small bath,
which is the focus of this paper. These structures, abutting the pathway leading from the West Gate towards
the Main Tower, filled the entire bailey of the Castle,
the central fortification of the town of Novo Brdo. The

5

Jire~ek, Radoni} 1978, 352.
Jovanovi} et al. 2004, 88–94; Popovi} 2016, 58, fig. 21.
7 Popovi}, Bjeli} 2017, in press.
8 Zdravkovi}, Jovanovi} 1954–1955, 251–264; Kora}
1954–1955, 265–274; Zdravkovi}, Jovanovi} 1954–1955a,
275–282; Pribakovi} 1958, 253–265.
9 The project of excavation, conservation and partial restoration of the Novo Brdo fortifications has been taking place under the
auspices of UNESCO, with funds provided by the European Union.
The works have been carried out by the winner of the international
tender, Company for Construction, Renewal and Reconstruction of
Buildings Koto Ltd Belgrade, under the archaeological and conservation-restoration supervision of the archaeologist Dr Marko Popovi} and the architect Gordana Simi}.
10 Popovi} 2015, 74–80.
6
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aisleless Church in the central part of the bailey had its
interior walls covered with frescoes and a narthex subsequently added at its west end. To the north of the
Church was a sizeable structure, designated as Building 4, with its two sides set against the curtain wall.
A wooden porch on its south side provided access to
the Great Hall on the upper floor. Across from it, to the
right of the entrance to the Castle, the walls of a large
three-storey residential building were discovered,
Building 2, whose two sides were also set against the
curtain wall. It appears that it was heavily damaged in
a fire soon after construction and that its north wall had
to be partly rebuilt. To the left of the entrance to the
Castle was a smaller two-storey structure, Building 1.
The Castle was equipped with two sizeable cisterns,
both of the type commonly occurring in medieval Serbian fortifications.11 In the middle of a rock-cut pit coated with layers of impermeable clay was a well shaft of
60–70 cm in diameter. The interior of this type of filter
cistern was filled with layers of sand in which rainwater
accumulated. The larger of the two occupied the entire
space between Buildings 1 and 4, while the smaller one
was between the Church and Building 4. The remains
of a small bath, to which the rest of this paper will be
devoted, have been discovered in the only unbuilt and
relatively small part of the bailey bounded by the curtain wall, Building 2 and the Church.
The results of the investigation carried out so far
have provided a basic chronology of Novo Brdo Castle
and its structures. The Castle’s curtain wall with towers
and the outer curtain wall resulted from the original
design and formed a whole. As correctly assumed by
earlier excavators, they may be dated to the middle of
the first half of the 14th century, or to the 1320s and
1330s at the latest. After that, in the course of the same
century, there followed the construction of other fortifications of Novo Brdo which, together with the Castle,
formed part of the original strategy of town defence.
The construction of structures in the Castle ran
parallel with the construction of its towered curtain
wall. Buildings 2 and 4 are contemporary with the curtain wall against which they are set. There is no reliable
evidence for the construction date of Building 1, but it
may be assumed that this third residential building in
the Castle dates from the first construction phase. There
followed the construction of both cisterns, the smaller
of the two apparently being somewhat earlier. The
Church, whose architectural form suggests a date that
is not later than the mid-14th century, was built in the
central part of the Castle, in all likelihood in the first
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construction phase. The question of the date of the renovation of Building 2 has remained open. It would
have taken place, if not before the end of the 14th century, then certainly in the first years of the 15th century.
Also related to this question is the construction date of
the small bath which was built either at the time of or
immediately after the renovation of the adjacent Building 2, but probably not before the first decade of the
15th century.12
The damage sustained by the Castle can be reliably
linked to the Ottoman sieges and capture of Novo Brdo.
If there had not been much damage in 1441, when the
Ottomans took the town for the first time, the buildings
in the Castle suffered destruction in 1455 at the latest,
during the siege or immediately after the final conquest
of Novo Brdo. The Ottomans did not use the Castle enclosure for stationing a garrison but as a source of building material for repairing the fortifications. Soon after
the conquest, the south wall of the Church and the adjoining wall of the small bathing chamber were torn down
for the same purpose. A few decades later, a simple
millet granary was builton their ruins, which might have
been in use during the first half of the 16th century.13
The remains of the bath were buried under a thick
layer of rubble which also covered a thin cultural layer
formed at the time this structure was torn down. The
bath was built in the area bounded by the east curtain
wall, Building 2 and the Church, and in such a way that
three of its walls were set against them. Having been
overlaid by layers of stone and rubble, the unearthed
remains of this small structure were in a relatively
good state of preservation. Its north wall, however,
could not be fully exposed because a wall of the Ottoman granary had been built on its remains. A closer
examination of this wall and its partial restoration will
be possible only after the removal of this later construction (fig. 2).
The unearthed remains of the small structure provided information about its construction features,
making it possible to establish its original purpose and
appearance with much certainty. The analysis of its
relationship to the adjacent structures and of the archaeological finds retrieved from the cultural layer has
provided basic parameters for establishing the date of
its construction and eventual demolition.
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Popovi} 2012, 141–144.
Popovi} 2015, 74–80.
Popovi} 2015, 80.
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Fig. 2. Bath in the Castle,
plan of unearthed structural remains (scale 1:100)
Sl. 2. Kupatilo u Zamku,
osnova otkrivenih ostataka (R 1 : 100)

The bathing facility in the Castle of Novo Brdo consists of a single bathing chamber above a hypocaust, a
water reservoir, and a furnace with a small stoking area
(figs 3–5). The whole structure rests on shallow foundations set on levelled bedrock. Underneath the bathing
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chamber is a completely preserved hypocaust with two
pillars, or pilae stacks. The floor of the hypocaust rests
on bedrock. The pillars and the hypocaust pit walls
support larger stone slabs constituting the subfloor of
the chamber above. The hypocaust pit was linked to
two square-sectioned chimney flues butted up against
the curtain wall in its east corners. On its opposite,
west, side it connected by three openings with the
stone-built furnace which formed a structural whole
with the water reservoir and the pipes conveying steam
into the bathing chamber (fig. 6). The unusually cylindrical firebox, about 70 cm in diameter, was built with
much care and precision, with dressed stones laid in
regular courses of equal height. It communicated with
the hypocaust pit by three narrow, equal-sized vertical
openings through which hot air passed and heated the
floor of the bathing chamber. Its opposite side features
a square opening for feeding the furnace from the
sunken and revetted stoking area. A layer of soot and
ash in the stoking area was overlaid by a relatively thin
cultural layer which contained potsherds typical of the
first half of the 15th century. The stratigraphic position
of the cultural layer in relation to the overlying layers
of rubble, as well as the pottery finds, has made it possible to date it to the mid-15th century, i.e. to the time
of the destruction of the Castle buildings.
The cylindrical firebox was lidded with a now
missing circular metal plate, at least one metre in diameter, which left a scar showing that its edge was lodged into the masonry. It was surmounted by the upper
structure of the water reservoir, laid out on an irregular
trapezium plan of about 1.80 m² in area. Judging by the
surviving traces, this only partly preserved structure
was covered with a tufa ashlars vault. The apex of the
vault could have been at a height of about 0.80 m from
the bottom of the reservoir, or 1–1.10 m from the upper
side of the metal plate. All interior surfaces of the reservoir were coated with a 2–3 cm thick layer of hydraulic
mortar mixed with pounded brick.
The partly preserved bathing chamber above the
hypocaust was rectangular in plan and about 6 m² in
area (figs 7–8). At the corners of its east wall, which is
set against the curtain wall, are engaged piers, from
which springs an arch built of tufa ashlars. A pointedarch niche of tufa ashlars is cut out in the middle of the
wall through to the curtain wall. The abovementioned
chimney flues rising from the hypocaust pit are incorporated into this wall of the bathing chamber. The
south wall was butted up against the rebuilt north wall
of Building 2. A tufa-built arch attached to this wall
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Fig. 3. Bath in the Castle, view from the west
(photo 2015, photo by M. Popovi})

Fig. 4. Bath in the Castle, view from the east
Fig. 5 Bath in the Castle, view from the south

Sl. 3. Kupatilo u Zamku, izgled sa zapada
(foto iz 2015, foto: M. Popovi})

Sl. 4. Kupatilo u Zamku, izgled sa istoka
Sl. 5. Kupatilo u Zamku, izgled sa juga

also partially survives. The north wall was torn down
almost to the floor level at the time of the destruction
of the Castle buildings, and the south wall of the
Ottoman granary was built on its remains. Remains of
the entrance to the bathing chamber accessed from the
passage between the east curtain wall and the Church
were discovered in its north wall during the partial dismantlement of the younger Ottoman structure. This
door, whose sides survive only to a height of one or
two courses of stone, was 0.60 m wide. The west wall
of the bathing chamber was also in a ruined state. It
survives to a height of up to one metre above the floor
level. Both of the two ruined walls had featured the
same tufa arches as those attached to the two betterpreserved walls. Horizontally embedded in the south

and west walls at a height of 0.60–0.70 cm above the
floor level were ceramic pipes 7–8 cm in diameter,
which ended in vents in the middle of the interior face
of the walls. A similar ceramic pipe must also have
been embedded in the demolished north wall. This system of pipes communicated with the water reservoir
above the furnace and served solely for conveying hot
steam to the bathing chamber.
The subfloor of the bathing chamber consisting of
stone slabs above the hypocaust pit was coated with
6–8 cm thick layers of mortar, the uppermost of which
was mixed with pounded brick. The underlayment was
covered over with thin floor tiles (30 cm by 30 cm) laid
in a regular grid pattern and grouted with red hydraulic
mortar. Although only some of the tiles were found in
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Fig. 6. Bath in the Castle, firebox with remains of the water reservoir (photo by M. Popovi})
Sl. 6. Kupatilo u Zamku, detaq lo`i{ta sa ostacima rezervoara za vodu (foto: M. Popovi})

Fig. 7 and 8. Bathing chamber and detail with remains of arches (photo by M. Popovi})
Sl. 7 i 8. Kupatilo u Zamku, glavna prostorija i detaq sa ostacima lukova (foto: M. Popovi})
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A

B

Fig. 9. Bathing chamber, plans and sections with a reconstruction of destroyed portions (1:100):
A. Plan of the lower level with hypocaust; B. Plan of the upper level at 0.70 m above floor;
C. Longitudinal section I–I; D. Cross-section II–II; E. Cross-section with east elevation III–III
Sl. 9. Kupatilo u Zamku, osnove i preseci sa restitucijom poru{enih delova (R 1:100):
A. Osnova doweg nivoa sa hipokaustom; B. Osnova gorweg nivoa na 0,70 m iznad poda
C. Podu`ni presek I–I; D. Popre~ni presek II–II; E. Popre~ni presek sa zapadnim izgledom III–III

situ, most had left clear impressions in the underlayment. As it appears from the preserved areas of wall
coating, all walls of the bathing chamber were plastered with a highly-polished 1–2 cm thick layer of
hydraulic mortar.
The discovered remains of the Novo Brdo bath are
sufficient to quite reliably reconstruct its original
appearance and manner of use, and to draw on helpful
analogies in considering its function within the Castle
as a whole (fig. 9). It should be noted that there were
no natural springs or groundwater wells either in the
Castle, built on rocky terrain, or in its immediate surroundings. The Castle depended mostly on the rainwater
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collected in its two underground filter cisterns, which
undoubtedly was a limiting factor in the operation and
use of the bathing facility which could not count on a
supply of running water. Furthermore, being squeezed
into a small space, the bath had a single heated room
above the hypocaust and no antechamber or any other
auxiliary rooms. There was no masonry water basin
either, an important fixture in this type of facility. In
the analysed south-Italian bathing chambers, regardless of how they were supplied with water, there was a
recess for such a basin, whose size suggests that it was
intended for one person. A preserved example exists in
the Toro bathing chamber in Ravello,14 and the loca-
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C

D

tion of similar fixtures in some other partially preserved
domestic baths in the same region may be presumed
with much certainty.15 The lack of a bathing basin in
the bathing chamber of Novo Brdo Castle may be
ascribed to the small available space, and perhaps also
to the fact that it operated under very limited water
supply conditions.
As already noted, the surviving structural remains
of the bath in Novo Brdo Castle allow for a quite reliable reconstruction of its former makeup.16 The completely preserved lower level of the facility contains a
hypocaust under the bathing chamber which communicated with the two chimney flues set against the curtain wall on the east side and the solid-built cylindrical
firebox on the west side. In front of the west side of the
furnace was a relatively small sunken area from which
the furnace was stoked and which could only accom-
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modate a small quantity of fuel. The stoking area was
probably sheltered by a wooden roof.
On the upper level, the furnace was surmounted by
the masonry water reservoir. Judging by the surviving
remains, it was topped by a barrel vault. The interior of
the reservoir was coated with a relatively thick layer of
waterproof mortar. The cylindrical firebox was covered
with a metal plate which heated the water in the reservoir. Since the dimensions of the reservoir have been
established with much precision, its usable volume did

14

Caskey 1999, 173–174, fig. 4.
Caskey 1999 176–177, figs 12 and 14.
16 The architectural analysis of the structural remains of the
bathing chamber and the graphic reconstruction of its original appearance were compiled by the architect Gordana Simi} (figs 9–10).
15
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Fig. 10. Bath, conjectural view (reconstruction by G. Simi}; technical support by I. Bjeli})
Sl. 10. Kupatilo u Zamku, zami{qeni izgled sa razrezom
(prema restituciji G. Simi}, tehni~ka obrada I. Bjeli})

not exceed 0.5 m³, i.e. it could hold a little less than
500 litres. To fill it with water, which must have been
brought in vessels from the cisterns, there must have
been an opening in the apex of the vault, probably
accessed from some sort of a wooden scaffold mounted against the south exterior wall of the Church. The
steam was conveyed from the reservoir to the bathing
chamber through ceramic pipes which were embedded
in its west, south and north walls and ended in circular
vents in the face of the walls.
The bathing chamber was directly accessed from
the outside through the door in its north wall. The surviving remains have made it possible to establish the
exact place and width of the door, but not its appearance (fig. 10), and it cannot be known whether the
opening was spanned with an arch or a lintel. The orig-
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inal appearance and construction of the bathing chamber is indicated by the surviving structural elements.
The engaged piers in its corners supporting tufa-built
arches were found on its south and east sides. The
more poorly preserved north and west walls must have
also featured such arches. The four arches delimited a
square of 2 m by 2 m, and the transition from the square
to an elliptical, almost circular shape was achieved with
pendentives. The vault is not preserved, but it may be
reconstructed from the surviving structural elements,
finds retrieved from the destruction debris and preserved analogies. The room was probably topped by a
shallow dome on a very low drum rising above a leanto roof set against the inner face of the east curtain wall
and, thus, visible only from the west. Since the siting
of the bathing chamber made it impossible to make
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any other opening in its walls except for a door, it is
reasonable to assume that there were two small windows
in the drum. A similar solution with windows partly
cut into the base of a shallow dome occurs in a middleByzantine public bath in Thessaloniki.17 The Novo Brdo
bathing chamber was probably roofed with lead, a
material abundantly available on the site owing to the
local mines. This assumption is corroborated by the
fact that the destruction debris did not yield any fragments of ceramic roof tiles or stone shingles.
All interior walls of the bathing chamber were
plastered with highly-polished red waterproof mortar,
but there does not seem to have been any stucco decoration. That the walls were plain is suggested both by
the surviving portions of the mortar coating on the
walls and by the analysis of the fragments of mortar
from the debris. The only distinctive detail in the interior was a niche in the east wall, which must have been
intended for a lamp. An analogy for this niche occurs in
the already mentioned domed Toro bathing chamber in
Ravello. As suggested by J. Caskey, apart from a lamp,
the niche might also have been used for other accoutrements of bathing such as perfumes, oils, herbs, towels
and drinking vessels.18
The Novo Brdo bathing chamber was not furnished
with a masonry water basin. It was essentially a room
heated by the under floor hypocaust system and by the
steam conveyed by ceramic pipes from the reservoir of
boiling water. A moveable wooden bathtub therefore
seems likely to have been used. It may also be assumed
that there was a wooden bench for clothes, probably
placed against the south wall.
The specific siting of the bathing chamber in relation to the other Castle buildings determined the placement of the door. The chamber could only be accessed
by a narrow passage behind the Church, whose width
between the apse and the curtain wall was only 0.80 m.
Since there was no anteroom, it may be assumed that
there was only a simple wooden awning over the door.
The furnace was also accessed via a narrow passage, but
from the west, between the south wall of the Church
and Building 2.
As far as the function and construction of the Novo
Brdo bath is concerned, the only close analogies so far
are five baths in the Amalfi area in southern Italy.
Given the facility’s small overall size, it lends itself to
comparison only as far as the bathing chamber itself is
concerned. In that respect, there are similarities both in
plan and in area. With its area of 6 m², the Novo Brdo
bathing chamber is smaller than those of the Toro bath
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in Ravello (12 m²) and the Ruga bath in Amalfi (9 m²),
but almost the same as those of the D’Afflitto bath in
Pontone (4.20 m²), the Rufolo one in Ravello (6.15 m²)
and the one in the Castle of Caserta Vecchia (5.30 m²).
The greatest similarity is, however, in some elements
of their construction. All of the Amalfi examples cited
above had a domed bathing chamber. As indicated by
its surviving lower construction, so did the Novo Brdo
one, but the Italian examples cannot help us reconstruct
its appearance more closely. This goes in particular for
the style of their segmented or ribbed domes, which
would have been hardly imaginable in the Novo Brdo
bathing chamber. The Novo Brdo bathing facility has
no known parallels in the central Balkans or in the
Byzantine areas of present day Greece. The same goes
for the eastern coast of the Adriatic where, to the best of
our knowledge, such facilities have not been identified
so far. Yet, the possibility should not be ruled out that
the excavators of medieval residential complexes were
not able to recognise them even if they were there.
Briefly, the bath within the residential complex of Novo
Brdo Castle is the only structure of the type identified
in the lands of medieval Serbia to date.
Reliable information for dating the bath has been
provided by the architectural analysis, which identified
the phases of its construction and of the renovation of
the adjoining buildings, and by the stratigraphic makeup of the site, which evidenced its fall into disuse and
eventual destruction. As already observed, the construction of the bath could only have taken place concurrently with, or shortly after, the renovation of the
adjoining Building 2. This three-storey residential
building, which the Serbian inhabitants of the Castle
called the “Palace” (polata), was built concurrently
with the curtain wall against which it was set, i.e. in the
second quarter of the 14th century. As was usual in
medieval Serbian architecture, all its interior constructions were timber built. At some point, which cannot
be dated more closely but certainly before the end of
the 14th century, the Palace was damaged in a fire. The
upper portion of its northeast wall facing the Church
collapsed. It appears that the building was repaired
soon afterwards, which included the rebuilding of its
collapsed northeast wall. Neither the fire nor the renovation can be dated with precision, but they likely took
place in the years around 1400. The construction of the

17
18

Tripsiani-Omirou 1997, 314–317.
Caskey 1999, 173, fig. 3.
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adjoining bathing chamber was closely linked with the
renovation works, considering that its upper part is set
against the rebuilt portion of the Palace’s northeast
wall. This would mean that its construction could have
taken place concurrently with, or soon after, the renovation works. It should also be noted that an opening
towards the furnace, whose placement and size suggests
a window, was made in the rebuilt portion of Building
2, at a height of 1.30 m above the floor level. The fact,
however, that it was at a height of only 0.40 m from the
original ground level makes its purpose unclear, but it
must have been in some way connected with the newlybuilt bathing facility.
The dating of the Novo Brdo bath to the very end
of the 14th or early years of the 15th century is based on
the reliably established chronology of the construction
of the Castle. The residential buildings, the Church and
the two cisterns were, by all accounts, envisaged in the
original design of the fortified residential complex carried out in the first construction phase. If we put the
subsequently added narthex aside, these structures filled
practically the whole bailey. The only space left for
further construction was the small area between the
Church and the Palace (Building 2), which obviously
dictated the small size of, and unusual access to, the
bathing chamber. Even though it adjoined the main
residential building, it had no communication with it.
The narrow access passage and door on the opposite
side was obviously the only, if inconvenient, solution.
The analogous Amalfi examples show that the location
of bathing chambers was not fixed, but rather that it
depended on the available space and easy access to
water resources.19
The dating of the Novo Brdo Castle bath to the
years around 1400 distinguishes it from similar southItalian facilities. The examples in the Amalfi area and
in the Castle of Caserta Vecchia have been dated to the
13th century, but the existence of earlier facilities of the
type has not been ruled out. These bathing chambers, the
first such to be studied and put through an architectural analysis, undoubtedly drew on some earlier models.
A role in that must have been played by the experience
and needs of Amalfitan merchants who, when travelling the eastern Mediterranean, had the opportunity to
acquaint themselves with Byzantine and Islamic baths,
which grew from the traditions of classical antiquity.20
These were not only public baths, especially numerous
in Islamic environments of North Africa and the Near
East, but also those in domestic settings in residential
complexes.
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Domestic baths of the “Amalfitan type”, which is
the only adequately known at present, must have been
built both before and after the 13th century, as future
research is likely to show. The presence of such a bath
in Novo Brdo Castle should be interpreted in that context. A somewhat more difficult question concerns the
origin of its builders. In all likelihood they came neither from the local environment nor from lands in the
Byzantine cultural orbit, where there are no known facilities of the type in private domestic settings. In view of
the development of the town of Novo Brdo, where many
merchants from Ragusa (Dubrovnik) and the coastal
lands of medieval Serbia resided or visited, it may be
assumed that the builders came from the West. The
close similarity of some aspects of the design of the
Novo Brdo bathing chamber to those in the Amalfi area
points to southern Italy, although the eastern Adriatic
should not be ruled out either.
The construction of the bathing facility in the Castle
of Novo Brdo should be looked at from the perspective
of the function and layout of the whole residential
complex. Novo Brdo Castle was a marked example of
a well-fortified royal or lordly residence which contained a three-storey “palace” and an additional dwelling
– Buildings 1 and 2, the “Great Hall” accessed from a
wooden porch, and the Church which served as the court
chapel. Apart from these buildings, the Castle was
equipped with two sizeable cisterns. Archaeological
excavation has shown that there were no service buildings such as kitchens, stables and the like. It may be
assumed that they were sited in the fortified part of the
town, west of the Castle.
Within the Novo Brdo system of defences, its central fortification – the town’s Castle, apart from its
remarkably important defensive role, served a residential function as well. It probably served as the residence
of the Serbian ruler’s official, the vojvoda, and the seat
of his administrative offices. However, it may also
have served as the residence of the Serbian ruler on his
occasional stays in Novo Brdo, notably in the reign of
Despot Stefan Lazarevi} (r. 1389–1427), who seems to
have stayed there quite frequently. On such occasions
the Castle almost certainly served as the seat of his
court. Perhaps this fact, however scantily supported by
the surviving sources, was the reason for adding a
bathing chamber. This assumption may find corrobo-

19
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Caskey 1999, 181.
Fugliuolo 1986, 571–664; Citarella 1967, 299–312.
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ration in the Despot’s biography by Constantine of
Kostenets which explicitly states that the court of
Stefan Lazarevi} maintained the highest standards in
every respect, including the details of everyday life.21
Bathing facilities in residential contexts were a luxury
only affordable by the most prominent members of
medieval society. In the circumstances where there was
no running water, preparing a hot bath and bathing itself
was certainly an elaborate and quite costly operation.22

The bathing chamber in Novo Brdo Castle was not
in use for long. It was destroyed together with the adjacent buildings only a few decades after construction.
The destruction could have taken place in 1441, when
the Ottomans took the town for the first time after a
months-long siege. Even if it had survived this first
capture of the town, it was demolished, along with the
walls of the adjacent church, immediately after the final
Ottoman conquest in the spring of 1455.
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Rezime: MARKO POPOVI], Arheolo{ki institut, Beograd

KUPATILSKO ZDAWE U ZAMKU NOVOG BRDA
Kqu~ne re~i. – kupatilsko zdawe, plitka kupola, Zamak, Novo Brdo, Amalfi.

Uobi~ajeno je shvatawe da se sredwovekovno dru{tvo u pogledu odr`avawa telesne higijene bitno razlikovalo od sveta anti~ke civilizacije. Ovo mi{qewe, ma koliko u osnovi ta~no, zadire u jednu dosta slo`enu temu, koja je do sada
ostala jo{ nedovoqno prou~ena. U tom smislu pojava malih
kupatilskih instalacija u doma}em, porodi~nom okru`ewu, koja bi odgovarala tipu rimskih balnea, dugo nije bila
predmet detaqne stru~ne analize. Novija istra`ivawa rezidencijalnih kompleksa u Ju`noj Italiji, koja su ukazala
na postojawe malih doma}ih kupatila, svedo~e da je kupawe bilo va`an deo porodi~nog `ivota za bogatije slojeve
sredwovekovnog dru{tva. Na osnovu istra`enih pet kupatilskih komora iz oblasti Amalfija, ovaj tip gra|evina je
veoma jasno definisan, {to otvara mogu}nosti da se wihovi arheolo{ki ostaci u sredwovekovnim rezidencijalnim
kompleksima lak{e prepoznaju i rastuma~e. Nov doprinos
ovim prou~avawima, koja su od velikog zna~aja za boqe poznavawe privatnog `ivota u doma}em okru`ewu i sredwovekovnog dru{tva u celini, pru`ili su rezultati najnovijih arheolo{kih istra`ivawa Zamka – rezidencijalnog
kompleksa i sredi{weg utvr|ewa sredwovekovnog grada
Novog Brda.
Ispod visokih slojeva obru{enog kamena i {uta, u Zamku su otkriveni ostaci tri stambene gra|evine, zatim crkve,
dve cisterne, kao i malog kupatila, kome je posve}en ovaj
rad (sl. 1). Ostaci ovog zdawa otkriveni su izme|u Isto~nog bedema, Gra|evine 2 i Crkve, na relativno malom i jedinom slobodnom prostoru koji je preostao u unutra{wosti Zamka. Svojim zidovima bilo je prisloweno uz ove
objekte, pri ~emu je uo~eno da mu se gorwi deo zidne mase
prislawa uz spoqno lice obnovqenog severnog zida Gra|evine 2 (sl. 2). Otkriveni ostaci ostali su relativno dobro
o~uvani. Preostali deo severnog zida ovog malog zdawa bilo je mogu}e samo delimi~no istra`iti, budu}i da je preko
wegovih ru{evina utemeqen pozniji zid turskog ambara.
Kupatilo u novobrdskom Zamku imalo je samo jednu prostoriju, zatim rezervoar za vodu i pretprostor sa lo`i{tem (sl. 3–5). Wegovi ostaci, iako delimi~no poru{eni,
omogu}avaju da se, uz rekonstrukciju nekada{weg izgleda,
utvrdi na~in upotrebe i razmotri funkcija u okviru celine novobrdskog Zamka (sl. 9–10). Za kupatilo u Zamku nije
bilo mogu}e obezbediti priliv teku}e vode, budu}i da na
prostoru urbane zone Novog Brda nema prirodnih izvora,
tako da je snabdevawe vodom bilo ograni~eno prevashodno na
ki{nicu koja se akumulirala u ranije pomenutim cisternama sa filter-bunarima. To je uticalo na funkcionalne
mogu}nosti kupatila i ote`avalo wegovu upotrebu. S druge strane, usled veoma male povr{ine na kojoj je podignuto,
novobrdsko kupatilo je prostorno bilo ograni~eno samo na
glavnu grejanu prostoriju iznad hipokausta, bez predvorja
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i drugih mawih pomo}nih odeqewa. Tako|e, nije postojala
ni zidana kada, odnosno mali bazen koji je predstavqao jedan od va`nih sadr`aja tog tipa gra|evina, {to je na prvom
mestu bilo uslovqeno veoma malim prostorom na kome je
ovo zdawe podignuto. S druge strane, na to su mogle uticati i veoma ograni~ene mogu}nosti snabdevawa dovoqnim
koli~inama vode.
Otkriveni ostaci zidova pru`aju mogu}nost da se dosta pouzdano rekonstrui{e nekada{wi izgled kupatila u
rezidencijalnom kompleksu Zamka. U dowem nivou ovog zdawa, ispod glavne prostorije, nalazio se hipokaust, koji je
na zapadnoj strani bio povezan sa veoma solidno gra|enim
cilindri~nim lo`i{tem. Sa suprotne strane, uz isto~ni
bedem, bila su izvedena dva dimwa~ka kanala. Ispred lo`i{ta se nalazio relativno mali, ukopan i podzidan otkriveni prostor, gde se lo`ilo i gde su se mogle nalaziti samo mawe koli~ine priru~nog ogreva. Nad tim prostorom je
najverovatnije postojala drvena nadstre{nica.
U gorwem nivou, iznad lo`i{ta, nalazio se rezervoar
za vodu. Sude}i prema o~uvanim ostacima bio je zasveden poluobli~astim svodom od tankih opeka. Cela unutra{wost
rezervoara bila je malterisana debqim slojem vodonepropustivog maltera. Iznad cilindri~nog lo`i{ta bila je u
zidnu masu ispod poda ugra|ena metalna plo~a preko koje
se zagrevala voda. Budu}i da su dimenzije rezervoara dosta
precizno utvr|ene i s obzirom na nivo do koga je on mogao
biti ispuwen vodom, zakqu~ak je da wegova korisna zapremina nije prelazila 0,5 m³ ili ne{to mawe od 500 litara.
Radi snabdevawa vodom, koja je u posudama dono{ena iz cisterni sa filter-bunarima, postojao je, bez sumwe, otvor u
temenu svoda kome se, najverovatnije, prilazilo preko neke drvene konstrukcije prislowene uz spoqno lice ju`nog
zida Crkve. Zagrejana para iz tog rezervoara prostorije iznad hipokausta sprovo|ena je kroz zidove kerami~kim cevima, koje su se zavr{avale kru`nim otvorima na zapadnom
zidu i na bo~nim zidovima.
Neposredan ulaz u kupatilo, sa spoqnog prostora, nalazio se u okviru severnog zida. Na osnovu otkrivenih ostataka bilo je mogu}e odrediti samo wegov ta~an polo`aj i
{irinu ulaznih vrata, ali ne i wihov nekada{wi izgled.
Na izgled i konstrukciju gorweg dela prostorije nad hipokaustom ukazuju konstruktivni detaqi u okviru o~uvanih
zidova. U uglovima prostorije sa isto~ne i ju`ne strane
nalazili su se pilastri povezani lukovima od tesanika sige. Sli~ni lukovi postojali su i u okviru slabije o~uvanih
zidova sa zapadne i severne strane. Konstrukcije tih lukova ome|avale su povr{inu od 2,20 m x 2,00 m, koja je preko
ugaonih pandantifa prelazila u elipsastu, gotovo kru`nu
formu, nad kojom je bilo izvedeno zasvo|avawe. Nad tim prostorom, najverovatnije, nalazila se plitka kupola sa veoma
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niskim tamburom. Budu}i da zbog svog polo`aja kupatilo,
osim vrata, nije moglo imati drugih otvora, razlo`no je
pretpostaviti postojawe dva mawa prozora izme|u tambura
i baze kupole. Krovni pokriva~ nad celim zdawem kupatila
~inilo je, po svemu sude}i, olovo, a na to bi ukazivala i ~iwenica da prilikom arheolo{kih iskopavawa nije bilo u
ru{evinama ove gra|evine ni krovnih opeka – }eramida, niti kamenih plo~a koje su mogle slu`iti za pokrivawe krova.
U unutra{wosti prostorije nad hipokaustom svi zidovi su bili prekriveni fino gla~anim crvenim hidrauli~nim malterom bez tragova {tuko-dekoracije. Jedini poseban
detaq predstavqala je zasvedena ni{a u okviru isto~nog zida, koja je bez sumwe slu`ila za postavqawe svetiqke. Kupatilo u novobrdskom Zamku, kao {to je ve} navedeno, nije imalo zidani bazen – kadu. Bila je to, zapravo, prostorija koja je
dobro zagrevana preko poda nad hipokaustom i putem tople
pare koja je kerami~kim cevima dovo|ena iz rezervoara sa
kqu~alom vodom. U nedostatku zidane konstrukcije, za kupawe je bez sumwe kori{}ena pokretna drvena kada.
Specifi~an polo`aj u odnosu na druge gra|evine u Zamku uslovio je mesto ulaza u kupatilo. Ovom zdawu se moglo
pri}i iskqu~ivo uskim koridorom iza crkve, koji je na delu izme|u apside i bedema bio {irok svega 0,80 m. Budu}i
da nije bilo zidanog predvorja, mo`e se pretpostaviti da je
ispred ulaza u kupatilo postojala samo drvena nadstre{nica. Lo`i{tu sa odgovaraju}im pretprostorom prilazilo
se sa druge strane, tako|e uskim koridorom izme|u ju`nog
zida crkve i Gra|evine 2.
Funkcionalno i prema svom konstruktivnom sklopu,
kupatilo iz Zamka u Novom Brdu ima za sada jedine bliske
paralele sa poznatim primerima pet malih kupatila iz
oblasti Amalfija u Ju`noj Italiji. Budu}i da je bilo prostorno svedeno, upore|ewa se mogu vr{iti samo u odnosu
na centralne odaje pomenutih kupatila. Najzna~ajnija bliskost ogleda se u detaqima primewenih konstrukcija. Svi
primeri kupatila iz nekada{wih rezidencijalnih kompleksa u regionu Amalfija imali su nad centralnom prostorijom kupolu, kao {to je to, bez sumwe, bio slu~aj i sa kupatilom novobrdskog Zamka. Osim tih paralela s pomenutim
gra|evinama iz Ju`ne Italije, kupatilo Zamka u Novom
Brdu nema analogija na podru~ju centralnog Balkana kao
ni u vizantijskim oblastima dana{we Gr~ke, te za sada
predstavqa jedinu poznatu gra|evinu te vrste na podru~ju
sredwovekovnih srpskih zemaqa.
Datovawe novobrdskog kupatila u kraj 14. ili prve godine 15. veka zasnovano je na pouzdano utvr|enoj hronologiji gra|ewa u Zamku. Stambene gra|evine sa Crkvom i cisternama bile su, po svemu sude}i, deo prvobitne zamisli
utvr|enog rezidencijalnog kompleksa koja je ostvarena ve}
u prvoj etapi gra|ewa. Ako izuzmemo kasnije podignut narteks crkve, ovim zdawima je ve} u to vreme bio popuwen gotovo ~itav prostor u okviru bedema Zamka. Jedina preostala mogu}nost za pozniju dogradwu bila je na ograni~enom
prostoru izme|u Crkve i Palate, odnosno Gra|evine 2. To
je, bez sumwe, predodredilo skromne dimenzije nove kupatilske komore, kao i neobi~an prilaz ovom objektu. Iako je
bilo osloweno na glavno stambeno zdawe, novo kupatilo nije s wim imalo neposrednu komunikaciju. Ulaz na suprotnoj
strani sa uskim prilazom bio je, bez sumwe, jedino mogu}e,
mada nefunkcionalno, re{ewe.
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Doma}a kupatila „amafitskog tipa”, koji nam je za sada jedini bli`e poznat, datovana su u 13. vek, a gra|ena su,
bez sumwe, i u kasnijim razdobqima, {to }e verovatno pokazati daqa istra`ivawa. U tom kontekstu treba posmatrati i pojavu kupatila ovog tipa u novobrdskom Zamku. Ne{to
slo`enije pitawe predstavqa poku{aj da se utvrdi poreklo
graditeqâ ovog zdawa. Oni sigurno nisu poticali iz doma}e sredine, a verovatno ni iz zemaqa vizantijskog kulturnog kruga, gde do sada nije registrovana pojava malih gra|evina ovog tipa u privatnom, doma}em okru`ewu. Imaju}i
u vidu razvoj grada Novog Brda, gde je boravio veliki broj
trgovaca iz Dubrovnika i gradova srpskog Primorja, ne}emo
pogre{iti ako pretpostavimo da su graditeqi mogli sti}i
sa Zapada. Sli~nost, pre bi se moglo re}i podudarnost sa
konstruktivnim re{ewima ovog tipa gra|evina u oblasti
Amalfija ukazivala bi da su to najverovatnije bili neimari iz Ju`ne Italije, mada se ni u~e{}e graditeqa sa Jadranskog primorja ne bi smelo iskqu~iti.
Nastanak i potreba dogradwe kupatila mora se posmatrati u okviru funkcije i prostornog re{ewa rezidencijalnog kompleksa kome je ono pripadalo. Novobrdski Zamak
predstavqao je izrazit primer dobro utvr|enog vladarskog
ili vlasteoskog dvora, gde se u okviru bedema nalazila dvoeta`na „palata” sa jo{ jednom stambenom zgradom (gra|evine 1 i 2), kao i „velika dvorana” u koju se ulazilo preko drvenog trema. U sredi{tu se nalazila crkva, koja je slu`ila
kao dvorska kapela. Dvoru su pripadale i prostrane cisterne izme|u tih zdawa. Uo~qivo je, kako su to pokazala
arheolo{ka istra`ivawa, da u okviru samog Zamka nije bilo pomo}nih dvorskih zdawa – kuhiwe, {tale i sl. Mo`e se
pretpostaviti da su se ona, zajedno s drugim prate}im objektima neophodnim u svakodnevici `iteqa dvora, nalazila u
utvr|enom delu grada, zapadno od Zamka.
U okviru sistema fortifikacija Novog Brda, ovo centralno utvr|ewe, koje mo`emo nazvati gradskim zamkom,
pored svoje izuzetne va`nosti za odbranu imalo je i rezidencijalnu funkciju, i to, po svemu sude}i kao dvor vojvode
– namesnika srpskog vladara i wegovih prate}ih slu`bi.
Me|utim, ovaj zamak mogao je imati i funkciju dvora srpskog kraqa, kasnije despota, u vreme wegovih povremenih
dolazaka u Novo Brdo. To bi se posebno moglo odnositi na
vreme vladavine despota Stefana Lazarevi}a (1389–1427),
koji je, izgleda, ~esto boravio u Novom Brdu. Wegov dvor je
tada, gotovo sigurno, boravio u novobrdskom Zamku. Mo`da
je upravo ta ~iwenica, za koju, istina, nema dovoqno podataka u sa~uvanoj istorijskoj gra|i, i bila povod za dogradwu kupatila u Zamku. U rezidencijalnim kompleksima su
zidani objekti za odr`avawe telesne higijene predstavqali luksuz dostupan samo najzna~ajnijim predstavnicima
sredwovekovnog dru{tva. U uslovima gde nije bilo teku}e
vode, pripreme toplih kupatila i organizovawe kupawa
predstavqali su veoma skupu aktivnost.
Kupatilo u novobrdskom Zamku nije bilo dugo u upotrebi. Posle svega nekoliko decenija postradalo je zajedno
sa susednim gra|evinama. To se moglo dogoditi ve} 1441.
godine, posle vi{emese~ne turske opsade i prvog privremenog zaposedawa grada. Ukoliko je tada i opstalo, ono je poru{eno zajedno sa zidovima susedne crkve odmah posle kona~nog turskog osvajawa Novog Brda u prole}e 1455. godine.
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Abstract – This paper deals with the hammam in the Smederevo fortress, erected by Firuz Agha, the head of the Sultan’s treasury,
between 1485 and 1490. Using Ottoman sources, the authors are able to determine the time of construction, the method of work
and the role that this public bath played for Smederevo’s inhabitants. The hammam was very important for the functioning of the
great Firuz’s waqf, which included numerous buildings in the Balkans and Anatolia. Based on data on the waqf’s revenue, it may
be concluded that until the mid-16th century the hammam in the Smederevo fortress was one of the most profitable facilities of
its kind in the Ottoman Empire. Over a quarter of a century, Firuz, as the court agha and later as the sanjak-bey, constructed
another three hammams in Tokat, Sivas and Sarajevo, which help us discern patterns and changes in the manner of construction.
Based on this knowledge and information about the appearance and manner of functioning of the numerous hammams built in
the second half of the 15th and the first half of the 16th century, the authors present the presumed disposition of the rooms of
the public bath in the Smederevo fortress. In the female section, the rooms can be determined with great certainty, while three
possible types, based on the shape and dimensions, are offered for the hot part of the male section of the hammam.
Key words – Smederevo, Firuz Agha, hammam, waterworks, waqf, Bayezid II, Tokat, Sarajevo, sanjak-bey.

rom the Ottoman conquest in 1459 until the
1520s, Smederevo was the most important military stronghold in the European part of the
Ottoman Empire. Over the following decades it
retained its military, economic and urban importance.
However, the past of Ottoman Smederevo has been
insufficiently explored. The majority of buildings, both
at the time of the despots and during a considerable
period of the Ottoman rule, were built of wood and
other light materials, which is why few traces of the
old urban structures have remained in Smederevo. In
addition to fortifications, which largely survived until
the present day despite heavy damage in World War I

F

and II, and traces of court buildings in the Castle (Mali
grad – Little Fort), archaeologists have found remains
of only a few constructions in the fortress (Veliki grad
– Big Burg). These comprise three mosques, one of
which was erected by altering and expanding the medieval church in the south-eastern corner of the fortress,
and Firuz Agha’s double (cifte) hammam, with male
and female rooms.1

Nenadovi} 1956, Fig. 11; Deroko, Nenadovi} 1957, 185,
Fig. 15; Cuwak 2011, 83–104; Popovi} 2013, 8–9, 13, 16, 20, 35,
49–54, 56–57, 60–62, 70–72.
1

This paper is the result of a research within projects of the Ministry of Education, Science and Technological Development of the Republic of
Serbia: From Universal Empires to National States. Social and Political Changes in Serbia and the Balkans (rec. no 177030) and Medieval
Serbian Lands (13–15th Centuries): Political, Economic, Social and Legal Processes (rec. no 177029).
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Fig. 1. Plan of the Smederevo fortress with the position of Firuz Agha’s hammam (authors: A. Krsti}, S. Kati})
Sl. 1. Plan Smederevske tvr|ave sa polo`ajem Firuz-aginog hamama (autori: A. Krsti}, S. Kati})

Hammams were buildings characteristic of the
entire Ottoman civilisation, as Islam pays great importance to the maintenance of body hygiene and ritual
washing, i. e. purification of the body. As only running
water can be used for ritual washing and bathing, it is
understandable that religious regulations were a great
incentive for the construction of public baths, sebils,
fountains and waterworks across the Islamic world.
These were among the first public facilities, in addition to religious buildings, that the Ottomans erected in
newly conquered towns, and they represented an
important feature of their urban development. The
construction of baths, fountains and water supply systems was considered a pious act. This is one of the two
main reasons why these facilities were a significant
part of numerous endowments, waqfs, in the Ottoman
Empire. The second reason is the fact that the revenue
generated by the hammams was important for the
maintenance of the waqfs that they belonged to.2
The remains of Firuz Agha’s hammam are located
in the Veliki grad of the Smederevo fortress, five meters
from the Danube rampart, between the second and
third Danube tower when observed from the Mali grad
(i. e. between towers 23 and 24). The hammam was
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constructed at the crossroads of the main town streets,
which connected the entrance to the Castle with the
gates on the southern rampart of the Veliki grad, as well
as the Danube with the Jezava gate (Figure 1).3 Based
on this, it is clear that this Turkish bath was one of the
most representative buildings in Smederevo during the
centuries-long Ottoman rule, which is also confirmed
by some old cartographic records. The Austrian plan of
Smederevo from the period of the War of the Holy
League shows only two facilities in the fortress, the
church-mosque in the south-eastern corner of the Veliki
grad and the double hammam.4 The same can be seen in
an undated plan of Smederevo from the 18th century.5
Given the significant role played by hammams in the

2 Kiel 1976, 87; Kre{evljakovi} 1991, 11–18; Eyice 1997,
402–430; Kanetaki 2004, 83; Kanetaki 2012, 204–205; Mikov
2012, 128, 148–150.
3 Popovi} 2013, 19, Fig. 7, 35, Fig. 20, 49.
4 Zdravkovi} 1965, 223; Kati}, Popovi} 2013, 82, Fig. 1.
5 In this plan, the hammam is wrongly designated as a mosque.
In addition to several other buildings in the fortress, Sparr’s plan of
Smederevo from 1738 also shows the hammam: Pavlovi} 1980,
226, Fig. 166, 245, Fig. 177.
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everyday life of the urban population in the Ottoman
Empire, it is no wonder that such a building was among
the most prominent features of the urban structure of
Smederevo.
The remains of the Smederevo hammam are also
important for the history of the Serbian Christian spirituality, architecture and art of the 15th century, because
the hammam incorporated a part of the construction
material from one of the monumental churches of Smederevo, most probably the main endowment of despot
\ura| Brankovi} (1427–1456) – the metropolitanate
church of the Annunciation.6 All this prompted us to
present here data, until now unknown in Serbian historiography, about the Smederevo hammam and its founder Firuz Agha, later Firuz Bey, offered by Ottoman
documentary, narrative and epigraphic sources. They
shed light on the time and purpose of creation of this
public bath, its work and role in the life of Ottoman
Smederevo, and its role in the functioning of the great
Firuz’s waqf, which covered buildings in several Balkan and Anatolian sanjaks.
***
Firuz was born as a Christian and was most probably
of South-Slavic origin.7 Given that he was a eunuch
(hadim), he probably became a slave as a boy and was
castrated by slave traders who sold him to Ottoman
courtiers.8 He was converted to Islam and trained in one
of the royal sarays. It is hard to determine whether he
was immediately taken to Amasya, to the saray of the
prince, later Sultan Bayezid II (1481–1512), or this was
done later. It is certain that Firuz obtained the prince’s
trust and was among the most capable and trustworthy
courtiers that Bayezid II, after ascending to the throne,
brought to Istanbul, intending for them important services in the Topkapi Palace.9
Idris Bitlisi, a contemporary, described Firuz as a
handsome man, whose face always emanated goodness.
Bitlisi also states that Firuz was driven by a strong wish
to progress, that he was very useful in the palace and was
adorned with honesty, sharpness of mind and, above all,
excellent knowledge of finance, which is why Sultan
Bayezid II entrusted him with tasks in the imperial
treasury.10
The founder’s inscription in Persian, set up in 1485
above the entrance to Firuz’s hammam in Tokat, reads
that the patron was the hazinedar, one of the treasurers
of the imperial treasury.11 The other founder’s inscription on his mosque at At Meydani (Hippodrome) in
Istanbul12 and the waqfiyya appertaining to the creation
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of the waqf from 149113 testify that, in the meantime,
Firuz was appointed the chief treasurer (serhazine),
which was, during the 15th and major part of the 16th
century, after “the agha of the Gate” (kapi agasi), the
most important function on the court. Firuz Agha served
as the chief of the Sultan’s internal treasury until June
1496, when he was appointed the sanjak-bey of the
Scutari (Shkodër) sanjak.14 (Figure 2)15
Soon after assuming his duties in Scutari, Firuz
Bey incorporated the Crnojevi}s’ lands in Zeta into the
Ottoman state. After the escape of \ura| Crnojevi},
the subaºi for Montenegro was appointed upon Firuz
Bey’s order and until March of the following year
(1497), the first Ottoman census of this area was carried

6 Nenadovi} 1956, 78–79, 82–84, Fig. 5, 6, 11; Nenadovi}
1979, 404, 409–424; Popovi} 2000, 201–202, 208, 211, 216;
Cuwak 2011, 99.
7 Testifying to the non-Muslim, Christian origin are the terms
“the son of Abdallah” or “the son of Abdalhayy” instead of his
father’s name: Istanbul Vakiflari Defteri 1546, 23–24; Schwarz, Kurio
1983, 116–117. Kissling 1974, 294, states that a certain Giorgio di
Servia (also recorded as di Bosnia) dictus da Spalato, the envoy of
the Mantova duke at the Porte, claimed that Firuz Bey was his
cousin (parente). Based on this and based on Firuz Bey’s communication with the Dubrovnik and Venetian authorities in Serbian
(schiavo servo: Sanuto I, 677–679, II, 506), and with the Mantova
duke in Italian, Kissling believes that Firuz originated from Split or
its environs. Two Cyrillic Firuz Bey’s letters in Serbian have been
preserved, sent from Sarajevo to Dubrovnik in the early 16th century: Truhelka 1911, 131, 135–136, 207–208. Cf. Reindl 2014, 150.
8 About eunuch slaves in the Ottoman court service see: Ezgi
Dikici 2013, 105–136.
9 Schwarz, Kurio 1983, 118–119. About the court of Ottoman
princes in Amasya see: Kappert 1976, 19–67.
10 Dimitriadou 2000, 236.
11 Uzuncarºili 1927, 32–33.
12 Ayvansarâyî 2001, 213; Öz 1962, 59–60; Eyice 1996, 136.
13 The waqfiyya (endowment charter) states that Firuz Agha
was Sultan’s freedman (atiq): Schwarz, Kurio 1983, 116–118.
14 Reindl 2014, 150–151. According to Mehmet Süreyya,
Firuz Agha performed the duty of “the agha of the Gate” as well:
Süreyya II, 538. However, Süreyya failed to notice that in the late
15th and early 16th century there was another court agha called
Firuz, mentioned in documents also as Haci Firuz Agha. It seems
that he served for a longer time as an agha in the Old Palace. He is
mentioned as “the agha of the gate” from 1504 to 1507, as his much
better known namesake left the Topkapi Palace long time before and
performed the service of a sanjak-bey: Gök 2014, 224, 351, 498,
603; Orientalski sbirki NBS, F. 1A, a. u. 17657; F. 1A, a. u.
17797, ff. 1–2.
15 The inscription was made by the famous calligrapher
Sheikh Hamdullah, the founder of contemporary Ottoman calligraphy: Ayvansarâyî 2001, 213. About the work of Sheikh Hamdullah
see: Serin 2007.
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Fig. 2. Firuz Agha’s
mosque at At Meydani
in Istanbul (photo by
A. Altun). The founder’s
inscription above the
entrance to Firuz Agha’s
mosque in Istanbul
(after Eyice 1996)
Sl. 2. Firuz-agina
xamija na At mejdanu
u Istanbulu (foto:
A. Altun). Osniva~ki
natpis iznad ulaza
u Firuz-aginu xamiju
u Istanbulu
(prema: Eyice 1996)

out.16 Firuz Bey also took Crmnica, as well as salterns
and lands in Grbalj, which were previously held by the
Crnojevi}s and to which Venice laid its claims, which,
along with other territorial disputes, led to the
Ottoman–Venetian War of 1499–1503. During the war,
waged on the sea and in maritime parts of Greece,
Albania and Dalmatia, up to Friuli, Firuz Bey assaulted Kotor and the environs with his men, while during
the peace negotiations he played an important role in
determining the Ottoman–Venetian border.17
After the death of Iskender Pasha in late 1504,
Firuz Bey was appointed the sanjak-bey of Bosnia.18
While in this position, in addition to performing military and administrative tasks, he coordinated an extensive espionage network. The Ottoman foreign policy
towards Hungary, Venice and Dubrovnik,19 as well as
towards other European countries, which were in the
sphere of Ottoman interests, was carried out by him to
a significant extent.20 Due to the complexity of his tasks,
Firuz was not subjected to the customary rotation of
officials, which most often took place every third year.
Though it was expected that in 1511 he would be
appointed Rumeli beylerbey, he served as the sanjakbey of Bosnia until his death in December 1512.21
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***
Firuz’s endowment activity was very rich and versatile. Although there were patrons among highly positioned eunuchs in the Ottoman court before, the rise of
the architectural patronage of this specific group of
courtiers is associated primarily with the rule of Sultan
Bayezid II.22 Like the ruler and his most prominent
courtiers, Firuz began to erect his first endowments in
the area of Amasya. Besides the wish to be memorialised as patrons and requite the population of the region
where they spent a large portion of their lives, they
were also driven by practical reasons, such as the knowledge of local needs and appropriate space for construction, as well as earlier acquired real estate.
In the second half of the 1480s, Firuz Agha founded a waqf dedicated to the madrasa in Havza, in whose
complex there was also a mescid.23 He ensured the
resources for their maintenance by constructing the
double hammam in Tokat, along with which he also
erected a carºi with around forty shops, and a smaller
hammam in Sivas with several stores. Firuz’s waqf
collected revenue from around fifteen villages, from the
sanjaks of Amasya, Sivas-Tokat and Sonisa-Niksar.24
When the construction of buildings in the environs of
Amasya was already in its advanced stages, Firuz focused on his main waqf complex in Istanbul, which he
completed in 1491. He possessed a great estate at At
Meydani (Hippodrome), which covered the surroundings of Philoxenos’ (Binbirdirek) cistern and was adja-

Sanuto II, 372, 504; \ur|ev et al. 1957, 153; Tomi} 1901,
68, 91–95, 113, 117; \ur|ev 1954, 172; [abanovi} 1958, 340;
Zlatar 2013, 71.
17 Tomi} 1901, 95–106, 113–132, 137, 140–143; Tomi}
1909, 21–26, 29, 30–34; Stanojevi} 1963, 45–46; Kissling 1974,
299–311; Istorija CG II/2, 337, 347; III/1, 13–14, 23; Reindl
2014, 152–153.
18 Sanuto VI, 389.
19 Popovi} 1973, 79, 85, 424, note 113; Zlatar 2013, 72–73.
20 Reindl 2014, 150–151, 153–155, with primarily sources and
earlier literature.
21 Sanuto X, 21, XIII, 187, XIV, 465; Truhelka 1911, 31,
135–136, 207–208; Schwarz, Kurio 1983, 123–124; Reindl 2014,
156. Firuz’s cousins Suleyman and Davud and men from his escort
held timars in Bosnia in 1516: TD 56, 35, 39, 40, 50, 58, 60, 61, 71,
81, 86; TD 157, 68, 214, 757, 873; Zlatar 2013, 70, 73–74.
22 Ezgi Dikici 2009, 35–39.
23 Baltaci 1976, 77–78.
24 Karaman ve Rûm defteri 1530, II, 359, 361, 368–372,
380–381, 385, 433, 497, 542; Istanbul Vakiflari Defteri 1546, 23–24;
Defter-i Mufassal-i Livâ-i Sivas 1574/1575, 62, 193–194; Gürbüz
1993, 232–233.
16
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cent to the yard of the Hagia Sophia. In the central part,
Firuz built a mosque, türbe, sebil and school, where the
famous calligrapher Sheikh Hamdullah Efendi held
classes of calligraphy (Figure 2).25
In the surrounding area, Firuz Agha also constructed
a number of accompanying facilities which generated
revenue for his waqf from the lease of: 62 chambers for
habitation or storage, 17 shops, a slaughter-house and
a garden. The waqf was also entitled to revenue from
leasing 56 chambers and shops near the coin mint, the
colouring facility and Sarachane in Istanbul, and from
11 shops and chambers in Edirne, together with loan
interest, a village from hâsses in Istanbul and four villages from Iznikmid nahiye (Nicomedia, present-day
Izmit),26 and from the hammam in Smederevo, which
generated by far the greatest profit.27
Firuz’s waqfs of the madrasa in Havza and the
mosque at At Meydani were then consolidated to
ensure better control and more efficient operation.28
Being a financial expert, Firuz made a good selection
of revenue and successfully motivated the administrators of the waqfs, bestowing upon them, instead of
daily allowances, a tenth of the waqf revenue. Thus,
long after Firuz’s death, his waqf’s revenue significantly exceeded expenditure, reaching almost 130,000
akces in 1546.29 Given their number and structure, this
could have been considerably greater but, in some
cases, the patron put mercy before profit such as when,
for instance, he rented for a pittance tens of residential
chambers at At Meydani to the poor.30
Almost fifteen years after the establishment of the
above two waqfs, Firuz Bey began to construct new
endowments in Sarajevo. Similarly to Havza, the Sarajevo waqf was dedicated to the first Sarajevo madrasa
and the mahalle mescid, and the main source of revenue
originated from the double hammam in Ba{~ar{ija,
which was under construction in 1509. He brought
water to the hammam from the Sedrenik source, and
built five fountains on the waterworks, which were
around two kilometres long.31 The waqf’s revenue also
originated from leasing land parcels near the madrasa
and numerous shops in Sarajevo, and from water mills
and land in Travnik in Bosnia, and in Pe} in the Scutari
sanjak.32
It should be noted that Firuz Bey, while serving as
the Bosnian sanjak-bey, also founded a town in the
region of Polimlje. The summary defter of the Bosnian
sanjak of 1516 records “Firuz Bey’s town” in the census of the Vlahs of the Banja nahiye as the only settlement of a town type in this nahiye.33 This town, how-
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ever, did not carry Firuz’s name for a long time, as the
censuses of 1530 and 1540/1541 already specified
Kratovo (the present-day village south-east of Priboj)
as the town in Banja.34
Fate was not benevolent towards numerous of
Firuz’s endowments. Only the mosque at At Meydani
has survived to date, although, due to the expansion of
Divanyolu Street after 1865, the patron’s türbe, school
and sebil were pulled down, and the fence was moved
significantly towards the mosque.35 No trace has been
left of the two madrasas in Havza and Sarajevo. Testifying to their existence are the names of parts of these
two towns, which are still today called Medrese.36 The
hammam in Sarajevo was operational until 1810, when

25 Ayvansarâyî 2001, 213; Eyice 1996, 135–137. Sheikh
Hamdullah was the teacher of calligraphy of Prince Bayezid in
Amasya, and when Bayezid became the new Sultan, he moved to
Istanbul with him. According to Mehmet Süreyya, Firuz also learned from Sheikh Hamdullah and was rather successful, as he himself became known as a calligrapher: Süreyya II, 538; IV, 32.
26 Firuz probably built or restored a mescid in the Karagollu
village (Iznikmid) whose revenue belonged to the waqf, as the
breakdown of revenue shows the daily allowances for the imam,
muezzin, khatib and kâim in this village: Istanbul Vakiflari Defteri
1546, 23–24.
27 Ibid. In 1501, another smaller waqf was established in
Istanbul, devoted to Firuz Agha’s mescid near the Valens Aqueduct:
Istanbul Vakiflari Defteri 1546, 230. However, the founder was
another Firuz Agha (see note 14) about whom there is no information in historiography. This is also the reason why the mescid waqf
was either wrongly ascribed to the former chief of the imperial treasury or wrongly dated to the period after the rule of Bayezid II: Öz
1962, 61; Eyice 1996, 137–138.
28 Schwarz, Kurio 1983, 119, 123. Nine shops from Sarajevo
were subsequently added to the waqf.
29 Ibid. For instance, in 1520 the revenue from villages in the
Amasya sanjak amounted to 23, 593 akces, and in 1576 to 55, 371
akces: Gürbüz 1993, 233.
30 Istanbul Vakiflari Defteri 1546, 23–24.
31 Kre{evljakovi} 1991, 57–58; Schwarz, Kurio 1983, 123–124.
32 Information about this is contained in the defters from
1530, 1540/1541, 1567/1568, 1604 and 1624: TD 164, 380; TD 211,
770; TD 462, 41; TD 742, 686; Hand`i} 2000, 485; Kre{evljakovi}
1991, 57–58; Kasumovi} 1999, 159–160; Zlatar 2013, 74–76.
33 TD 157, 396–397.
34 TD 164, 39; TD 211, 249.
35 Eyice 1996, 137.
36 After Havza was proclaimed the seat of the kadilik, in
1832/33 the madrasa in that town was turned into a state administration building. As it was unfit for work, it was demolished after
some time, so that a new building would be built: Abdizade 1909–
1912, 367. The madrasa in Sarajevo was ruined in the 1697 fire and
was never restored: Kre{evljakovi} 1991, 58; Kasumovi} 1999,
160; Zlatar 2013, 76.
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it was, due to damage to the dome and its danger of
collapse, closed and left to dilapidation.37 The Smederevo hammam persisted until the Turkish troops were
in the fortress, but when they left in 1867, it was abandoned and, soon after, demolished.38 The hammam in
Tokat was the longest surviving. It was active even in
the early 20th century, but for military purposes it was
first converted into a warehouse, only to be pulled
down in the 1930s for the sake of expanding a military
facility.39
***
The exact time of construction of Firuz Agha’s hammam in Smederevo is not known. Its first direct mention is associated with the establishment of Firuz’s

waqf in Istanbul in 1491. Agha also designated the revenue from the Smederevo bath to his endowment in the
capital, which means that the hammam already existed
in the Smederevo fortress, and was active for at least a
year. Firuz Agha, other eminent courtiers or Prince
Bayezid himself did not construct waqf facilities during their stay in Amasya. This was very rare, even after
Bayezid’s rise to the throne on 22 May 1481, as in the
first year and a half the new sultan had to settle a score
with the pretender to the throne, Prince Cem, the rebellious Karamanids and the conspirators led by Grand
vizier Ishak Pasha and the conqueror of Otranto Gedik
Ahmed Pasha.40 Even when Bayezid consolidated his
rule, the main endowment activity of the sultan and his
most prominent courtiers began first in Amasya and

Fig. 3. Plan of the Smederevo hammam (according to S. Nenadovi})
Fig. 4. Plan of Firuz Agha’s hammam in Smederevo (according to S. Kati} and A. Krsti})
Sl. 3. Plan hamama u Smederevu (prema S. Nenadovi}u)
Sl. 4. Plan osnove Firuz-aginog hamama u Smederevu (prema S. Kati}u i A. Krsti}u)
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the surrounding towns such as Tokat, Sivat and Havza.41
Given the political circumstances, Firuz’s endowment
activity, which first began in the environs of Amasya,
the direct connection of the Smederevo hammam with
his main waqf complex at At Meydani in Istanbul (completed in 1491), the time needed for construction and
at least one year of work, it is possible to conclude with
great certainty that the works on the public bath in Smederevo began in the period from 1485 to 1487, and were
completed during the late 1480s.
The above also shows that until the mid-1480s, there
was a lot of construction material in the Smederevo
fortress, which remained after the destruction of the
Annunciation Church. Fragments of stone decoration
(parts of arosette and doorpost or window jamb decorated with plaits), and stone blocks with a fragment of
the fresco of the Holy Warriors were found in the foundations of the southern room of the hammam.42 Unfortunately, only the foundations remained of the Smederevo bath and it is, therefore, not possible to determine
the quantity and structure of the incorporated spolia.
Therefore, the time of construction of the hammam
cannot be a precise indicator for dating the Ottoman
polygonal cannon tower on the outer rampart near the
Jezava confluence, which also contains parts of the
demolished church.43
Firuz Agha built waterworks for the needs of the
Smederevo hammam, along which he erected several
fountains.44 The three-kilometre route of the waterworks went from the spring of the creek of Petrijevski
potok, across Jasenak and the present-day Kneza
Mihaila Street. It is believed that waterworks were
built on this route back in Antiquity and that this route
was also used in the Ottoman period, with narrower
pipes placed above the existing ones.45
Along with Firuz Agha’s hammam, two other public baths existed in Smederevo. The older hammam
was constructed by the first Smederevo sanjak-bey,
Minnetoglu Mehmed Bey (1459–1463), soon after the
conquest. He built it outside the fortress, in the carºi of
Smederevo town, somewhere near the road leading to
the Jezava bridge. He built waterworks to the hammam, as well as a fountain and 12 shops in the hammam’s complex.
The costs of Mehmed Bey’s mescid in the Smederevo fortress were covered to a lesser extent from the
revenue of the hammam, shops, plots of land and the
slaughter house on the Jezava, while the major part was
intended for his main endowment, the imaret complex
in Konush, a small town south-east of Plovdiv.46
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The third Smederevo hammam, younger than
Firuz’s, was built by Ferhad Pasha, who stayed in Smederevo as a sanjak-bey in 1523–1524. Due to repeated
abuse, Ferhad Pasha was withdrawn from duty in Smederevo and executed in Istanbul in 1524. Thus, there is
almost no information about his Smederevo waqf, nor
do we know whether the hammam was located in the
fortress or the town. Only a short note from the 1532
census has been preserved, stating that the hammam
and the revenue belonged to the state.47
Chart 1 shows that the revenue of Firuz-aga’s hammam was by far the greatest. The exception is the 1522/
1523 census, which contains data from the previous

37 On the eve of World War I, the hammam was almost demolished. After World War II, the ground-floor artisan and catering facilities were built on its remains. After the archaeological research
of 2009–2010, the remains were preserved: Kre{evljakovi} 1991,
58; Kasumovi} 1999, 160; Sankovi} Sim~i} 2012, 9–11; Pravidur
2012, 17–25.
38 In the First Serbian Uprising (1813), the hammam served as
a prison. A photo from March 1912 shows that only the foundations
remained from the hammam at the time: Pavlovi} 1980, 202, 318.
39 According to the waqfiyya, Firuz Agha’s hammam in Tokat
was located at the foot of the fortress, in the mahalle that was called
– owing to its position – Tahtakale. In time, the hammam was no
longer identified with its patron, but with the mahalle, which is why
it was known as the Tahtakale hammam: Schwarz, Kurio 1983, 120.
I. H. Uzuncarºili wrongly associates Firuz Agha’s hammam with the
Sultan’s hammam in Tokat: Uzuncarºili 1927, 32–33. In contrast to
these hammams, there is no information about the smallest hammam
– the one in Sivas, or about its location.
40 Tansel 1966, 15–69; Mantran 2002, 123–125.
41 It is believed that by building the bedesten in Amasya in
1483/1484, kapi agasi Hüseyin Agha was the pioneering patron
among the court eunuchs, and that the hammam built in 1485 by
Firuz Agha in Tokat was an introduction to his extensive construction activity in the years that followed: Uzuncarºili 1927, 32–33;
Ezgi Dikici 2009, 35–39.
42 Nenadovi} 1956, 78–79, 82–84, Fig. 5, 6, 11. One stone
block with a fragment of the fresco of the Holy Warriors and one
block painted on two adjacent sides were found in the revising archaeological research of the hammam carried out in 1986 and 1987,
which suggests that this was a part of a pillar, doorpost or window
jamb: Cuwak 2011, 99.
43 Nenadovi} 1956, 79, 83, Fig. 6; Nenadovi} 1979, 409–415,
419–424, Fig. 13, 20, 21; Pavlovi} 1980, 118–120, 187; Cuwak
2011, 99–100; Popovi} 2000, 216–217; Popovi} 2013, 53, 62,
67–73.
44 Istanbul Vakiflari Defteri 1546, 23.
45 Kanitz 1904, 153–154; Pavlovi} 1967, 44–45; Pavlovi}
1980, 11, 56, Fig. 50; Kati}, Popovi} 2013, 98.
46 About Mehmed Bey’s waqf in Smederevo see: Kati},
Popovi} 2013, 96–97, 103; about the imaret in Konush, see: Boykov
2010, 47–67.
47 TD 978, 149; Kati}, Popovi} 2013, 96.
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Chart 1: Revenue from Smederevo hammams in the first half of the 16th century48
Grafikon 1. Prihodi od smederevskih hamama u prvoj polovini 16. veka

accounting year. In this period, the hammam obviously did not work for a long time, due to the military
campaign of 1521, during which thousands of the
wounded and plague infected were accommodated in
public facilities and later in private houses in Smederevo.49 It is only the 1532 census that contains information about the revenue of all three hammams. From
the total turnover of the Smederevo public baths, Firuz
Agha’s hammam accounted for as much as 80.9%,
Mehmed Bey’s for 10.6% and the newly opened Ferhad
Pasha’s hammam for 8.5%.50
FiruzAgha’s hammam in Smederevo also generated much greater income in comparison with his other
hammams. In the mid-16th century, the annual profit of
the Smederevo hammam equalled 32,000 akces, while
the hammams in Tokat and Sarajevo generated 12,000
each, and the hammam in Sivas around 3,000 akces,
which together is a much smaller amount than that produced in Smederevo.51 In normal circumstances, the
revenue from Firuz Agha’s hammam in Smederevo
ranged between 30,000 and 38,000 akces, which makes
it, in the period shown in the chart, one of the most
important hammams in the Ottoman state.52
The expenditure of Firuz’s hammam in Smederevo
rose overtime. When the waqf was established in 1491,
two akces a day were earmarked for maintenance, and
one akce for the kadi’s supervision. After more than
half a century of work, the amount for maintenance
was twice as much (four akces) – the daily allowance
for the person charging for entry to the hammam now
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equalled two akces, while the kadi still received one
akce.53 The masseur’s services were paid separately.
This was a traditionally Muslim occupation and it is
interesting that Dimitrij, a resident of the Dubrovnik
colony in Smederevo, performed this task.54
At the time when Evliya Celebi visited Smederevo
in 1661, the town no longer enjoyed its erstwhile
importance and only Firuz Agha’s public bath was
active. The Ottoman travel writer only briefly mentions
that this was the hammam of Kizlar agasi, that it was

48 TD 1007, 413, 416; TD 978, 149, 152, 154, 158. Information about hammams from the lost census of 1522/1523 is preserved in two summary defters, created in 1530 and 1531: MAD
506, 13–14; TD 135, 123–124. About dating of census TD 135 in
1531 and TD 978 in 1532, see: Kati}, Uro{evi}, 2015, 38–40.
49 BOA, Kamil Kepeci Tasnifi, d. 61, s. 371. Kati}, Popovi}
2013, 84.
50 Later, comprehensive censuses (mufassal defteri) of the
Smederevo sanjak of 1536, 1560, 1572, 1586 and 1741 do not contain information about waqfs, while the defter of the Istanbul waqfs
of 1600 does not give new information, but only repeats information from 1546. This is why the period in the chart is limited only
to the first half of the 16th century: BOA, TD 187; TD 316; TD 517;
TK, KKA, TD 168 (184); TD 170 (18); Istanbul Vakiflar Defteri
1600, 48–49.
51 Istanbul Vakiflari Defteri 1546, 23–24; TD 462, 41.
52 TD 1007 (1516), 416; TD 978 (1532), 152.
53 Schwarz, Kurio 1983, 120; Istanbul Vakiflari Defteri 1546,
24.
54 TD 1007 (1516), 32; Zirojevi} 1970, 190–191; Kati},
Popovi} 2013, 94.
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the only one in the town, that it was located in the
fortress and was very spacious.55 Evliya misnamed the
Smederevo hammam, because its patron, as already
mentioned, performed services only in the court treasury, while the duty of the agha of the harem (kizlar
agasi) was instituted only in the second half of the 16th
century and was reserved only for black eunuchs.56
***
Compared to the architecture of public baths in other
Islamic states, Ottoman hammams are unique in terms
of their monumental appearance, artistic design of the
exterior and interior, and careful planning of architectural structures and shapes. Hammams had several main
spatial units. The first room that a visitor would enter
was called the soyunmalik, and served the function of a
waiting and changing room. It was a large, domed room
with a square base, usually with a decorated fountain,
a ºadirvan, in its centre.57 Along the walls of the changing room there were low wooden or stone benches
(taº sekisi) and wooden dressing cabins (kafes) with
curtains at the entrance. The wooden pillars carried the
gallery, where visitors to the hammam could rest and
consume coffee and sweets. From the changing room,
one would go to the “cold” or tepid section, called the
sogukluk and iliklik in Turkish.58 These were smaller
rooms where a visitor could prepare himself for
bathing and get accustomed to the rising temperature
in the hammam. Within this section, there was usually
a toilet and a depilation room.
From the tepid section, one would go to the hot
part of the hammam, the sicaklik.59 This was a larger
room intended for massage and preparation for
bathing, and for bathing itself. The central part of the
hot room contained an elevated marble plate (göbektaºi), where massage was carried out. Stone benches
were placed along the walls of this section, where visitors would sit during bathing and steaming. Between
them there were kurnas, chiselled stone basins above
which there were two bronze taps for warm and cold
water. Bathers would collect water from the kurnas
with buckets (tases) and splash themselves. Smaller,
private bathing rooms, halvets, were separated from the
hot section, which also contained kurnas and stone benches. The number and distribution of halvets shaped
the appearance of the hot part of the hammam, which
could have several eyvans (spaces recessed from the
central part of the room). A dome rose above the central
part of the hot room, while the eyvans and halvets were
topped with smaller domes or semi-arched vaults. The
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domes and vaults were covered with tile or lead, in the
cases of larger and more sumptuous hammams. The
domes contained round or star-like apertures as a source
of daylight. They were closed with characteristic convex
glasses called the “elephant’s eye” (fil gözü).60
The water tank (Turkish: hazine, su hazinesi) and
the furnace room, külhan, leaned against the hot section of the hammam. The hazine was entered into from
one of the halvets. While the hazine was at the level of
the hammam, the külhan was dug in the earth. The water
tank contained a copper cauldron, which was stoked
from the külhan. Water was brought to the water tank
from the waterworks, and flowed into it just above the
cauldron. Hot water was distributed from the hazine
through pipes placed 100–120 cm above the floor
level. The fire stoked to heat water in the copper cauldron also heated the hammam itself, as the hypocaust
system (cehennemlik) under the marble floor of the
building carried smoke and hot air to all premises
(apart from the changing room). The smoke and air were
carried from the floor towards the chimneys through
vertical ceramic pipes (tüteklik) placed in the walls,
which thus, just like the pipes with hot water, additionally heated the rooms.61

55

^elebi 1979, 313; Celebi 2010, 5/2, 819. Evliya Celebi
writes that the Tahtakale hammam (i.e. Firuz Agha’s hammam) in
Tokat was much visited and very old: Celebi 2010, 5/1, 98.
56 Ezgi Dikici 2009, 20–27; also see: Mantran 2002, 211, 214.
57 In South-Slavic areas, this room was named the {adrvan after
this fountain: Kre{evljakovi} 1991, 20–21. In Turkish and other
literature, the Turkish words soyunmalik or camekan (after Persian
camegah) or Arabian musluk (meslakh) are usually used to denote
the changing room: Kiel 1976, 87; Kanetaki 2004, 85; Eyice 1997,
415–416; Antonov 2012, 110–111.
58 Unlike the changing room, the sogukluk had floor heating
(hypocaust), however, as it was far from the furnace room, its temperature was moderate. In the South-Slavic area, this section is
called the kapaluk (Turkish: kapalik). The name originates from the
door of this room which was always closed: Kre{evljakovi} 1991,
21; Kiel 1976, 87, 94.
59 The hot section is called the beyt al-harare or harare in
Arabic. In the region of the former Yugoslavia, the term mejdan
(Turkish: meydan), is used to denote the central part of the hot hammam section, which is not found in the Turkish and foreign literature that we have used: Kre{evljakovi} 1991, 21; \or|evi} 1975,
141; Pravidur 2012, 24, 31; [karpa Dubreta 2012, 54, 59.
60 Kre{evljakovi} 1991, 21–22; \or|evi} 1975, 141–143;
Kiel 1976, 87–88, 94; Kanetaki 2004, 85, 97–99, 102–105; Eyice
1997, 416–417.
61 The water tank was isolated with a special type of waterproof mortar: Kre{evljakovi} 1991, 23; \or|evi} 1975, 139, Fig.
2, 142; Kiel 1976, 94; Kanetaki 2004, 85, 99–100.
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Fig. 5. The hammam of Firuz Agha in Tokat, a view from the north: the dressing rooms. In the left corner is
the entrance to the male part; in the left foreground is a fountain in front of the hammam (after Bilgen 2013)
Fig. 6. The hammam of Firuz Agha in Tokat, a view from the east: the male dressing room; parts of the hot sections can
be seen behind it (after Bilgen 2013)
Sl. 5. Hamam Firuz-age u Tokatu, pogled sa severa: svla~ionice, u levom uglu ulaz u mu{ki deo;
u prvom planu levo ~esma ispred hamama (prema: Bilgen 2013)
Sl. 6. Hamam Firuz-age u Tokatu, pogled sa istoka: mu{ka svla~ionica; iza we vide se delovi vru}e sekcije
(prema: Bilgen 2013)

Fig. 7. The hammam of Firuz Agha in Tokat, the entrance to the male part of the bath with the founder’s inscription
(after Bilgen 2013)
Fig. 8. The hammam of Firuz Agha in Tokat, interior of the dressing room with the ºadirvan (after Bilgen 2013)
Sl. 7. Hamam Firuz-age u Tokatu, ulaz u mu{ki deo hamama sa osniva~kim natpisom iznad vrata
(prema: Bilgen 2013)
Sl. 8. Hamam Firuz-age u Tokatu, unutra{wost svla~ionice sa {adrvanom (prema: Bilgen 2013)
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Fig. 9. Plan of Firuz Agha’s hammam in Tokat
(after Bilgen 2013)
Sl. 9. Plan hamama Firuz-age u Tokatu
(prema: Bilgen 2013)

Although the basic organisation of space in the
hammam, the changing room, the tepid and hot part,
was practically common for all hammams, Ottoman
builders achieved a considerable degree of versatility
in the plans of these buildings, the decoration and the
combination of shapes. Several authors have classified
the types of these buildings, starting primarily from the
spatial disposition of the hot sections of hammams
from Anatolia, Istanbul, Edirne, Greece and Bulgaria.
Despite differences among them, it is possible to single
out five or six basic types of hammams.62
Making conclusions about the appearance of the
Smederevo hammam is somewhat limited. The reason
is that there are no old photographs or sketches of the
hammam made by witnesses, as far as we know. Besides, it is not only that the hammam was demolished
after the Turkish army eventually left the Smederevo
fortress in 1867, but its remaining foundations were
heavily damaged in bombing in World War II. Its remains were archeologically explored in 1942/1943, but
the results and documentation from this research have
been lost.63 Revising archaeological research was carried out in 1986 and 1987.64
Based on the knowledge obtained so far and the
preserved remains of the foundation zone of the Smederevo hammam, it is possible to define the dimensions of this Firuz endowment. Oriented in a south-north
direction, the building was made of crushed stone in
lime mortar. Finely carved stone blocks were built in
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the lower zones. The foundations were dug into the
unbroken ground and founded at analtitude of 68.60 m
above sea level. The total width of the front, southern
part of the construction is 24.14 m, and that of the back,
the northern part (which, by all accounts, has not been
preserved in its entirety) is 19.35 m. The total length
(of the preserved parts) of the hammam is 35.52 m.
As this was a double, cifte hammam, envisaged for
simultaneous bathing of men and women, it was divided
by a wall, along the entire length, into two, completely
separate parts. Given that it was not possible in double
hammams to go directly from the male to the female
part and vice versa, it is possible to claim with certainty that there were no apertures or passages in the now
destroyed wall in the northern part of the building.65
The somewhat larger male part of the hammam was
located on the western side and it was entered directly
from the main street, while the female part on the eastern side of the building was entered from the flank, i. e.
from a side street. Such an orientation of the entrance
was customary for cifte hammams so that, in accordance
with Islamic regulations, men and women would not
have direct contact in public.66 The entrance into the
male part of the hammam was more sumptuously shaped
than the entrance into the female part, which was, as a
rule, modest. A tablet with the patron’s inscription was
likely located above the entrance into the male part of
the Smederevo hammam, similar to the one on Firuz
Agha’s hammam in Tokat (Figure 7). As Firuz Agha’s
hammam was located at the crossroads of the main
streets in the Veliki grad of Smederevo, a square with
a fountain was most probably situated in front of the
bath, as was the case with other such buildings.
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Glück 1921; Klinghardt 1927; Kiel 1976, 89–90; Eyice
1997, 417–419; Kanetaki 2004, 82, 84, 86, 88–93; Kanetaki 2012,
206–207.
63 Archaeological works were carried out under the authority
of the architect Mi{a Radovanovi}. At the time, the facility was still,
to a significant degree, covered in shattered construction material:
Pavlovi} 1980, 202.
64 The works were led by Mla|an Cunjak, who presented the
main research results: Cuwak 1998, 115–119; Cuwak 2011, 97–100.
65 The ground-plan of the hammam, prepared by S. Nenadovi},
assumes that the now demolished wall which separated two parts of
the building contained three pairs of doors: Nenadovi} 1956, 83;
Pavlovi} 1980, 203, Fig. 156; Cuwak 2011, 98. See Fig. 3.
66 Eyice 1997, 415; Mikov 2012, 138–139. Therefore, the claim
presented by M. Cunjak (Cuwak 2011, 97–98) that the entrance to
the male part was on the eastern side and the entrance to the female
part on the southern side is wrong. It was, in fact, the opposite way
round.
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a

b

Fig. 10. The hammam of Firuz Bey in Sarajevo:
a) remains of the male (left)
and female dressing room (right);
b) remains of the hot sections: the male section
is to the right and the female to the left; c) kurnas
(after Sankovi} Sim~i} 2012)

c

Both the male and the female changing rooms in
the Smederevo hammam were rooms with a square base,
outer walls 123–130 cm thick and internal, northern
walls (towards other parts of the bath) 99–104 cm thick.
The walls of the changing rooms were, at the same time,
the thickest walls in the entire building – the thickness
of outer walls of other hammam rooms ranged from 99
to 116 cm, and that of internal walls from 72 to 90 cm.67
The male changing room was larger than the female
one, its base measured 13.44 x 13.20 m, while the
dimensions of the female changing room were 10.70 x
11.54 m. The square shape of the base, the thickness of
the walls and analogies with other hammams suggest
that a massive dome rose above each of the changing
rooms of the Smederevo bath. The diameter of the dome
above the male part was somewhat longer than 13 m,
and the diameter of the dome above the female part
was somewhat longer than 10.5 m.68 Semavi Eyice
emphasises the exceptionally large domes above the
changing rooms as one of the main features of the construction of hammams in the 15th century. The domes
of the largest hammams ranged from 10 m to as much
as 16 m. She specifies the diameters of the domes
above male changing rooms of around ten largest ham-
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Sl. 10. Hamam Firuz-bega u Sarajevu:
a) ostaci mu{ke (levo) i `enske svla~ionice (desno);
b) ostaci vru}e sekcije: mu{ke sa desne strane
i `enske sa leve; c) kurne
(prema: Sankovi} Sim~i} 2012)

mams from that period, and singles out the Kaygan
(Koca Mehmed Pasha’s) hammam in Bursa, with a
diameter of 12 m, Davud Pasha’s hammam of 14.5 m,
also in Bursa, Sultan Bayezid’s hammam in Istanbul of
15 m, and Demirtaº’ hammam of 16 m in Bursa.69
Based on this, it is possible to conclude that, in terms
of the size of the most monumental part of the hammam,
Firuz Agha’s public bath in the Smederevo fortress
was among the largest in the Empire.
There were no party walls in the changing room as
the changing cabins and the gallery were made of
wood. The male changing room would have relatively
large windows, and the female room would have
smaller ones, placed at a greater height, above the eyeshot of passers-by. The examples of other hammams,
including Firuz’s public baths in Tokat and Sarajevo

67

We received the ground-plan of the hammam with dimensions by courtesy of Dejan Radovanovi}, director of the Regional
Institute for Protection of Cultural Monuments in Smederevo,
whom we thank for his kindness.
68 Cuwak 2011, 99. See Fig. 5–6.
69 Eyice 1997, 423.
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clearly suggest that stone fountains, ºadirvans, were
located in the central parts of the changing rooms. Also,
these rooms were certainly covered in stone tiles,70
while the domes and walls must have been decorated
in shallow relief with geometric and floral motives
(“stalactite decoration”), carved in stone or made using
the stucco technique.71
The tepid section in both parts of the hammam
consisted of three small rooms, of which one was separated, while two were passing rooms. In addition to the
use of the toilet and the depilation segment, the tepid
part also served as a chamber preventing the circulation of air and steam from the hot part into the changing rooms and vice versa. The passing part was, therefore, probably divided into two rooms with doors that
were not placed opposite one another, but at right angles.
It is possible to claim with a fair degree of certainty
that the separate, far right rooms both in the male and
female tepid section of the hammam served as a toilet.72
The total internal dimensions of this section in the male
part of the hammam were 3.09 x 9.73 m, and in the
female part 2.80 x 7.90 m. The small tepid sections
placed between the monumental changing room and
the spacious hot part became a feature of Ottoman hammams from the period of Bayezid II.73
While the male and female changing rooms and
tepid sections were the same or very similar, the organisation of space in the hot parts of Firuz Agha’s hammam in Smederevo was very different. According to
the present state of the hammam’s remains, the hot
section in the male part of the hammam was a rectangular room, with internal dimensions of around 11.60
x 13.28 m. However, it is certain that the present situation does not correspond to the original appearance of
the bath, as there are no dividing walls of halvets, separate rooms for bathing in greater privacy, which were
integral to any larger Ottoman hammam. Given its size
and revenue, Firuz Agha’s hammam in Smederevo must
have had several halvets. In the entire room, only the
remains of one wall around 3.22 m long and 0.90 m
wide have been preserved – the wall was placed aslant,
at an angle of 75 degrees against the south-western wall
of this large room.74 However, as it was customary for
the dividing walls of smaller rooms to be placed at
right angles against the bearing wall of the hammam,
it is possible that this wall was raised at some later stage,
when the building was remodeled.75 The present state
of the building’s remains leads us to assume that either
the hammam underwent more significant alterations
and remodelling in time, or that during the bombing in
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World War II the foundations of the halvets were
destroyed along with the now demolished eastern wall
of the hot section, which separated this room from the
female part of the hammam. It is highly possible that
both things happened.
Based on the different variants of the architectural
design of the space of the hot sections of the hammam,76 we may assume that the male part of Firuz’s
public bath in Smederevo had halvets in the northern
wall, behind which there was a heating facility. This
was customary practice because the room with the
water tank was always entered from one of the halvets,
and this passage is also visible in the hammam’s remains.77 The halvets most probably covered the entire
northern wall, while the 11.60 m room width allowed
for the existence of three halvets. In the female part of
the hammam, the halvet width ranged between around
2.74 m and around 3.54 m. For instance, in Firuz’s
hammam in Tokat, the halvet dimensions ranged from
around 2.70 x 3.60 m to around 3.30 x 3.30 m.78 We
cannot exclude the possibility that two halvets were

70 Archaeological excavations revealed stone panels in the
central part of the female changing room in Firuz’s hammam in
Sarajevo; these are the remains of the base of the stone ºadirvan
with parts of ceramic pipes found in situ. The remains of benches
stretch along the northern and southern walls, with bases for the
wooden pillars of the gallery and cabins (which have not been preserved). In the male changing room, a large part of an erstwhile
floor of rectangular, regularly distributed stone panels has remained:
Pravidur 2012, 21, 23. See Fig. 10. Fig. 8 and 9 show the appearance
of one stone ºadirvan from the changing room of Firuz Agha’s
hammam in Tokat and its position in the room.
71 Kiel 1976, 92–93; Rexi} 1961, 98–99; Kumbaraxi-Bogojevi› 1998, 169–182; Eyice 1997, 417; Kanetaki 2004, 96–97, 100;
Pavlov, Petkova 2008, 22–25, 36–37, 80–83, 84–87; Mikov 2012,
142–143.
72 Based on this, we must reject the assumption of the existence of a passage between the far right room in the male tepid section
and the hot section, drawn in the hammam plan of S. Nenadovi}.
The non-existence of traces of the wall in this place and between the
male and female tepid section is most probably due to the destruction of the hammam’s foundations. Cf. Fig. 3 and 4.
73 Earlier Ottoman hammams had a more spacious and more
decorated tepid section, which also served for rest after bathing.
The changing room later assumed this role: Kiel 1976, 93.
74 This wall is not drawn in the hammam’s ground plan by S.
Nenadovi}. Cf. Fig. 3.
75 This could also be the wall of a small halvet of an irregular
shape.
76 Cf. literature in note 62.
77 Kre{evljakovi} 1991, 23; Antonov 2012, 113–114.
78 In the hammam in Ihtiman, Bulgaria, the halvet size was
27.5 h 2.72 m: Antonov 2012, 113–114.
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separated by a niche, an eyvan.79 Assuming that the
halvets were around 3.30 m deep and that the wall separating them from the central part of the hot section
(meydan) was around 0.70 m thick, the meydan may
have had a rectangular base of around 11.20 x 9.30 m.
It is possible that there were another one or two halvets
in the south-western and south-eastern corner of the
hot room, along the wall towards the tepid section.80 In
view of the analogies with other Ottoman public baths of
the period, it is quite certain that a larger dome topped
the central part of the hot room, while the halvets and
other smaller rooms were either topped with smaller
domes or with semi-arched vaults. The height of the
vaults and domes over the hot part of the hammam was
significantly lower than above the changing rooms as
it was necessary to heat these premises as well as possible.81
The distribution of rooms in the female part of the
hammam poses no dilemma. It is possible to say with
certainty that there was no central part of the hot section
(meydan). Instead, one would go from the tepid section into three smaller halvets. Such a difference in the
spatial conception of the male and female part of the
hammam existed in some other Ottoman hammams as
well.82 The female hot part of the hammam had a corridor along the now destroyed wall which separated the
female from the male part of the bath. From this corridor, one would enter two halvets from the right side,
the first of which was around 3.35 m wide and the second 3.54 m. At the end of the corridor, there was the
third halvet, which, due to such a distribution, was rectangular with dimensions of around 5.00 x 2.75 m.83 It
may be assumed that the corridor was around 1.50 m
wide, and that the depth of the first two halvets was
around 3.50 m. The halvets contained two or three kurnas each, as was the case with other public baths, including Firuz Agha’s hammams in Tokat and Sarajevo.84 The female part of the hammam was probably
much smaller because Firuz’s Smederevo bath was
erected in a fortress with a considerable military garrison, and it was expected that it would have many more
male than female visitors.
The foundations of walls in the northern part of the
building, which have most probably not been preserved in their entirety (present-day outer dimensions are
11.56 x 4.07 m) represent the remains of the hazine –
the water tank, and of the külhan– the furnace room.
The water tank was made of brick with dimensions of
40 x 40 x 5 cm, filled with heavy lime mortar. The
small pillars of the hypocaust (heating system) were
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made in the same way. These rooms were lower than
the hot parts of the hammam, with a slanting, single or
double-pitched roof, covered most often in tiles.
The hammam’s rooms were mutually connected
with ceramic pipes of different diameters. The pipes
with an 8 cm diameter, placed at an approximately same
height from the floor, served to bring in warm water.85
Pipes of twice this diameter (16 cm) were placed in two
levels, one pipe system, much higher than the floor,
served to bring in pure water, while the other, at the floor
level, served to drain dirty water.
The above described, assumed, appearance of Firuz
Agha’s hammam in Smederevo indicates the evolution
of Firuz’s construction activity in terms of this type of
building. Firuz Agha’s public bath in Tokat, constructed
in 1485, several years before the one in Smederevo, was
also a cifte hammam. The bath is oriented towards northsouth, with dimensions of around 26 x 21.8 m. It has
two changing rooms with a square base, of almost the
same size (around 12 x 11.5 m), leaning against one
another. The female part was entered from the western,
and the male part from the northern side. Until the
destruction of the hammam in 1931/1932, an elegant
fountain was preserved in the male changing room.
From the female changing room, one would go through
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See Kanetaki 2004, 82, 84, 87, 92, Fig. 1, 2, 4.
See the ground plan of the Pasha hammam in Thessaloniki:
Kanetaki 2004, 92. Also see the ground plan of the Hunkyar hammam and Cifte hammam in Plovdiv: Boykov 2013, 383.
81 Cf. pictures of Daut Pasha’s hammam in Skopje, Isa Bey’s
hammam in Novi Pazar and Mehmed Pasha’s hammam in Prizren:
Rexi} 1961, 109–110, Fig. 8–10; \or|evi} 1975, 139–140, Fig.
1–8; Pavlov, Petkova 2008, 80–82.
82 For instance, the female part of Gazi Orhan’s hammam in
Bursa, which had two halvets, was designed in a similar way: Kiel
1976, 88, Fig. 1.
83 The ground plan of S. Nenadovi} (Fig. 3) shows one pair of
doors almost at the middle of two dividing walls which separated
two rooms in the eastern part of the hammam. The same plan shows
traces of these dividing walls left of the doors, in the part towards
the destroyed wall between the male and female section of the bath.
However, the plan of the Regional Institute for Protection of Cultural
Monuments in Smederevo shows only the remains of the dividing
walls along the eastern wall of the hammam. This, as well as analogies with other hammams, indicates that the corridor was positioned up to the destroyed wall which separated the male from female
part of the hammam. Cf. Fig. 4.
84 Cf. the plan of the Tokat hammam, Fig. 9. Nicely cut stone
kurnas have been discovered in the remains of Firuz Bey’s Sarajevo
hammam: Pravidur 2012, 31–32. Fig. 10c.
85 Cf. Kiel 1976, 94. Cuwak 2011, 98, believed that these
pipes “served for water levelling in basins”.
80
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the narrow tepid section into a smaller hot room, from
where two halvets could be reached. The distribution
of rooms in the male hot section was somewhat different. There were three halvets, while the toilet was situated in a room constructed on the left side of the
building. Both changing rooms were topped with massive domes.86
On the other hand, the hammam built by Firuz while
he was serving as the Bosnian sanjak-bey in Sarajevo,
most probably in 1509, was more sumptuous than the
one in Smederevo. Firuz Bey’s hammam in Sarajevo
was also a cifte hammam. It is oriented towards eastwest, with total dimensions of 32.50 x 24.00 m. The
male part of the hammam was entered from Ba{~ar{ija,
and the female part was entered from the side street. Of
the square-shaped changing rooms, with dimensions of
10.00 x 11.75 m (male) and 10.00 x 9.25 m (female),
parts of the massive walls 1 m thick and 6–8 m high
have been preserved. Both the male and female part had
representative hot, square-shaped sections. The male
hot section was, in its inner part, divided by niches
radially positioned in the space, which, thus, represented separate architectural units with kurnas.87 There
were also three halvets, one in front of the polygonal
meydan, while the other two were behind it, leaning
against the hazine and külhan, which have not been
preserved. The female hot section had basically the
same distribution, though it was more modestly architecturally shaped, with a rectangular central part. In
Firuz Bey’s Sarajevo hammam, the entrance and cen-

tral parts of the building were also topped with domes.
The preserved remains of the marble floor and other
found archaeological material, including the kurnas,
indicate a richly appointed interior.88
The hammam in the Smederevo fortress, constructed in the second half of the 1480s through the
efforts of the eunuch Firuz Agha, the chief treasurer of
Sultan Bayezid II, was one of the most representative
buildings in this town during the centuries-long Ottoman rule. This is testified by the dimensions of its
archaeological remains and the old plans of Smederevo.
Ottoman documentary sources provide information
about the importance of Firuz Agha’s hammam in the
life of the predominantly Muslim citizens of Smederevo during the 16th century and its role in the financing
of Firuz’s extensive waqf. They indicate that the double hammam in the Smederevo fortress in the first half
of the 16th century belonged among the most important
and most profitable public baths in the Ottoman Empire.
By analysing the remains of Firuz Agha’s hammam in
Smederevo and based on analogies with other buildings of this type, primarily Firuz’s public baths in Tokat
and Sarajevo, we came to a number of conclusions
regarding the architectural structure of this hammam,
and the function and appearance of some of its rooms.
The presented, thus far insufficiently researched facts
indicate the need to devote more attention to this
archaeological site than has been the case to date, and
to have it systematically archeologically explored and
preserved.
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Bilgen 2013, 1337. See Fig. 5–9.
For this type of hammam cf. Kiel 1976, 90; Eyice 1997,
417–419; Kanetaki 2004, 82, 84, 86, 88–93: Kanetaki 2012,
206–207. See Fig. 10.
88 Pravidur 2012, 21–24. See Fig. 10c.
87
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FIRUZ-AGA I WEGOV HAMAM U SMEDEREVU
Kqu~ne re~i. – Smederevo, Firuz-aga, hamam, vodovod, vakuf, Bajazit II, Istanbul, Tokat, Sarajevo, sanxakbeg.

Rad se bavi hamamom u Velikom gradu Smederevske tvr|ave, koji je u periodu izme|u 1485. i 1490. godine podigao
Firuz-aga, upravnik sultanove blagajne. Firuz je ro|en
kao hri{}anin, po svemu sude}i ju`noslovenskog porekla.
Bio je evnuh, me|u najsposobnijim i najpoverqivijim dvorjanima na dvoru princa Bajazita u Amasiji. Po stupawu
Bajazita II (1481–1512) na tron, Firuz-aga je postao rizni~ar carske blagajne. Na tom polo`aju Firuz-aga se nalazio
1485, kada je u Tokatu podigao hamam, a do 1491. godine postavqen je za glavnog rizni~ara. Firuz je na mestu upravnika sultanove unutra{we blagajne ostao do juna 1496, kada
je imenovan za upravnika Skadarskog sanxaka. Ubrzo po
stupawu na du`nost u Skadru, Firuz-beg je pripojio zemqe
Crnojevi}a osmanskoj dr`avi. Kao skadarski sanxakbeg
Firuz je imao zna~ajnu ulogu tokom osmansko-mleta~kog rata (1499–1503) i potowih mirovnih pregovora o utvr|ivawu
osmansko-mleta~ke granice. Krajem 1504. Firuz-beg je postavqen za sanxakbega Bosne. Na toj du`nosti je, pored vojnih i administrativnih poslova, vodio i razgranatu {pijunsku mre`u, a preko wega je u zna~ajnoj meri sprovo|ena
i osmanska spoqna politika prema Ugarskoj, Veneciji i
Dubrovniku, kao i drugim evropskim dr`avama koje su bile
u sferi osmanskih interesa. Dok je bio bosanski sanxakbeg,
osnovao je i jednu varo{ u Polimqu – dana{we selo Kratovo, jugoisto~no od Priboja. Na polo`aju sanxakbega Bosne
Firuz-beg je ostao sve do smrti, decembra 1512. godine.
Firuzova zadu`binarska delatnost bila je veoma bogata i raznovrsna. On je prve zadu`bine po~eo da gradi u
Anadoliji u oblasti Amasije, u gradovima Havza, Tokat i
Sivas. Potom se posvetio svom glavnom vakufskom kompleksu u Istanbulu, koji je zavr{io 1491. godine. On je na At
mejdanu (Hipodromu) u Istanbulu podigao xamiju, turbe,
sebiq i {kolu. Firuz-aga je svom vakufu prilo`io brojne
objekte u Istanbulu, Anadoliji i na Balkanu, ukqu~uju}i i
hamam koji je podigao u Smederevu. Petnaestak godina kasnije Firuz je po~eo da gradi nove zadu`bine u Sarajevu.
Sarajevski vakuf bio je posve}en prvoj sarajevskoj medresi i mahalskom mesxidu, a glavni izvor prihoda poticao je
od dvostrukog hamama na Ba{~ar{iji, koji je 1509. godine
bio u izgradwi. Sudbina nije bila blagonaklona prema
brojnim Firuzovim zadu`binama, od kojih je do danas opstala jedino xamija u Istanbulu. Hamam u Smederevu sru{en
je po{to je turska vojska kona~no napustila tvr|avu 1867,
a preostali temeqi te gra|evine te{ko su o{te}eni u bombardovawu u Drugom svetskom ratu.
Firuz-agin hamam bio je me|u najreprezentativnijim
gra|evinama u Smederevu tokom vi{evekovne osmanske vla-
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davine. U wega je bio ugra|en deo gra|evinskog materijala sa
jedne od monumentalnih crkava Smedereva, najverovatnije
glavne zadu`bine despota \ur|a Brankovi}a – mitropolijske crkve Blagove{tewa. Osmanski izvori omogu}avaju da
se utvrdi okvirno vreme gradwe, na~in rada i uloga koju je
to javno kupatilo imalo u `ivotu stanovnika Smedereva.
Ukoliko se uzmu u obzir politi~ke okolnosti, Firuzova zadu`binarska delatnost, koja je prvo po~ela u okolini Amasije, direktna povezanost smederevskog hamama s wegovim
glavnim vakufskim kompleksom na At mejdanu u Istanbulu
(zavr{en 1491), vreme potrebno za gradwu i najmawe jednu
godinu poslovawa, s velikom izvesno{}u se mo`e zakqu~iti da su radovi na javnom kupatilu u Smederevu po~eli u
periodu od 1485. do 1487. godine i da su zavr{eni do kraja
osamdesetih godina 15. veka. Ovaj hamam bio je veoma zna~ajan za funkcionisawe velikog Firuzovog vakufa. Na osnovu podataka o vakufskim prihodima mo`e se zakqu~iti da
je do sredine 16. veka hamam u Smederevskoj tvr|avi bio
me|u najprofitabilnijim objektima te vrste u Osmanskom
carstvu. Hamame izgra|ene u 15. veku karakteri{u velike
kupole nad prijemnim delom, koje su kod onih najve}ih
imale pre~nik 10–16 m. Kupola Firuzovog hamama s pre~nikom ne{to du`im od 13 m bila je ~etvrta po veli~ini.
Firuz-aga je za potrebe hamama u Smederevu izgradio vodovod, uz koji je podigao i nekoliko ~esama.
Firuz je tokom ~etvrt veka, kao dvorski aga i kasnije
kao sanxakbeg, izgradio jo{ tri hamama u Tokatu, Sivasu i
Sarajevu, {to omogu}ava da se uo~e odre|eni obrasci, kao
i promene u na~inu gradwe. Na osnovu arheolo{kih ostataka, kao i podataka o izgledu i na~inu funkcionisawa brojnih hamama sagra|enih u drugoj polovini 15. i prvoj polovini 16. veka, ukqu~uju}i i Firuzove hamame u Tokatu i
Sarajevu, u radu je dat pretpostavqeni raspored prostorija javnog kupatila u Smederevskoj tvr|avi. Kako se radilo
o dvostrukom, ~ifte hamamu, predvi|enom za istovremeno
kupawe i mu{karaca i `ena, gra|evina je ~itavom du`inom bila zidom podeqena na dva potpuno odvojena dela. I
u mu{kom i u `enskom delu hamama postojala je reprezentativna svla~ionica – {adrvan, kvadratne osnove i nadvi{ena velikom kupolom. U `enskom delu se iz svla~ionice
i{lo preko malog mlakog odeqka (kapaluka) do dela za kupawe. On se sastojao od tri halveta, u koje se ulazilo iz hodnika oslowenog na pregradni zid izme|u `enskog i mu{kog
dela hamama. U mu{kom delu se iz {adrvana ulazilo kroz
kapaluk u vru}i odeqak kupatila. Izvesno je da sada{we
stawe lokaliteta ne reprezentuje originalni izgled ove
sekcije, pa su za vru}i odeqak mu{kog dela hamama ponu|ena
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tri mogu}a tipa, koja odgovaraju obliku i dimenzijama prostorije. Najverovatnije je da je u mu{kom delu postojala jedna ve}a centralna prostorija – mejdan, gde je obavqana masa`a i gde se tako|e moglo kupati, iz koje su bile izdvojene
mawe prostorije za kupawe u ve}oj privatnosti – halveti.
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Dva ili tri halveta su se nalazila na severnoj strani mu{kog dela hamama, prema }ulhanu (lo`ionici). Vru}e sekcije hamama bile su ni`e od svla~ionica i najverovatnije
su bile pokrivene ve}im i mawim kupolama i poluobli~astim svodovima.
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Boris Gasparyan, Makoto Arimura (eds.), STONE AGE OF ARMENIA,
A Guide-Book to the Stone Age Archaeology in the Republic of Armenia
Monograph of the JSPS-Bilateral Joint Research Project
Center for Cultural Resource Studies, Kanazawa University 2014.
269 stranica, sa mno{tvom ilustracija koje ukqu~uju fotografije lokaliteta, situacione planove,
grafikone i statisti~ke tabele, kao i fotografije i crte`e nalaza

U izdawu Arheolo{kog i etnolo{kog instituta Jermenske
akademija nauka, Jermenskog ogranka Gfeler Fonda korporacije Amerika i Kanazava univerziteta iz Japana, godine
2014. objavqena je velika monografija o arheologiji kamenog doba u Republici Jermeniji. Ona je nastala kao rezultat saop{tewa izlaganih u okviru radionice pod nazivom
„Kameno doba u Jermeniji”, u organizaciji Arheolo{kog i
etnolo{kog instituta Jermenske akademije nauka i Kanazava univerziteta iz Japana, koja je odr`ana 5. marta 2013.
godine. Na tom skupu je 15 izlaga~a saop{tilo rezultate
svojih istra`ivawa paleolitskih, neolitskih i halkolitskih kultura na teritoriji Jermenije, dok su u pripremi
priloga za monografiju u~estvovala 32 autora, me|u kojima je bilo i mladih saradnika pred kojima se tek otvara
profesionalna budu}nost.
Nakon uvoda koji su napisali Pavel Avetisjan, direktor Arheolo{kog i etnolo{kog instituta Jermenske akademija nauka, i Sumio Fu|i, direktor Centra za studije kulturolo{kih izvora Kanazava univerziteta iz Japana,
urednici ove publikacije, Boris Gasparjan i Makoto Arimura, svojim prilogom upoznali su ~itaoce s geografskim
polo`ajem koji zauzima dana{wa Republika Jermenija, nagla{avaju}i wegovu va`nost za razumevawe inicijalnih
etapa u naseqavawu i formirawu civilizacija na Bliskom
istoku i wihovom {irewu daqe ka istoku. Oni su posebno
skrenuli pa`wu na ~iwenicu da su rezultati kasnijih istra`ivawa, iako su prvi artefakti kamenog doba u Jermeniji prona|eni jo{ u 19. veku, u skromnom obimu poznati
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zapadnim stru~wacima zbog toga {to su bazirani na malom
broju dobro iskopavanih stratifikovanih nalazi{ta i {to
su publikovani samo na ruskom ili jermenskom jeziku. Imaju}i u vidu jezi~ku barijeru, moramo se podsetiti na to da
je u drugoj polovini 20. veka takav slu~aj bio i s mnogim nalazi{tima {irom tada{weg SSSR-a, {to je u velikoj meri
onemogu}avalo paralelisawe nalaza ali i praistorijskih
kultura, naro~ito onih paleolitskih otkrivenih na prostoru jugoisto~ne i centralne Evrope. Avetisjan i Fu|i
ukazali su na zna~aj me|unarodne saradwe, primenu novih
analiti~kih metoda i ukqu~ivawe slede}e generacije jermenskih stru~waka u projekte. Autori su skrenuli pa`wu i
na zna~aj sistematskih prou~avawa nalazi{ta jermenskog
opsidijana, kao i na zna~aj paralelnih serija metalografskih analiza i geohemijsku i izotopsku karakterizaciju
bakarnih artefakata. Posebnu pa`wu usmerili su i na rezultate prou~avawa paleoklimata i pe}inskog slikarstva.
Kroz te kratke prikaze najnovijih istra`ivawa na poqu
paleolita, mezolita, neolita i halkolita, oni su sumirali
dosada{wa dostignu}a studija kamenog doba u Jermeniji i
jasno pokazali zna~aj i perspektivu budu}ih projekata koji se pru`aju kako pred jermenskim istra`iva~ima, tako i
pred wihovim stranim kolegama.
Naredni prilozi obuhva}eni su u tri odeqka glavnog dela publikacije – paleolit, rani holocen/neolit i halkolit.
Deo o paleolitu obuhvata poglavqa o najnovijim istra`ivawima dowopaleolitskih lokaliteta u Jermeniji, poglavqe koje sumira rezultate starih i novih istra`ivawa
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sredwopaleolitskog naseqavawa Jermenije i poglavqe o
gorwopaleolitskim nalazi{tima jermenske visoravni.
Svako poglavqe je rezultat rada vi{e autora u kojem su prikazani kako dosada{wi tako i najnoviji podaci, na osnovu
kojih se polako i mukotrpno sla`e jedan veliki mozaik koji gradi sliku perioda za koji ne postoje drugi podaci osim
arheolo{kih. Otkri}em, mo`emo slobodno re}i, spektakularnog lokaliteta Dmanisi u Gruziji osamdesetih godina
pro{log veka otvorene su potpuno nove perspektive u prou~avawu paleolita. Jedna od teorija o ranoj hominizaciji
Evrope pravcem preko severnih obala Crnog mora ima svoje
upori{te upravo u pronalasku lokaliteta kakav je Dmanisi, pa je u tom kontekstu realno o~ekivawe arheologa da se i
u Jermeniji otkriju lokaliteti iste starosti. Rekognoscirawa i sondirawa koja su pokrenuta u novije vreme potvrdi}e
ili opovrgnuti o~ekivawa jermenskih arheologa. Posebno
je interesantan prikaz lokalitetâ na kojima je mogu}e pratiti tranziciju od a{elske kulture doweg paleolita do musterijenske kulture sredweg paleolita, kao i ranu upotrebu opsidijana koji se koristi za izradu alatki ve} u dowem
paleolitu, a naro~ito zastupqen postaje u sredwem paleolitu. Ni{ta mawe interesantan i informativan nije prikaz mla|epaleolitskih pe}inskih nalazi{ta i nalazi{ta
na otvorenom prostoru otkrivenih na jermenskim visoravnima. Istra`ivawe tih nalazi{ta potvrdilo je wihov zna~aj u povezivawu sa istovremenim lokalitetima u Gruziji
i na Bliskom istoku, o ~emu su kao prvi svojevremeno pisali sovjetski ista`iva~i.
Deo o ranom holocenu/neolitu ne{to je op{irniji i
~ine ga ~etiri priloga. U uvodnom delu prvog priloga ukazano je na postojawe ~etiri etape istra`ivawa (1900–1960,
1960–2000, 2000–2014, kada je publikacija objavqena), a
zatim su prikazana ranoholocenska nalazi{ta u Jermeniji i problematika kulturne distribucije i hronologije. U
tom prilogu je posebno interesantan prikaz tzv. Kmlo oru|a, okresanih mikrolitskih artefakata koji su oblikovani
specifi~nim strmim retu{em koji karakteri{u paralelne
mikrofacete. Drugi prilog ovog dela kwige posve}en je
Aknasenu, kasnoneolitskom nalazi{tu u dolini Ararat, na
kojem se javqa serija mikrolitskih artefakata u vidu izdu`enih trapeza. Takvi artefakti javqaju se u evropskom
mezolitu i poznati su kao transverzalne strele ili bleeding
points, dok na nekoliko neolitskih lokaliteta u Srbiji vi{e predstavqaju relikt prethodnih vremena nego relevantnu karakteristiku savremene industrije okresanog oru|a.
Zbog toga je interesantno pratiti wihovu pojavu na tom
udaqenom jermenskom prostoru, kao mogu}i primer tzv. konvergentne evolucije u razvoju odre|enog tipa oru|a. Sledi
prilog o preliminarnim rezultatima istra`ivawa kasnoneolitskog nalazi{ta Masis-Blur koja su obavqena 2012.
godine i tokom kojih je otkrivena slo`ena struktura objekata u nasequ. Posledwi prilog jeste rad o neolitskoj keramici i o petrografskim analizama te keramike sa nalazi{ta Aknasen u dolini Ararat.
Tre}i deo, koji je posve}en halkolitu, najop{irniji je
i ~ini ga sedam priloga. Prvi prilog posve}en je tipovima dekoracije na halkolitskim posudama ju`nog Kavkaza i
pore|ewu sa sli~nim nalazima sa drugih lokaliteta u Jermeniji. U drugom prilogu prikazani su nalazi iz pe}ine
Areni-1. Re~ je o jedinstvenom slu~aju da su zbog povoqnih
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mikroklimatskih uslova sa~uvani ostaci i korpi pletenih od biqnih vlakana ali i „tekstil” na~iwen tako|e od
biqnih vlakana. Detaqno je opisana tehnologija pletewa
korpi i raznih prekrivki za koje su biqne niti mawe preparirane nego za pletewe ode}e, pokriva~a za spavawe ili
mekih vre}ica za ~uvawe raznih predmeta. Zatim sledi prilog o kasnohalkolitskim i sredwovekovnim arheobotani~kim nalazima iz iste pe}ine u kojem se iznose podaci o
analiti~kim metodama primewenim na vo}u, `itaricama i
biqnim vlaknima, a koji su dali bogate podatke o vrstama
biqaka gajenih tokom kasnog halkolita i sredweg veka.
Prilog o iskori{}avawu resursa koje su nudile {umske
oblasti tokom holocena u dolini Agstev, u severoisto~noj
Jermeniji, ukazuje i na zna~aj budu}ih istra`ivawa perioda kada je zemqoradwa stigla, kao i wenog uticaja na planinski region kakav je dolina Astev. Ekstraktivnoj metalurgiji i socijalnoj transformaciji u Jermeniji tokom
kraja kamenog doba posve}eno je peto poglavqe. Najstariji
tragovi upotrebe metala na tlu Jermenije se`u u sam po~etak 6. milenijuma pre nove ere, u dolini Ararat, a re~ je o
nalazima azurita i malahita od kojih je dobijan bakar. Nakon te prve faze obrade metala, tokom 4. milenijuma pre
nove ere zabele`eni su tragovi koji ukazuju na prelazak ka
ekstraktivnoj metalurgiji. Arheometalurzima bi}e posebno zanimqive tabele sa podacima o hemijskom sastavu metalnih nalaza halkolitskog doba na tlu Jermenije. Jasno je
da se ju`ni Kavkaz pojavquje kao spona izme|u dva va`na
metalur{ka centra – Anatolije i Bliskog istoka, s jedne
strane i jugoisto~ne Evrope, s druge strane. U pretposledwem poglavqu obra|en je fenomen pe}inskog slikarstva,
koje se u Jermeniji javqa u pe}inama i potkapinama lociranim na nadmorskim visinama izme|u 1100 m i 1700 m.
Najrazli~itije teme prikazane tim slikarstvom pokrivaju
period od mezolita (12. milenijum pre nove ere), preko
neolita i halkolita, do bronzanog i gvozdenog doba u 1. milenijumu pre nove ere. Posledwe poglavqe ~itaoce upoznaje sa otkri}em prvih halkolitskih grobnih humki – tumulusa u Jermeniji. Budu}i da su takve grobne konstrukcije
iz halkolitskog perioda veoma retke u celom regionu (nekoliko iz Gruzije i Azerbejxana i na severnom Kavkazu datovano je u prvu ~etvrtinu 4. milenijuma pre nove ere), otkri}e dva tumulusa datovana u posledwu ~etvrtinu 5.
milenijuma pre nove ere predstavqa znatan pomak u prou~avawu evolucije takvih grobnih konstrukcija.
Iza svakog poglavqa nalazi se bogat spisak relevantnih referenci koje ukqu~uju, osim nekih starijih izdawa,
i mno{tvo novih, {to zainteresovanom ~itaocu omogu}ava
da se upusti u dubqe analize problematika kojima se bave
jermenske kolege.
Na kraju, posle svih priloga, prilo`ena je lista autora ~iji radovi su objavqeni u ovoj kwizi, kao i wihovi podaci za kontakt.
***
Ovo izdawe, koje je neka vrsta hibrida izme|u monografije i zbornika radova, na vrlo informativan na~in otvara
vrata jermenske arheologije svim istra`iva~ima `eqnim
uvida u rad kolega u sredinama koje su jo{ uvek nedovoqno
eksponirane u nau~noj areni. Pokriveno je {iroko istra-
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`iva~ko poqe – od tehnologije i tipologije paleolitskih
okresanih artefakata, preko analize arheobotani~kih ostataka, tipolo{kih i petrografskih analiza kerami~kih posuda, ko{tanih i kamenih alatki neolita i halkolita, do
tehnologije tkawa i dobijawa metala, kao i primera pe}inskog slikarstva koje obuhvata period od mezolita do gvozdenog doba. Nisu zapostavqene ni socijalne kategorije
kakve su umetnost i sahrawivawe. Uvid u materijal i rezultate istra`ivawa praistorijskih kultura u Jermeniji, koji
pokrivaju period od doweg paleolita do halkolita, otkriva jednu ~esto zapostavqenu ~iwenicu – da se izvesne dodirne ta~ke mogu uo~iti i me|u kulturama koje su, na prvi
pogled, toliko daleko jedna od druge da se te spone ne o~ekuju. Ipak, od paleolita, kada su kulturni obrasci bili mnogo uniformniji, preko mezolita i neolita pa do halkolita,
Bliski istok je ~inio upravo tu kariku koja povezuje mla-

|e praistorijske kulture jugoisto~ne Evrope i daleke Jermenije, a to se jasno vidi iz nekih priloga u ovoj kwizi.
Iako ve}ina nas tokom svoje profesionalne karijere ne}e
imati prilike da radi sa praistorijskim materijalom iz
Jermenije, uvid u wega putem publikacija kakva je ova kwiga svakako otvara nove poglede ne samo na kulturne modele
nego i na evoluciju kulture, sa mogu}no{}u da se uo~e kako
sli~nosti, tako i razlike iskazane lokalnim karakteristikama.
Iako sa`et, prikaz ove, nadasve interesantne i informativne publikacije mogao bi da bude putokaz ka arheologiji kamenog doba u Republici Jermeniji. Preporu~ujemo
je svim arheolozima koji se bave praistorijom od paleolita do halkolita.
Josip [ARI]

Ivan Drni}, KUPINOVO, Groblje latenske kulture / A La Tène Culture Cemetery,
Musei Archaeologici Zagrabiensis Catalogi et Monographiae / Katalozi i monografije Arheolo{kog muzeja
u Zagrebu, Svezak XII, Arheolo{ki muzej u Zagrebu 2015.
172 strane, 34 slike u tekstu, 46 tabli

Delo Kupinovo, grobqe latenske kulture, kolege I. Drni}a
iz Arheolo{kog muzeja u Zagrebu, predstavqa prvu i do sada jedinu celokupnu studiju latenskog materijala iz Kupinova. Monografiju, u potpunosti {tampanu dvojezi~no
(hrvatski i engleski) sa~iwavaju: Predgovor (str. 7), Uvod
(9–17), Tipolo{ka i kronolo{ka analiza grobnih priloga
(19–102), Interpretacija grobqa u Kupinovu (103–117),
Na kraju (119–121), Zahvala (123), Lista nalazi{ta
(125–127), Katalog (129–162), Popis literature (163–172)
i Table (173–219). Na samom po~etku treba napomenuti da
je latenski materijal iz Kupinova dospeo u Arheolo{ki
muzej u Zagrebu po~etkom XX veka, a poti~e iz ciglane V.
Klema, koji ga je pa`qivo sakupqao kako je odmicao iskop
zemqe za potrebe ciglane. Deo materijala V. Klem ustupio
je Muzeju, deo je otkupqen, ali je jedan mawi broj predmeta
preko preprodavaca zavr{io i u zbirkama drugih evropskih muzeja (Drni} 2015, 17). Od ukupno 223 predmeta iz Kupinova iz zbirke Arheolo{kog muzeja u Zagrebu, polovina
je do sada publikovana u delima koja su raspravqala o {irim pitawima latena i/ili Skordiska na prostoru Posavine i Podunavqa, kakva su ona I. Huwadi (1942), J. Todorovi}a (1968) ili N. Majnari}-Panxi} (1970). Naravno,
mora se ukazati na to da i pomenuti publikovani predmeti
nisu prikazani u istom maniru, ve} je re~ o raznorodnim i
neujedna~enim grafi~kim prilozima, sastavqenim kako od
tehni~kih crte`a, tako i od crno-belih fotografija. Ili,
kako bi sam autor monografije kazao (Drni} 2015, 17): Pojedini predmeti, uglavnom oni zna~ajne estetske vrijednosti, sporadi~no su objavljivani u razli~itim ~lancima i knjigama, no detaljna analiza cjelokupne gra|e nikada nije na~injena. Na
sre}u, stiglo je vrijeme i za to!
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U uvodnom delu, iako to nije uobi~ajeno, data je {ira
slika latenske kulture na teritoriji ju`ne Panonije, sa detaqnom najnovijom hronolo{kom podelom latena na ovim
prostorima, ali i spiskom najva`nijih lokaliteta u neposrednom okru`ewu Kupinova, a koji su od daqe va`nosti za
docniju interpretaciju gra|e. Potom sledi deo o samom lokalitetu, o poreklu i uslovima nalaza, arhivskim pismima i istorijatu publikovawa gra|e, {to je, mo`da, moglo
biti prvi deo uvodnika, ali to i nije toliko zna~ajno na
ovome mestu. Autor je uz pomo} kolega iz Srbije uspeo i da
odredi polo`aj stare ciglane u Kupinovu.
Potom sledi najobimniji deo monografije – tipolo{ka i hronolo{ka analiza materijala, u o~ekivanom sledu. Na po~etku se prikazuje i analizira oru`je – ma~evi
(2.1), slede posebno korice (2.2), kopqa (2.3), {titovi, tj.
umba (2.4), pojasne garniture za no{ewe ma~eva (2.5), no`evi (2.6), da bi potom usledio nakit klasifikovan u fibule
(2.7), tzv. obru~asti1 nakit (2.8), `enske pojaseve (2.9), staklene perle (2.10), toaletni pribor (2.11), delove kola/
kowske opreme (2.12), te oru|e (2.13) i kerami~ke posude
(2.14). Sav materijal je detaqno analiziran uz brojne analogije na {irem podru~ju jugoisto~ne Evrope. Ono {to je
va`no napomenuti jeste to da su u ovom poglavqu grafi~ki
predstavqeni i predmeti koji ne poti~u samo iz Kupinova
a va`ni su za interpretacije i analogije nalaza, od kojih
je ve}ina iz zbirke Arheolo{kog muzeja u Zagrebu i sa teritorije dana{we Srbije i nije do sada publikovana. Za
pojedine tipove prilo`ene su i karte {ire distribucije,
ili grafi~ki prikazi konstruktivnih elemenata, ali na
ovom mestu mo`emo samo izraziti `aqewe {to se autor
opredelio za takav pristup sa pojedinim tipovima i pri-
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mercima materijala. Dodu{e, ovakav manir ve} jasno izdvaja ovo delo od klasi~nog kataloga nalazi{ta.
Svakako treba obratiti pa`wu na detaqne analize i
prikaze ma~eva, kanija i kopaqa, {to }e biti od velike pomo}i onim kolegama koji odlu~e da se bave latenskom materijalnom kulturom. Tipologija kopaqa dobro je predlo`ena, iako postoje odre|eni problemi koji prate tipologije
kopaqa uop{te uzev, o ~emu je iscrpno pisao R. Vasi} nekoliko puta (2015; 2017). Drni}eva klasifikacija bi zasada bila najkorisnija ukoliko razmatramo latenska kopqa u
jugoisto~noj Panoniji, a o ~emu je autor pisao i pre toga
(Drni} 2015a).
U poglavqu o interpretaciji nekropole autor precizno opredequje nalaze, pa je do{ao do zakqu~ka da najve}i
deo materijala, a samim tim i grobova, poti~e iz vremena
sredweg latena, tj. iz III i prve polovine II veka, dok se sama
nekropola mo`e datovati u dug period od LT B2 do LT D1, a
mo`da i LT D2 (Drni} 2015: 108).
Katalog predmeta ura|en je po svim parametrima moderne muzeologije, pa su tu, osim opisa, dimenzija i materijala, i podaci o datovawu i literaturi, ukoliko je primerak ve} bio publikovan ranije. Napomenimo i to da je

bibliografija impozantna i da je kori{}ena sva nova literatura sa skoro 300 jedinica.
Jedina zamerka, ako bi se tako mogla nazvati, s obzirom
na to da predstavqa pre`itak vremena iz Drugog svetskog
rata i tada{we tehnike {tampe, jesu table sa materijalom
na kraju kwige, {to neminovno dovodi do besomu~nog i u~estalog listawa stranica kwige, te umetawa raznovrsnih
predmeta koji do|u pod ruku.
Monografija Kupinovo, grobqe latenske kulture izuzetno je va`na za shvatawe latenske materijalne kulture u
na{oj zemqi, i mo`emo slobodno re}i da ve} sada predstavqa referentno i kapitalno delo koje bi svakako trebalo
konsultovati prilikom interpretacija i analize latenskog
materijala sa teritorije dana{we Srbije. Na`alost, ovakve kompleksne studije materijala u formi monografija
od strane doma}ih autora nedostaju ve} nekoliko decenija,
a sve je mawe aktivnih kolega koji se uop{te i bave ovim
periodom.

1

Prema autoru, obuhvata narukvice, nanogvice i prstewe.
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Vojislav FILIPOVI]

Miroslav Na|, Anja Bertol-Stipeti}, KAMENICA,
Ostava rimskog srebrnog novca iz zbirke Arheolo{kog muzeja u Zagrebu / A hoard of Roman silver coins
from the Archaeological Museum in Zagreb, Zagreb 2016.
219 strana: 36 strana teksta (dvojezi~no hrvatski i engleski), 68 strana kataloga,
103 table sa fotografijama

U izdawu Arheolo{kog muzeja u Zagrebu iza{la je 2016. g.
dvojezi~na monografija Kamenica, Ostava rimskog srebrnog
novca iz zbirke Arheolo{kog muzeja u Zagrebu, autora Miroslava Na|a i Awe Bertol-Stipeti}. Objavqena je u seriji
Katalozi i monografije Arheolo{koga muzeja u Zagrebu,
Sv. XIV.
Nalaz iz Ni{ke Kamenice predstavqa, najverovatnije,
najbrojniju ostavu rimskog novca do sada, otkrivenu davne
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1936. g. Na`alost, ovaj izuzetan nalaz bio je ve} u vreme otkri}a u najve}oj meri rasut, a s obzirom na poznate ~iwenice, nikada ne}emo saznati ni prvobitni sastav ove ostave niti brojnost primeraka novca koji je ona sadr`avala.
[to ne zna~i da ne treba u~initi poku{aj da se ova numizmati~ka misterija barem delom razre{i ili da se ponude
mogu}a re{ewa. Nakon otkri}a, izvesni delovi nalaza iz
Kamenice dospeli su do pojedinih muzeja, ali je najve}i deo
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zavr{io u privatnim kolekcijama, {to za nas kao istra`iva~e ostava rimskog novca predstavqa izuzetan gubitak.
Zvani~no, danas se pojedini delovi ostave iz Kamenice nalaze u nekoliko muzejskih zbirki: u Narodnom muzeju
u Ni{u, Arheolo{kom muzeju u Zagrebu, Narodnom muzeju u
Beogradu i u Narodnom muzeju Slovenije, {to je ukupno
blizu 12.000 primeraka novca. Osim toga, Na| i BertolStipeti} do{li su do informacije iz Narodnog muzeja u
Pragu po kojoj se u tamo{woj zbirci ~uva oko 15.000 denara i antoninijana iz Ni{a. Ovu informaciju moramo uzeti sa izvesnom rezervom, ali, ukoliko bi se ispostavilo da
je to zaista deo istog nalaza, broj primeraka koji se nalazi u muzejskim zbirkama narastao bi na oko 27.000.
Na| i Bertol-Stipeti} u~inili su prvi korak u publikovawu dela ostave iz Ni{ke Kamenice koji se ~uva u Arheolo{kom muzeju u Zagrebu, budu}i da pomenuti delovi u
okviru drugih muzejskih zbirki nisu jo{ uvek publikovani. U poglavqu „Okolnosti nalaza ostave” autori monografije izlo`ili su sve poznate informacije vezane za okolnosti otkri}a ostave u poku{aju da svaku od wih objasne.
Naravno da im je taj posao, s ozbirom na okolnosti nalaza,
veliku vremensku udaqenost od otkri}a, kao i mno{tvo kontradiktornih publikovanih informacija, u velikoj meri
bio ote`an. Na osnovu raspolo`ivih podataka oni zakqu~uju da ostaje nejasno da li je uistinu otkrivena jedna ili
dve ostave. Tako|e, nedoumica ostaje i u pogledu nalaza~a
ostave, jer se u literaturi pojavquju razli~ita imena.
U slede}em odeqku, pod nazivom „Broj kameni~kih
primjeraka”, autori su poku{ali da predstave sve me|usobno suprotstavqene podatke o broju prona|enih primeraka
novca i da racionalno objasne svaku od mogu}nosti, uzimaju}i u obzir i usmena saop{tewa koja su bila dostupna. Iz
razli~itih izvora do{li su do potvrde informacija da je
najve}i deo nalaza raspr{en van granica tada{we Jugoslavije i da je mawi deo dospeo u muzeje. Pored toga, saznali
su da je deo ostave verovatno pretopqen i upotrebqen za
izradu srebrnih predmeta. Sve prikupqene informacije o
ukupnom broju kameni~kih primeraka vrlo su korisne, ali
su istovremeno i veoma konfuzne. O~ito je da su nalaza~i,
u strahu da bi im vlasti mogle oduzeti novac, ni{kom i,
kasnije, beogradskom muzeju predali samo minorni deo ostave, a najve}i deo prodali privatnim kolekcionarima.
Kako je, uistinu, sve u vezi s ovim nalazom jo{ uvek u
velikoj meri nejasno i maglovito, autori su u svakom narednom poglavqu imali sli~ne probleme s kojima su se suo~avali. U slede}em odeqku, „Dosada{wi stavovi oko problema datacije”, Na| i Bertol-Stipeti} detaqno su izlo`ili
datovawe svih poznatih delova nalaza, koji se me|usobno
razlikuju. Deo odeqka posve}en je i raspravi o mogu}em vlasniku ostave. Odbacili su mogu}nosti da je u pitawu vojna
ostava ili da je predstavqala vlasni{tvo trgovca. Na
osnovu sastava ostave, vremena tezauracije, stepena o~uvanosti novca i velikog udela denara u sastavu, autori zakqu~uju da se verovatno radi o u{te|evini vi{e generacija jedne porodice koja je posedovala veliku latifundiju.
U kra}em odeqku pod nazivom „Povjesne okolnosti”,
sledstveno razlikama u datovawu delova ostave, autori su
ukazali na probleme interpretacije istorijskih okolnosti pokopavawa ostave. Budu}i da nalaz iz Ni{ke Kamenice nije sa~uvan u celosti, te{ko je govoriti o istorijskim
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uslovima pokopavawa ostave zarad nehoti~nog zloupotrebqavawa materijalnih istorijskih izvora. Najmla|i primerak zagreba~kog dela ostave iz Ni{ke Kamenice, prema
referentnoj literaturi, datuje se od januara/jeseni (?) 236.
do po~etka ili prve ~etvrtine 238. godine. {to bi ujedno
bilo izvesno polazi{te za terminus post quem nalaza. U to,
naravno, ne mo`emo biti sasvim sigurni, {to ostavqa otvorenim pitawe datovawa i uzroka wenog pohrawivawa.
Kako se najmla|i primerci u zagreba~kom delu ostave
datuju u {iri period, razlozi za pohrawivawe u{te|evine
vlasnika latifundije na jednoj od glavnih balkanskih putnih komunikacija mogli su da budu razli~iti. Do kraja 237.
godine to bi mogao biti teror koji su sprovodili Maksiminovi agenti u ubirawu taksi, ili pohodi protiv Sarmata
i Da~ana koji su iziskivali prikupqawe vojske i sredstava u provincijama najbli`im mestu vojnih operacija. Za
kasniji datum, prve mesece 238. godine, razlozi bi, pored
fiskalnih zahteva koji su te{ko iscrpqivali stanovni{tvo, mogli biti reakcija na vest o pobunama u Africi i
Rimu i pripreme za Maksiminov mar{ na Italiju. ^iwenica da ostava nije sa~uvana u celosti ostavqa otvorenim
pitawa jednog ili vi{e uzroka wenog pohrawivawa, kao i
wenog kona~nog datovawa.
Sledi odeqak „Analiza dijela ostave iz Arheolo{kog
muzeja u Zagrebu”, u kojem je detaqno opisan sastav tog dela nalaza prema vladarima, ~lanovima porodica i kovnicama, sa prate}im statisti~kim analizama i grafikonima.
Zagreba~ki deo ostave sastoji se od 4096 primeraka novca
u rasponu od trijumvira Marka Antonija, odnosno Vespazijana do Maksimina Tra~anina. Osim jedne Trajanove drahme
iz kovnice Bostra i jednog Karakalinog antoninijana, svi
ostali primerci jesu denari. U kra}em odeqku koji sledi
autori iznose argumente u prilog tvrdwi da tri primerka
koja se u dokumentaciji Arheolo{kog muzeja u Zagrebu vode kao deo Kameni~ke ostave, u su{tini, ne pripadaju ovom
nalazu.
Kako je nakon otkri}a ostave Narodni muzej u Ni{u
prvi do{ao u posed dela ostave, a ubrzo posle wega i Arheolo{ki muzej u Zagrebu, u slede}em odeqku Na| i BertolStipeti} bave se komparacijom ta dva dela nalaza. Ni{ki
deo nalaza sadr`avao je prvobitno 4442 primerka novca u
rasponu od Nerona do Aleksandra Severa. Nakon izvesnog
rasipawa preostali deo ni{kog nalaza ~ini 3941 primerak u istom vladarskom rasponu. Pore|ewe zagreba~kog i
ni{kog dela bilo je ote`ano zbog toga {to ni{ki deo nalaza nije publikovan u celosti, ve} samo preliminarno. Na
osnovu raspolo`ivih podataka autori su na~inili okvirnu komparaciju dva dela nalaza, ilustruju}i rezultate
brojnim grafikonima. Nesaglasje izme|u dva dela kameni~kog nalaza koje su prilikom tih analiza uo~ili autori
obja{wavaju necelovito{}u ~itavog nalaza, kao i velikom
mogu}no{}u da su nakon otkri}a pojedini segmenti ostave
nasumi~no izdvajani, {to je dovelo do stvarawa ve{ta~kog
sastava pojedinih segmenata ostave.
U slede}em odeqku, koji ima naziv „Beogradski dio
ostave”, autori analiziraju deo nalaza koji se ~uva u Narodnom muzeju u Beogradu, porede}i ga sa druga dva dela, uz
ponovno izno{ewe ~iwenica o okolnostima pod kojima je
taj deo, znatno kasnije od ni{kog i zagreba~kog, dospeo u
Narodni muzej u Beogradu. Beogradski deo ~ini 3132 denara
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i antoninijana u rasponu od trijumvira Marka Antonija,
odnosno Vespazijana do Filipa I. Otkupqen je 1954. g. kao
deo velike ostave iz Ni{ke Kamenice, prona|ene 1936. g.
Najmla|e primerke ~ini 7 antoninijana Filipa I, a svi pripadaju 3. emisiji rimske kovnice iz 245–247. g. Pozivaju}i se na razli~itost sastava beogradskog dela od druga dva,
kao i na veliku vremensku udaqenost od pronalaska do kupovine dela ostave (18 g.), Na| i Bertol-Stipeti} zakqu~uju
da ovaj deo ne pripada prvobitnom nalazu, ve} jednoj sasvim drugoj ostavi iz [qivovika, udaqenog od Kamenice
pedesetak kilometara.
Sledi poglavqe koje sadr`i uporedne analize analognih ostava. Sa teritorije dana{we Srbije, a dve rimske
provincije (Gorwe Mezije i Dowe Panonije), registrovane
su tri ostave novca koje se zavr{avaju primercima Maksimina Tra~anina: iz utvr|ewa Ravna na Dunavu, iz sela
Supska kod ]uprije (Supska II) i iz Mehovina kod [apca.
Upadqivo je mali broj poznatih ostava novca iz vremena
Maksimina Tra~anina i u susednim provincijama, izuzev
Trakije gde ih je zabele`eno ~etiri. Iz Dowe Mezije poti~e samo jedan nalaz, dok sa teritorije Dakije nije zabele`en nijedan. Iz Gorwe Panonije kao i iz Norikuma poznat
je samo po jedan nalaz. Daqe prema zapadu, sa teritorije koja je u anti~ko doba pripadala Italiji poznata su jo{ dva
nalaza – prvi iz okoline Postojine, a drugi iz zale|a Trsta.
Na| i Bertol-Stipeti} su u svoje komparativne analize
analognih ostava ukqu~ili nalaze: Ravna, Supska II, Mehovine i Postojina, jer je nivo wihove obra|enosti dopu{tao
pore|ewa sa zagreba~kim delom. Iz tih analiza proizlazi
zakqu~ak da zagreba~ki deo kameni~kog nalaza, iako nepotpun, pokazuje vi{e podudarnosti nego odstupawa od ostava
ovog horizonta.
U Zakqu~ku autori rezimiraju kontradiktorne informacije iz vremena nalaza ostave koje od tada unose konfuzi-
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ju i onemogu}avaju izvo|ewe sigurnijih zakqu~aka. To se u
prvom redu odnosi na dilemu da li su otkrivene dve ostave
u razmaku od dva meseca i to u neposrednoj blizini, ili je
postojala samo jedna ostava. Na| i Bertol-Stipeti} skloni su zakqu~ku da su u pitawu ipak dve ostave razli~itog
horizonta pohrawivawa. Prva i ve}a zavr{avala bi se
primercima Maksimina Tra~anina, a druga i mawa novcem
Gordijana III, kako svedo~e neki od izvora i s obzirom na to
da se mawi deo, koji ~uva Narodni muzej Slovenije, zavr{ava tim primercima. [to se ti~e broja prona|enih primeraka, nalaz iz Kamenice je sasvim sigurno bio brojniji od
ostave iz Reke Devnije (preko 100.000 primeraka), dok je
gorwa granica otvorena za razli~ite interpretacije, a s
obzirom na informacije koje su se pojavqivale usmeno ili
u literaturi. Na osnovu svega, autori smatraju da bi pribli`na gorwa granica bila najbli`a informaciji koju
prenosi Lederer 1939. g., a ona iznosi oko 3000 kg.
Najve}i deo monografije ~ini op{iran katalog numizmati~ke gra|e. U wemu su navedeni svi standardni podaci
i upotrebqena je relevantna literatura. Katalog prate i
ilustracije svih primeraka zagreba~kog dela ostave iz Kamenice.
U zakqu~ku prikaza monografije treba izraziti pohvale autorima za napor koji su ulo`ili u poku{aju da ponude izvesna re{ewa kompleksnih pitawa vezanih za nalaz
iz Ni{ke Kamenice. Nadamo se da }e publikovawe ostalih
poznatih delova ostave bar u izvesnoj meri rasvetliti neke od ovde iznetih pretpostavki. Monografija autora Miroslava Na|a i Awe Bertol-Stipeti} predstavqa polazno
stanovi{te za daqe prou~avawe ovog veoma zna~ajnog nalaza rimskog novca i veliki podsticaj za publikovawe ostalih poznatih delova ostave.
Mirjana VOJVODA
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IN MEMORIAM

MIRA RU@I]
(1959–2017)

Mira Ru`i} je ro|ena u leto 1959. godine u Beogradu, u porodici zdravstvenih radnika, od oca Aleksandra Ru`i}a,
profesora Medicinskog fakulteta u Beogradu i majke Ra|e
Ru`i}, na~elnice Farmaceutskog odeqewa Vojno-medicinske akademije u Beogradu. Ipak, po{to je kao odli~an u~enik maturirala u Osmoj beogradskoj gimnaziji na prirodno-matemati~kom smeru, mladena~ka qubav ka arheologiji
odvela ju je na Filozofski fakultet u Beogradu, na koji se
upisala 1978. godine. Ova qubav i entuzijazam prema arheolo{koj nauci obele`ili su ne samo Mirine studije ve} i
wen ~itav radni vek. Takvim, nadahnutim odnosom prema
arheologiji ~esto je umela da postidi sve nas, wene kolege,
saradnike i prijateqe, koji smo s godinama izgradili profesionalizam u struci, mo`da gube}i ono {to se zove poziv.
Mira Ru`i} je, tako|e, ostala dosledna klasi~noj metodologiji arheolo{kih istra`ivawa koju smo u~ili od
na{ih profesora – akademikâ Milutina Gara{anina, Dragoslava Srejovi}a i Vladislava Popovi}a, profesorke
Aleksandrine Cermanovi}-Kuzmanovi}, ali i od, u ono
vreme asistenata, Aleksandra Jovanovi}a i \or|a Jankovi}a. Mo`e se re}i da je ona bila tipi~an predstavnik
„Beogradske arheolo{ke {kole”, koja je tokom 70-ih i 80-ih
godina pro{log veka bila neprikosnovena u biv{oj Jugoslaviji, pa i u regionu. Metodologija koju je promovisala
pomenuta „{kola” zasnivala se na tri principa: terenskim arheolo{kim istra`ivawima, pridavawu va`nosti
analizi svih arheolo{kih nalaza i interdisciplinarnom
pristupu. Po{to smo ve} tokom studija bili ukqu~eni u
terenska arheolo{ka istra`ivawa i procesuirawe – evi-
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dentirawe i analizu arheolo{kih nalaza, logi~an nastavak tog procesa bio je izbor tema za diplomski rad, te magistarsku i doktorsku tezu, koji su se zasnivali na materijalnim ostacima pro{losti.
Mira Ru`i} je diplomirala 1986. godine sa temom Epigrafski spomenici Singidunuma (mentor: akademik Milutin Gara{anin), a 1993. godine odbranila je magistarsku
tezu pod naslovom Rimsko staklo u Srbiji (mentor: prof.
dr Aleksandrina Cermanovi}-Kuzmanovi}). Na osnovu
ovog magistarskog rada Mira je 1994. godine, u izdawu Centra za arheolo{ka istra`ivawa Filozofskog fakulteta u
Beogradu, objavila kwigu pod istim naslovom, koja predstavqa sa`etak wene teze. Rimsko staklo u Srbiji je i nakon
25 godina jedina monografija o ovoj temi kod nas, te je nezaobilazna u izu~avawu rimskih staklenih posuda i drugih
predmeta od stakla ne samo u Srbiji nego i u inostranstvu
i bezbroj puta je citirana. Doktorsku tezu, pod naslovom
Kultna rimska bronzana plastika na teritoriji severnog
Balkana, odbranila je 2006. godine na Filozofskom fakultetu u Beogradu (mentor: prof. dr Aleksandar Jovanovi}).
Ne treba zanemariti rad Mire Ru`i} na terenskim istra`ivawima, koja je i ona sama najvi{e volela. Nemogu}e
je pobrojati sva nalazi{ta na kojima je radila, ali treba
izdvojiti najva`nija, ona koja su obele`ila wen razvoj kao
arheologa i uticala na wena nau~na interesovawa. Pre
svega, to su istra`ivawa rimskog limesa u okviru projekta za{titnih iskopavawa tokom izgradwe HE \erdap II
(Bor|ej, U{}e Slatinske reke, Mihajlovac – Muoara Vagei),
na kojima je u periodu 1980–1983. u~estvovala kao student
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arheologije, ali jo{ va`nija su iskopavawa na lokalitetu
Pontes – Trajanov most, gde je bila ~lan stru~nog tima Filozofskog fakulteta, Narodnog muzeja i Arheolo{kog instituta iz Beograda, pod rukovodstvom akademika Milutina
Gara{anina, dr Gordane Marjanovi}-Vujovi} i dr Miloja
Vasi}a, u periodu1985–1989. godine. Presudan uticaj na rad
Mire Ru`i} imala su istra`ivawa na Gamzigradu (Felix
Romuliana), gde je u okviru projekta SANU, pod rukovodstvom akademika Dragoslava Srejovi}a, bila ~lan stru~nog
tima tokom 1990–1995. godine, a rukovodilac terenskih istra`ivawa od 1996. do 2001. godine.
Mira Ru`i} je bila zaposlena u Centru za arheolo{ka
istra`ivawa Filozofskog fakulteta od 1993. godine, gde
je radila kao istra`iva~-saradnik i potom nau~ni saradnik sve do ga{ewa te institucije, a zatim u Arheolo{koj
zbirci Filozofskog fakulteta u Beogradu, ~iji je uspe{an
upravnik bila od 2009. do 2015. godine. U Arheolo{koj
zbirci realizovala je dve izlo`be: Rezultati arheolo{kih
istra`ivawa na autoputu E 80, deonica Crvena Reka – ^iflik (2013. godine) i Arheolo{ka zbirka Filozofskog fakulteta u Beogradu: 85 godina u slu`bi nauke, prosvete i
kulture (2014. godine). U okviru programa Odeqewa za arheologiju Filozofskog fakulteta, u Arheolo{koj zbirci je
organizovala i realizovala prakti~nu nastavu za studente
arheologije. Na ove ~asove su studenti dolazili redovno,
sa rado{}u i i{~ekivawem, sa ose}awem da su deo „prave
arheologije”, a odlazili su sa solidnim poznavawem arheolo{ke gra|e, konzervatorsko-restauratorskih postupaka
i muzeolo{kih procedura. Mo`e se re}i da je Mira „kriva” za stru~nost mnogih kolega mla|ih generacija, koje je
podu~avala kako u terenskim istra`ivawima, tako i u muzeolo{koj praksi.
[to se ti~e nau~nog rada Mire Ru`i}, koji je ostvarila u periodu 2001–2017. godine u okviru anti~kih projekata Arheolo{kog instituta u Beogradu (rukovodilac: dr
Ivana Popovi}), treba izdvojiti dve kapitalne monografije: Tekija, kao koautor sa Aleksandrinom Cermanovi}Kuzmanovi} i Aleksandrom Jovanovi}em, izdata u okviru
posebnih izdawa \erdapskih svezaka 2004. godine i Roman
and Medieval Necropolis in Ravna near Knja`evac, sa grupom
autora, izdata 2005. godine kao posebno izdawe Arheolo-
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{kog instituta. Tako|e, brojni ~lanci i studije koji su objavqeni u doma}im i stranim ~asopisima i zbornicima
bili su rezultat rada na pomenutim projektima.
Kao saradnik Odeqewa za arheologiju Filozofskog
fakulteta Mira je korukovodila arheolo{kim istra`ivawima lokaliteta Municipium Splonum kod Pqevaqa (Crna
Gora) u periodu 2007–2011. godine. Tako|e, bila je rukovodilac projekta istra`ivawa lokaliteta Remesiana – Bela
Palanka tokom 2013–2015. godine. Treba pomenuti i wen
rad u za{titi, gde je kao rukovodilac istra`ivawa bila
anga`ovana od strane Republi~kog zavoda za za{titu spomenika kulture na brojnim rimskim nalazi{tima du` trase
Koridora 10, na ju`nom i isto~nom kraku. Ono {to je posebno va`no naglasiti jeste ~iwenica da je rezultate svih
terenskih istra`ivawa publikovala u vidu izve{taja, ~lanaka i studija.
Bez obzira na to {to sam dobar poznavalac Mirinog
rada, jer smo bile koleginice, prijateqice i saradnice od
studentskih dana do kraja wenog arheolo{kog i `ivotnog
puta, {to je skoro ~etiri decenije, sigurna sam da sam ne{to izostavila iz wenog velikog i raznolikog opusa. Me|utim, mnogo je va`nije to kako su Miru Ru`i} zapamtile
kolege, prijateqi i studenti. Ona je bila `ena velike snage
i po`rtvovawa, ali i izuzetne skromnosti, sklona da deluje iz drugog plana. Weno veliko znawe i wena posve}enost
arheologiji ostavili su pe~at kako na pripadnike wene generacije, tako i na nova pokolewa arheologa. Osim toga,
Mira je bila duhovita i lucidna osoba, koja je umela da
stvori prijatnu radnu atmosferu i u najte`im trenucima.
Ona je predivno pevala i plesala, {to je ulep{avalo mnoge duge ve~eri na terenima. Wena isto~wa~ka lepota i izra`ajne zelene o~i bili su ukras mnogih arheolo{kih ekipa.
Ko god ju je poznavao, ose}ao je wenu izuzetnu qudsku toplinu, razumevawe i bri`nost. Mnogima je pru`ila podr{ku
i utehu onda kada su ih svi napustili. Umela je da podnese
`rtvu za prijateqe i kolege, i to sa izuzetnom lako}om, kao
da je to najnormalnija stvar. Zato tvrdim, sasvim objektivno, da je nekima od nas Mira odnela sa sobom jedan deo du{e i da mi nikada vi{e ne}emo biti isti.
Sofija PETKOVI]
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In case plagiarism is discovered in a paper that has already
been published by the journal, it will be retracted in accordance
with the procedure described below under Retraction policy,
and authors will be temporary permitted to publish in Starinar.
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Fundamental errors in published works
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By submitting a manuscript the authors agree to abide by
the Starinar’s Editorial Policies.
REVIEWERS’ RESPONSIBILITIES
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to the Editor without delay.
Any selected referee who feels unqualified to review the
research reported in a manuscript or knows that its prompt review will be impossible should notify the Editor without delay.
Reviews must be conducted objectively. Personal criticism
of the author is inappropriate. Reviewers should express their
views clearly with supporting arguments.
Any manuscripts received for review must be treated as confidential documents. Reviewers must not use unpublished materials disclosed in submitted manuscripts without the express
written consent of the authors. The information and ideas presented in submitted manuscripts shall be kept confidential and
must not be used for personal gain.
PEER REVIEW
The submitted manuscripts are subject to a peer review
process. The purpose of peer review is to assists the Editorial
Board in making editorial decisions and through the editorial
communications with the author it may also assist the author in
improving the paper.
To every paper submitted to editorial board of Starinar two
reviewers are assigned. Reviewers could be members of the
Editorial Board, associates of the Institute of Archaeology or
eternal associates, with the same or higher scientific degree as the
author(s), competent in the field of the manuscript’s topic. The
suggestions on who the reviewers should be are made by the
Editorial Board, and adopted by the Editor-in-Chief.
All papers are reviewed by using the double-blind peer review system: the identity of the author is not known to the reviewers and vice versa. Reviewers shall send their reviews within
the period of 30 days after the receipt of the manuscript. Reviewers are not paid for this work.
If a reviewer requires a revision of a manuscript, authors
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with the reviewer’s suggestions within the period of 30 days. In
case they consider the revision request unfounded, the authors
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the required revision. The same timeframe applies to revisions
of manuscripts that are not written in accordance with the author
guidelines.
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reviews and the evaluation of the authors’ revision or their arguments, if they did not make changes to the manuscript.
After the final decision on the content of a volume is made,
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peer review form with questions that they should answer. The purpose of the questions is to indicate all aspects that they should
consider in order to make a decision on the destiny of a paper.
In the final part of the form, reviewers are supposed to write
their opinion and suggestions how to improve the paper. The
identity of reviewers is unknown to authors, before, during and
after the review procedure. The identity of authors is unknown
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to reviewers before, during and after the review procedure (until
the paper is published). It is suggested to authors to avoid formulations that could reveal their identity. The Editorial Board shall
ensure that before sending a paper to a reviewer, all personal
details of the author (name, affiliation, etc.) will be deleted and
that all measures will be undertaken in order to keep the author’s
identity unknown to the reviewer during the review procedure.
The choice of reviewers is at the Editorial Board’s discretion. The reviewers must be knowledgeable about the subject
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publications with any of the authors.
All of the reviewers of a paper act independently and they
are not aware of each other’s identities. If the decisions of the
two reviewers are not the same (accept/reject), the Editor may
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During the review process Editor may require authors to
provide additional information (including raw data) if they are
necessary for the evaluation of the scholarly merit of the manuscript. These materials shall be kept confidential and must not
be used for personal gain.
The Editorial team shall ensure reasonable quality control
for the reviews. With respect to reviewers whose reviews are
convincingly questioned by authors, special attention will be paid
to ensure that the reviews are objective and high in academic
standard. When there is any doubt with regard to the objectivity
of the reviews or quality of the review, additional reviewers will
be assigned.
PROCEDURES FOR DEALING WITH
UNETHICAL BEHAVIOUR
Anyone may inform the editors and/or Editorial Staff at
any time of suspected unethical behaviour or any type of misconduct by giving the necessary information/evidence to start
an investigation.
Investigation
– Editor-in-Chief will consult with the Editorial Board on
decisions regarding the initiation of an investigation.
– During an investigation, any evidence should be treated
as strictly confidential and only made available to those
strictly involved in investigating.
– The accused will always be given the chance to respond
to any charges made against them.
– If it is judged at the end of the investigation that misconduct has occurred, then it will be classified as either
minor or serious.
Minor misconduct
Minor misconduct will be dealt directly with those
involved without involving any other parties, e.g.:
– Communicating to authors/reviewers whenever a minor
issue involving misunderstanding or misapplication of
academic standards has occurred.
– A warning letter to an author or reviewer regarding fairly minor misconduct.
Major misconduct
The Editor-in-Chief, in consultation with the Editorial Board,
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of experts should make any decision regarding the course of
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action to be taken using the evidence available. The possible outcomes are as follows (these can be used separately or jointly):
– Publication of a formal announcement or editorial describing the misconduct.
– Informing the author’s (or reviewer’s) head of department
or employer of any misconduct by means of a formal letter.
– The formal, announced retraction of publications from
the journal in accordance with the Retraction Policy (see
below).
– A ban on submissions from an individual for a defined
period.
– Referring a case to a professional organization or legal
authority for further investigation and action.
When dealing with unethical behaviour, the Editorial Staff
will rely on the guidelines and recommendations provided by
the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE): http://publication
ethics.org/resources/.
RETRACTION POLICY
Legal limitations of the publisher, copyright holder or
author(s), infringements of professional ethical codes, such as
multiple submissions, bogus claims of authorship, plagiarism,
fraudulent use of data or any major misconduct require retraction of an article. Occasionally a retraction can be used to correct
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the integrity of science; it is not to punish the author.
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version of the retraction note, a link is made to the original article.
In the electronic version of the original article, a link is made to
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for a watermark on the PDF indicating on each page that it is
“retracted.”
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are free of charge.
Self-archiving Policy
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link must be made to the article’s DOI.
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extracts or elements thereof:
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printed form, including print-on-demand;
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SUBMISSION INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE STARINAR JOURNAL

By applying the new rules (Acta) for publishing activities issued by the Institute of Archaeology, Belgrade and in accordance with the editorial policy of the Starinar journal, the editorial board of the Starinar journal have decided to improve
its quality and, thus, contribute to its full integration into the international system of exchanging scientific information.
The Starinar journal is dedicated to topics from the scientific areas of archaeology, history, history of arts, architecture and similar scientific disciplines.
The Starinar journal publishes original papers that have not been previously published: original scientific articles,
excavation reports, scientific reviews, book reviews, critiques, bibliographies and necrologies.
Articles can be submitted in English, German or French. If the paper is written in English, the summary can be written
in Serbian (for authors from Serbia) or English (for foreign authors), while articles submitted in German or French need
to have the summary in English.
Articles submitted to the Starinar editorial board must contain customary data. Each article should therefore include:
title; author’s forename and surname; affiliation; abstract; key words; main text; summary; graphic images with list of
captions; bibliography; contact details.

1. The title should be short and clear, reflecting as much as
possible the content of the article. The title should include words
which are easy to index and search for. If there are no such
words integrated into the title, it is preferable to have an added
subtitle. The title should appear in either the fifth or sixth row
under the upper margin, in bold, with a font size of 14 pts.
2. The author or authors should include their full names.
3. The author or authors should write the official name and
address of the institution they represent, together with, where
applicable, the official name and address of the location where
they performed their research. With complex institutions, all
names should be included (e.g. University of Belgrade, Philosophical Faculty, Department of Archaeology, Belgrade).
4. The abstract represents a short overview of the article
(100–250 words). It is advisable for this to contain words which
are easy to index or search for. The abstract should offer data
about the research goal, method, results and conclusion.
Abstracts should be written in the same language as the article
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(English, German or French). It is necessary to use correct
grammar and spelling and to have the document reviewed by a
qualified native proof-reader.
5. The key words should include words or phrases that
effectively describe the content of the article, and which are
easy to index and search for. They should be selected according
to an internationally recognised source (index, vocabulary, and
thesaurus), such as the list of key words Web of Science. The
number of key words should not exceed ten.
6. Articles should be no longer than 32 DIN A4 pages,
including footnotes and illustrations. The body text should be
written digitally, using Times New Roman or Arial font (font
size 12 pts), MS Office Word 97 or later, with a line spacing of
1.5 and margins set to 2.54 cm. The body text must not contain
illustrations. Illustrations must be submitted as separate files.
7. Manuscripts must be submitted in English, German or
French, with the author obliged to state the name of the translator
and the proof-reader who checked the paper. Words, statements
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and titles written in a foreign language should be written using
their original spelling and, in accordance with the editor’s or
reviewer’s suggestions, transliterated (translated) into the submission language of the manuscript.
Footnotes can be included in the main paper. They should
contain less important data, required explanations and cited literature. (A separate chapter of the Submission Instructions
details the required method for quoting that is to be applied
when writing a paper).
8. The summary must have the same content as the
abstract, only expanded, but not longer than 1/10 of the paper’s
overall size. It is strongly advised to write the summary in a
structural form. Papers submitted in English must have the summary in Serbian (for Serbian authors) or English (for foreign
authors). Papers in German or French must have the summary
in English. As well as the summary text, the title of the paper,
the key words and the author’s affiliation should be written in
the appropriate language.
9. Illustrations (photographs, tables, drawings, graphs etc.)
should all be in the same format. Scanned illustrations should be
in a resolution of 600 dpi, while photographs should be in a resolution of at least 300 dpi, and of a TIFF, PSD or JPG format.
Illustrations are to be submitted as a separate part of the paper
and should not be integrated into the basic text. Titles and captions should be submitted bilingually, where applicable, (the
languages in which the paper and summary are written), and as
a Word document.
10. The bibliography should include bibliographic sources
(articles, monographs etc.). Within the paper it should be quoted with references in the footnotes and as a list of literature/bibliography at the end of the manuscript. The bibliography represents a part of every scientific paper, with precisely quoted
bibliographical references. The list of used sources should follow a unique pattern, in a sequence based on the quoting standards determined by these instructions. The bibliography must
be presented in the language and alphabet in which each source
has been published. In cases when the publication is published
bilingually, all data should also be written bilingually. In cases
where the summary is written in another language, then the title
of the summary should be written in the same language.
In the list of references: Popovi} 2009 – I. Popovi}, Gilt
Fibula with Christogram from the Imperial Palace in Sirmium
(Rezime: Pozla}ena fibula sa hristogramom iz carske
palate u Sirmijumu) Starinar LVII (2007), 2009, 101–112.
Publications published in Cyrillic, Greek or any other non
Latin alphabet should be transliterated into the Latin alphabet in
accordance with the standards of The American Library
Association and The Library of Congress of the United States
(http://www.loc.gov/catdir/cpso/roman.html), for example:
Quotation within a footnote: (Popovi} 1994, 65)
In the list of references: Popovi} 1994 – I. Popovi},
(prir.), Anti~ko srebro u Srbiji, Beograd 1994. (I. Popovi},
(prir.), Anti~ko srebro u Srbiji, Beograd, 1994.)
11. Parts of references (authors’ names, title, source etc.)
are to be quoted in accordance with the accepted quoting form.
The most commonly quoted references are listed below:
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(MONOGRAPHS)
1. How to quote an author’s books:
a. A single author
In a footnote: (Popovi} 2006, 21)
In the list of references: Popovi} 2006 – I. Popovi}, Roma
aeterna inter Savum et Danubium, Belgrade 2006.
b. Two authors
In a footnote: (Vasi}, Milo{evi} 2000, 125)
In the list of references: Vasi}, Milo{evi} 2000 – M. Vasi},
G. Milo{evi}. 2000. Mansio Idimvm rimska po{tanska i putna
stanica kod Medve|e, Beograd, 2000.
c. Three or more authors
In a footnote: (Petkovi} et al. 2005, 129–131)
In the list of references: Petkovi} et al. 2005 – S. Petkovi},
M. Ru`i}, S. Jovanovi}, M. Vuksan, & Z. K. Zoffmann. 2005.
Roman and Medieval Necropolis in Ravna near Knja`evac.
Belgrade, 2005.
2. Quotation of papers in serial publication,
collection of papers:
In a footnote: (Popovi} 2014, 261)
In the list of references: Popovi} 2014 – I. Popovi}, The
Motif of Christogram on the Architectural Elements of the
Imperial Palace in Sirmium, in: The Edict of Serdica (AD 311).
Concepts and Realizations of the Idea of Religious Toleration,
(ed.) V. Vachkova, D. Dimitrov, Sofia 2014, 261–276.
3. How to quote prepared editions
(editor, translator or preparator instead of author):
In a footnote: (Popovi} 1994, 65)
In the list of references: Popovi} 1994 – I. Popovi},
(prir.), Anti~ko srebro u Srbiji, Beograd 1994. (I. Popovi},
(prir.), Anti~ko srebro u Srbiji, Beograd, 1994.)
4. How to quote books without indicated author:
In a footnote: (Gamzigrad. Kasnoanti~ki carski dvorac
1983, 43)
In the list of references: Gamzigrad. Kasnoanti~ki carski dvorac 1983 – Gamzigrad. Kasnoanti~ki carski dvorac,
Beograd 1983. (Gamzigrad. Kasnoanti~ki dvorac, Beograd, 1983.)
5. Quoting several books of the same author:
a. written in different alphabets
In a footnote: (Popovi} 2002, 23–26; Popovi} 2006, 33)
In the list of references:
Popovi} 2002 – I. Popovi}, Nakit sa Juhora, ostava
ili sakralni tezaurus, Beograd 2002. (I. Popovi}, Nakit sa
Juhora, ostava ili sakralni tezaurus, Beograd, 2002.)
Popovi} 2006 – I. Popovi}, Roma Aeterna inter Savum et
Danubium. Belgrade, 2006.
b. written in the same year
In a footnote: (Dawkins 1996a; 1996b)
In the list of references:
Dawkins 1996a – R. Dawkins, Climbing Mount Improbable,
London, 1996.
Dawkins 1996b – R. Dawkins, River out of Eden, London,
1996.
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6. Quoting chapters or parts of books:
In a footnote: (Kondi} 1994, 66 )
In the list of references: Kondi} 1994 – J. Kondi}, Ranovizantijsko srebro, u: Anti~ko srebro u Srbiji, I. Popovi},
(ur.), Beograd 1994, 65–67. (J. Kondi}, Ranovizantijsko srebro,
u: Anti~ko srebro u Srbiji, I. Popovi}, (ur.), Beograd 1994, 65–67.)
7. Quoting chapters or parts of previously
published books (as an original source):
In a footnote: (Cicero 1986, 35)
In the list of references: Cicero 1986 – Cicero Quintus
Tullius, Handbook on canvassing for the consulship, in: Rome:
Late republic and principate, W. E. Kaegi, P. White (eds.), vol. 2,
Chicago, 1986, 33–46. Originally published in: E. Shuckburgh
(trans.) The letters of Cicero, vol. 1, London, 1908.
8. Quoting books which have been published on-line:
In a footnote: (Kurland, Lerner 1987)
In the list of references: Kurland, Lerner 1987 – Ph. B.
Kurland, R. Lerner, (eds.) The founders’ Constitution. Chicago
1987. //press-pubs.uchicago.edu/founders/, accessed (date of
visit to the page)
ARTICLES FROM PRINTED PERIODICALS
OR PERIODICALS PUBLISHED ON-LINE
9. Quoting an article from a printed periodical:
In a footnote: (Vasi} 2004, 91, fig. 17)
In the list of references: Vasi} 2004 – M. Vasi}, Bronze
railing from Mediana. Starinar LIII–LIV 2004, 79–109.

to IV century A.D. Paper presented at the 10th Annual meeting
of the European Association of Archaeologists, September
7–12, 2004 in Lyon, France.
POPULAR MAGAZINES (PERIODICALS)
AND NEWSPAPER ARTICLES
14. Quoting an article from a popular magazine:
In a footnote: (Jawi} 2007, 32–33)
In the list of references: Jawi} 2000 – J. Jawi}, Prvo
hri{}ansko znamewe, NIN, jul 2007. (J. Janji}, Prvo hri{~ansko znamenje, NIN, jul 2007.)
15. Quoting an article from a newspaper:
In a footnote: (Markovi}-[trbac 1999)
In the list of references: Markovi}-[trbac 1999 – S.
Markovi}-[trbac, Pustahije sa Juhora, Politika, 18.
septembar 1999, Odeqak Kultura, umetnost, nauka. (S. Markovi}-[trbac, Pustahije sa Juhora, Politika, 18. septembar 1999,
Odeljak Kultura, umetnost, nauka.)
ELECTRONIC DATABASES, WEB PAGES,
COMMENTS etc.
16. Quoting an electronic database (Name of the database. Address):
In a footnote: (Pliny the Elder, Perseus Digital Library)
In the list of references: Pliny the Elder, Perseus Digital
Library – Perseus Digital Library. http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/,
accessed (date of access)

10. Quoting an article from
a periodical published on-line:
In a footnote: (Van Eijck 2009, 41)
In the list of references: Van Eijck 2009 – D. Van Eijck,
Learning from simpler times, Risk Management, vol. 56, no 1,
2009, 40–44. http://proquest.umi.com/, accessed (date of visit
to the page)

17. Quoting documents and data taken from institutional web pages (Name of institution. Name of document.
Editor. Web site. (Date of access)):
In a footnote: (Evanston Public Library Board of Trustees)
In the list of references: Evanston Public Library Board
of Trustees – Evanston Public Library Board of Trustees,
Evanston Public Library strategic plan, 2000–2010, A decade of
outreach, Evanston Public Library, http://www.epl.org/library/
strategic-plan-00.html, accessed (example: June 1, 2005).

DOCTORAL AND MASTER THESES
11. Quoting doctoral or master theses:
In a footnote: (Ili} 2005, 25–32)
In the list of references: Ili} 2005 – O. Ili}, Ranohri{}anski
pokretni nalazi na podru~ju dijeceze Dakije od IV do po~etka VII
veka. Unpublished MA thesis, University of Belgrade, 2005.

12. All of the quoted bibliography/literature is to be listed
in Latin alphabetic order, by the author’s surname initial or the
first letter of the publication’s title (in cases where the author or
editor is not listed).

LECTURES FROM SCIENTIFIC GATHERINGS
12. Quoting a published lecture or communication
presented at a scientific gathering:
In a footnote: (Vasi} 2008, 69, fig. 3)
In the list of references: Vasi} 2008 – M. Vasi}, Stibadium
in Romuliana and Mediana. Felix Romvliana 50 years of archaeological excavations, M. Vasi} (ed.), (Papers from the International Conference, October, 27–29 2003, Zaje~ar, Serbia), Belgrade–Zaje~ar 2006, 69–75.
13. Quoting an unpublished lecture or communication
presented at a scientific gathering:
In a footnote: (Gavrilovi} 2004)
In the list of references: Gavrilovi} 2004 – N. Gavrilovi},
Interpretatio Romana of Oriental Cults in Upper Moesia from I
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13. When submitting a manuscript, the author should supply his/her contact details in a separate file: the address of
his/her affiliation and his/her e-mail address and telephone
number. In cases where there are several authors, the contact
details of the first author should only be supplied. The author is
also obliged to state the specific name and code of the project
within which the paper was created, along with the name of the
institution(s) that financed the project. The dates of birth of all
authors should be written at the end.
14. Each of the submitted scientific papers will be forwarded to anonymous reviewers by the STARINAR editorial board.
For further information concerning the peer review process and
the editorial board’s, reviewer’s and author’s obligations and
duties, authors can refer to the EDITORIAL POLICY OF THE
STARINAR JOURNAL.
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15. Papers prepared for printing should be submitted to the
secretary of the editorial board in the period between 20th
November and 20th December of the year prior to the year of
publication of the volume. Apart from a printed version, papers
must also be submitted in digital form, on a CD or via e-mail
j.andjelkovic@ai.ac.rs
– The printed version should be arranged as follows: 1.
title; 2. author’s forename and surname; 3. author’s affiliation;
4. abstract; 5. key words; 6. basic text; 7. Summary with translated title of the paper, author’s affiliation and key words; 8. bibliography; 9. illustrative section; 10. captions (list of illustrations);
11. contact details (address, e-mail and phone number).
– The digital version should contain the following individual files: 1. a file with the six initial parts of the paper (1. title;
2. author’s forename, and surname; 3. author’s affiliation; 4. abstract; 5. key words; 6. basic text); 2. a file with the summary
and other aforementioned data; 3. a file with quoted bibliography;
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4. a file with illustrations; 5. a file with captions (bilingually,
languages of text and summary); 6. a file with contact details.
Manuscripts will only be accepted if they have been written
and edited according to the rules listed above in this guideline
and in accordance with the document entitled Editorial Policy
of the Starinar Journal. Should the author disagree with the requirements of the editorial board, and the disagreement does not
concern the reviewer or proof-reader’s remarks, the paper will
not be printed. Changes to the content of papers after the completion of the review process are not allowed, unless the changes
are to be made according to the reviewer’s suggestions.
For additional explanations, please feel free to contact the
secretary of the editorial board, Jelena An|elkovi} Gra{ar, available on: +381 11 2637 191, mobile number +381 64 809 85 23 or
by e-mail: j.andjelkovic@ai.ac.rs.
Starinar Editorial Board
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